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YOUTH IN THE WORKPLACE: PERSPECTIVES
FOR THE COMING DECADE, 1979

'TUESDAY, OCrOBER 23, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
Cohnurrez ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., hi rodm

4232, Dirkieh Senate Office Building, Senator Harrison A. Wil-
liams, Jr. (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Williams, Schweiker, Javits, and Riegle.

OPENING STATEMRNT OF SENATOR AILI:IA:MS

The CHAIRMAN. The Senate Committee ori Labor and Human
Resources has initiated a series of hearings on "Perspectives for
the Coming Decade," to gage the conditions, -trends, and problems
likely to affect Federal labor and -human resoUrces policy in the
1980's. Today's and tomorrow's hearings, "Youth in the Work-
place," are third in the seriee and will focus on youth in the labor
market. -

Youth unemployment-is a grave concern to the committee and
the Nation. Our hearing today will examine the transition from
school to work and explore the nature 'of youth employment and
unemployment.

Over the course of the next 2 years, the committee will reauthor-
ize PprograMs which affect youth employment and employability.
These programsvocational education, youth employment and
training programs, and higher educationmust be tailored to meet
the needs of youth as they enter the labor'market.

Federal employment programs for disadvantaged and handi-
capped youth, student aid for the poor, compensatory education1or
the disadvhrktaged, and bilingual education all have the common
goal of providing youth in America with the tools necessary for
success and achievement.

Over the last decade,. the Congress has established these pro-
grams to meet specific needs of individuals and the overall needs of
society. Unless there is eqUal opportunity and access to education
and employment, the rights provided by the Constitution are not
being adequately offered to all Americans.

Today add tomorrow, we are going to study the overall question
of youth employment and unemployment in America and the op-
tions available to the Congress Air the future.

The transition necessary for entry into the labor market is an
issue that will demand attention because it affects every youth
solving employment and EAsbility in our society.

(1)
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The underlying causes 'of youth unemployment is an area ,of
concern to which we turn our attention. Until we have suffitiently
diagnosed the problem, We can off !tr.-no reasonable solutions.

e- -effects _of sex_and_ ethnicity rtn_youth 1aJor market entry
have become crucial factors in ,unemployment The specter of the
rising rate of black youth unemployment haints our Nation and
demands,our attention as never before. In addition the relationship
of wages -to the cost of liVing and the proepects of mounting Mo-
tion tends to nerte many of the advancts made in, the area of
successful entry into the labor force, particular& for' women. W6
must work toward providing a more ppeitive outlook to all new

retltran jts oining the labor force.
I believe that if we are to train Anlerican youth .for entering the

productive sector of our society, we must provide redources and
incentives Wially and fairly so youth can make the transition
from school to the working place with' the skills necessary to suc-
ceed and remain employed.

In 10 years, our efforts to,train and educate poor and disaVan-
taged youth have been successful for those served and have contrib-
uted to the higti n'umber of employed workers in America and the
continue& rate of growth in our gross natiOnal product.

However, there are still millions of youth who do not have access
to or are not taking advantage of education andSraining progeams.
To allow this to continue is to waste very pfecious human re-

, sources and talent ,Olttr Nation can ill afford to ignore. At a time
when pur Nation's economy is experiencing double-digit inflation
and facing the threat of a major recession, we need every Ameri-
can to be trained and educated to join the labor force did to work
at maximum capacity.

I am joined this morning at the outset by the ranking.-Member,
Senator Schweiker, who has been part of all that we have accom-
plished, and certainly will play a significant role in the continuing
efforts of this committee.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I commend you for holding these hearings on youth dnemploy-

ment. I think it happens to be one of our top priority problems that
chronically has remained unsolved for many years. I think it js one
of the most urgent and pressing problems that we have.

While the Nation's attention has been focused in recent months
on the possibility of increased cyclical unemployment, the more
chronic problem of structural -unemployment has yet to be dealt
with effectively.

According to the 'Bureau of Labor Sttitistics, teenage unemploy-
ment has ranged from 15 td 20 percent during the most recent
peak of the' business cycle. In fact, black teenage unemployment
runs as high as 40 percent in. many urban areas, a real national
tragedy.

This figure fils te count those people who have been discouraged
from actively seeking employment and therefore does not show in
the statistics. These statistics reflects a failure of Oovernment
policy as a whole to identify and correct the problems which elcist
in several facets of the social environment. ,

I am lookiqg forward to the recommendations from 'witnesses
over the next 2 days which address a more comprehensive and

P.4
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realistic approach, not only to preparing young people fOi- stable
and productive employment, but also to make real jobs available.

I am particularly anxious to hear recommendations for improv-
Wig' the ffelAr- plivate;aectur initiativee under the Comprehensive
Employment Training Act and targeted jobs tax credit:The viay to
improving opportunities for young people appears to lie in the
direction of careful examinatiob of existing programs.' Success in
meeting the needs of youngei labor-market participants will bene-
fit not only the participants themselves, but also their communi-
ties, the taxpayers, attd the productivity in the entire economy.

I think we have a very difficult time looking our youth in._ the
face today aid saying, "Hey, we have got a great system here iind
hope you will appreciate and support it", when you see youth out
of work at 20-percent and 40-percent levels epending on the color
of the skin.

-It seems'to me a mockery of our economi system and I feel very
strongly, as I know the chairman does, that this is something that
has been uncorrected too long. It is something that has some very
basic structural roots that are not easy to identify and are not emy
to correct; but it is something we must do, and I am delighted to
have the hearings devoted to this problem. '

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. , r
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Schweiker.
Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. First, I 1,4irti to commend our Chairman, Senator

.Williams, 'for taking the initiative in conducting these 2 days of
hearings.on "Youth and the Workplace: Perspective for the Coming
Decade."

One of the most serious aspects of our national unempkiyment
problemwhich has been around 5.8 percent latelyis the persie-
tence of intolerable levels of youth unemployment, particularly
arming minorities and in the older cities. In the second quarter of
1979, minority youth unemployment was recorded officially at 35
percent, and we all suspect it is 50 percent and mote in so/Tie
inner-city areas. This is really social dynaMite, and it is vital that
we continue seeking the causes of this endemic probleni, with our
object being to devise a strategy by which some relief can be
-afforded.

I am particularly gratified that our chairman has provided some
11 focus in/these hearings upon the really critical subject of the

transitidn process from the classrpom to the workplace.
In my, _judgment, our educational institutions are situatea at a

vital jUnction in the process through which 9oung people aequire

careers. How successful our young people are at navigatins the
the capabilities and attitudes necessary for embarking on liklong

transition from school to work will often determine whether or nof
they experience serious unemployment in their formative years.

This is what led me and my dear friend, the late Senator Hum.
phrey, to authar a bill io early 1977 to foster improved linkagei
between school and manpower officials at the local level.

With the help of Senator Nelson, our Subcommittee ChairMan,
and SenatorVilliams, the proposal became law in Public Law 95-
93, tile Youth Employment and Demonstration Ptojects Act,
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YEDPA, of r977, as the so-called Javits/Humphrey 22-percent sot-
aside.

Utider the provisions of the 22-percent set-aside, up to $130 mil-
-lion -eould be- made available-in- fiscal year --1-980--for'-work/study

programs, et cetera, for low-income youths enrolled in secondary
schools. The purpose being to provide youths with direct exposure
to the workplace in order to facilitate 1,heir sc l-to-work transi-
tion.

EvatuNiens of the 22-percent set-aside that have been done since
1977--the program was extendeld in 1978 for another yearindi-
cate that it has been generally successful in attaining the objec-
tivestwe hadiin 'hind for it in 1977.

In the National Council on. Employment Policy Evaluation, the
provisioins received very high marks. Mr. Chairman, I ask unani-
mous consent that tht evaluation be included in the hearing
record.

[The following was received for the recordl
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Senator JAVITB. Of course, realize we have only met the tip of
the iceberg with the provisi1W we wrote injo the YEDPA legisla-
tion in 1977. The problems encountered by minorities and young
women in breaking into the labor force, for example, will have to
be dealt with more comprehensively: *

,

Next year, the authority for the 22-percent set-aside and the
other progFams in title IV of CETA will expire, so these hearings
are vital to, help tit plan our.strategy for the reauthorization proc-
ess.

intend to introduce legislation early ne-sit-ybar to build upon the
.

in ' meeting our schools halfway in the preparation of young

DPA foundation, particularly with respect to: (1') .Engaging the
ivatie sector of our economy with private voluntary intermediar-

1 s
people for careers; (2) providing greater incentivvs for salools an

j
d

- CETA prime sponsors to design oint programs for in-school youth;
jand (3) expanding the emphasis to be placed on ob training and

rembdial education for out4Aschool youth, particularly in coopera-
tion with nonprofit intermediaries. .

I am looking forward to loving' the benefit of the testimony of
the elperts who will appear'before ihe committee today and tomor-
row. Former Labor Secretary Willard Wirtz is herea trailblazer in
bringing about a greater understanding of the crucial process of
the educatidn/work transition.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
. The CHAIRMAN. It is a great pleasure to introduce our first
panelist, the founder and Chairman of the Board of the National
Manpower Institute, Mr. Willard Wirtz, former Secretary Of Labor.

Mr. Wirtz brings to these hearings a wealth of knowledge and
experience.' He will address the topic of labor market entry, the
transition from school to work.

SecretarS, Wirtz will provide a look at the entrance of yoUth into
the labor market. .

I was thinking about you lastc-\veek when the 15th anniversary of
the Job Corps was celebiated. That has been and isone of the
most successful .responsft to the needs of youth, and certainly you
were key in the Job Corps.

Senator Riegle has cogle in and certainly we welcome any com-
ments before we turnet-o-you, Secretary Wirtz.

Senator RIEGLE. I do ha0 a statement. I will' make it a part ot
the record at this point.

* [Senator Riegle's prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DONALD W. RIEOLE,

Toclay's heariag is the third in a series of hearings being held by the Commit:tee
on "Perspedives for the Coming Decade," designed to consider the trends and
Problems which will bear on Federal labor and human resources policy in the
1980's.

Our hearing today will Tocbs on youth and the labor market.
Despite major commitments of Federal funds over the last decade to a variety of

programs designed to,enhance youth employment and training opportunities, youth
unemployment, remains disturbingly high. The average rates of teenage unemploy-
ment have grown from 11 percent in the1950', to 14 percent in the 1960's to
percent in the 1970's. in my own state of Michigan, teenage tnwmployment
projected o average 20 percent in fiscal year 1986, while unemploynwnt among
black teenagers is projected to overage 45 percent.

The prospects immediately ahead are far from encouraging. Thu economy is in
recession, a recession which may throw an additional one million workers out of

1 I
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jobe and which will sevonq constrict the ability of youthful entrants into the labor
/ market to secure work. Federal flscal policies, which aim to curb inflation by

reducing our support for jabot and relatled programs, will exacerbate an already very
serious problem. Disadvantaged youth living in central cities face especially severe
barriers to mnployment, for they must compete for work in labor markets which aro
charaeterized by an. exodus 4)f umikilled and semiltkilled joba in, both manufacturing
andsetail trades.

Although this picture is distressing, I do not mean t suggest that our present
youth employment and training pmgrams have failed to make a mark. On the
cohtrary, I believe that they +aye-made a Sig n tic mot difference for thousanda of
young Anwricans. Over the next two yArs, this Conimittee munt reauthorize many
of the Federal programs targeted to this group of youth, ineludin Vocational
'Education, Youth Employment and Training programs, and Higher Ediieution. The
hearinge being held today are designed to provide us with a better understanding of
the nature and underlying causm of youth unewloyment, the difin:ultimi in the
transition from school to work, and to assist Us in fashioning more effective Federill.
policies foe youth employ/11(mi !End of opening statement.l

Senator RIEGLE. I wanted to welcome such a distinguiahed initial
witness, and I am anxious to hear from him.

STATEMENT OF WILLARD WIRTZ, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, NATIONAL MANPOWER INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED
BY PAUL BARTON, JR., VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MAN-
POWER INSTITI1TE
Mr. WIRTZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have

with me this morning Paul Barton, vice president for planning and
policy development, Rational Manpower Institute.

If there is,any basis for your syggestion, Mr. Chairman, about'
my wealth of experience, Mr. Barton embodies a good, deal of it. I

will ask, if it is agreeable, that my statement be made a part of the
record, and I will then summarize it quite briefly so we can get on
to any questions you may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Excellent.
Mr. WIRTZ. You have asked me to suggest a general framework

for consideration of issues regardi* the education and employ-
ment of youth; and I will try to speak in that general area, rather
than to take up factual details or particular legislative proposals.

I suggbst a three-point framework fbr our thinking about these
problems. One has already been clearly suggested; it involves.the.
suggestion that we be careful about talking about this as simply a
youth unemployment problem, and that we broaden our considera-
tion out to recognizing it, if we need a general phrase, as the
"transitional" problem.

There are at least four elements -in this transitional situation:
education, employment, training, and serviCe. We often approach it
too narrowly as a youth unemployment problemslargely because
of the ready availability, Senator Schweiker, of those statistics to
which 'you referred.

In this country, we measure unemployment in the same Way we
measured it in 1941. That measure has never covered the youth
situation responsibly. To call it an unemployment poblem is to
imply that we are going to find the answer in simply more jobs. It
is a good deal more complicated than that.

The second point in a proper frameikork for consideration, in-
volves recognizing that there are really two very different problems
here.
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One involves a vOry large number of young ileople. But this
passage for them, although it is complicated is not all that hard or
all that difficult.

Then there is -another group for which it' presents very real
problems. I am simply referring tp the obvious when I refer to the
necessity of balancing here our thoughtfulness with respect' to the
youth §egnient a* a whole; and our particular interest in what ,we
have come to call the disadvantaged part of that segmentt I think
the political implications are very real in pragmatic terms. If we
suggest a dichotomy baweAn disadyantaged youth on the one hand
and youth in general on the other, I think we run into very strong,
very real political difficulties. It seeins tq me that to attach priority
to either of these two problems is probably tvinistake.

The third element in a framework of approach to this situion,
Lind the one in *hich I confess the largest perspnal interest, in-
volves getting responsibility. identified just as folly ar possible at
the .1°61 community level This is not to suggest any lessening'
importance of the Federal prograins. I do .not believe,' though, that
the youth 'unemployment problem iS going tO be solved at the
national level.. I think it is going to be solved at the local communi-
ty level, with of course neeessary reliance on a substantial Feaeral
support element. I find the answer to most .of these problems
seemingly dependent on" the development of.collaborative processes
at the local community level. We are all struggling with this prob-
lem of how we decentralize authority so that a large !lumber of
peopl can participate at the local community level in its dis-
charge.

So very briefly, I suggest approaching these problems in terms of
recognition of their involving a good deal more than unemploy-
ment problems; in Lerma of there really being two problems, one
involving the disadvantaged, the other the youth population as a
whole; and, third, as being dependent for solution, on the develop-
ment of collaboratiire processes at the local community level.

I realize that those three suggestions, although they may satisfy
the terms of the hssignment, are so vague tbat they do not have
much meaning without suggesting at least a few more specific
possibilities. I would like to refer to just two or three of those, as I
do in the statement.

I rather expect that as far as this disadvantaged youth problem
is concerned, we are going to move increasingly toward a one-with-
one kind of approach. I question, frankly, Mr. Chairman, and mem-
bers of the committee, the extent to which it will ever be possible -
for a Federal program to be worked down to meet the.variety of
needs that arise as far as the disadvantaged youth are concerned. I
suggest as an alternative to that that it is probably time that we
start thinking from the individuals involved, from the people
rather than from the progratns, and that we try to move at a local
community level toward what besomes almost a one-with-one rela-
-tionship with the hard-core disadvantaged youth.

Their number, although it is large4 in national terms, is in most
communities in this country sufficiently small that we would be
justified in approaching it on a name and address basis, identifying
*he individuals who need this kind of help in settini up some kind
of one-with-one program to approach it.

1
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Point No. 2 involves what iseems to pie the increasing recognition
of a fairly large-scale commitment 'whibh we are in the process of
making. I think we are coming very close in this country to an
acceptance of the fact that there is a-community- responsibility-to
be discharged with respett to all youth between the ages of 16 and
20. We have historically relied pn compulsory education to the age
of 16. We have assumed employment will pick up fairly fast after
that. It loes not. It seems to 'me that we are in our various
proposals; we are coming very close to a concept recogn i zed
community responsibility for till young people betweerj the ages of
16 and 20.

I am not, hovever,. suggeating that'a law be passed guaranteeing
support to that group..Quite the contrary. Tile alternative possibil-
ity is 'of what might be called a oommunity youth compactwith .

commitments running both Ways, This might well start with an

'ricil, provieOundertakinOvithin a local community, 'perhaps a comm;iity,edu-
cation work council or industrs education labor cou
a new form of counseling and gUidanCe, communitybased rather
than hi0 achool based, to every young person who might ask for
that kind of assistanee.

Second, that group might sclvisedly identify in the clearest possi-
ble terms the opportunity situa0on in the particular community.
We have a lot of national" data of one kind or abother. We do not

'know what the situation is in most particular communities. We do
not know, for ewmple, how many private servidd'sector jobs there
are available fokyquth in this country, and thpre are quite a few of
them except in the central cities.

So it would-be possible to develop a local community opportunity
inventory in which there would be included not only available
work opportunities, but training oprportunities, educational oppor-
tunities of one kind or another. ^ fp.

Part of the difficulty as far as this youth, transitional problem is
concerned involves what we have come to call deadend jobs. I think
we are making a real mistake in letting so much of wluit is avaita-
ble become identified as a deadend job. I am talking about jobs in
the private service sector. Take the fast-food industry as an Hilts- ,'
tration. There are an extraordinary number of vacancies in those,:
private service sector industries which could be better used, but we"
have attached a stigma to them..

To make the point k3erhaps more personally lhari-is warranted,
as I lool back through a very how long telesdpe at my own
transitional period, everything I did during that period was a dead=
end job. I mean, mowing lawns, working in d canning factory, and'
so on and mo forth. Some of the things I have done since have beef)
deadend jobs, too.

So it would seeniqo be very im`portant in developing this commu-
nity youth compact ,thet we take 'that kind of oppdrtunity into
account. They are deadend jobs until we pay attention, to the
transition from those"jobs to somethihg else. That is a terribly
important poitit.

If we were to take an approach of this kind, it would seem to be .fair to ask of young people, turning the old phrase a little bit', a
fair day's performance for a fair day's opportunity.

Q
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Without going into further detail abont it, I am simply trying to
suggest thikt, I think there is the opportunity now at t* local
commuggy level to develop a working relationship, a coMpaat rela-
tionshipbetween community and the youth which involves oblige-
tions running both ways and which might carry us very fardoward
where we want to go.

The committee will be looking into the question of whether
young people are getting today the education that they need to
move easily into employment. Ncg I do got suppose they. are.

I suspect the most important vocational education colirse in this
country is the course in writing Or the coursed in communication;
and that the breakdown, as far as that training system is con-
cerned, contributes very substantially here.
)As another specific element, it seems to the that we are cinite

close now to the recommendation that there will probably be some
kind of youth service program in this country, We Jiave been
talking about jobs; we have been talking about education, some
about training; but we have been talking very little about service:
My guess is it will not be possible for us Co mept this transitional

.prqblem witbout. 'development of fairly substantial youth service
components. I would look forward to that. There is a good deal of
basis for believing that a gooft many of these young people will be
very much interested in that' kind of opportunity. There are obvi-
ous questions that develop.

Obvious questions arise, particularly.as to whether a youth'serv-
ice program aught to be mandatory or not. I guess logically jt
ought to b6 mandatory. Practically, I know it has got to be volun-
tary. We have to make it very clear it is to be a voluntary service
program.

I will emphasize only one other point. It comes back to this
critical question of the development of collaborative process at the
local community level. Under the current legislation, there is the
emphasis on the PIC's and thert is exploration of the ways you go
about getting cooperation at the local community level between the
various segments there.

;PI express a personal feeling in saying that it seems to me that
C program emphasizes the employer s role too much and the

'ro es of the other community segments joo little, and particularly
the education segment, community-bafed organizations ".and the
labor unions. rt does seem td me that we ought to broaden otit that
responsibility. I would hope there are additional ways of providing,
by F'ederal legislation, so a local community can make up its own
mind about how it wants to approach its youth problem. I would
hope it is possible to go still further than we have in 'saying toci, a
local community: "This is where this youth problem has arisen: It
is where.it is going to be resolved. Here is the maximum support
we can provide through Federal agencies. Now, work out your. own

lfprogram.
I would like to see the .*sponsibility for this progrttm cKarly

identified at the local community level.
I should say just one thing in closing that is nop referred to i"h

the statementr
Thery will be reference, I am sure, in the session which 'fat:irks

this one, to the'possibility that the answer to this Youth iinènipioy-

yoni o -'00 - 2 1 )
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ment problem is 'going td emerge from ta demographics of the
situation; that we are currently experiencing the effects of the Al
p'ostwarOaby boom 'moving through this stage, and that that ',yin

I have seen suggestions within the week that we may,have- a
manpower shortage as far as entry-level jobs are concerned b
1985. In my personal view,, this prospect is greatly exaggera
Competition for. yotith jobs is going to be increasing. They face

- *competition frommomen coming into the market, some older work-
ers staying in longer. This matter of illegal aliens has reached
proportions where wevctinnot disregard it. It seems to me there is
increasing competition and that we will have to anticipate a con-
tinuation of that situation. ,

That concludes my statethent, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committet.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Your stateMent will be a guide for our thought for a considerable

time.
Mr. WIRTZ. May I add one other point that I forgot in my

summary.
I would hope very much, Mr. Chairman, that there will be atten-

tion to the possibility that this particular period when we seem to
be entering a recession, wjth rising unemployment, be recognized
as providing a superior opportunity for training programs of one
kind 'or another. We have not approached in this country the so-
called countercyclical education and training prograrn or policy
which has been developed substantially in Europe. My point
making it very brieflyis that as we enter this period, there is all
the more reason to be talking about education and training as
Countercielical opportunities. The-point seems to me worth serious
consideration,

The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you.
As you. started to say that, I recall observing in Europe just that,

_industry in decline; one of the elements of income support is train-
ing.

I wonder if I could get a little amplification for a greater appre-
ciation of your feeling about dead end jobs. I luive used that expres-
sion many times myself.

I recall I used it at titnes when we were debating proposals for a
subminimum wage for youth. It impressed me allowing a submini-
mum wage for youth would insure a dead endit would insure
that at-the end of the period of time that the subminimum wage
was available, that the youth would be out of a job and another
youth eligible for the subminimum- wage would come in. That is
the context I have used frequently in regard to dead end jobs for
young people. \

I wonder if you could just amplify yoult meaning in regard to
.dead-end jobs.

Mr. WIRTZ. First, on the particular point about exemption to the
niinimumedage.

I would just be flat, dogmatic, categoricalI am opposed to a
youth exemption or differential tothe minimum wage, for several
reasons. One of them is I have never seen a suggestion along those

to,
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lines that did not include the elossibility of increased adult unem-
ployment. I have not said it very well; but I believe the effects of a
youth exemption to the minimum wage would be to take Peter's
job and give it to Paul's son or daughter. That in itself is enough to
present real difficulties. I am opposed to the exemption in, the
minimum wager

On your broader point, if we let them be deadend jobs, if we do
not make any arrangements for the transition from those jobs to
something else, we are,making a great' mistake. They are not deasl
end by their nature; they have a real training potential.

An\ither point on this,,I believe one reasPn we arq having so\
much trouble getting the country concerned about youth unem-
ployment is that hardly anybody can get his laWn cut or get her *
windows washed. Those problems are middle2class,,headaches in
this country. People just do not believe there is a serious youth
unemployment problem. when they canaot get this help.

So as long a,s there is that feeling, v.4 are going to'have a hard
time getting this country very concerned \about a xouth unemploy-.

ment problem. I.

Beyond that, Mr. Chairman, the only constructive element I offer
in answer to your question was covered top quickly, in passing
reference to my statement. We have got to start giving attention to
the transition from those jobs to something else.

It does seem to me that if a young person drops out of school at,
say, 17, it makes all kinds of sense to do some of this kind of wprk,
which is available, but we ought to have a place where that young-
ster can then go and say, OK, I have served thy apprenticeship
with this community as fair as work is conterned; now how about at
least giving me some guidance toward \something else. I would like
to neutralize the dead-end concept by making a tiansition from
those jobs to something else. I think that does become almost ki
community responsibil ity.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any organized way to encourage cibminip
nitles to form any kind of association that would reach out And
identify young people that need some direction, particularly the
young people who are at that point where they are seeking their
first job? Do you have any models that .you can think of at the
community level where those people that can be helpful in the
process have organized their efforts.to help youth enter the labor
force.

4 Mr. WIRTZ. Yes. My answer to that question Would lead to a
reference to a group of communities with which the Manpower
Institute has been working now for 3 years. It is the National
Manpower Institute, the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, and NAB; apd we have been .whorking with 33
communities. That efforf is being expanded along somewhat differ-
ent lines. We have what we call a work-education consortium, and
it includes a good many of these communities.

We have identified those particular communities in which differ- 1,

ent kinds of initiatives, along the lines I am talking. about, have
been taken, so we can point to particular communities. Just for
example, in one of these communities, once every two or three
weeks, representatives of the various agencies in, that community,
sit down around the table and take the names and addresses of the ,

c-)
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. particular young people who are facing probleins of the kind we
are talking about, and at that time, they iiientify responsibility for
following up that individual.

Now, on the occupational information, I mean where these jobs
are, so on and so forth, there is another set of comniunitieg which
have done a quite good job with that. There are a number of others
in which they are just starting.

I became familiar only recently with the work of the Occupation-
al Infottnation Coordinating Committees which ate being set up in
various cities around the country. I was in Providence 2 weeks agiik
they are moving ther6 through the OICC and Providence Industry
Education Council to do precisely the kind of thing you asked
about. We could give you quite a list of these education work
committees and the industry education labor committees around
the country and we could also identify (or you those particular
communities in which they have gone furth*.toward identifying.
opportunities, 'youth opportunities. .

Just one other element.
trour question also rets us into tl* counseling and guidance area.
NA my own judgment, that is the least developed of all of the

specific areas in this whole situation.
In a good many of these consortium communities they are work-

ing now on the development, of counseling and guidance groups,
which'include not only ihe high school counselor, but also repre-
Sentatives from industry and the unions in that community, so that
if a youngster wants it, he or she can get, in addition to' thkhelp
that is available in the high school, advice from the commtitfity
about what it has to offer.

I add only one other thing, in answer to your question, we are
working in the Manpower Institute now with representatives of the
fast food service industry with exactly that thought in mind. We
would like to work with them, and they would like to work with us,
to_ see 'what can be done about making these so-called dead end
'opportunities more meaningful.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to turn to Senator Schweiker. Before that
I would like to just make an observation. It seems to me the
problems we face here as we talk about young people in their
transition, are problems that can be worked on throughi gatherings
of those who have been'historically not sitting together,. not neces-
sarily in opposition, but not certainly historically in cooperation.

.I was thinking of this at the 15th anniversary of the Jobs Corps
last week, when thelhomebuilders sponsored an event. As I walked
through the door, 1 was greeted by a number of people who are
leaders of building trades unions. I had not been aware of it, but I
found out there is a consortium between the Job \Corps and the
homebuilders in the construction trades. I was a little surprised
because residential homebuilding, is not a highly unionized part of
our industry, but they' had been wise enough to get together for
training. The union people were wise enough to 'chow that even,
though they are not going to receive a great deal of new member-
ship out of this cooperation, they are going to contribute to the
framing of young people entering the building trades.

Mr. Winn. Portland, Oreg., would be a specific illustration, in
answer to your previous question, incorporating this last remark,
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where they have done s ething like that. If you go to Portland,
they will take youthe bein one of Vlese community councils

ey will take you to s which are being renoyated there
dEir the aegis of this council. The kids working there are in high
ool, and .ffiey are being trained by union members. They are

renovating these houses. You have.got W believe, or I do, and so do
you, believe that if we would exercise some ingenuity in identifying
those things in the community which need to be done, and then
organize this collaborative or this working partnership to which
you refer, we could do quite a lot to that bad rate.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator SChWeiker?
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chaiirman.
Mr Secretary, I would just like to explore a little bit your

transitional concept. I ind your analyses very interesting, and
wonder how you struct rally see that problem n a little more

..detail. .
. Mr. Knyrz. Perhaps it will illuminatçthe point and ta difficul- t

ty, in response to your question, to re er to wha seems to be the
sharpest single. an&ais of this problem. James Col man has said
some place, I have forgotten now where, that in e capitalistic
economy there is- n45- natural place for a stage i between full
dependence? which means school," and full independence which '
means work.

When you think about it, we are organized on both sides, but we
are not orgEinized to cover that middle pe . On that basis, and in
answer to your question, really the rp6st specific assignment of
these community education work cqj.1ils is to pick up kids during
this transition period, and to try to work out combination arrange-
ments for them. ,

I am not sure I catch ynur question. But to the extent I do, we
flnd the only -answer to be, not the only answer, but we find the
critical answer to involve the establishment of a new institution at
the kcal community level. We do not believe it will be done effec-
tively relying upon the present institutions alone, and filo we are
trying to identify these education work Councils. They have, inci-

.. dentally, no authority. Most of them have no funds. They rely very
largely on volunteer efforts of one kind or another. This particular
group of communities does have, or has had, some $30,000 or
$40,000 of Federal money coming through the Department of Labor
to establish a central secretariat. . ..

In answer"to your question, I think it requires some new institu,,

tional, or at least procedufal forums, acting not with authority,
except the authority or influence of persuasion, but Winging to-
gether the schools and employers, the unions and the community
organizations.

,

I am not 'lure I caught your question, _Senator.
Senator SCHWE1KER. I think in general you did. I have a couple

more specifics. You say it should be community-based and not high-
school based. Does that mean we are not doing what we ought to be
doing in high schools? Maybe we ought to be looking at what we
are doing in high schools.

Mr. WIRTZ. I think we are not doing what we ought to be doing
in high schools. We are not going to be able to do what needs to be
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done through the high ichools alone. I do not mean to appear soft
oh the responsibilites of the high school.

I thihk as woonsequence of 'what happened in the sixties, with
rapidly Increased yetention rates, there has been a decline in the
4Tatility sechialatIreducation. .fe that 1 do not mean to soften that
piece of the answer at all. I de-not think there is any 'excuse for
kids coming out not knowing hi4v to write, and so forth. I do not
believe that the schools cah possibly do themselves what is going to
have to be done ,to administer, in effect, this transition period.

Senator SCHWEIKER.. This so-called community youth compact, is
that mOdeled after your tommunity education work council?

Mr. WIRTZ. No. I am trying that on this morning for the first
time for size, and I find the basis for making that suggestion in
what I see emerging in a whole variety of suggestions. I cannot
point to anything in specific experience in which to base that
suggestion. I think if you sit baqk and look at the pattern of
legislation Presently in the congrd:sional hoppep, you come to the
conclusion that we are moving very close in this cduntry 4o a
recognition of that,responsibility.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You refer on page 9 to local community
education work councils. How would that differ from the concept
you are arguing for here?

Mr. WIRTZ. I would expect- such # council to be a possible admin-
istrative aKency for that compact.

Senator ScHWEIKER. And who would serve on these?
Mr. WIRTZ. We have said to the loéal community, do it your way,

and we have insisted only on representation from various seg-
ments. The pattern evolves. almost consistently :as being one in
which there will be businessmen, educators, and .representatives of

communit57-based organizations.
We have done everything we can to assure union participation

yet except in a few communitiesin Livonia, Mich., Johnstown,
11.Y., Erie, Pa., and Wheeling to a Ipsser extentwe have not had
much luck in getting labor people td be active on this.

On Livonia, Mich., it is the labor people who have taken thp
lead. It works out the leadership is more likely to come from
representatives on that council of the educational system than it is
any place else. If there is a community college in that community,
almost invariably the community college representatives beczel
leaders in, this particular thing.

So that in answer to your question, it becomes usually a group of
about 20 or 25 primarily producing participation by educators ahd
employers, lesser participation by commuhity organ,izations,
women's organizations playing a very substantial part, and lesser
participation by union representatives.

Senator SCHWEIKER. The one area where I would have some
honest disagreement with you, and I pretty well agree w,ith all

your analyses and your suggestions, I found them very .construc-
five, is the idea of a national youth service program. I led the fight
to end the draft in the House, and it took us 10 years to do that. I
realize you were very careful to say it wOuld be voluntary and not
mandatory. tacknowledge that.

It just seems to me. with the experience we have had in public
aervice jobs, which obviously, not initially directed toward you, and

9 '?
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problems we had'theie, where I feel although well intended, missed
an awful lot of the real problems in terms of placing people in the
jobs in the private sector, I just wonder if we. are not setting"the
youth aside for 2 more years and bring them back again.lt seems
to me that is the lesson we learned before, and has not worlked.

I agree with your d tralization cillicept, and your analysis for
the tranlitional probl a, I think it is very good. I have trouble
going back to the natio 1 service prodam, because I think that is
where' we made our mistake before, in some form or another.

Mr. WIRTZ. I recognize and respect the point, and would not
argue with it, except to be sure that I have made clear one element
in-my owni thinking, .and that is this ought to be a local cemmuni-
ty-based service program. I am sure there are some feRuations
where Ithe right answer is for a young person to go off to the Job
Corps at Breckenridge, or some place of that kind. That makes all
kinds of sense.

But for the reasons to which you refer, it seems to that the youth
service program in the future ought to be essentially local commu-
nity-based. There have been some very interesting specific identifi-
cations, especially in the study about a year. ago, AIR and -the
Urban Institute for the Department of Labor put together, listing
the needs, especially at the- local community level, for identified
services. One that occurs to me offhand envolves the shortages of
child care services, in every community. -

It seems to me that adequate child care is a key to a good many
other things; women coming into the workforce, for example, and
adult education. I can envisage, given the concerns that you feel, a
mobilization of local young people around such needs as child care
service.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Would the concept you espouse be some-
thing they do for a year or so, and then go on to something else, or
would there be some integration of it into a permanent situation?
It seems to me that is a critical aspect of it, too.

Mr. WIRTZ. If there is anything in what I was talking about, it
hinges on the establishing by the community of a relationship
between itself and an individual youngster with provision for con-
tinuing counseling and guidance. So I can see this thing working in
terms of a young person coming into the education work council,
whatever you want to call it, sitting down and working out a
program that. The fir4t, effort would be to find out whether the
young person ought to be siiending more time in school. We do not
assume the answer is always yes. Then an effort would be made to
work out a combination of some work, some service, some training.
The understanding would be thei.e by another session four months
from now, and then 4 months after that.

I think that unless we establish that feature, call it counseling
and guidance, call it community youth relationship there would be
very little difference from things that I have said a lot of times
before. That is a critical point.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Viirtz testimony has given me an idea,

not fully thought through: We have, from time to time, been part
of processes in the Congress directing attention through legislation
such as Humphrey-Hawkins to the business community and the
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private sector and the relationship to employment and job creation.

Our committee has never, as a legislative organization, joined with

committees whose responsibilities run primarily to business as ours

Nn, in such good measure to-the workforce and labor. I am won-

dering if you would think about this in terms ot our trying to find
stimulants to this collaboration at the Federal level as well as at

the community level. Business, labor, and Government and tying in

the natural ally, education, could break the mold of unilateral

actions and begin to work cooperatively. I believe it is worth think-

ing about.
.

Mr. WIRTZ. I do not offer a pat answer, because we have been

thinifing about it, and we were talking about it just before this

sessibn. There is a great potential there, and I do not know the

answers to it. I think I get your point, and it involves the working

out of new relationships between the public and the private govern-
ment, at both the local and the national level. We are becoming a

more and more pluralistic government, so that the private seclprs

are more and more recognizing responsibility.
Let me repeat what I understand to be your point, tobe sure I

understand it. You are suggesting the need, if I understand it, for

the development of new forms of relationship between public gov-

ernment and private government, is that not right?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If we could geneiate any stimulant from

our national Congress to the community, directed toward the coop-

eration of business, labor, education and commilnity organizations

I think we might accelerate acceptance of such cooperation by our

committee being associated with another coMmitteee known to be

business orientedthe Commerce Committe*for example. A joint

effort here might lead the way to joint" efforts in the community.

Mr. Wiarr?.. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. We are the committee that has been perceived to

have magde life rather difficult for business, with our de tin ands on

pensions, our demands on safety and health. Labor i iatives di-

rected to the Labor Department, often meet early r 'stance here,

and it takes a year or two or more to prove the effort is a balanced

effort. OSHA; for example, is only now becoming accepted and

worked with positively .by tile business community. But it took a

long time, and the same with other' things that I can think of.

Mr. WIRTZ. I did miss the point. First, we need very much some

kind, of collaboration at the governmental level between the two

sets of institutions. I think we also need some form of working

relationship between the public agencies and the private sector
agencies. That is all part of the same thing.

The CHAIRMAN. Exactly.
Mr. WIRTZ. I get to thinking that as long as we stay on programs,

without developing collaborative processes, we are not going to

have the delivery system for those progitims.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the whole point. We look forward to our

continuing; constructive and most friendly relationship with Wil-

lard Wirtz and Paul Barton.
Did you want to clarify anything Paul?
Mr. BRARTON. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WIRTZ. I mentioned just in Passing this matter4 countercy-

clical education and training. We think there is a gOod deal in that,
,

40
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and the time for it is right now,. If it is all right, I cqould like to add\ to the record a paper that Mr.-Barton has just developed, the next
step in managing receSsions, on countercyclical education and
training. I think it is worth very serious consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. .1 appreciate that. Can we have that for our
records?

. Mr. WIRTZ. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I look trward to further discussions and ini;ut

from you on how we can make governmental and educational-
institutions more effective in youth t aining programs.

- Mr. WIRTZ. Also, I would like tq include the item to which I
referred, it is a very brief summary of what is happening as far as

.these &Ideation work councils and yhe consortium are concerned. I
will offer that too.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be wel .orne for our record. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. lNirtz and additidnel information

referred to follow:)
.
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Mr. Chairmen and
Members of the Committee:

You have asked mo to suggest "s general
framework for consideration of

issuea regarding the education and empl'oymejlt of youth" during the decade

the 1980s. The breadth of thr
subject invites either A long Andlletailed or

a short and summery treAtmo;nt. The cir c,ummtAnces
commend the latter.

Other witnesses scheduled
to testify have been assigned the development

of the demographic date regarding youth's
proapects in the market place, so

I won't go into this important (thouRb sometimes
tiver-emphasized) amulet of

the matter. The assumption
underlying what follows

here'is that, given a

continuation of present policies And pratices and using traditional measure-

ments, about one out of every five young people between the ngeA of 16 and 2)

who seek employment At any given time
won't find it; and that this figure will

be three or four out of five in the ventral areas of the larger cities. This is

a terribly seriouti business.

But Aerious An it ia, our thinking and plannfmg
and policy development

regarding the "youth
unemployment problem" has

followed fpr the pent fifteen

are what has become a relatively
fixed pattern, in terms of basic ppprosches,

alt ugh since 1971 we have considerablyenlarged
the resources devoted to these

Approa es. It in perharei only a personal judgement,
probably biased, that the

effickts de during thie.period have been more
successful than they are generally

credited ith being, at least by the measure of
what would have happened If

mOthing--or lesshad been done. They clearly Aren't sufficient, at least in

their present form.
There seems to me good sense, and reasouable bAni.e for

4
f
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. expecting ignificant improvementjts reviewing some. of what has become

conventional wisdom about this ubject and in trying to change our mphases

and approaches within the general perimeters of pressont policy or at Least

present federal budgetary allocations. Mid may involve or drastic proposed

revision, even perhaps more horsey, than the form of ehe snggestion seems to

imply. Jr

I suggest starting, for example, from the proposition that 111 calling the

prohlem we face here "the youth unesployment problem," by measuring it with the

instrumento we use fOr adult unemployment, and by thinking aboA it in terve of

traditional answer's to unemployment in general, we iss ths real youth transi-

tional problem and don't begin to get to what are probably going to be the fuller

answers to it. I would identify it Instead, recognising the awkwardnams involved,'

I

an the youth.education/training/work/service problem--or juat the youth

trannitional problem.

A econd and related

if

propositio° is that by whatever name we call it, there

ellare two distinctly dferent sit ations here. One Involves, au nearly ea I can

tell and auigest, about 75 or 80 percent of American youthof whom perhaps about

half have no real problem at all, while the other half face difficulties that

Involve what are essentially problems of adjuntment of one kind or another. The

other problem involves the 20 of 25 percent of young people In this country who,

usually ass a consequence,of their families' socio-economic statue and in many

(but not all) cases because of their growing up in the decaying center. of

American citica, face an exceedingly bleak five or .en years after thPy leaves

schooland the likely prospect of that bleakness b coming a lifetime 'sentence.
,

is
It in imperative that we aeParate these two oblema out from osch other.

They have entirely different roots and require tot Ily different treatment. The

firet intfolvea the whole 'structure of our system for moving from school to work

2-



and the second a very large remedial problem with a complex of cause, that

include but go far beyond racial and ethnic discrimination. At the risk of

.baing miaunderetood., / think it I. a mistake to attach priorities to the two

problsma; both are serious, and in practical politicml terms emphasizing either

of them to the exclusion of the other is Mel; to mean that neither will'attract

the support of a working majority.

A third', and again final, proposition is that the now clearly accepted idea

' of "decentralizing" the youth program-escribed in term of "unemployment"

has mit actually been carried out to an extent required to serve ita pound, under-

1110 principle. What has been done ta to ghiftquite a bit of authority from

federnl insreaucraclea (of which I speak an an alumnus) to their state and local
s

counterparts. The critical reMainteg atop thnt ham to be taken is to move thin

decentralization OP to a much broader group of responsible participants la the

local community level. The reel point of decentralization is to permitmictual

Larticlaiktion in the.nffairs of the 'society by literally millions of Americans

At who hnve become fed up with retre.seutntion alone. There is real question, no

far, whether thorm representattee--federal, state, tied local--sirm ready ti:).let

I( go; And there aro real problemo about developing Oa, now proceduree and institu-

tions thnt this will require.

' So my "framework," Mr. Chairman nnd memberm of the Committee, involvea three

not very analytical assumptions:

* thin there in a serious youth problem in 61in couotry

today .'

* our policy toward it has settled into a oomewhat fixed

pattern thnt is not likely to Attract mut.11 larger

Federal budgetary support, so

* that it ts espential to try to delielop Home major

reemphases and ghifts in present Pblicy;

_ 3 -
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mini three in nO way profound propositiOnsi

4 that we should stop thinking about tho youth transitional
problem within the conetraints that coma from calling it,
and measuring it, am only a youth "unomnloymont" probleas,

* that we must recognise twu entirely different situation.
her!, Ah of them serious, and

that the Wet critleal single key to this situation lies
in the tinvolopment of processes to put effective respon-
ribility for it in the hand/. of a largo number of people

at thy local community level.

A AA

Thu.' "framework" ill so goner/11 am to be virtually meanrnglemm. Lot mu

therefore montion briefly juat onough'specifics to provide a better basis for

whatey,i.r questions you may have.

First, about the separating out of what it ham boon mu stud here ire two

distinctly different mitnations.: the more general one and then the attention

involving what we have come to calf, with unfortunate imprecision, "disadvantaged"

youth.

The reaaon for roferring to this first lit that anything proposed am an

approach to the youth nituatf\on'in general in going to ncounter the reaction

that it won't work in Harlem or Watts or on Chicago s mouth-side. And that's

right. Host of the general propoaaluientdo won't work, either, with renpect to

the relatively much smaller number of "hard-coro disadvantaged youth" in almost

every community in tho country.

winh greatly that I could mike Nifth say vonfidvnce or comploty conviction

some new or different suggestion for approaching thin hord-colo.problom. I do

think Choral Is promise in Wimp of the very recient nttemprn under CHTA, ouch nei

the Private Industry Councils, the requirements that the local schools and the



CITTA prime vonpors work out a join't effort, and in the enlargement of con-

servation work type activItias. But at the same time we'crette ever larger

pro16.ame in ever larger bureaucracies, we are going to
have to go after those

youth who aro always falling bdtween
the cracks that open tauter these programs.

This is not a matter ad much of a 11110 law or a publinguarantee, for I

sm talking more about what we do as membera 06 the community than of whet vs

4.

delegate to representative bodies. It might best be'called a 4footh/CommUhity

Compact with commitments to make n bent effort running both ways.

inue Compact betWoon a community and its youth would aim to give youth,
,

who can't or don't go on to colloge
something comarable to the opportunity

that is provided those who can and do. The community, operating through some

organized community force such AN an education-work counril, would work with

indiyidual youth on a case-by-cane battle. It wouldn't be just the crestiln of

program slots to recruit youth Into. instead the community would find oUt

what Sam limes or Shirley Smith need, what they have tried that didn't work, and

what they want to do.

And they wouldn't he shoved In one direction and bheir file closed. The

community would stick wtth a oast% until it was sUcceesfully resolved, for weeks,

or months, or even years.

This meann Rersonalired counsoling and goddance. It means developing a

careful Commenity'Youth Opportunity
Inventoryand of ell opportunities including

serviee and training and education as well, as jobs. An operating principle would

be to avoid encouraging noyone'n leaving school with the effort in the other

direction, as it is hithe present
entitlement siporiments In several of our

large cities.

If the community is really making its bost.effortlind sticking,to the

3
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problem until it le solved, then we will b able to speak about the youth aide

of the compact. Wen the community is taking each young person eertonely, hhen

we- cum expert-the yonthitnTning-the-Old Orate lust a little-, to give a fait-

day's iierformance for a fair day's opportunity.

We would-take advantage of the pilesently uhuped opportunities that *stet

tn most communities, but recognize the neceestty.of supplementiflilthone in

decayed inner cittea to whatever extent nee aaaaa y to make goOld on the community's

stde of the bargain. The difference would be in :flexibility which woukd lata

community maks the beet match between the puth and the -opportunities. And we

would recognise the necessity of a considerable volunteer supplemental effort...

) of individuals and organizations. It has,to be broadly collaborative, and

reaching far beyond City Hall. I mean corporation preeidents, union leadeis,

foremen, small businesites, plumbers, teachers, paren(s, aunts and uncles,

ministers, doctors, ....and on and on.

W. 'have to start getting names and add instead of just statistics.

And tbe neighbor, the corner grocer, and the retired lawyer have to become_part

of the support network as well la the elected official.

Yet this personalised kind of approach clearly won't auffice to moot the

problem in the center of ihose ftvg to ten cities. Neither will ltn approach

'based on any assumption that,private employment can be made available in

sentient measure. There jUst aren't jobs in those arena. It insufficient

to say thet more education has to be a large part of the answer but we know that

it.le. We need to expand productiVe roles though 80 youth know thero is something

at fthe end of the line when they do finish school.t I think we need to take seem

new initiatives, and some that have risks of fniture attached. I mean more efforts
,

at. creating ttg. enterprises for examplo .

_ 6
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There aro public service areas where-more inner-city youth. In small

groups, and perhapa 'more on a neighborhood basin, could be given more reopen-

lability. We have to give youth more responsibility If we xpect them to learn

to act zasponsibly, and we need opportunities and ituations which give leader-

ship ability a chance to develop and mmerge. Since I have nothing bettor to

suggest as far as emergency measures are concerned than what is already being

ttempted through the .lob Corps and similar type programs, and no long-range

an aaaaa except better edgration, there is no point in taking up the.Comaittee'a

time on this particular point. 4

It also seems to me fair to add, though, that the seeming intransigence of

this problem in the large inner city is not sufficient reason for paying any

loam attention to the more general one of biathlon/0os in the transition system

for youth not going on tit college.

I hav:1 already mad. it clear that one step which seems-ipportnnt with

respect to tho broader problem ia the development of differeot and morn gangitive

mwasaramenta of the mituation of indivfduala in the 16-to-21-year age group. V.

do In this country'what WO measure, and the burying of the measurements of youth's

condition under the surveying and analysis that goes into preparing, *TM

economic indicator does us serious diessrvice. In ths Interests of time and with

apologies. I refer the Committee to a report on which I collaborated several years

33
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ego With Harold Goldetein, and in which thie pomoibility is spellod out.*

On another point, it enema increasingly important to recognise much ours

Tully -fiourivi- tymva-no -tar- Ow imptiv.tudonf--4it the Alminishing, at least_ sharply

chnnging, opportunities for youth in traditional privato employment. The facto

that aopported tho originnt JOBB (Nationni Alliance of Businessmen) program have

changed. We haven't taken nrrount of the fart that most youth lobo now are in

ths privnto sorvine, rathor than the maoufactoring, aron: or of the increaming

availability of.youth lobs in mall. rather than largo, estnblishmento. Our

attitudes townrd "dead end" lobs got in thy way, todny, of youth employment:
_

a

and thus,' attitudes need to-examination in light of tho reality of this large

expanalon.of "yOuth John" in the mervirgrocrtor. If we use'the wrong lobelia

horo, wo aro going to fool nn attitude of young poopte looking more for Jobe

than for' work.

Tho Committoe. will bo looking into the queotion of whether young pooplo

aro gettl.ng today the edorntion they need to move easily into employment. I

would argue. if thorn wero time for it here, thnt they aro not. The perhaps

unorthodox lino that nrgument would tnke lo Auggeotod, though, by noting the

poroonal view thnt the Inrgoot lack in their "vocationni" eduvation la their

not learning hvw to write.
1

difforent front, it meema to rar only n mutter of eito now, although

the immodintoly current climnte nppenrs a little discouraging, until we find

thin country our own effertivo form of a "youth service" (meaning ojibtic

aervice) program. Almost certninly within thn decode the Committee le looking
e-

at, it will probably become the common practice for young people (Atip many who

-*A
Alt-iii4WiatilialiiTTlard Wirtz and

Harold Goldstein, Nationnt ManpoWer Institute, 1975.
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are older) to spend one or two years in so m. fairly well formalised service

program; Answers will gcadually be worked Out so far as the currently 'con-

/1-094MA Irene, are concerned. ehetlier sucit a system should he mandatory-

(*itch I think it should not be), whether currently projected high ooets:can

be substantially reduced (as / think th'ily can,be). and how,such a program can

be sufficiently decentralised.

-11)This brings me bock in conclusion. Mr. Chairman, to the broader form of

is decontralization'point. I find the largest encouragement for the future,

so far as this matter of youth policy is concerned, in the signs of .increased

local community initlativr--involving both the pub) ic and tho frivate sector -

and of federal legislative and executive retiponse to these.local initiatives.

inle strongest force at work in this policy and program area today is p.robably

the force of pluraitem, an4 the moat effective course will be to strengthen this

force in everyposmible way.

Both good government andgoodpoliticts commend recognizing that youth

unemployment ie not going'to be cured by action at the fediral levol, and that

the development of a broader youth transition programprobably including a

combination of the elements of education, training, work, and service--in an

esential* local community responsibility. This isn't to suggest theelimination

of the federal and state roles, but rather, to urge a substantial enlargement of

the local community role, exer6itied through new forms of collaboration between

e cho employers, unions, local government, and various kinds Of local service

organizations.

For three years now. the National Manpower Institute, a private, not-(or-

profit organization, has been working with the Department of Labor (and the

Departments of Commerce and of Health. Rducation and Welfare) in developing what

art generally referred to ea Local Community Rducation-Work.Counctls. although they

a

3,r;
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use a variety of name& tn the 30 or so comaunities in which they have ben

established. There tu a "consortium" of theme communittos which also includes

ten other* Ihla IIMIlar councils hews been developed in eosperatianwith _ _

the American Aseociation of Community and Junior Colleges or with the National

Alliance of Business.

You have asked me for only an "overview" hero, and my association with tho

National Henpower Institute is such as to risk impeaching whatever I might say,

411,

except in response to any inquiries the Committee may maks, about the Operation

and the significance of these local education-work councils. If yuu share the

diew that it is important to shift the center of gravity Aud responsibility for

the youth transitional problem to the local communities, and if you wonder (as

we did At the National Menpoler Institute) whether it la possible to serve this

purpose through the development of new collaborative proc eeeee at the local

level the experience with these 10 communities will be of interest to you.

A last point, Mr. Chairman, is suggested by the fact that ost observers

think we have Just entered a recession. I am very much concerned 'that

recession will set us back several year. on the inner-city youth mployment

front, and that we may lose whatever credibility with them that we gained since

passage of YEDPA in 1977. I think we.ought to act now to shelter thos efforts

for the next 12 to 18 months through enlarging education and training options,

and turn youtli into them rather than out onto the street. This could bo an

early assignment for the new Private Industry Councils. There is great

difficulty in launching this new private sector initiative st the beginning of

economic decline, and the fact that "education and training" is mentioned in

the CETA title which created PICc as much as is "John", end that educators are

supposed to 64 on these Councils, provides a sufficient base for working out the

practical problems of providing such a temporary shelter.
OP

10-
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Now in conclueion. W. decided A long time go in this country to es. to it

that very young person would have, t public expertise, at least ton ',wire of

. . .

ducation, with still more if hs or he could use it. The reason the figure was

et at ten yearu was tummies that uch ducation would take young people up to

the point where they would be ready to go to work that wee available and for

which they.were neoded. The arrangements for thin were left, deliberately and

in contrest to the practice in moat other countriee, up to the local communities.

Today the facto, re critically different. There is not work available for

very many sixteen-year olds; moat jobs now require more education and training

than this. Where boys could count, fifty years ago, on roving into fielde or

factories directly from schohl, and where it was assumed that young women would

make a similarly almost automatic move from sittipg in classroom* to raising

(seethes, the situatfon has changed drastically. We have adjustnd to these

chanson with respect to those young people for whom more formal ducation to the

answer. We have not made similar adjustments fox those who requiro an alternative.

transitional experience. It seems both sensible and likely that one of ih. major

developments of the 1980s w!ll be ome extension of the concept that prompted th

local comrunity's ssumption of responsibility for ton years of echooizeanough to

give young people basic preparation for moving directly into their futures. The

same considerations now commend the aosump'tion for another year or two of

community reaponsibility in thou situations where doors lead out of education '

but not into employment.

Thia seemm to mo the most promising prospect rogarding Youth and the Work-

%
place: Perspectives lc- the Coming Decade. Legislation pointing in that direction

would come within Jeffernon's appealing phraae about "lawn addreseed to people's

reason rather than to their weaknesses."



WORK.EDUCATION COUNCILS:
COLLABORATION GETS RESULTS
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structure--on which success rides or talls These are the
kinds of questions Mal twoned the agendas Of the lour
legional conferences held..lara year to introduce others
tO the WOrk trituration Consixtium and to the concepts
Of _C011eboratign

Participants el the conferences offrired a wealth of
practical advice drawn trom their own experiences ltieiu
lips and techniques have been Culled from the confer
ellces to Cletlie 6 guidelo corfu'Iliiitity collaboration the
issues discussed here go foe beyond the immediate
target of crenring A smoother sarisition from school to
work I Iley Are basic kt arty cortutturtty aChor, alttat
ahilard at ilimitutional change

Why are Work-Education Councils Paladin"
t Ali?

At rtorte II)A itlilItr(rl(Ctl, ljit il git tiltriOtiCeri thiu
work eiluclet,.rr C ouncil aro corliproing tor attention in a

Orlct , itWkieti wall advisor y pont ds C orrimissions
panels and task login: In the held of yOUltl
moot tilOnv More Are situational and caroler education
advisury o ours its (It IA youth services councils. ri
dirtitly oduculion groups volimrior y organirrition', . and
others Why then yot anothtir C.OunCil ntludod./

/ka many Consortiuni floe 1. the 11(811), lSSUO
IS (Amu/mast,. aild 0111(0111 tiSO of resources None of
tho NOM ary niorilly advisor y All Ilavil
struggled to orgars/ir or ,It Holm) citscls, icftittiiy ployithl
services lacking in Inn local community

ri tiridiii,i ti n uotior al concern about yOuth, Ittrt
corutiSiins lila! ipso 10 Work education Council% are

wined a., liii, r ommimaies monisorves f or example
Boatel Malmo is a %mall town ol 2.500 with art or onorm,
t1vitoil(10n1 Of, Villist IlltintIllictulln0 find IMO
19111 ClInalltril 01 A work educason council grow Out ol
the town's cono!ornq Omit miser vino (oral villUUS nod
entin,i,,l) (Wolin/lit( tjlOWIll ft) provide lobs that would
keep sitorig ',owe from ,,o,,,rig POIM
sylvart,a hit rts rimy ot rho pi attlartts Common tu Otto,
cam% utt the Northenqi 1 docinturig acononkt bast, a 60
part'aira 10010,6 tau. among minority youth and wide
spread poverty Clusinoss arid Indtialry play an im
pOrtant role, in thy city's work-educatiov council and
Many IInovattso protects haw) been launched to link
schools and the phvate sector in WI effort to combat
poverty among !mar Cay black youth Lextriglott. Kens
lucky, on the other hand feces nlinost none of Philn
delphin's problems Only 3 5 percent 01 MO labor force
is out of won, so youth employment is not a hogh priority
But there is widespread feeling that the schoofs are not
doing a gOod lob A work education council was loomed
lit lesponse to the community's desire to improve public
education

Although theso Community conditions alo diverse.
everyone has a stake in the school-to-work transition
issue Prents MO conCeined about their children's ed
uCalion and ornployability skills Employers toe gon
corned about the preproation of now workers SChoOlq
are saddled with an ever.increaseig list ot reNportiuttli
ties and often are without the reSourcea to Carly theni
'out Unemploymont saps the entiro community, driviog

3
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So perhaps it is not suiprising that work education
councils are succeeding in many kinds of communities
Yet their success has not corne about by acctdent
Thousands ot hours and dollars have been pourad ifito
every Ona antstiatotttlig and gamesmanship have
played Itioir ioles la the fallowing pagoto i utalca
Iontiorti kat how they have dealt wall organitatiO.,
leadership. holding and gOal-selling issues allracteel
unroll and husrotess participation. helped create stiba
lovel coilabollitior+ and now CI I A/schoul I eletionstlin%
and coped with spec !fit prottlarric at I WM /1111119

Organizing a Sucoesstui Work-Edueation
COUnell
Defining *the Issues

Work education councils Ara orgartind only when ono
Of 111010 People docide lhat Mu need:. ol los al youth (UV
not boirig met end that something attall tar dona Court
Cil havo baan started es rodoporident ellorts. nit ott
shoots of the Chamber 01 Commerce es school ()aged
intlintwob. grid as tipal offs of 11%1StitIQ /1(lvitvoly taxlatc
thew ro; nO tyrncal pattern

'Il's great to corn* up wtth a rational plan
about what should work, but unless you'ro

'sensitive to how things work in your corn-
IThltdtt, end who Kee tho clout end who
melte, things work, then your plan is going
to wind up on a shell in somobody's store-
room."

Mohard Lane

After au; initial discus...rcti s. however, thug, inewitapry
comm. ale F1(01111714 paralyzing momplit when
COLinicl musl,,ilncittt spectticrilly *hal olsireS to addloss
arid how Council leadois egret thrup is no subslitutoi
for good inhumation when making soch decisions n

(IOUS rat good, for ()sample. to list youth ninlatiPlOynleill
its a top priority rI I efunglon Kentucky with ds 3 5
noncom robins:3 into Mori, tiOwever such basic deta as
unomployilloril cafes and availatito reSOWCOS
aro Irani to Curtin by or simply (100 exist. especially in
Or ril areas

One of the first aCtivities of the Bethel. Maine coun
Cli wns 10 conenct, with n local community college and
economic development office to do a series of surveys
that gave town leaders some rhea of the problems they
faced and the resources ort hand to deal will then,

BeHlo economic data nre not enough. however Knowl
edge ol how community institutions relate to one another
end whore eilluserce and political power lie also is es
frontlet Says Filchard Lane, presldent of the Career
Education Consortium in Worcester. Maatachusells
"It's groat to come up with a intiOnal plan about what
should work, but unless you're sensitive lo how things
work ill your community. and who hes the clout and who
makes !lungs wodi. thorn your plan is going to wind up oil

411,



a 0011 ,1, 0011101,041) 9 ti104010011

111(111101 and seem() phoi dam (:an Inky (a) a 101

tit a coon( if h 1000 III 01.1./ III 11111 C11110 of the

mungion council %IX ilitilillIti Fitly Mato wtoculivo ill
tsiLlut N_ew Won, (dui mein and I mince
Initiative snyk efohniflomi iii such heem)ngly 41.noctuit
h11111% as 'wink toilette. ' -actindling." Rod -education

mreo, obstaclors dieing !fie council's formation
0110 11101111R1 Io III 1119 ItetIoltfll .1110 104:1111 0110(1

hilly by the , ouncul 1191,011) 1110 ay and county of Elle
Pennsylvania wee then 'youth 01110loyntota chnittu

Goals 0 the 1 Mete( ate to f (Moue employintra
atvlatillt 1.a1001 Odin a11011 ail00911 1110 1)01101 italt 01 coill

Mundt relnuit 01. 090 vocatio.ial lTdiICilt,iiii (:01

allpitivil guidance counliellnu
mote equal uppoitionly 0111007010,11 improve 1111091 alio,'
nnif,,coilcuiliition with Compinhonsive I nipioyment non
I inininn Act 9. plu91d4) iebor inanun low
mason Pliiv100 lin finical niowilluice and promote op
poi kinflitei lin the 141110411{4HW

(alter council,, have defined Inca missions 111011.)

t>ioillhll I till Nnw Jolley Wolk Eib,1 411011 and I eipine
hie, 11010 III 11 011.1(.19 11119111i) If 0111

11,1111 11 11(11111. 111 1,109111100 10 C10111,00 of p111h., thoin

abandoned iit,Ihilijii tie& A911111. III. a 01111101 01 11111119

10 1100119

..1(11111 (1 1 IWO% 111111 101.1..11111/ 1110 ilililutol 01 the wink

yam alum I 111011d kehotti) Wayne (iiiill t.4 holm

MUM. 111n1 vies Ili. can have too nanow a lot us
11040', hIlly hin oil, council feu 11110 he it wit%

that WI, 41(411 99 lleiccilt of om 111101gy 10Cwitid Oil
1:11/111911,0 Mt/ I10:1 1001 !lys1(1111 WO hadn't taken ii took al

what outi,ion A that :misted C1141091119 ,i(h1)

Product vs. Proms'
1 hem iti 110 ongoig debate among comicil lenders that

Ihe 10111 COlitOtOtICON StMitaLII(111 titlOtad Milk education
councik actually pr(ivide selvices I Plotinclir) in CM,-
i:ilia11110 Ott dovoloptil9 ctilletbaialian among leaders (if
maiOr II)0101,1);)9 II) 1110 community to stimulate beam
youth tral 191111)ii 80191(05 (1,104-,01,Ii)l

To Wnyne Owens II 11110111 Gement Electric executive
who heads Philadelphia's Wa) k ethiCatiOri Council.. the
goal is ideally one 01 -inslitulionre cli7In1Je Flo says the

council 111 looking al the very real ctinfige that can Como
nboot by gelling people !faking together 11001101111y

beginivg- to trust ono anothef rent while not neceir
ily giving up then turf, nt least snying. 'Hoy. there are

some Itiitiga We can do
out John Graves notes that industry leaders lit 1110

Detroit area were 'III much interested in the council if it

looked like eimply 1110940 advisory body III an indult
Wattled eetelr 19. he soya. the Oebate owl product va
process doesn't traid wale, "You'd better have n
product" if you want b09111896 p00.1)10 10 preticionto, tii
says

Other councils have taken a middle road, emphasizing
their role as a neutral forum for solving probleins George
Cieply of Wheeling, West Virginia. says his is a "show
me" state end that his council has become both process
and product oriented Bob Sakakeeny, director of the

%I
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Winceiitei snyk diplomatic/ally_

Mat ilk function ik antvicee to service ito
livi00111

sknolhou Approach is to begin n new community ter
viva wove aii ellectivenmek Ihnti convince an
fKluncy lo lake it oven the work oducalion council in
Mnitel County North Catalina U80i1 this strategy of
teclively ill ilevelopinu a local retouices illfachlty A
vlillhltIlIIl 111 1110 141111 ott tipploncli tined by the Now
J0t9tly 1-001111A1 Oiler 101 Pay M11/0.11010it 11191 (luting its
111 011 I 1111104y MO COUM il 1198 ho 011 1 nuttlit 10111 111(101}01 1

do111 1 101 11/1 0111 01glitlinh SO 110 Me 111111911 WO doll I

(1111 11 (10

1 Ile CUI11111Unity Cumuli'. Council ot ()aktaild. Cnlitoutta
fink emplinniald ilk tote Mt II tonsil fof people who ore
111 1101 01 11910019 Mal Who 901110 ullihlIJItI 910011(1

yvhofeby they Clio do sometticiu towline says executive
director Jose du la Isle A sioxuy, (bow by !be coolicli
10101(111mi 110 tfilltnont gioups,provide omen! education
Bill yicuti iti the Oakland reek hut anne in Mlle Coordina
lion among Illum end vont lelschres and counselors do
not 091111 know they c %nit

in ,,,,,11,11,11Y. oh Inix111(1. 01111)1theirts tallaCIWO
14(1100 oiluiliod 000;00 91y00 1110 (ittinCil a 111911 [motile
III the Goininunily witni ovet kkoplics. nnd ploviden
needed Solvicen tiot a may thientilti 111050 agencies n1
lenity 010910,1,9 siiiiiini seivices and I on tx) complicated
nnd 01(1009190

Advantuues of u process' emphasis are Mat it is lass
thicniaming focuses on bettor uses)t existing resoulces.
does not resuft Iii cimition of now non finger bureau
climes an(1 is 10811 alpittisive 1)0 11141 011101 hand Cant
Illulinly 1011(1018 May fool that lho COW1C11 8 nIl Ittlk alai 110.

action Pin best advice, 15 to fo. tho applotich to the
community

tkeettn. Loaders/Op
Among work taluCallon Councils. 111010 ig almost

ininnimous nureeniunt on Oro lured kw strong tondefship.
Without a council vial duiCkly wilhei and die

Corifelence attendees gollernlly ngreed ihnt council
members should be drawn horn the highest ranks of edu-
cotton. business, government, -labor. and community
based (poops Says Hoban Caney industry education
coordinator tor lhe New York Slate Department 01 Edo
mon "If we Can't gel the chairman of the boaid, then

accept Ma president, but we don't go much !Wow
that II you get top-level people, it breeds participation "

A council's Ibihity to attract leadership will depend in
pan on ihe hiebny of Collaboration in 1).9 community
Jose de .1n Isla ear; malty Peonks antI (Wed front itting
on cOur1C119 that have 110 meal powet hi Oakland, anyway.
"people generaill, have not hed tibod experiences "

On the other hand, collaboration is respected Dad,
bon in Erie County, Pennsylvania, says Mike Lydon A
mom step toward cleation of a work education council
Wee uliderlekell in 1977 when a new occupittional skills
center opened II ii 101911 of collaboration nmong three



government agencios arid the local manufacturers' m-
u sociation

An appeal to self -internist is one of the best ways el
attractine Community leader% to the count:11 Wayne
Owons of Philadelphia says, -Any effort hes to appeal to

____skit-rriteireat-il- ;leo want-le-werk -logetherl-he-eded, he
says. ri to "male) a person took good by doing grxrd

What are good soll interest issues? For schools
mandates lo worg. with CE IA ollicos, shortages ot career
guidanco poi sonnol, lirnirted rosourcos to cony out added
responsibilaras need for more help in running programs
for the cliSralyantaged. desire to improve the pubhp's
image ill education. F or businesset: improving employ
ability skills of young workers conlibsUng the public's
ignorinco of and hostility Inward busrielgs end capanlism
Inducinu tame; end welfare costs try helping reduce an
employment. rricronsing profits, and girOduCtivity through
improved lob trorrrig programs For government ph
Programs adnerlistrators arcreasint) the impact el leg
oral programs through huller coordinalvn of community
resour,ol, iii erasing ernoloyer participatron, improving
reles.rirs with schools. F or labor helping young people
wide, stand ;um hupimo organized labia. improving
iiirkagns oeth tollege undue education programs, bxpand
ing and miproving nine entrceshir prow ams

Funding a Council
to Poy Male rl I. a ei,.teko kr spend too much lime

sertiLreog tor !told. mill (anew people to keep a coun
cii alum! both are in plentiful supply BM Mu !Minting
seafth rs novo( endrrig Ion many other Councils
result Is a patchwork of lumbrig palle.ris -about which
generalntlion4 me hard to make Some councils have
been almost wholly oepundent on Work Education
Consortrum Pr oio.:1 tunds Others hyve rnanagod to put
together srjeklble leidgets rr,af,, a variety of federal state,
local, and private sources

If ono c-iiiirnon dencommitor re council plunking can on
found, it rs that councils aro bettor off whorl their funding
Comes Rom sovorai SOUICOS The clangors cif single-
sour co funding kra Iwo told thn possibility Of o latal sot
brick th the money suddenly rons out, arid the risk of
becoming nothing more lhan a mouthproce lor the agon-
cy or organization providing the funds Single-source
funding is a dangerous addiction

Council 'organizers have ahown considerable funding
ingenuity The Bullalo. New York council, for example.
receives about $20,000 a yoar in membership dues from
schools and employers Dues aro $500 per year for a
School district. $100-750 per year for employers, de-
pending on sac; It look two years for the council to gel to
that point, however.

The Industry-Education auncit of Californiia
statewide networkhas a $3.2 million a year budget horn
35 different SOUICOSTilo council's theory is that if an
orgarezation wants IECC's help In solving a problem, It
must be willing to put up some money

Bob Sakakeeny of Worcester, Masaachusetts says,
"There aro a.lot of funding possibilities out thore It's just
a matter of lying into them at the right tirelo and in the
right way Just don't look to the Department of Labor
directly for operating funds In the future. warns Evelyn
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Oanzglaris of DOt ni 011ice of Youth 'Programs
Wdyieli Owens sayeIhai Tate voCationl[FdirCatiOn

agencios should hot be overlookod as lending sources
Clotting money under eh° governor's CET A earmark for
vocational education, howevoi. is Inekier and dopends
On political clout Tho Philadelphia council. which
Owens directs. gets approximaloly $20.000 a year 10
local CE TA funds, $10,000 in state CETA funds, smaller
annount!: frOM tho local, youth services doparlment. and
"some" support from.laber

Another good funding
lor administrative over
CE IA. says Jeff John,'
as a Council director
turn, the council nem
assrstanco package
reach

But Carl Fazzoir of Illinois warns Mal under CETA.
'there is a lol of political preseure ool lo fund 'soft ser
vices' such as c'.ountailing- aria west assistance Ire
litlently provided tiy work-eduCation councils The
emphasis 15 On using the mniroy to pay wages and fringe
bonnets Keep in mind that a decision by CET A officiels
lo cooporate with trio council i., not lho same ris a deci
sem ho ilp fund it. lie addll *
, One 0 er hint membership arid tho size of the geo

graphical a. Served wili troll) determine how much arid
whachinds of furidir 'a council is eligible to fOCOIVO FOr
oxampie, the Work -Edocittion Council of Soulheagern
Michigan could not e0ply ka CE1A funds until it ox,
parided its coverage outset° of Livonia. a well-to do
suburb of Delroil Similarly. il ti council expects to gel
'CET& vOCationel oduCalinn. or private soclor funds,k
had bettor have representatives of theso groups sitting
on the council ...I

An important Enna) of support to many Councils Is
locally offered in-kind support SuCh as office spaco. uso
al tolephories. donated oquipmere. and the liko

Illummary .

Because each community le different. the problems lo
be faced in organizing a work education council will vary
from placo to plac This list-drawn up by Melvin Webb.
executive director of a Marten County. North Carolina
Education-Employment Council, touches most of the
basos. however. He advises: assess community needs.
list youth serving agencies and what their pritaltleS
really are (they probably cannot do everything they ere
supposed to do), for n ad hoc working committee of
community leaders, tre

.

(the counciN quality depen on it), stress tho council's
importance of leadershipes

role as a neutral meeting ground, identify Issues and'set
goals, emphasize the "what's in it for me" perspective,
Identify community needs to be addressed, inventory
community resourcos, decide whether or not to be a
nonprofit corporation, pick a neutral office location (not
In a School Of business), write a constitution, and fInd
reeourcos Such as free office Apace.

hldiTITlinsIly
mice is tlio money earmarkod

'sad under all seven titles of
ri of Detroit, whose.own salary ,

as paid with CE TA funds In re
d local prime sponsors a !ochres5i
emphasizing youth program oel

4
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Involving the Private Sector
To most eouticile. uwOhang the private sector its the key

to solving the -work end of the school to work transition
_tobtitim Yet marlE it not most, business peopte ale
skeptical about signing up witt . yet another conmettoo
which may or may not produce anything of consequence
They are especially leery of becoming entangled in CET A.
which is a key resource to many councils "CET A does
nol have that oreel a Sack tecord with the private sec
lot" notes Bill Bevacqua, director ot the Business-
Education !raison Committee for the Nalionnl Alliance of
Business in Bridgeport. Connecticut Ho seys the high
turnover and low quality among CE TA administrators. tho
audits, red tape. alio Aid rules on low income olitjibility
traye given the progrem a black ow moon business.
leader ii

Nonetheless. Congless recently added to CETI% a w

Private Sector Initiative. Proven (PSIP).. designed
bolster business and industry involve in lob Itaining
programs A major feature ol the PSIP a rt Is cieltion
of a notwolk of Private Industry Councils (P made up
of n majority of private sector ropiest:mine These

PIC, are to doter and/or operate employme and
!dining dograms under CE1A. Among the manda of

the PICs is the tottering ot closer ties between educet
arid woik, n goal many work-education councilenre mo
Ihnn willing to help nChieve

According to Miohigan% John Graves. the PICs should
be "moor thnn n conglomeration of advisory councils
that already exist And work-education councils should
toll prime sponsors "point blank" that they want a role
14f1 admits. thhugb, that the PSIP plogram faces an uphill
battle with the private sector nod that Mere is "quite e
selling job to do

"The government ot the 1.1611441 Stales Me
more ea its piste to4ey then it oga hand*
end our oommonlike must now help to in-
vent new ways For the private motor to
week with the public motor tO pioneer a
new partnership."

Jolit T. Dunlop

To most council organizers. tde key argument in getting
the private sector involved in CETA Is profits. not philam
thropy Bill Tarnacki. a Ford Motor Company executive.
urges councils that got Involved with PSIP to stress the
benefits of CETA to employers better trained oney-level
workers. lower turnover and abserneeism, More effective
manpower planning The critical /IMO, he says, is to find
out what employers ropily think is most important in
choosing now workers Is it lob Skills? Attitudes? Somo
thing else?

.Could a work-education council be named tho com-
munity PIC? Yes. says John Coleman of the Labor rre.
petalled% PSIP task force, ns long as membership
fullills the requirements spelled out lii CETA law Alterna
lively, the PIC might be a subcoolmittee of the work
odueation council, or the two might h&c) overlapping
memberships. Coleman adds

7
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InvolvtotergarOmd-Labor-
In many Communities. lahOr uniOns wield a great deal

of power and influence In others:. such es Denver.
Colorado and I esington, Kentucky..Unienit lire muuh Ions
Imporetirt Thus. Me extent to which agonized labor is
involved with work-education councils vertu greatly
form-place to pInce -Tiro in County Council in Podia,
Illinois boasts nine unions among its membefship. the
Denver council tuts none

Wayne Owens is quick to poinl out that while labor
unions should be included in wbtk-education activities.
they do not replotted .tt single point of view Council
members from organized labor who shoulder the task of
representing -labor s" perspective can get themselves in

ruble with other unions Mat don't necessarily share that
perspective Unless special care Is taken. the result can
tinning°. rather than improve, communications

Owens lists these stops cotMliS should take in seek
ing participation hum labor unions Assess the labor
climate -Which are the key unions? Is unemployment
mato' %dor? Find interested people. wherever they inay
be In the labia hierarchy. but as high up as you can get
Corne to terms with unemployment problemslabor may
not be too interested in youth unemployment If there are
thousands of Adults oul of work

Fernon Feenstra. a Wayne County. Michigan council
member arid assistant dean of applied sciences at
Schoolct aft College in Livonia, notes how the council had
to substantially reorient limn,' before It could attract labor
union participation U111011S. 11.0 says. Were not interested
In the Council at first because of bad experiences in the
peat They also felt their input lacked weight beoause
they had no specific "mission" in reoard to yoult) pulley
Art a result of these perceptions, the council moved away
front the local Chamber of Commerce (which hed spon-
sored it), became an independent ty. and began to

naddress the eeds of all workers es t y move In and out
of employment

John Graves says organized labor likes to be Involved
in action-oriente.d profects which also Vow Me union
perspective to be heard But unions ereNshortstaffed.
Graves observes, n problem other councils have re-
solved by recruiting retired labor officials

Councils also cart help unions bettor understand and
play.a mom active role mr CETA. Already. says Graves. .
unions are "quite upset" about the new Private Sector
Initiative Prograrii arid feel they have been left out They
are alraid that PSIP will mean n loss of union lobs The
neutral atmosphere of the work education council-is an
ideal forum for resolving those fears arid translating thorn
into useful action

Work-Education Collaboration at
tho IltMe Laval 1-

Collaboration at the state frivol iii a natural extension ot

,4



the local work oducabon council concept According to
Gene Hensley, dkeckx of the career eduoabon project
lot the Education Commission of the Melee, state policy
makers generally agree on the necessity 04 ationger work
education linkages but we nol awe who shOuld lake the
lead or what thee !impactive roles should be Over hell
the stales have passed legIslatioe 011 Meer education or
work-education linkages. but these tar. very greatly, he
nobes

SOme Stales already have a Ith of experience in
croetIng state level collaboration T Industry Education
Council of California. for example, ha been imexistenco
fot several yeatt New York State ha helped set up 19
area work eduilabon councils and 2 e are planned

Gene Tashman, chief manpower programs coordinator
for the New York Slate Department of Labot, says CE TA
discretionary money le brew vied to -encourage col
laboration among slate-level organizations delivering soi
vices to low income target troops This is lust the sort ot
collaboration that shoukf he a natural focus tor a stew.
level wOr k-educatiOn council. tie says -

Hitt Ungaler. direVIGI of PM Work-Education Con-
oakum Protect for the National Manpower Inetilute, lists
these questions about state level collaboration that must
be addressed What is the appropriate vehicle for state-
level collaboration? What is the appropriate level of
involvement? What agency is most likely to take the lead?
What STO the roles of the actors? How are various actors
to be involved in policy-making? What should be 'the
focus of collabotation Career education? Youth policy?
Job devetopment? How can stele ectivilles support local
couscil development/

To Joe Bard, director of special programs lot the
Pennsylvania Department of Editcation, support 01 work
education linkages nt the state level is "only as strong as
the people currently In olliCe " II the goal is state col
laboration, lobby the legislature to maketit law. he advises

The Industry-Education Council of California has been
Successful in building the concept of slate collaboration
by involvlog people in entail-scale experiences that open
thee eyes to what can be done "Things move best from
the bottom up and the top down In a eimulteneous move-
ment," says IEGC director Hank Weiss The first step, he
says, iti to define a problem jointly perceived by slate
and local leaders, whether it Is migrant education, youth
employMent, Or a shortage of guidancy stall in tap
schools. Step Iwo is to develop a plan Of notion "which
the power Structure Can live with." then iMptenient it

with state and local leaders acting in concert

-A successful experience in eolving one problem care
be used to build confidence and expertise to _take on
other larger Issues. Weiss says But the focus always
shOuld be on helping people, he adds "If you're not
Impacting people, then go home, because that's what a
collaborative is all about '

What services can state councils provide? Looking at
the IECC, Rich lingerer este these resources, funds,
technical assistance, political euppod, networking,
leaders, and ideas

as

1101410 PrAbNicatin_Rwral_Coithoutesil_
Although youth eMployMent problems Me of common

concern to all the WorkEducation Consotlium councils,
the tight that serve rural areas lac a unique set at CS-
ouMstanell, As NMI program °Ulcer Karl Guderiberg
point* out, twig Ananica III very diverse and councils
lace real obetnclit in tYmtprig all these Interests together
transportation problems, the migration 01 youret people
to the citiee, the deClinb of the family farm, poverPf.
parochialism, and the proliferation 01 sometimes conflict
ing goverranent programs make the rural counCils' work
that !ouch more challenging

Rural council leaders stress the importance of pelmet
the nature and pace of new work education protects to
local temperament "Wo tree to start where the corn
musty was, not where we chose to start." says Don
Bean of Bethel, Maine II wan neceasay troth to "recog-
nize and celebrate" the area's sfienglhni as well es lace up
to weaktiessers Bean emphasizes that It was not the
council's intent to "start a revolution." but to coordinate
end expand youth services and help keep decision
frisking power in the local community

Mley Agna, executive director of the Mid-McMullin
Community Action Council. agrees that rural collabora-
tion efforts should be "non-Ihreaterning Her council
serves as a broker to help six rural conimunikes share
resources "I think the moat oxolfoig thioughbout thu
council is the way it pulls the conairtunity togethei Every
body feats responsible fon what their community is nerd
what it becomes," she says

As several rural council leaders pant out, new col
Mutative efforts Often are slowed down by the fact that
area residents know each other well and them is COM

6 Iniunity pressure to 'keep people--especially aladies
and the poor "in their place Mary Agria says the Mid.
Michigan council sidestepped this problem by making
its services available to everyone, nOt just low.incorne
Poo&

Victor Pavlenko of Sioux Falls, South Dakota says.
however. that any new organization will create tension in
the conununily when trying to do something no one has
ever done before In the early stages. he advates. II may
be better for a developing council to work as an Informal
rather than a formal group

CITA, Schools, and Work-Education
COmmils

SoMe ot the thorniest problems with which yolk edu-
catIon councils must deal relate to collabotation be-
tween schoels arid CETA prime sponsors As Al Glass-
man, carelii Jsducation dIrettot for the Philadelphia
schoolac points out, 'educators arid manpower Officials
have widely differing perspectives

Educatots, he says, often bridle al CETA "interference"
the eligibility rules, CertilICellOn and accountiog

' procedures, the paperwork But schools that provide ser-
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vises under CE TA lestmically am contractors whO mbel
play by the rules. (lawman obaeives Add It) 11111 the
problems of school scheduling. iecompelible funding
cycles. and the dislike schools have for programs linatecl

disadvangsgeL,,1 And it la clear that Cf 1A1school
relationships have far to go

Theee.unsolved problems levant thunitielvos In recent
studies of agieements signed under the Youth Employ
ment and Rernonekalion Protects Act by the National
Associnfion ot Stale Boanla of Education and by the
Departments of L nbor and HEW Under the legislation. 22
pnicein 01 Mu Youth EMployinent and Naming Prowla
money is eiumarked for tri- echool programs alineli III
low Illeolne puree Ologiame are to 00 camad
Out under a lomat contract txitween the richanIa mid
thcal Cr IA mime sponsors

Ths menials (loony wen intended by Conmess to Spur
closer reletionwhips between educators. and manpower
Officials Yet according to the U S Office of Came Fdu
cimon's Joe Sheltie!. nkr(flen Of 111(010 CUlliraCte
that it is "busiliella RR nallar. for Ihe two groups Only 4
percent describe anengements for awarding academic
credit for work experience. although the YEDPA uvula
tams specifically require it Sflealler communities. Shearer
noles, tend to 'heve the Mime innovative programs But
000eraliy. YEDPA hos not been the crenlyet Congress
hoped it would be

Not as the news is bad. however. Shearer emphasizes
The litUrilee 111150 reveal that work Nitee be youth ere of
higher (nullity under YEOPA than previous lobs programs.
that them is better coOldination between slate end Ricel
officials. that lob vacancy and tuna:menu information
is improving. and that echoole are becoming MOM ac-
countable Mr program effectiveness

Workeducation councils have helped smooth now
CETA/school reletionships In ninny areas lii onedisnois
community. toi examqle. CE1A money was used. to
provide computerized career mformetion to all students
the Philadelphia council helps cbuldmate a progialli
developed by the Neglo Trade Union Leadership Council
which combines the aeons of schools. businesses.
unions, end CETA to place high school seniors into pri
vete Sector lobe Over 1.200 students have been placed,
90 percent of whom were Wei hued OH full Hine workers

Relationships between schools end CE1A offices are
improving but Mine II n long way to go Work-education
councils me in an dent position to help therm relation
ships grow creatively Councils me likely to find deeply
rooted sulpicions and loalously guarded turf the
possiblenes are great and Me needs ot youth have never
been mule ecutd

Pluparod by Moo Elsnron

The Work-ilucation Consortium
Amencen youngsters today often loam MOW about

unemptoyment during their first crucial yenta in the labor
market then whet it's like to have n lob lhe transition
from classroom to workplace le a critical period in Itin
lives of all young people. bleck and white,

mfeale The inore elan n utwo dozen work-education
oils crested locally through Me Work Education Con
eortionn ate (Iedicated to Closing that school II) work

89
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altp.in the communitiee
floill lb. U S Department of Labor. this

network of loctil collebOratIvee was Created In 1976-77
Work Education Contortiom councils are 'Mated In 20
steles nod Puerto Rico and repreeont statewid e. urban.
rural. and subulban ccemnunitiel No two councils are
exactly alike Each has evolved from interests and,pfob-
kerns specific to its community

tho National ManipOwer institute Selves Me Con
sodium by providing technical assistance through work
etiopri. on site vmits, and an Infounlition Exchange Set
vice. by helping communitiea gain access to public arrd
private Wading souices and technical information. and by
arranging for additional expert assistance

Erich councit's membership is made up,of representa-
tives of *lineation. business and'industry.'labor unions.
government, service agencies. youth organizetione, the
professions, parents, and youth COuncil gOvernIng
bOdles range in size Item 11 to 31 volunteer members.
the average eite Is 23 Wotk-educalion council budgets
are a combination of labor Department contraCt monteti
and other lunds Milli membership dues, contributtons.
Mato suPPOrt. and in kind services

11 there Is a single vision Met binds the councils to .
wither. it is their belief that I9cal problems.even It they
are feinted by other communitiesredone local Solu-
tions I he Work-Education Consortium is not an &flintyt
to devise a single national m0d01, but rather Is an xpert
ment ill communtly involvement and actitm The CiOn
Sortium pule de emphasis on a process that will lead to
workable programs. rather than a standard program de-
sign npproach

An important element of the COnsortium Is the Infor
mason Exchange Sac vice. created to Stimulate Interest
in community collaborative counclts and provide the
latest information on what makes them Work The comer
alone of the IES is the Work.Echicatton ExchaPPC a
quarterly newsletten that reaches an audienCe of more
than 8,500 readers Resources. program models, re-
search results. legislative news--aIl are a regular part of
the Work-Education Exchange The collection and,dis-
Nomination services provided by the IES are Important
Ill making ewe Me lentromi learned in,ono COMmunity
are available to others

The National Manpower Institute a:id the Work-Educa-
tion Consortium communities are eager to work with
or assist other commundles inlisested In eslabffehIng
education.work councils For more information, of fdr
the names of contacts In Consortium communities, wrilb
Richard Lingerer. Director. Work-Edocntion COnsottiUm
Prolect. National ManpoWer Inatilute

Additional collies of this report are available from
the Center for Education nod Work. National Man
power Institute. 121 1 Connecticut Avenue, N W
Sudo 301. Washington, D.0 20038 Single copies,
50# each. 25 copies or more. 40. each
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Work-Education C
Augusta, Georgia

Cents, tel the IItutly fff Private enterpriee
ffayamon, Puerto Rico

Cons* lo de EthW11100n y Tfsbajo de la Comunidad
. . . . .

BMW Area Community Education Work Council
Bridgeport Connecticut

Business Education t !ninon. NAB
Buffalo. New Yoik

Niagara FiorrIw, industry Education Council
California, Slate of

Indust! yEducation Council ol California
Charleston, South Carolina

Charleston Indent Work r (Jut awn Council
Chicago Heights. Maims

Work eduuthon ounol of the two, sutnowt
Enfield. Connockcut

North Central Corinoctir ol Education Work Council
Die Pennsylvania

Education and Work Council ul I no City and County
Fairbanks. Alaska

Tanana Valley Education Work Council
Orahol County Michigao

MO-Michigan Community Action Council
Jamestown Newyork

&lbw Managelnonl Lomminno Oh thn Jnitinstown Al Oil
Lekington. Kentucky

exington Education 'mirk Couincd
Man lin County NlYtn Cltrolinfl -

Martin Courtly I ducation F moloymont Council
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emotion, Communities
mew Alltoos

Youth Comdinating Committee
New Jreey, 81a1e of

Work, Education and leisure Initiative
Now-Year. holt-York

Association ol Business. Labor and Education (ABLE)
Oakland. California

Community Careers Council
Peoria. Illinois

in County Industry Education I atm; Council
Philadelphia. Pnnsylvania

Education lo Work Council of Philadelphia
Portland. Oregon

Cheater Portlf Work Education Council
Santa Biltiunit alitornis

Community Career Dayelopmenl Council

Seattle. Washington
Puget Sound Work Education council

Sioux relic South Dakota
Sioux Falls Area Education Work Council

St Albans. Vremonl
Commonly Education Work Caincii oh
Northwestern Verrhont

Wayne County. Michigan
Work Edw.:anon Council of South/western Mighrgen

Wheeling. West Virginia
Education Work Council of nio limn Ohio Vallny

Worcester, Massachusetts
Worcostm 8 Cafftilt iduCabon Consodutm
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2. An Option Of
Education And Troining,
Instead Of Layoff
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The proposof hero h to pro-
vide a significant expansion
of education and training
opportunity as an alternative
to unemployment,
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vit(mployer lionster of waken
horn production to haning110Ins
WOUld be encouraged with en
ployer.S. expec red It) pit VidC
skills trolling reloied in Wsiiii
needs since they will be shoring
the costs

Ilse generol obiechve would be
Içs erx WOW The U lIcIn() ki
(moo (sod housing during 0 we
(emit, when the hme would
otherwise be wosted uisii When
OW «MA Ole 10011 hy ecOna
ow ond the IrldiVidllni

The him line of defense ogoinst rt.
te1/4ciOnS IS OdINUOTta demorld
monogenient policy ond sixcess
ful Cavoinment Of inflation the
wconci tine of c tefense is 10 make
cote thee Isis() injurious econanic
(14.1>tivolion whioligh umxne
maintenance policies whit h pro
vide for minimurn needs and also
keep Psitchosing power frorn
plummeting The third could b
the ltscreashig of useful ond pro-
ductive roles through education
and trolnIng peoplewho would
otherwise be Idle with on In-
aeose in the topobIllties of the
workforce and on occretIon of

jll ond abilities thot over time
would increase out productMty
(ond hen be on* weopon
against Inflot(on forces). There is
olso boom for public employment
opprooches although the feasibil
ity of reaching lorge nualbttS of
people for relotively short periods
of lime IlmirS Ihe connibutiai such
o policy con make ond the ex
pense is very high on n per person
bosis
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Unemployment
Insurance And
Learning

nemployment Insurance
was created during 0 time

of deep depression when there
wus need for o system of income
support ;hot wos nal deconding os
local welfare hod become ond
one based on rights by following
insoonce principles insofor os pos
slue There is 0 right to unemploy
client insurance +(the eligibility te
cluirements of the low hove been
complied with !his is slIll 0 neces
say leave of Ul low and the pro.

. the proposals h4Pre mod*
consistom with the sodol

Insurance pdftdple.

posols hem mode ore conpreor
with the social insutonce principle

Under unemployment insur
once low the typical requirement
iS thot a dormant be ob(e and
ovoilable for work ond this test is
opplied each week looser than
only at the outset of unemploy
;Ivor It is necessory fa there IQ be
as much assurance as possible that
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The availability of the option
of education and !mining
could be publicized

'
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6%./orkers would be offered
seducotion/tiaining os on
alternative to layoff

Education And
Training As
An Alternative To
Layoff

T her e-rs the possiblay of
convergence of interest

ic(sq (.11 Vow.' 'is/other gov
milinent ond wion in 00
upprnoch to lecession kwory
where syoitsers would be nunsfer
red to educovion,.tiaining sfatus
during the period of redocwi op
rovions poolopoting eroployers

would identify skill eveds and ove
ises for ippgioding wokets em
ployment skills Wolfievi would be
offered education/turning os 00
otteinutive to loyoff they would
be pod u stipend o portion of
whii h could be pod by the em
Omer und a portion by th gov
eminent oithough some employ

muy prefei to do it without
goveinn sent involvement

N.s.thile the would be oddition
ol government outlays to cover its
portion of the stipend (us? there
would be o !eduction 'Quvreln
ment I rust flind)auflor for unem
ployment insurance there would
oisCi be sovirsos by the govern
inent in vs/NV would otherwise be

spent in addmanol food slump
welfare and medicuid cows ( this is
not to soy that all pactiopoists
would have otheinmse nofintd
these costs but many would).

Whilckitsete would be NI ern
001*i Cost ossOcioted with the VI
pend payment and the naming
ewe would be a saving of some
magnitude in the emWoyets un
emPloYment insurance taxes
sore the expenence toting sys
tens in effect charges employers
for the costs CasoCtOted with the on,
emPloyment which foxily from
their °pet Men th e additional fi
nanciol considerations toi the ern
ploye, ore



Mointaining on experienced
workforce NetItCh warld other-
wise hove to be teossembled
and Horned

Eniorging the productive moo
fiddles of their workforces

Increasing the loyalty of em
ployees who will recognize the
effort to ovoid unemployment

Foch employer would hove ro cal-
culate the odvontoges ond disod-
vonloges so it v.PcX)Id not be possi
o te to estimate employer poitici
potion rotes Nor is it possible to
know how mony workers would
occept educotion/Hoining stotus
rather than layoff NpendIng on
/he condition of the loca labor
moiket presumably some portion
would believe they could secure
satisfactory employment else
where ond would choose ro do so

While this would be essentially
o new approcxh ro'loyoffs it is not
completely untried in the US The
Department of lobor funded on
expenmentalprograro in the con
mg industry in California recently
reported on by Curtis Alter ct iii
According roFlowordllosen Dire<
tor of Research for the Labor
Depot merit
-Me project provided training and
stipends for lord off low skilled
workers which mode trainees
eligible for promotion to pbs
offeong more poy per hour ond
more hours pet year
The project has now been incor
porared rri regular industry opera
Hon
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Maintenance
Of Youth
Employment
Effort

AI though Federal effom hove
been greatly enlarged to

eose the employment problem
among disontoged youth the
problem itself seems to grow
somewhat rather than recede .

Whatever progress is being mode
is in dcinger of being wiped out by
a severe recession When rhe re
cession ends, we will be further
behind thon when we began

'Doing onything ot oll subsiontial
is heavily dependent on growing
privote sector employment But It

hos nic.it been easy tot:411'1g obout o
marrioge between CETA and the
Private Sector The Ptivare Industry
Councils ore being launched at 0
time when private sectoremptoy-
meat growth will be ot a standstill

Inner-city youth ore going to be
completing o variety of progroms
ond not getting jobs They will not
know that the reason they will not
get o job is because of the reces-
sion ond the result will be on ero-

sion of credibility for the CETA
youth program Whrle one answer



vull likels be the expohsion of the
public employment omponent
ot the-youth progrom this lund of
kitty up ...Holt ro tempoionly
achieve uo exponsion of public
youth jobs NIS hill110110111 in how
nsuch of fhitii pitlbleii) if (On hood
te rind how (-plod the jobs will be
as a dovelopo rental experience
lobs now is the low but this

will bel onse less possible ovet the
next yeni (ft SO the provision of
bosic eduRition would be o pro
du<trsie oltpnolive

... opportunities to upgrade
bask educationol skills in
temporary program& design
od to operate throughout
the recession and recede
when the economy returns
to normal. ..

Afl ptilliA)110n 135 tIviry could ben
hicloe fri 'ii S CE IA pr oaran is a pri
vote sector jobs offer the recession
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.......00.000......1VieCifles nine rybcyon, odiviees
Several of those activities ore
deoly IMI.Lkotion oriented such os
(cxxdirsotraapgroms of fobs

and lloiting Ord educ (Max)
developirv4 linkages between

camr)loyment ond naming pro
4or555 educotional instilUttans
ond the pilvote sector ond con
ducting innovative coopetative
education prooroms for youths in
secondary and postseconckry
edtx of ton schools These ()spuds
ot the new Amite lisdusny Coon
cili hove cAone lor9ely unnoticed
!hey could become much MOfe
importOnt in the petod irnifle
diatety ahead I duattion irluitu
tions hove membeiship on the
courscils so this would focilitate the
use of the (0011 ils for linking youth
edcxationol appoitunirres In the
thury of us Coo sities where
they exist Coroissiudl¼ Education
Wpflt COMIXIIS could form this
Eole or do it kx (ETA or )ePrivote
Industty Councils

-While the I.neons very in-
volved because, CETA 'so compFex
pogrom the policy itself would be
(leo aitd simple lhe Poky
would be thut the recession.not be
(Allowed to leave even larger
fluillberS of yOUfff ori the streets As
they complete regulot progorns
they will be given opportunittes to
upgrade bosK educotional skills in
lei tipois try progroms designed to
operote throughoo the tecesson
und tecede when the economy
returns to normal Post recession
empluyineni growth con then be
ewer red to move youth into pir
vote sec tot en iployment

it. Owl kw the substamol nun Alen
of youth who muy otherwise be
offected by the tecession Ihe full
ronye of a (otarfrunify s edm anon
institutions could be Lified 101 thIS
purpose

A vonety i if CI IA based pio
grom efforh con be vehicles for
delivery of educatioryol senases to
youth not getting Jobs particularly
if a contracting ortangement is
USed Kith feysiloi edlis'011(gfill ri
stair:ions (of which the comnsunity
college is a 1,4011111/N prospeol

One such vehicle in onanoing
the edkoation would be the Pi,
\ate Industry Council Title V11 of
(E TA in outhunting the souncils

ii



Some
Precedents
Abroad
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Wnhile tk.Uniteci %totes hos
ot yet viewed Honing nix

eclixotion 15 o osetul t)liernotive
leomron unemployment this

opproixts is not ciiitxtur ssippoo 111
tor( pe A tecer it toview u;o
pecwi experience by (holies ',few
041 ton( totted thcit puhlit rAittoys
10( suonrercycliml twining hove
inoeceed everywhere ui Eutope
where it hos represented the pan
cipol opproods to deoling with
prcbleim of school leovers ond
unemployed youth In France
for example the 19 15 recession
wns met by a nun tbel of onomie

kx, rhisopptix)th is 101Y.Ohi,1 i.mt
ckmit i itx. (IS lhoxi() itt.. Vel.esv, ill
the ID. the New Y, III %kite 10II14,o100/

Nthel ALSO m1E1110[011 %et ie

fitLe (tome, II. is.iI ii vo,tino.ot 11)111

cultuulsileot 11,e Ithrxhir.,..1.015,11,1
ed,s<whert vv/10 ive/e <,(Il 01 mlii nnrt rhr
sirxtertis WPM lel,,,,15(15 /May) them
411,11., 11.1. 0,111(4, Ill belie, miles if

tosi tlye..noroTs :ththX)
Oil 1,1he5\alliIK) the voployllw,411 of
I ,t10,1,41,1% teixtiot

Ht.,. 10011101 A1,),A1

"'Aft' %tempt
thtllb(111 Nciamxi, Iii InI11an*I""9

Eltsitonon Wook Poiklys d I
lost(ly 110,,. IQ 1

limits to induce el stployer Itui pto
vick Job !Kilning to school leoven
ond unemployed yQuih

the Ftnopebn 111(.0S1/405 (y.)
14tynod yotith ond ix tide odors
By the 1960s N. 5tewoo reports
most Furopeon worm IV5 (.011.1e to
/NA vf&W 1t101 to. /0/e/cYt 11(01 110111

ing is a logic ol component of lobo(

. market policy 1969 the Unit
ecB5tates hod pgreed lii prim pre
with this new view ond supported
the policy positions issued by the
Monpowet tied Social Affous Com
mittee cif the Otgoniintiori for
I (AylOenk (00POIVIon 011CI De
velopinent (OECD) although a
hos neve' beenInade,01110/10101

... "that providing construc-
tive education-waii
runkles In recession ccOPurodlfxr
relatively coss-frIP aherno-
fives to pure income main-
renance measures.'

stvitfic041! prootce in the U 5 But

even in F °rope wros wally not
until the 1914 1975 recession that

feats of extxxit tux) twining ii in()

0 lecewon were put ro lest It he
corny rewtyweri !hot providing
commit live educotton work
oppoananille iecession tie
telatwely cost tree ollerithlives Iii
pure lecome mounten9nce men
NuteN

Not off the I uropeon eNper
'ewe however ts judged ltix cess
ful and some reassessment of such
policies is beginning in %011ie ccxiii
Mes ony event the eypenence
of I olive does Flo/ necev.orily
opbly to conditions in the United
Stores the point is Only thot the
Isind of policies proposed here ore
11(131 SO 00Vel os to be completely
untried and IP WOO() t.X. useful to
mft the Fulopeon experience for
my lux-yr,. Nom ri might beuseful

here
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The CHAIRMAN. The second panel will address the issue of youth

labor force participation and underlying causes of youth unemploy-

ment.
Qur most distinguished panolists are Dr: Joseph Anderson, man-

ager, macro economics division, Scientific Time Sharing Corp.; Dr,

ArVil Van Adams, director, National Commission for Employnwnt

and Unemployment Statistics; and Dr. Paul Osterman, associate

professor of economics,. Boston University. Labor force demograph-
ics, the effect on youth employment .fluctuation in the economy,
the projected size and scope of youth Unemployment in the 1980's,

and the effect of joblessness on youth will be coysidered.
I would like to draw two panels together here. The effects of sex

and ethnicity on labor market entry will also be considered by this

panel. Issues regarding labor force participation and unemploy-
ment rates, the level of labor force attachment among minorities
and women, as well as labor market problems unique to these
groups will be discussed.

Witnesses on these topics will be Dr. Ralph Smith, formerly of

the Urban Institute, currently staff associate with the National
'Commission for Employment Policy, and Dr. Gilbert Cardenas, ai-

sociate professor, Pan American University, Edinburg, Tex.

STATEMEIVIS OF DR. JOSEPH M. ANDERSON. MANAGER, MA-

CROECONOMICS DIVISION, SCIENTIFIC TIME VARING CORP.r.

DR. ARVIL VAN ADAMS, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL.CENTER FOR

EDUCATION STATISTICS; DR. PAUL OSTERMAN, ASSOCIATE

PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS; DR. RALPH SMITH, STAFF ASSO-

CIATE, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY;

AND DR. GILBERT CARDENAS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, l'AN

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, EDINBURG, TEX.

Dr. ANDERSON: Willard Wirtz has provided an excellent introduc-

tion to the issues we face this morning, with some spccifiç details

of the problem and potential approaches to a solution.
In my comments I want to step back for a few minutes to sketch

the very broad economic apd demographic background to the
issuethot is, the specter of a large and growing proportion of' ettr

youth unemployed. I will take a brief look at the prospects for the
eighties and will provide some numbers to outline the rough di-:
mensions of the problem:

,
Over the fifties the unemployment rate of all 16- to 19-year-olds

averaged about 11 percent; in the sixties, about 14 percent; in the
seventies about 17 percent.. Each of these is an aVerage .fOr tbe

whole decade, and that average increases by 3 percentage points

each decade. For black teenagers it has persistently, beeA about

twice as high: 21 percent in the fifties, 26 percent in the sixties,
and'34 percent oxer the seventies. In 1978 roughly half of the' total

number of unemployed were young people, ages 16 to N.

Will these dismal trends continue into the eighties'?

In addressing this issue I have two general observations. First,

during this past decade the U.S. economy has undergone major and

unusual strains and challenges. Second, our economic environment
is now, and for several years has been, in a Period of transition.
The problems of the eighties 'will be very different from the prob-

lem of the seventies.
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I want to focus on four aspects in this transitionfour'.areas
where the economy has been experiencing m*r. changes: First,
the demographic situation; second,, energy; third, our -attitude
toward the impact oi economic activity, on the phyaical, environ-
ment and on the health of our work force, and fourth, productivity.

or these four, the one with the greatest. immediate impact on .
youth unemployment, has been the changing demographic situa-
tion. The most rapid growth of U.S. labor force.since the moblliza-.
tion for World War II has been occurrilag during the past few
years. But this period of' exceptionally rapid growth is coming to an
end.

The rapid but uneven growth to the labor force can be i'llustrated
if' we divide the period since the end of' the Second World War into
tWO roughly equal parts. From 1947 to 1962, the numWr of adult

. men in the labor force increased by 12 percent, and the n ber of
teenagers increased a little more than 10 percent. From 11962 to
1978, while the number of' adult men increased less than- 20 per-
cent, the number of' teens jumped by over 82 percent. The rate of
growth of' the teen labor force during the second. part ofthe post-
war period has been almost six times as great. s during the first
part. During the first half of' this period the number of women in
the labor force increased about 48 percent; during the 'second half',
about 71 percent.

Two factors which account for this phenomenal labor' force
growththir baby boom, and the rapid increase in participation a
women in the labor force. The baby boom can be dated -roughly
fl'om 1947 to about 1964. At. the onset of this period, births jumped
in a single year by a third--from an average of less than 3 million 7
per year to almost 4 There were over 4 million birth§ Rer
year 'for the decade or so from 1953 to 1964. Then the number of
births began to diminish. Since 1962, the baby boom has been
entering the labor force.

Tht participation of women in the paid labor force has been
increasing steadily since the end of VVorld War II, but it has
accelerated since the early sixties. In.1978, for the first time in our
peacetime history, over half' of our wothen aged 16 and over were
in the paid labor ferce. .

Now, a good part of this phenomenal growth tias been- absorbed
successfully. The number of' jobs'has grown by over 20 million since
1967.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you pause for a moment? I will rec9gnize
Senator Javits.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. ChairMan, I thank Dr. Anderson, and ask
unanimous consent that what.I say Ina"5/ appear at the appropriate
place in the recordii

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
[Prepared statement of Senator Javits included in oPeni4-4're--

marks of the transcript.]
Senator JAvrrs. I wish to make an opening.statement in''respect

to these hearings which I think are extremely important and I
would like to thank the Chair for holding them. I knoW of no Tore-

, important subject than youth unemployment. I am partieularly
interested in the effects upon this unemployment of a- bill which I
worked out with Senator Humphrey in 1975, called the ..Youth
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Employment and Demdnstration Project Act, which will come up

fbr renewal next. year.
I ask that. the various exhibits inay be attached to my opening

statement. Also, I would like to express, while I have the floor, Mr.

Chairman, my pleasure in the fact that former Secretary of Labor

Willard Wirti tet.iflhere : understand he touched on a subject

of deep concern to me, and that is someway of combining a private

enterprise and public company to try to deal with particularization

of this problem.
I thank the Chair, and thank you, Dr. Ancie;son. I might. explain

that I am heavili engaged elsewhere. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAri. Thank you, Senator Javits, and all of the materi-

als will be put in the record. I appreciate your contribution.

Dr,. ANDERSON. I was talking about the explosive growth of the

labor force th.at has resulted from the population explosion called

the baby boom, and about how the labor market in fact has been

pretty successful in absorbing this growth. The number of jobs

increased by ,over 25 percent in the past decade. But employment

thas not kept, pace with the growth in the teen labor force.

In the past\decade the increase in teen employment equalled

only about 75 percent of the increase in the teen labor force. The

number unemployed over the decade consequently inerebsed by

over 700,000 people, equal to, about one-fourth of the increase in
,

the labor force.
The changing demogi.aphic composition- of the labor force has

increased the aggregate rate of unemployment. Since youth and

women persistently have higher tmemployment rates, their in-

creuse in the labor forcq relative to adult men, alone, bas added

about one-half a pekentage point, to the average tffidmpIoYment

rate. Ftirthermore, the influx, of youth has increased the youth

unemployment rate itself. Simply put, the econopy could not

absorb the sharp increase in the younger age groups without a

larger change in the wage structure than occurred, so the number

of youths without jobs increased.
Right now, at the end of the'sevetities, the situation is turning

around. The first source of labor force growth is now begianing to

diminish. The baby boom began to taper off in 1960, and the last of

those large cohorts are nowt ntering the labor force.

In tact, the population aged 16 to 17 peaked in 1977. With pres-

ent trends and prospects for fertility, it is unlikely that the number

of Americans in that age:group will eYer again be as great as it

was in 1977.
.

This year, 1979, the most numerous single age group is 18,year

olds. The population of th4 age group will be smaller each year .

from now on, for at least theltext 18 years. There mayAnever again

be as many 18 .year old Americana-as there are right noiy, today.

Think aboutwthat. This is a population tinznaroand of a magnitude

ftever before experienced in our country.
After growing 40 percent ,in the past decade, the teen labor force

will shrink 10 to 15 percent during the coming decade.Y As the teen

pOpulation falls, both absolutely and as a: proportion of the total

labor force, it is likely that the average rite oY teen unemployment

will also NIL Over the next decade the number of unemployed

teens may decrease by about 15 to 20 percent. The unemployment

I
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rate of 16-17 year olds, for example, is likely-to fall from a current
level of about 18 percent to the 12 to 14 percent range by the end
of the 1980's. Consequently, .the average rate of' unemployment for
the entire labor force is likely to decrease as demographic structure
changes.

This does not mean that youth unenwloyment will no longer be
a .problem. Even the most optiniistic projections provide figures
that are much higher than necessary, and call for improvement.
The most glowing problem right now is the diStressingly high
unei4loyment rates among minority youth, and the deterioration
of the labor market. for minor4 youth up until the improvements
registered in 1978.

Over the past decade employment increases among white teens
,eytialled about 80 percent of the increases in the labor force of that
age. But amonq black male teenagers, employment increases
nmtched only 16 percent of the labor force growth. Eighty four-
percent of the increase in the labor force of black male teenagers
went into the unemployed category. Among black female teen-
agers, employment %increased enough to match. only 42 percent of
the labor force. 58 percent of' the increase in the labor forceshoWed
up as unemployment.

This labor market failure shows up not only in shocking unem-
ployment" rates, but also in terms of' massive withdrawal of black
youth 'from the-measured labor force. The recorded unemployment
rate of black teenagerii, therefore, greatly understates the magni-
tude of the problem. It is a pretty good guess that over 50 percent
of the blikck youth who would be willing and able to work are
unemployed. My view is that this is the most crucial employment
issue before the committee at this time.

Demographic change, then, will help ease the youth unemploy-
ment problem on.'the whole in the 1980's, although that problem
will remain and meritS 'serious attention. But the' high rate of
unemployment among black youth is not primarily a demographic
problem, and will Mit be greatly relieved by demographic changes.

Let me say a few words aliodt energy, since that is a crucial
change 1711' The seventies, and is going to influence almost every
public policy initiative that we undertake in thauture.

In the simplest terms, up to the 1970's, energy was abundant and
relatively cheap. From now into the foreseeable future it will be
relatively scarce arid expensive. This transition has bepn marked
by price and supply.shocks, first in 1973-74, and again this year.
Each of' these events have contributed sharply to high teml)orary
rates of unemployment and iodation. The Sharply higher inflhtion
resulting in part from the energy kice hikes restrains the use of
.fiseal and monetary policy to combat higher Unemployment.

What I want to talk about are four long-term aspects of the
change in the energy situation that will affect the\environment in
which we consider the youth unemployment probleth.

First, over the long run, U.S. output and productivity 'will .be
lower than it would have been if cheap energy had continued. This
is simply because we now have to give up more real resources for a
key input to production. Our standard of living will be lower than
it would have been with easy energy.

-
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.Second, if energy prices continue to risewhich they willthis

will increase the rate of inflation, and increase the constraints on

the use of fiscal and employment policy.

Third, the sharp increase in the price of energy relative to other

inputs is briving about major changes in the structure of the

wonomy, particularly a substitution- of labor for energy. This cre-

ites more jobs. So enN.gy price increases reduce output and produc-

tivity, but they do not necessarily create an employment problem.

Fourth, the pattern of price increases may in fact create such a

problem. As I tried to point out, the economy can ackjust to a

continuous smooth path of price increases without major damage to

employment. But price increases are very unlikely to occur smooth-

ly. Rather, we are likely to see a repetition of the pattern of the

1970's, where we have experienced very sharp price hikes followed

by several years of stability. These price and supply shocks are

disruptive to the ecthiomy and bring on high, if perhaps temporary,

unemployment. Youth, who have the most unstable employment

patterns, are hurt the most by this increased economic instability.

It is this pattern .of instability and uncertainty, rather than high

energy prices per se, that is likely to exascerbate the youth unem-

ployment problem. This pattern is likely to continue as long as we

remain as dependent as we are now on foreign oil supplies.

The third and fourth changes in the economic environment that

I mentioned reinforce the challenges created by the changed

energy situation. Our recognition that we no 'longer ean continue to

increase output at the expense of the physical environment or the

health of our workers has imposed real constraints on output

growth. This recognition of the need to pay environmental and

,health costs of production, the energy factors that I just mentioned,

the change in the demographic structure of the labor force, and

other factors have shifted down our country's rate of productiVity

growth. This means thtit our future resources will be more limited

and inflation problems will be a greater constraint on our efforts to

deal with youth unemployment.
So we have to be very realistic about our prospects for mobilizing

resources and the political will to deal with the very real and

continuing problems of youth unemployment.
In summary, "the eighties may be easier than the seventies in

some important respects, although important challenges will

remain. 'Demographic pressure, which has been the maior chal-

lenge of the seventies, will be relieved. But the key problem, minor-

ity youth, and deterioration of their labor market, will not be

solved by demographic changes, and needs continuous and serious

attention.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN.,Thank you, Doctor Anderson, for your excellent

and most informative presentation.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Anderson follows:]



Youth Employment Policy in the 1980's --

Perspective for a Timi'of Transition

Joseph M..AndertOn
Scientific Time Sharing Corporation

FrOm.its beginning the United States has been a nation oriented toward

youth. ,Compared to most developed countries, we have always been a relatively.

young population, and each generation of Americans has keenly appreciated the

fact that today's youth will determine the strength of the nation's sopety

aV
and economy tomorrow. The U.S. has also been a country committed publicly

to fairness and equality of opportunity.

With this historical orientation and commitment. Americans have been

distressed to observe, over the past two decades, a serfous deterioration in

the labor market for youth, especially for minority youth. Despite widespread

public concern and the development of a sizeable and varied public program

effort, we seem to have beer unable to prepare our youth for fully successful

participation in the labor market or to generate enough of the types of Jobs

that will meet the needs and expectations of a rapidly growing youth population.

We have witnessed the average rate of unemployment for young peopli age 16-19 .

rise from 11 percent over the 1950s. to 14 percent tn the 1960s. to 17 percent

in the 1970s. Unemployment of black youth age 16-19 has been.distressing --

increasing from an average rate of 21"pertent in the 1950s to 26 percent in the

1960s, to 34 percent in the 1970s. In 1978, the unemplOyment rate for black%

age 16-17 was 44 percent!

This disMal record should not be viewed as a cdunsel of despair, but

rather as a challenge to public policy. ,Two aspect% of recent history should

be recognized. First, over the past dece4e. the U.S. economy has encountered

major and unusual challenges, In many ways its performance has beeneimpressive.

In evaluating the historical statistics, we should be aware of the magnituq

of the challenges that have been faced. Second, the last half.of the 1970's

have been a time of transition for the U.4.1 economy. The economic environment

S
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is changing in waYs that will have important
implications for the future per-

iormance of the economy and for pUblic policy. The current challenge to public

policy, thin, ii-T0 Understand
what-hes happened In Um past, to identify the.

Aerious and continuing
dficiencies in past performance and distinguish them

from less serious and perhaps
transitory problems, and to prepare for continuing

Chingos in the economic environment.

Four important aspects
(if the ejoific environment have been undergoing

JO

major changes: the demographic situation, energy,
our ttitude toward the

impact of economic activity on health and the physical
environment, and pro-

,

ductivity. In this statement I will review
these changing aspects of the economic

environment and.suggest
implications they may have for public policy.

The OemographiAituation

.0emographic change is the most important aspect of the transition'in the

economic environment.

The most rapid growth of the U.S. labor force
since World War 11 is occurrine

now: But this period of very
rapid growth in the total labor force and particu-

lgrly in the youth segment is drawing to A close.

Since 1962, the rate of growth of the civilian labor force has averaged

2.2 percent per year, increasing by over 46 percent during this t4me. In this

period, the rate of growth of the female labor force
has averaged 3,5 percent

per year the number of women in the labor force has increased by thiree-quarters

in the past 16 years.

The number of teenagers in the labor force grew only 0.7 percent per year

from 1946. to 1962. Since that time, the teenage
labor force haS averaged a

rate of growth of 4.3 percent per year -- six times as great increasing by

over 90 percent during the past 16 years.

S
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The date of the beginning of this spurt, 19, is significant. In that

year people born in 1947 began to enter.thelabor force. 1947 marked the

bpginming of the baby -boom -- the remar1ab1. Incroase'inthe nUiliber of birtbi

that occui-red over the period from 1947 through 1965 (See ;able 1 and Fi§ure 1).

Rarely wer s many as Ore.-zillion babies born during any year before July 1,

1946. During the year July 1, 1946 Ao.July 1, 1947, almost four million babies

were born. Births reMained high during the rest of the 1940's and in the 1950's .
,

began to rise again. During the'peak years, between 1953 and 1964, over four

million babies were born each year. The wave of populsOmerlInn during those

peak years has been entsring the labor force during the past decade.

But the figures for women in the labor force indicate thst not all the

labor force. 0owth can be attributed to population growth.. The participation

of women in the labor force has increased markedly as well, from 38 percent in

1962 to 50,percent in 1978. During this period the male participation rate

fell froo 82 percent to 78,percent. The increased participation of women has

been sufficient to raise the total participation rate for WO sexes from 60

percent in 1962 to 64 percent in 1979.

As the dates for the period of baby boom births indicate, we are now nearing

the end of the great influx of youth into the labor force from that source. In

fact, the U.S. population age,16-17 peaked in 197Y. Unless the fertility rate

rises dramatically, the population'of that age may never again,be as great.

Over the next 15 years, the size of that age group will fell by 25 percent.

The population age 18-24 will peak in 1980-1981 and then decline in a similar

way.

"
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Table 1.

Number of Births in theOnited States and

Population Glowth Ratat

Year
(July 1 to June 30) Births /

1930-197i

Percent Change in
Population during yeat

1930-1931 2,562 .8

1935-1936 2,366 - .6

1940-1941 2,631 1.0

1941-1942 2,789 1.1'

1942-1943 3,160 1.4

4943-1944 2,989 1.2

1944-1945, 2,937 1.1

1945-1946 2,873 1.0

1946-1947 3,948 1.9

1947-1948 3,658 1.7

048-1949 3,660 1.7
.

1949-1950 3,638 1.7

1950-1951 3,771 1.7

1951-1952 3,859 1.7

1952-1953 3,981 ,- 1.7

1953-1954 4,045 1.8

1954-1955 4,119 18
195k-1956 4,167 1.8

1956-1957 4,312 1.8

1957-1958 4,313 1.7

1958-1959 4,298 1.7

1959-1960 4 4,279 1.6

1960-4961 4,350 1.7

1961-1962 4,259 1.5

1962-19.63 4,185 1.4

1963-1964 4,119 1.4

1964-1965 3,940 1.3

.1965-1966 3,716 1.2

1966-1967 3,608 1.1

1967-1968 3,520 1.0

1968-1969 3,583 1.0

1969-1970 3,676 1.1

1970-1971 3,713 1.1

1971-1972 3,393 0.9

1972-1973 3,195 0.7

1973-1974 3,111 0.7

19740.975 3,185, 0.8

1975-1976 3,126 0.7

1976-1977 3,268.- 0.8

1977-1978 3,305 0.8

-4-
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The largest single age grdup in 1979 was 18.year olds. The poioulation at '

that age will be smaller each year from now on,for at least the next twenty

yearr. After growingiover forty-percent irrilmpast- decade; the teen-labor force

will probablydeceease by 10-15 percent during the next decade. (The decline

in the Tabor force is less thin the decline in population size because teen

participation rates are expected to rise.)

The economy's performance in absorbing this tremendous wave of population

is, in many ways, remarkable. The number of jobs has increased by over'20 million

since 1967 -- almost 27 percent -- despite the slump in economic activity in the

mid-1970's. Employment increased by over four percent in 1978 alone -- almost

four million new jobs.

During /he past decade, employment of teenage boys increased 32 percent

and employment of girls increased 47 percent. (See Table2411. But employment

growth did not keep up with the growth in the labor force, as the ri;e in the un-

employment rate indicates. From 19AA to 1978, the number of unemployed boys

rose by 87 percent and the number of unemployed girls increased 84 percent.

While the number of male teens in the labOr force increased by about 1.4 million,

,male teen employment increased by about 1.0 million (corresPonding to about 73

percent of the labor force growth) and unemployment increased by about 370

thousand (equal to 27 percent of the labor force growth). The number of female

teens in the labor force went up by 1.5 million,,female teen employment increased

by 1.2 million (equal to 77 percent of the labor force growth), and unemploY-

ment increased by about 350 (equal to 23 percent of labor force growth).

Because youth persistently have higher unemployment rates than older workers,

the expansion in the share of the labor force accounted for by youth has contributed

-6-
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tabor Feely., tmloymemt.

'Mt 2

4811 Wo80101555t of Tooth A. 16.121 1164 nd 1678
(10000

t

Bit

Teta) 6180,5nd teLlwr

15th Seats Nile female loth Smetts hi)( 6648 Woo Male ftia18

Civilian Laker Force 6611 3411 2634 1431 3238 HO 780 446 336

het I. tM lager Force 7076 3003 4076 6000 2412 3448 1071 461 IN
taiplcored 6776 3214 na 31116 2104 228? IN )46 238

Unomplai54 MO 477 413 644 326 316 ISS 89 97

Unemplorment Rats 12.7 11.1 14,1 11.0 10.1 12.1 26.0 22.2 20.0

MI
Civilian tabor Force 1531 $076 4461 6400 4526 3164 1040 333 407

Not in the 141or Force 6106 3313 3814 1436 2427 Me 1473 ' 644 807

Employed . 7981 427, 3702 7312 3116 3314 666 383 306
Unemployed 1648 711 746 1178 401 668 381 110 111

Unmegloymmit Mete 16.3 14.7 17.0 13.1. 13.5 14.1 36.3 34.4 38.4

ChiPat, 1264 117,

2120 1357 1523 2661 1281 1341 71 la 162Civilian labor Force

Not in the labor Force .171 *10, .251 -MS .125 -440 194 216 171

G915,10 2202 1025 (73) 1177 (77) 2114 1004 (76) 1101 (61) OS 17 (16) 61 (47)
ummotoy44, 7111 372 (27) 344 (23) 534 261 (22) 212 (16) 114 11 (60 14 ISE

Mrtgot Chtmet 941
Me
Civilian tabor Force 44.1 38.0 61.6 46.4 30.8 42.3 34.6 46.4

hot in the labor Force -2.4 +5.0 .6.5 .9.4 -4.1 -12,6 +36.4 +47.7 +20.4
Employed 38.1 31.5 46.6 40.6 34.7 41 .5

"
14.6 4. 28.6

Unemployed 85.5 87.1 13.8 62.6 65,7 71.7 95.4 111.9 96.6
..,

'Flour's in parenthemi shoe change in omplorment and oomgloyment as cercent of change In

civilian labor force.

Source: griploognAntlakizillggfj_ffsimin
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to an increatt in the aggrogtte &employment rate. The xpansion -in the share

of the labor force accounted for hy women, who 'also have higher unemployient

.rates, has also increased the aggregate rate. The President's Council of

Economic Advisors has calculated that about one-half of one percentage point

has been added to the aggregate unemployment rate by change in the deomgraphic

composition of the labor force alone.

Moreover, the increase tn the number of youth in the labor force and the

share of youth in the total has probably served to increase the youth unemploy-

.

ment rate itself. If it were easy to change thm proportions in which employers

use youth, who generally have less experience and skill, in combihation with

older workers as their proportions in the labor force change, then the additional

, youth could have been absorbed without much addition to their unemployment rates.

But such a change in age group 'proportions evidently is mot easy. My research

indicates that if employers are to be willing to hire more youth as their supply

increases relative to older workers, their wage relative to older workers' wages

must fall. -That has happened to some degree, but not enough for the entire

influx to be hired. Wage rigidities in the labor market --such as legal minimum

wages, collective bargaining agreements or customary wage differentials -- prevent

relative wages from adJusting sufficiently to permit the labor market to absorb

the whole increase in youne workers. The same thing seems to have happened with

older women. As their share of the labor force has increased, their specific

unemployment rates have increased also.

Table 3 compares unemployment rates of selected demographic groups in the

fourth quarter of 1972 and the fourth quarter of 1978. The unemployment rate

-8-
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Table 3

8661ecte4 UneMployment Rates, Irourth Quarter 1072

_and lauKth Quarter 1978*

6

Group

All civilian workers

White 20.years and over

1972 (4th) 1978 (4th)

5.3

3.9

501

4.1

MIAs 3.4 3.5
4

Tamales 4.7 5.0

Black and other
20 years and over 7.3 9.2

Males 6.0 8.3

Females 8.9 10.2

Teenagers (16-19 yeirs) 15.7 16.3.

White. 13.3 14.0

Black and other 35.4 35.3

I.

Percent; seasonally adjusted.

Source: Economic Report of the President. January 1979.

-1-
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of adult white males was about the me in the two periods. Since this group

has the greatest labor market attachment, that figure may Indicate that cyclical

labor market tightness was about the. Wt. in tht bee periods.. Table 3 shows that

for most groups whose proportion of the labor force has expanded -- youth, as

well as older women -- their unemployment rites have increased. Statistical

analysis of the relationship
between the unemployment rate of each individual

age-stx group in the labor force and its share of the labor force shOwS that

as a group Increases relative to other
groups,its unemployment rate typically

increases. Not all the increase in labor force size can quickly be absorbed

into employment.

It is likely that as the share of youth in the total labor force falls

with the passing of the baby boom generation out of the younger years, the youth

unemployment rate will fall. Based on a study of the determinants of labor

force participation and unemployment of demographic groups, including the role

played by the share of a group in the labor force, I estimated that the unemploy-

mfnt rates of teens age 16-17, corresponding to a smooth, moderately high trend

level of economic activity, will begin to drop from the rate of around 19-20

percent in 1978 to about 16-17 percent
in 1983, 15-16 percent in 1988. and 12-14

percent in 1990. The trend unemployment rate of the group age 18-24 will in-

crease as that group-continues to expand, remaining in the 10-12 percent range

through the early 1980s, then fall as the size of that group diminishes. Some

of these estimates appear In Table 4. (The cl'eul-etions in Table 4 do bot.repre-

sent'forecasts of unemployment or of economic acitivty. Rather, they are esti-

mates of the group-specific unemployment
rates that would correspond to a level

of economic activity that represents a smooth prOjection of post-war trends, at

apprbximately the average level of capacity utilization experienced over the post-

war period.).

P'-f
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TABLE 4

Parcentagt Composition of. labor itarket Aggregates

1968

Nth

_Tote) 16:17_

.

Female

18-24Total l'otal _16-117 18-24_254 25+

Population 164

labor Force *

100.0

100.0

48.2
62.9

. 2.7

' . 2.1

8.3
9.9

37.1

51.8
51.8
37.1

2,6
1.4

8.2
7.7

41.0
28.0

Employment 100.0 63.4 1.9 8.7i 52.7 36.6 1.3 ' 7.1 28.1

Unemployment 100.0 50.4 8.3 16.0 26.1 49.6 )6.4 18.4 24.8

Unemployment ftte 3.6 2.9 13.9 6.4 1.8 4.8 15.9 8.6 3.2

-

1973

Population 16. 100.0 48.0 2.8

.

8.8 36.4 52.0 2.7 8.7 40 5

Labor Force . 100.0 61.1 2.3 10.9 47.9 38.9 1.8 8.8 28.3

Employment 100.0 61.6 2.0 10.5 49.0 38.4 1.5 8.3 28.7

Unemployment 100.0 52.0 8.1 18.9 25.1 48.0 6.5 17.9 23,6

Unemployment Rate 4.9 ,,,4.1 17.0 8.4 2.5 6.0 17.7 9.9 4.0

1978 '

Population 164 100.0 48.0. 2.6 8.9 4'36.4 52.0 2.5 8.8 46.7

Labor Force 100.0 58.3 2.2 10.9 45.L 41.7 1.9 9.4 30.4

Employment 100.0 813.8 1.9 10.4 46.9IE 41.2 1.6 8.9 30.7

Unemployment 100.0 50.5 6.9 18.4 23.5 49.5 6.0 18.0 25.5

Unemployment Rate , 6.0 5.2 19.3 10.2. 3.3 7.2 19.5 11.5 5.1

1983

Population 164 100.0 47.9 2.1 8.4 37.4 52.1 2.0 8.3 41.8

Labor Force 100.0 59.4 1.7 10.6 47.1 40.6 1.4 8.5 30.6

Employment 100.0 59.8 1.5 10,0 48.4 40.2. 1.3 7.9 30.9

Unemployment 100.0, 52.0 4.8 20.9 26.3 48.0 3.9 18.1 26.0

,Unemployment Rate 5.9 5.1 16.6 11.0 3.3 6.9 16.1 11.9 5.0

1988
,

Populatidn 164 100.0 47.9 2.0 7.2 38.7 52.1 1.9 7.1 43.2

Labor Force 100.0 57.8 1.7 8.7 47.5 42.2 1.5 7'.3 3).4

Employment 100.0 58.2 1.5 8.2 48.6 41.8 1.4 6.8 33.6

Unemployment 100.0 50.9 4.8 16.7 29.9 . 49.1 3.6 15.3 30.2

Unemployment Rate 5.5 4.9 15.9 10.4 3.4 6.4 14.7 11.6 4.9

* Civilian Labor Force

Source: Actual data art from Em lo nt and Trainin Re II rt of the Preside
end Current Population .tpor s. er.es DS. 1' :si ro ec fire
done-Wihe auihor. based on tensus Bureau population projection Series 11,
Current Population Report Series P-25, No. 704.

11.
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From these estimates it is possible te calculate what the trend aggregate

unemployment rate would be. That is the aggre4att rate that would correspond

to the post-war average level of capacity utilization, takin.g into account

projected changes in the demographic structure of the labor'fdtce. Thetrend

aggregate,unemployment rate falls in the 1980s1 .from 5.9 in 1983 to 5.5 in

1988 and 5.2 in 1990.

Although they show improvement over the current situation, the projected

unemployment rites for youth are still too high -- reflecting an inefficiently

great amount of labor market turnover and search. There is still a need for

carefully designed employment and training programs to reduce the waste that

these high unemploymentcPates imply. But at leaSt the distressingly high rates

associated with the rapid baby boom expansion of the youth labor foi-ce may be

relieved as the demographic pressure eases.

1 have said nothing about the very high rates of unemployment among black
8

youth. These are much too great to be accounted for by demographic factors

alone. Rapid expansion of the youth population clearly increased t4e unemploy-

ment of black youth; as well as others. lf it is the case that blacks are the

last to be hired, they would be hurt more than others as demographic petssure

increased. The easing of demographic pressure on youth tn general will help

ease the unemployment of black youth as well as white. While it is projected that

blacks will increase somewhat as a proportion of the youth population, the num8Or

and the share of black yOuth in the total labor force will fall during the 1980s

(see Table 5). There is no obvious economic reason why a.change in the propor-

tion bf blacks relative to whites within the youth pdpulation should affect the

unemployment of blacks NS. whites. The fact that the rate of unemployment of

blacks is so much greater than that of whites of the same age indicates a funda-

mentarsocial problem that cries out for continuing efforts toward its.solut4on.

fro
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TABLE 5

PROJECTIONS OF THE POPULATION BY RACE AND
SELECT AGE CATEGORIES: SELECTED YEA$S, 1978-1990

(Thousands).

1978

Population %

1980

Population

1985 1990

% Population % Popylation %

Total 218.437 100 222,159 100 232,800 100 243,513

White 188,922 86.49 191,581 86.24 159,458 85.65 207,257 85.)1

Black 25,473 11.66 26,156 11.77 28,005 12.03 29,799 12.24

Other 4,042 1.85 4,422 1.99 5,417 2.33 6,457 2.65

Age 16-19 )6,937. 7.75 16,700 7.52 14,363 6.17 13,541 5.56

White 14,296 6:.54 14,024 6.31 11,845 5.09 10,943 4.49

184.41)* (83.98) (82.47) (80.81)

lilack 2,326 1.06 2,338 1.05 2,136 .92 2,122 .87

(13.73) (14.00) (14.87) (15.67)

Other 315 .14 338 .15 382 .16 476 .20

(1.86) (L02) (2.66) (3.52)

Age 14-17 16,648 742 15,763 7.10 14.392 6.18 12,771 5.24

Whi,te 13,976 6.4'b 13,122 5.91 ' 11 ,B190, 5.08 ' 0,271 4.22

(83.95) (83.25) 11h2.12) (80.42)

Black 2,370 1.08 , 2,32 '1.05 2,200 .94 2,056 .84

,(14.24) (14.73) (15.29) (A6.10)

Other 302 .14 .14 373 .16 444 .18

(1.81) (2.02) (2.59) (3.48)

Age 18-24 28,980 13.27 29,462 13.04 27,853 11.96 25,148 10.33

White 24,670 11.29 24,964 11.24 23,259 9.99 20,642 8.48

(85.13) (84:73) (83.51) , (82.08)

Black 3,733 1.71 3,869 1.74 '3,863 1.66 3,664 1.50

(12.88) 113.13). (13.87) (14.57)

Other 576 .26 630 .28 731 , .31 843 .35

(1.99) (2.14) (2:62) (3.35)

The number in parentheses refers to the race's percentage of the particulat age

category's total population

. SOURCE: Series 11 Projections from 4Project1ons of the Population of the United Stetes:

1977 to 2050" Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 704, U.S. Department

of Coemerce, Bureau of the Census, July 1977

(1
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Some of the dimensions of this problem are indicated in Table 2. While

78 percent of the increase in the white male youth lbor force between 1968

and- 1918-was reflected in-in increase-in-employment,-the increase in black male

youth employment equaled only 16 percent of the increase in the black male

youth labor force. .The increase in black malt youth unemployment equaled fully

84 percent of the increase in the labor force. For black female youth, the

increase in unemployment equaled 58 percent of the increase in the labor forcer

During a decade when the black male youth population increased 36 percent and

the black male youth labor force Wocreased 24 percent, employment of black male

youth increased only 5 percent.

4

One respone to this labor market failure was widespread withdrawal of

black youth from the labor force. At the beginning of the 1960s, the labor

force participation rates of black and white male youth were approximately

equal -- about 45 percent for ages 16-17, and 70 percent for ages 18-19. Since

then, participation rates for white male youth have increased -- to 55 percent

for 16-17 year olds and 75 percent for 18-19 year olds in 1978. Black participa-

tion, on the other hand, has plummeted -- to 33 percent for males age 16-17 and

60 percent for males 18-19 years old. While the participatOon rate of white females

has increased from 30 percent in 1960 to about 49 percent in 1978 for ages 16-17,

and from 52 percent to 65 percent for ages 18-19, the rates for black women

were relatively unchanged over the period. They were almost the same in 1977

- 14 -
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as in 1960 -- about 23 percent for 16-17 year olds and 45 percent for ages 18-19 --

then each rate jumped about 4 percent points in 1978.

Data on measured unemployment, therefore, greatly understates the degree

to which the market has failed to mot tht needs and aspirations of black youth,

One estimate of the extent of this understatement can be calculated as follows,

In 1978, the labor force participation rate of blacks age 16-19 was 42 percent,

If it had been the same as whites of the same age (61 percent), an additional

490 thousand youth would have Peen counted in the labor force. If these are

added to the measured black unemployment in 1978, the total comes to 870 thousand,

an unemployment rate of 57 percent! 444,

The most pressing objective, then, of public policy concerning youth un-

employment is to begin to reintegrate black youth Into the U.S. labor market.

Energy

We are all aware of the dramatic changes in the price of energy that have

occurred during the 1970s -- led by the price hikes for oil. Foreign oil prices

--
more than tripled during 1974 and the price Of domestically produced crude oil

doubled. After remaining fairly constant from 1975 to the end of 1978, foreign

oil p4es have exploded again, increasing by over sixty percent so far this year,

and by a dollar amount as great as the 1973-74 rise. This increase in crude

oil prices, plus other changes in the domestic energy situation, will probably

increased gasolfne prices by fifty percent during 1979 and increase fuel oil

prices by sixty to seventy percent. By the end of 1980 the hnpacts of these

recent price changes alone are forecast to raise the level of the Consumer Price

Index by an additional 2.5 percent, reduce GNP by over 2 percent and add 0.9

percentage points to the unemployment rate.1 If it is the case that monetary policy

. 15 -
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has overreamted to the inflationary pressures generated by thes events, :nd

if fiscal policy becomes overly restrictive, the resulting employment and output

losses ceUld We11 b rffaterthan these figures. !n comparison, it is estimated

that by 1915 the oil price increases of 1973-74 had added ibout 3.1 percent to

the Consumer Price Index, reduced GNp by about 1:6, and added 1.5 percent to the

unemployment rate.

These disruptions tO the economy, by incrasing unemployment and inflation

simultaneously, both exascerbate the problem of youth unemployment and impede

the use of government macroeconomic and employment poliCy tools to combat the

problem.

In.addition to these short run disruptions to the economy, the changed

energy situation has long term implications for employment and for the environ-

ment in which youth employment policy will be made. Four long term effects of

the increased scarcity and price of energy should be noted.

First, over the long term potential U.S. output and productivity will be

lower than ft would have been with cheap and abundant energy: The rate of growth

of output may also be lower over the next decade than it was in the years before

energy scarcity became apparent. The basic reason for this is,that we must now

pay more -- give up more real resources -- for a vital input to production. Energy

cannot be produced from domestic sources nor purchased abroad as cheaply as it

was"in the past. Hence, we must sacrifice more inputs for the same'amount of out-

put. This will reduce the potentiaf output from the nation's labor force end

capital stock. It may also reduce the overall rate of productive capital ac-

cumulation'and slow the rate of economic growth.

- 16 -
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Second, if energy prices continue to rise -- as is likely -- tho increases

will contribute to a bigher on-going rate of inflation. If we desire to attain

a level of price stability comparable to the past, it may require relatively more

contractionary fiscal and monetary pol cies than in the past. This may impose

dditional constraints on the use of fiscal polity as well as on specific govern-

ment manpower programs to attack unaMployment problems.

3
Third, the increase in the price of energy relative to other prices in the

economy is bringing about changes in the structure of the economy -- the types of

goods people consume and hero those goods are produced -- that are increasing the

a
demand for labor and creating new jobs. In the aggregate, labor is being sub-

stituted for energy. This occurs, for example, because people shift their buying

patterns toward services and away from manufactured goods that require a lot of
A

energy to produce and use, and because businesses are seeking ways to use labor

to economize on the use of higher priced energy. The additional jobs that ar

created because of these shifts offset to soMe degree the number of jobs lost

because economic activity is dampened. The following rough stimates provide an

outline of this process. Between 1972 and 1976 overall growth in economic output

was reduced because of the sharp increase in energy prices. This reduction in

economic activity alone would have reduced employment by perhaps avirmch as 2.8

Million jcbs, even after recOvery frail the short term contractionary effects of

the price shock that contributed to the recession of 1974-75. But long term

employment did not fall nearly that much. Changes in the types of goods consumers

were demanding and in the inputs to production created an estimated 2.3 Million

new jobs, so the nit loss in employment that was xperienced by 1976 was only

.5 million jobs. The substitution of labor for energy is a continuing process.

It means that the long term effects of energy prite increases should not reduce

Pik -17-
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employment. Outiat and productivity growth may be reduced, so real wage growth

will be less. But the number of ji9bs should not be reduced by the rise in

energy prices itself.

Fourth, while the fact that energy prices are increasing should not reduce

employment in the long run, the manner of.their increase may create problems.

It is quite Aossible that we will see a replay of the scenario that was acted

out in 1973-74 and again this year. After a period of price stability, demand

may overtake supply or supply may be interrupted, leading to sharp price jumps

and perhaps temporary supply shortfalls. Shocks of this nature disrupt the

economy and may bring about a slowdown inoeconomic activity and a rise in unem-

ployment. Perhaps long term order can be established in the world oil market.

If.not, the potential for increased economic instability exists. Because the

demographic groups which persistently have higher unemployment, especially

youth, are also the most vulnerable to employment instability, the prospect tat

thkeconomy may be somewhat more unstable may increase the difficulty of achieving

the goals.of employment policy.

A.

Concern About the Physical Environment, Health and Safety

Americans enjoyed a rapid rate of growth in output and income from the end

of World War II until the beginning of the 1970's, the costs of wt)ich were not

fully paid at the time. Failure to pay social costs in the form of damage to

the physical environment and excessive risks to the health and safety of workers

artificially subsidized output grolh. These costs were permitted to remain external

to the market process and consequently were ignored. It 1.s clear that Americans

are no longer wifling to ignore these costs. Extensive legislation and regulations

to protect the environment and the health and safety of workers have internalized

many of these costs, so thaf they now show up as increased production costs and add

- 18
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to purchase prices. Forcing ourselves to fact-peso costs adds to" the level of

prices and reduces output growth from mtat It ight be if we could continue to

lOneee the. Thit ilsO win mein-thst real wages *AY grow more Ilowly than

they would. It does not necessarily mean a reduction of eeployment. Facing the

challenge of meeting the aspirations of our people for a rising standard of

living while maintaining a high standard for the treatment of our workers and

our nvironment may well mean increased demand for labor and new job opportunities.

Productivity

The fact that we must pay more for energy, and the recognition that we

can no longer Afford to boost output at the expense of the health of our workers

and our physical environment, may ttan that the level of productivity growth will

be less than it has been in the past. It has been estimated that,the productivity

loss over the period 1973-1976 resulting from increased energy prices alone may

have been the equivalent of two years growth of the economy,-

A slowdown in productivity growth inevitably means a reduction in the rate.

of growth of average real wages and incomes. Traditional expectations foe income

gains have not yet adjusted to a lower standard. As the various groups in4the

economy attempt to maintain desired levels of income grodth by increasing prices,

wages and profits, the result is greater inflation. Concern about inflation con-

strains the use of government programs to reduce unmmployment.

Employment Policy in the 1980's

I have attempted to highlight some of the key features of the economic

environment which will provide the background in the 1980's for policy concerning

the labor market-problems of youth. One feature of that environment is that there

will be fewer young people. The population age 16-19 will fall from its current

+4. level of About 17 million to about 13.5 million 1h 1990. The population age 20-24,

,
- 19 -
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now about 20.5 million, will grow to about 21 million in 198]. then fall to about ,

18 Million -ih TWO. Thil di v MA that youth-enployment- will not continue-to_

be a priority concern. But it does mean that we shodld begin to prepare

ourselvexIor problems Ihan the simple need to generate enough jobs for &

,

burgeonlng, young population.

4.4
Clearly, the'major unresolved problem is that.reflicted in the high rates

of unemployment of minority.youtb; This.is not cdemographic problem, mid it if

not likelyeto be alleviated significantly by prospective deMographic changes.-

..

The high rate of unemployment of all youth indicates an irleffirent and

excessive melt of labor force turnover, search,end friction: Betts,. information. ,

)and bettet preparation for labor market ftry in,terms of more appropriate skills,

better knowled e of existing job opportunities and more,realistic expectations

.about entry!Tevel 'light reduce excessive search and turnover.

,

The employment problems of ffinority youth go far beyond simple considerations

of the efficient level of search and turnover. Thzy reflect the continued existence

of a fragment's& labor market and thelegaCy.of generations ordiscrimination.

The review of.the potential challenges to the economy and to employment

policy that Asay emerge suggests the importance of maintaining and increasing the

flex41Ality of our labor market institutions. A key element accountjh9 for the

feflurk Of the labor market to absorb
successfully the great influx of youth is

wage rigidity.. Inasmuch as e High minimum wage compreists the"overall wage'struc:

ture fOr a period, of ime until inflation permits differentials to reasseet them-

, .selves. it Aay foreclose opportunities for low skill youth to getVntry Aovel-jobs,

and tt may make it too costly for emPloyeri:to Provide the on-the-Sot imining that
ST1400
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can be an important avenue forAkill development. The 1980's will bring a

host -of- opportunities es- wel+ ettti lenges. Ft would be- unfortunete- if- wd fall

to maintain sufficient flexibility to benefit &cm the opportunities.

With e reduction in the rate of population growth and an aging of the

labor force, we may begin to move from a period of rapid labor fve growth to

a:period of tighter Libor markets.ancr perhaps labor shortage. In the design of

federal, education, training and sisployment services., there may need to be less

emphasis on youth programs and pu5lic sector jobs an'd more emphasis on retrainipg

and retention of -older workers. The pronounced trend toward increased partis,ipation

of women in the labor force and equalrty with men of commitment to the labor market

may generate increased needs and opportunities for training programs.

Each decade brings challenges and, opportunities. The.1980's are no dif-

ferent, One challenge to employment policy of the 1970s. created by the need

to accomodate the demograppic tidal wav.e of youth that hit the labor force, will

in to recede in importance,, permitting' increased concentration on the serious

g term problems that remain.

Footnotqs .

.4
1: These.estimates of the economic effectsio(oil price changes are based

on analysis done for the U.S. House of Representative Subcormittee on
Energy and Power.

2. These estimates are based on a study of the long term effects of,energy
price changes done by Edward A. Hudson and Dale W..Jorgerison.
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The CHAIRMAN. We will proceed now to: Doctor Adams, arid
continue through the panel, and .then we win have our discussion.

Dr, ADAms. 'Thank you, Mr. Cliairman.
I am currently serving as resinirch 'professor of education policy

and economics at the George Washington University. I formerly
served as Executive Director of the .National Commission on Em-

ployment and Unemployment Statistics, and I would express at
this time my appreciation for the cooperation the Commission re-
ceived from your committee, Mr Chairman, and you as an advises
to the Commission. We are one of the few Government agencies
that have managed to complete our assignment, close our doorsi
and k4o home. For that we are proud.

It is a privilege for me today to appear before you to review some
of the underlying causeCi of youth unemployment and its conse-
quences.41' would like to summarize the principal points' of my
statement as follows: The first point I will make is that demograph-
ic trends affecting the supply side of the you,th labor .market do
indeed provide a basis for optimism concerning improvements in
youth unemployment, in the 1980's, but the outlook on the demand
side offers little assurance the problem is going to dimarish in the
absence of special youth employment policies.

Second, unemployment for many youths can be viewed as a
short-term problem with no serious economic consequences, but for

mee-Particularly those out-of-school mid blacks, youth joblessness
has a. scarring effect, advetsely affecting subsequent 'emplOyability
and. earn ings.

The postwar baby boom has been a major force contributing to
teenage labor Market problems in the 1960's and 1970's. The
postwar, population.explosiptlikamatically increased the number of
teenagers entering the labotrrove during this.period creating enor-,
mous pressures on the supply aide of the youth labor Market and
coinciding with a secular increase pf youth urremployment, particu
lady among black teentwrs. .

The outlook for tile 1980ra iS fora lessening of these pressures as
the_last of the baby .boom population will pass through their teen-
age years in 1981. Through the remainder of the decade, the teen-
age population will decrease rapidly, though not for blacks, reflect-
ing the fact that their postwar birth rate peaked later and are
declining at a more Miiderate pace than for whites. As mph, black
youth will represent a larger fraction of the teenage population as

, the decade passes. Similar trends are expected for Hispanic youth.
To illuStrate this point, using projections, from the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, black youth currently represent 11 percent-of the
total teenage labor force, and by the end of the decade, 1.990, this is
projected to increAliwnder high growth assumptions to nearly .16

'percent.
While demdgraphic trends provide a basis for optimism cencern-

ing ithprovements in youth unemployment in the aggregate, ece-
nomic and social forces on the demand side of the labor markei add
:nev- concerns. Full employment bolicies have played an impbrtant
role in the past affecting youth unemployment. Economic expan-.
sions, have been closely correlated with improvements. in youth
joblessness, though the relationship for black teenagerk has been
tenuous. Current efforts tO fight. inflation by weakening the corn-

, ,
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yiiitnwnt to f'ull employment policies will doubtless lead to higher
unemployment among those at the margin. Any failure to pursue
vigorously the goala of Humphrey-Hawkins will dampen prospec-
tive improvements in youth unemployment in the eighties.

The growing number of black youth' competing for jobs within
deteriorating urban labor markets is also of concern. The continued
exodus of unskilled and semiskilled manufacturing jobs, tradition-
ally a mikjor -route into employment, for new entrants, along with
jobs in retail trade from central.yities promises to further reduce
youth employment opportunities. Youth unemployment rates
among teenagers in central cities are already significantly higher
than those in the suburbs and nonmetropolitan areas. Hidden un-
employment due to discouragement and withdrawefrom the labor
force is also more prevalent as reflected by the lower labor force
imrticipation rates -of teenagers in central cities. The continued
blight of urban centers together with the fiscal constraints faced by
local governments further dampens the outlook for improvements
in youth unemployment in this setting during the eighties.
. ()ther labor market barriers to youth may be created. There is

_presently little concensus among my fellow ecot ()mists as to the
impact of minimum wages on youth unemploym nt. In congression-.

al hearings on the 1977 amendments to the Faik Labor Standards
Act raising the minimum wage, estimates of th jobs to be elimi-
nated ranged from 90,000 to 900,000. The impact learly depends on
whose estimate is correct. Subsequent effor further increase
the minimum wage will have to consider the potential adverse
effect on youth employment. -\

The declining number of, youth jobs associ ted withthe changing
occupational structure ofour economy dur' ig the eighties will also
place further demand side pressures on outh employment oppor-
tunities. 4

Though the demographic' trends are fa orablA this briefreview
of the forces operating on the demand side .of the youth labor
market offers little asscirance thq, problem is going tci diminish in
the absence of special', youth emlloloyment policies. Moreover, the
problem is going to becbme m-ore visibly p problem 'of:blacks and.
HisPanics, the very group* who have faired the worst' under more
favorable conditions.

The question is frequently asked whether youth unehiployment
is really a serious problem in terms of its economic and .social
consequences. An important feature of youth unemployment is the
situation .usually improves substantially as individuals age. When
youths reach the age of 25, labor force participation rises, work
kx!co.mes predominantly full.time, and more important, unemploy-
ment rates fall to adult levels/This frequently leads to the conclu-
gion that teenage. unemployment is a transitory problem experi-
enced by- most and not greatly hindering successful assimilation
into the labor force.

Beyond, it is argued that the personal hardships associated with
youth unemployrnent .aro overkated, sirice many youths continue
to live at home and attend schdol, seeking only part-time work
during teenage years. Nearly a third of all unemployed youth 16 to
24 years of age, for exampte, areZenrolled in school. Among teen-;
agers,. the proportion approac.hes 50 percent, with 16- and 17-year-

ft
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olds reaching 90 percent. To the extent that. the job search process
and frequent. turnover of youth contribute to a better understand-
ing of the operation of labor markets, providing contacts and occu-
pational information, some teenage unemployment may even be
thought of as beneficial.

It is true- that many unemployed youth live at. home and attend .
school incurring little personal hardship, but it is also a. fact that
slightly, over 50 percent of the unemployed teenagers are not en-
rolled in school. A substantial proportion of these youths and many
among those who are enrolled have formed their own households;
and for them, unemployment may in fact be associated with per-
sonal hardship. For other youth who continue to live at home in
low-income families, joblessness is directly linked to personal hard-
ship.

The personal hardship associated with youth unemployment is,
of course, an important consequence, but perhaps more important
is the potential longer term effect on the skills, attitudes, and
aspirations of the individual. Very little has been known about this
dimension of the problem until the recent study of a national
sample of youth Iti to 24 years of age who were followed over a
period of several years in the midsixties and early seventies.

The analysis of these data, known as the national longitudinal
surveys, suggests that teenage unemployment is more than a tran-
sitory problem for some youths. Ifi'a study of these data I recently
completed for the W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research
with my former colleagues at the Unive sity of Utah, joblessness
among out-of-school teenage youths was f nd to be associated with
an earnings disadvantage during ccar adulthood. The earnings
disadvantage was largest for young blacks whose earnings during
their midtwenties fell 20 to :30 percent below other young blacks
who were out of school during their teenage years bnt employed,
education and other persona characteristics being held constant.

These findings have been corroborated 'by several more recent'
studies. The results suggest that jobleSsness among out-ofIschool
teenage youth, but not in-school youth, defines an important target..
population that; can expect to find labor market assimilation diffi:'
cult. Together with findings that years of school completed' and
postschool occuplItional training used on the job are strbngly corre- ,
lated with subsequent earnings for whites and blacks alike, the

.roults are of considerable importance to public policy, Th e results
confirm that marketable sitills can be slearned on the job. or (in
school and that periods spent out of/school and. either voluntarily
or involuntarily without work, represents. a loss that is likely to be
felt for years. Labor market policies aimed at providing jobs for
out-of-school jobless youth will pay dividends both iintnediatelj, and
for years to come. . -, .'

It is my view that youth unemployment requii'vs a well-targeted
approach by public policy. Not all youth urkmployment is-harmful
and some, in fact, may be beneficial through grOviding a better
understanding of how labor! markets work. That,which is haraiful,
however, occurs anfong youth in lowineome families and among
teenage youth out of school and joblels. The'impact is greatest Nr
black youth, many of whom are clustered in large urban. centers



surrounded by a decaying econwic and social environment.. It is
these youth to whom policy should be targeted.

There is-no single program or policy t. nit. will address the youth
unemployment problem. General policjA concerned with full em-
ployment, urban development,,immig ation, and affirmative action
are important elements of a comprehensive solution to the prob-
lem. Specific youth labor market policies focusing on jobs and skill
development are also. important. As policies, these are not new.
What is new is the evidence supporting them an4 the confidence
offered. policymakers for decisions formerly based od hunches. For
perhaps the first time, evidence exists which links the early em-
ployment of out-of-school teenage youth to their subsequent em-
*yabi!ity and earnings. As such, this adds new emphasis and
ufgency to youth job creation effortk

A well-targeted program of jobs for youths will address not -only
the short-term personal hardships associated with youth uneMploy-
nwnt, but the longer term scarring effects as well. Youth job cre-
ation efforts represent a lifetime investment. These effort,s shOuld
complement". not compete, with a program of skill development,
however. ThAre is no substitute for education. The strong positive
returns to sChooling observed, or whites and blacks in the seveinies
today reinforee this point. Keeping youth in school should have the
highest priority. Job creation efforts should be structured with this
objective in miud. For thoi3e youth who leave school,, however,
options in the -forth of training anirj basic education should be
offert5d along with jobs.

Job creation and skill development together offer constructive
solutions to the youth unemployment problem. The outlook ahead'
suggests this problem will not diminish of its own accord. Strong
policy responses are needed, which must include participation of
the private sector, where 80 percent of the jobs ardrlocated. In
calling for policies of job creation and skill d6velopment, I would
like to add some comments on each in terms of their relative
importance.

Job creation, as I have suggested, must involve the private sector
where 80 percent of all jobs are locatect-I happen to believe it is a
lot easier to pull a rope than to push a rope. And to encourage.
youth to stay in school to develop skills necessary for succesSful
iabor market assimilation, one has to provide jobs and career -op-
portunities.

Employment. opportunities must be opened and available to
youth, minority youth in particular, as an incentive for Mvesting
in skills. The development of t,hese opportunities requires provision
of ample investment incentive's 'for the-economy as a whole.

Full employment, policies therefore play'a critical role in any
response to the youth employment problem. I do not support poli-
cies that accept high levels of' unemployment and involve.the redis:
tribution of employmetn opportunities among labor force groups.
Such policies are divisive. 'You ctinnot take jobs from one group in
the labor force, and give them to another without )creatinF a divi-
sive environment for public policy. The real solution begins with
job creation ai...provision of adequate eMployment opportunities
Mr all Ameriettns. Jobs will provide incentives for youth toinvest
in education and training.
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Mr. Chairman, as you know the youth employment demonstra-
tion projects will be up for reauthorization in 1980. I strongly
support the provisions of this legislation designed to build better
linkages between education and work.

In the past I have been struck by the absence of communication
between our education and work institütibns. They have not com-
municated effectively regarding their expectations, roles, and re-
sponsibilities for the transition of youth to adulthood. I support the
building of linkages between education and work institutions.

The opportunity for building these linkages now is unique. In the
decade ahead the declining number of youth entering elementary
and secondary education will clearly affect the market for educa-
tion and the demand for its services. In seeking ways to preserve
its market, education will be encouraged to accept new roles and
responsibilities for preparing youth for the world of work. More-
over, pressures created by declining achievement scores and con-
cern for the quality of education will reinforce education's respon-
siveness to the forces of institutional change. These conditions offer
a unique opportunity for encouraging the education community to
'expand its role beyond that of basic skill development to include
the preparation of youth for the wprld of work and the building of
linkages with the employment community.

It is my hope that the private industry councils now being
formed in local communities as part of CETA's private sector ini-
tiatives, will join from the other side in developing and building
these linkages. I would like to thank the committee for the oppor-
tunity- to pyesent this statement and I will be happy later to
answer any questions you may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, That was a very helpful
presentation. We will.continue through the panel.

IThe prepared statement of Dr. Adams follows:I
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Mr . Chairman and Members of the Comet tee:

I am Arvil V. Adam:, Research Protessor o! Education Policy and

Economics, the George Washington University. It is a privilege for me
4

to appear before you today tollte'view some of the underlying causes of

wouth unemployment. and its consequences The principal points of my

/
/
t

titularly those out-of-school and blacks, youth joblessness has
l ,

i
t a scarring effect, adversely affecting subsequent employability
k

statement are sumarized as follows:

-Demographic trends Aiffecting the supply side of the youth labor.

market provide a basis for Wimisith concerning improvements

1 in youth unemployment in the 1980s, but the outlook on the demand

/ side offers little assurance the problem is going to diminish

in the absence of special yduth employment policies .

A.,
:-Unemployment tor many yOuths can he viewed as a short-term pro-

blest with no serious economic consequences, but tot HOMO, par-

4

!dr

and earnings.

The Ontlook torjouth Unemployment

Thne postwar baby boom has been a major force contributing to

teenage labor market problems in -Thk, 1960s and 1970s. The postwar

population Vimplosion dramatical* increased thcl numbe;' of teenagers

entering the labol force durii7g this period creating .dnormous pressures

aon the supply side ot the youtll labor marKet and cofAcTding with

secular increase
/

teenagers. .

t

The outlook for the 100s i8 for A len8(41.ing of thee pressures as
4

the .last. ofithe kaby boom Plipulatioh will pans through their teenage
4

fe444444.

ot youth unkM1Z-loyment, particularly among black
/

4



years in 1981. Through the remainder of the decade, the teenage

population will decreai.ce rapidly, though not for blaatiTi.eflecting the

jact. that their postwar birth rates peaked lattr and Arv declining nt a

more ilioderate pre than for whites, Au such, black youth will represent

a larger proportion of the teenage population as the decade pa:meg.

Similar trends are expected for Hispanic youth.

While providing a basis for optimism concerning improvements in
P

youth Unemployment in the aggregate, etonomie.and sotial force!: on the

demand side of the labor market introduce new concerns. Full employment:

policies have played an important. role in the past affecting youth

ungliploymen Economic expansions have been clouely correlated with

improvements in youth joblesftuess, though the relationship for black

teenagers has been tenuons. Current efforts to fight inflation by

weakening the commitment to full 6nployment policies willNdonbtless lead

to higher unemployment among those at the margin. The failure to pursue

vigorously the goals of Humphrey-Haftins will dampen prospective

improvements in,youlli unemployment.

The growing number of black youth compeling for jobs. wilhin

deteriorating urban labor markets is also of concern. The continued

exodus of unskilled And semiskilled manufacturing jobs, traditionally n

major route into qmployment for newventrants, along with obs in retail

.,..-

ernde from central cities promiseS lo further reduce youth omploymrnt

opporinnities.- Unemployment rates among teenagerS in dmitral cities are

already significantly highlit than those, in the subu'rbs% and non-

metropolitan areas. Hidden unemployment dile 'to discourAgement and

4.

withdrawal from tile Jabor force is also more prevalent as reflected fly

the illower labor force participation rates of teenarrs in central

cterele continued.blight of urban centers togdfhl%r lefirh the. fiscal

2

4

r
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constraints faced by local governments further dampens the outlooi for

improvements in youth unemployment in this vetting.

Increasing competition for the part-time ahd low-skill jobs held by

many youths from other labor force groups addl to this concern. Youth

will find increased competition from women whove labor 'force par-

ticipation rare.s,will climb Otrther in. the 19808. In addition, an

emerging source of competition may be found among older workers who,

increasing in number, will find the part-time employment sought by many

teenagers nn attractive means to supplemftnt retirement income nnd ease'

economic presnures e'rented by inflation. The nation's gro4ing number'of

undocumented workers, now estimated with coldaderable. uncertainty

between 4 and 12 million, moreover, will doubtlefid compete for many

youth jobs.

Other labor market barrier
0

s ,to youth may he created. There is

presently little concensus Among my fellow economists'as ,to the impact
V

-

of minimum wages on youth uneMployment. In Congregvional hearings on

the 1911 nsulndinents to the Fay LabOr Standards Act raising the minimum

wage, estimates of tbe.jobs "to be eliminnted ranged from 90,000 to

900,006.. the limpart clen0y depends on whose estimate in correct.

t'

Subsequent efforts to further increase the minimum wage Will have t16

consider the potential adverse effect on youth employment.

Though Um' demographic trnis are favorable, thin b"rief review of

the forces operating on the demand side of the youth labor market offers

little assurance the problem is 4going to, diminish in the absence of

special youth employment policies. Moreover, the problem is going tO

.become Aore visibly. a problem of blacks and IlisOanics, the very groups

who have faired the worst UncWr more favorable conditions.

3
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Xonth thiemploymt+nt AN A gocial Problem

The question frequently asked .whetW-Trifftlrifirrgmftwytmmat--iir-

really a swims problem in terms of its economic and social con-

sequences. ,An iMportant feature of youth unemp/qTent is the sitnatigp

improves substantitally ns individuals nge. When youths reach the age of

25, labor force participation citron, work becomes predomitintely

foll-timt and, more important, unemployment rates fall. Thin frequently

td the Conclusion that teenage unemployment is a transitory

wohlem experienced by most Aind riot greatly hindering successful

-nssithilation into the labor lorry.

Peyond, it is argned that the personal hardships associated with

youth unemployment are overstated, since many youths continue to live nt

home and attend School, seeking only part-time work. Nearty a ehird of

all unemployed youth 16 to'24 years of age, for example, aro enrolled in

\ nrhool. Among teenagers, the proportion approaches 50,percent, with 16

and 17 year olr reaching 90 percent. To the extent. that the job search

process and frequent tnrnover of youth contribute to a better un-

derstaAding of the operation of labor markets, providing contacts and

occupational infOrMati011, NOW teenage unemployment may even be thought

of ag beneficial.

It ls truo that many onemployed youth live .at home and attend

school incurring

slightly over 50 percent of the Intipmployed
teenagers are not enrolled in

little person-A hardship, hul it is also a fact that

school. A substantial proportion of these' youths and many among tlnise

who are enrolled liave forthed their oft households; and for them,

unemployment may in fact be associated with personal hardship. For

other youth ,who continue to live at home fil.low :income families,
4

oblessness (s directly linked to personal hardship.

4
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Thy personal hardship assoeiated with youth unemployment is, of

course, an Important consequence, but perhapx.more important is the

potential longer-lerm effect on the skills, attitudes, and aspirations

of the individual. Very little has lie4 known about thia dimension of

the problem until the recent study of a national sample of youth 16 to
4

24 years of age who were followed over a period of several -years in the

mid-1960s and early 1970s.;
4

The analysis of these data, known as the National Longitudinal`
Surveys, suggelats that teenage unemployment is more4,than a transitory

problem for HOMO. youths. In a study of these data I recently completed

for the W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research with my former

colleagues at the- University .of Utah, joblessness among out-of-school .

teenage yolth was found to be associated with an earnings disadvantage

during early adulthood. The earnings disadvantage was largest for young

blacks whose earnings during their mid-20s fell 20 to 30 percent below

other young blacks who were out ot school during their teenage years but

employed, education and other personal characteristics held' constant.

These findings have been corroborated by several more recent

studios. The .resultitsuggedf. that joblessneSs among. out-of-school

teenage youth, hut not in-school youth, defnnes an important target

population that can expect to find labor market assimilation difficult.

Together. with findings that years of school completie and post-school

occupationdl training used on the job' are strougAr, correlated with.

subsequent earnings f6S- whites and blacks -alike, the issuils,are of
.

considerable importance to public policy. The results confirm that

marketable skills can be bearned on the joh or in school and that

periods spent put of school and either Noluntarily or. involuntarily.



without worts,. represent a losR that is likely to be felt for yeare.

Labor inarket policies aimed at providing jobs for out-of-school jobless

youth will pay divi'dends both immediately and for years to come.

Public Pollcy.and Youth Unemployment

It is my view that youth unemployment requires a well-targeted

approach by public policy: Not all youth unemploymeult is harmful and

somet in fact, may be beneficial through providing a better under-
. .

standing of how labor markets work. That which is harmful, however,

occurs among youth in low income families and among teenage youth out of

school and jobless. The impact is 'greatest for- black youth, many of

whom are clustered in large urban centers surrounded by a decaying

'economic and social environment.. It is these youth. to whom. policy
A

should be targeted. at,

There is no single program or policy that will address the youth

unemployment problem. General policies cone;irned with fujt muployment.',.

urban development, 'inmigrntion, and affirmative action aro, important

elements of a comprehensive solution, to the problem. Specific:yoUth

labor market policies focusing on jobs and skill development are also

important. As policies, these are not new. What is new is the evidence

supporting them and the confidence offered polic'ymaket's for decisions

formerly based on hunches, For perhaps the first time,-evidence exists

which links the, early employment experience of ont bf schoOl tee9age

youth to their subsequent employability ,and earnings. 'As such, this

adds new emphasis and urgency to ytUth job creation efforts,

A well-targeted program of jobs for youths will address not only

the short-term personal hardships associated with youth unemployment,

6
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but. the longer-term scarring effetts ns well. Youth ',job Creation

1
_e_flarts_represent_ a __Ii.ifItime. investment. These efforts should

complement not compete wilb n vgrnni Of skill development, however.(

There is no substitute for education. The strong positive returns to

schooling obsetved for whitea and blacks today reinforce thin pOint.

4 Keeping youth in school should have the highest prioriq. Job.creation

efforts should he structured with this objective in mind. For those

A youth who leave school, however, options in lhe form of training and

basic education sholild he offered along with' jobs'.

Job creation 'and skill developmpnt together offer co4tructive

solutions lo the youth unemployment problem. The outlook ahead suggests

this problem will not diminish of its own accord. Strong ,policy

responses are needed. Without these responses, the longer-term

consequences of the probleM for somOwoulh will perpetuate sociai nn&

economic inequality'. Thank you far the opportunity to present this

statemet. I will.now try to answer any iplestiods you may have.

l.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Osterman, please.
Dr. OSTERMAN. Thank you, Senator.
I believe that the problems of youth emploYment and unemploy-

ment are very important, and I have spent spveral years of my life
working on them, but I also thihk it is iniportant to .make a serious
'effort, particUlarly in an era in which social policy programs are
coming under attack, to identify just what is important and what is
not and where resources,should best bedirectedl

I am going to start o y talking briefly about what is nut
important in my view. I wiff4hen talk .abM"-w-hat is impertant,
namely, rising unemplbyment rtes of black teenagers. I will offer
so,me explanations about why uneiiployment rates for black teen-
agers have fisen.

Having done that, I will say a few wor about policy and I will.
try and make my 'policy suggestions folio the, anal* of the
problem.

First: What is not important or what IS less- im Rant? Basically:
the unemployment rates of white teenagers are'no t of line with
What we would expect given the point in the buei:ess cycle. In
1954, 50 percent of the 16- to 19-year-old white m les were em-
ployed. in 1978, that figure had risen to. 56 percent. The figures for
womb were 36 percent add 49 percent. The employment picture of
the white teenagers .tias, in fact, inlifroved in the past 20 years.

S.
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White teenagers have been able to find jobs and have found jobs at

a rate that has kept pace with their population increase.

------ -- onik_Unemployment for teenagers is, by and large, a natural

part of the hi-For Tritiekti-tentry-:-W-hen
-youth leave school, in the

first ieveral years they are hot seriously interested in work. iiiithoT- '--------

they are interested in sex, in adventure; and peer group activities>, .

and working is simply ,a way of earning money for those activities.

At the same time, teenagers work 'in firms that are not interesfed

in stable enipioymentfast food chains,.gas stations, ana so forth.

'The so-called dead-end jobs that we have been talking about are for

these youth perfectly adequate jobs. Unemployment is a perfectly

natural outcome of this process of entry. .

Where SecretarS, Wirtz explained that he had as a young person

worked in these kinds of jobs, I am also sure that he experienced

unemployment during that period.' .

, The pattern of the labor market entry that I described has been

a pattern that existed in the American economy for over a hundred ,

years, and it is a problem which, if we want to addrese, requires

very deep structural changes, both in the way youth view work and

in the way firms view yputh. We can talk about what kind of

changes are involved, but I, for one, would argue that most youth

do fairly well as it is.
--

What then is the problem? The problem is minority youth.

hi 1954, 52 percent of all black teenagers were employed. , In

1978, 39 percent were employed. For women, the figure in 1954 was

a dismally 'low 25 percent. In 1978, it was 23 percent. It is clear

that for this group there is a very serious problem. That is what I

want to talk about.
There are two ways of thinking about why that problem exists:

One way is to ask why is the black teenage unemployment higher

than white teenage unemployment, roughly twice as high:, What

explains the difference:4D Ur levels? --

The sticond question'Affa why has the situation deteriorated over

time. Those are two different questions and requires somewhat

different explanations.
Let me go through a series of answers that various people have .

offered, giving you my .evaluation of those answers.

Is it the baby boom? No. The reason it is not the baby boom is

because white 4enagers have done quite well in the face of a rising

teenage population. ,
4

Second, were it the baby boom, then the increase in the number

- of black teenggers would have an effect on the white teenage

employment as well as that of blacks. If employers viewed black

teenagers as they do white teenagers, as identical workers, then

the increase in the black population would have symmetrical ef-

fects. fiedtee' Is it education? Are black tnagers in some sense less well

qualified than white te agers? The answer to that is a quali

yes, a certain amount of the differential in the unemployment rateo

between black and white teenagers is due to training. But that

cnot explain the worsening of the black teenage situation over

time because black teenage qualifications have improved sharply in ,

the last 15 years. Black teenagers stay`in school longer and more .

black teenagers are graduating from college and high school. At

t,
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the same time that their 'educational and bther qualificntions have
improved, their employment situation 'has worsened. ,

--Is--it job contact nehvorld_ Whites Sind jobsihrowith unclesk fa-
thers and mothers who know people who work in, firms, and tfii
firms-priler to hire people that way because it gives theresome
inform0a6n about the person's character. We have all found jobs
that way. That is a very important way of finding jobs. In a labor
market that has historically discriminated against blacks, blacks
will have fewer such contacts. As a result, they will have mare
trouble finding jobs and, as a result, the unemployment rates will
be higher.

Again, while, this is an important factor, that factor cannot ex-
plain the worsening situation over time because there is no reason
to believe that black job contact networks have wOrsened over
time.

Is it because black teenagers in some sense do not want to work?
Is the availability of welfare a factor, availability of illegal income
a factor? The answer is no. The evidence is that- unemployed teen- /
agers almost invariably will take the first job they are offered, /
blacks and whites. There is no evidence in the economics or sociolo-
gy literature that work orientation differs in important ways be-

. tween black and white teenagers. Furthermore when jobs are avail-
able, when the economy is going well, black teenagers take those
jobs. Their unemployment rate is very sensitive to the, national
unemployment rate.

Is it suburbanization? No. It is true that jobs have left ventral
cities, but so have white teenagers. They have also moved to the.
suburbs. The actual competition in central cities facing black youth
for jot:if:Chas improved .cause of the flow 'of populatioh to the
suburbs as well as the flow of jobs to the suburbs.

So what is it? I would argue very strongly that the problem is
basically racial discrimination. ,Racial discrimination has persisted
in the labor market and contjnues to be the source of problem.
Currently, the basic problem is that emptoyers are substituting
other workers for black teenagers. They are subsCituting white
teenagers. They are substituting adult women whose labor force
participation rates have risen, and they are substituting. undocu-
nlnted Workers, illegal aliens. These group0ave become plentiful
M the labor market and employers have substituted away from
black teenagers toward these groups.

As a consequence, black teenage unemployment rate has risen.
Now a few words about policy. First, let me, talk about delivery

of policy.
Too /often. I think the issue of delivery is ignored and we talk

about 'what policy should be. I have evaluated programs and I have
three observations to niake. CETA programs for youth in most
cities are heavily oriented toward income maintenance program for
inschool youth. This, I believe, is the wrong target group. The
needs of out-of-school youth are greater. The reason the programs
are oriented toward that group ls that neighbOrhood youth corps
programs run by community organizations have been in existence
for 15 years and the 'community organizations have a tiong con-
stituency. The prime sponsors have no incentives from Th4 Federal
Government to ch the pattern. Why have the primes no incen-

.
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tives? Largely because the Department of La 'has "not been abie
to adequately monitor either program qualitflor program target-
ing. ,

Unless the Department of LaborTirovides 011ie sponsors with
incentives to change thtt target group and Jt ' monitor program
quality, we can talk at great length' about w a: programs tan be,
but, in fact, programs wi I not be very good. 1,

What should the content a policy .be? I 'cian think of three
categories of policies. One is income mainten Hopefully, to the
extent that we fund them these inokams prov ,useffil community
output. Thet second category, is programs d ed to change, the
nature of thW kids themselves; basic edutatio rai fograms,
work habits. These ptograms are bed dui the asimm that the
problem lies with the'kids. There, are ckirtain kids with hoin this
Is correet. put they constitute a small fractio4 ip my view, of the
unemployment problem. It is important for th 'kids to have good
programs, programs which are serious entoug And long enough to
help. We talk about Ms. But these programs' are overly alpha-
sized now. .:, , ,

The third category is placement. The key is lOplace black youth
,

int9 the private sector. In the 1960's we had the job programs
which sought to do this. We now have the privoSe 'sector Anitiatives.
The real difficulty is that we have not thought Oriously about how
to induce or coerce the private sector into ibllow,ing through.

If I am correct that real problem is racial digainimination I find it
difficult to believe that the private sector initiatives programs oper-
ating on the purely voluntary basis with very few incentives to
rivate firms will succeed. Perhaps I am wron The history of the
ABS job program leads one to believe that I am not wrong.

. The second issue, in addition to training pr ams, is ethication.
The key to education seems to be. to 'encour e yduth to go to .
college. We have fads about career education, scøol to wprk transi-
tion, et cetera. Those progratna are not fundamekital. It makes vry
little difference for a youth whether he or she git duates, from high 1
school and ehen enters the labOr market or 4iope out of high
school. The key thing in terms of economic p&Yoffs is attending
college. That means what wes really need to time. eibout is improv-
ing the quality.of the basic education in school i Other programs,
such as guidance pr career education and so forth are unlikely-to
succeed largely because most youth simply as a atter of natural
course leave school, mess around in the labor nirket for several
years, and theh settle down. Much of what schoOls might, accom-

lplish get lost in that messing around., ' ..Finally, arid this is a fundamental point, withou\ii a strong econo-
my black teenagers will not find jobs. There is 'no other policy
which will get a's many jobs for 'black teenagerS as would full
employment or movement toward full pmployment..

In the end, I believe the 'problem is not' a technic* one, thinking
about issues, identifying model . programs and piktting them in
place. If you read the hiRtory of youth programs m 'the New Deal,

,for example the National Youth Administration,yo' will find that

about. The real problem is developing the polktical , ill to imple-
the programs that are virtually identical to the ones, e are talking

ment programs that seek, to end tacial discrimination in the labor

'
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markets. What the New Deal programs also did was to explicitly
decide not to intervene in the structure of labor markets, and
unless we are willing to intervene in the st?ucture of labor mar-
kets, we will not be able to get jobs for brack teenagers.

Thank you.
1The following material was supplied for the recoi

I.

its

lb%



The facploymont Prebbere of Black Youth:

Pereiew4 -the' fividance.ard ewe votioy

Paul Osterman

Departmve of .1)zoncsnien

ard
The Iteienal Institute on loyment Policy,

Boston Universi ty
,

Preparei for the Nattilbnal errnuission on imploynent Policy.

Dcocutire Surma.

This paper falls into twO parts. The first section examinee thc evidence

ocncerning the poor atployment prospects of black relative to white youth. The

word part diecusticek

The peixtr begins by -distinguishing between twlo issues; why black unemployment

is higher ihin that of white youth and why the trend hes worsened over time.

ecrno explanationssuch as the inability of ilecks to'neke as effective use as

.whites of infotmal job contact networksCan help explain the differential success

of the groups but -cennot explain the adverse trend (siwe there is nP reaeon to

believe that the cone/let networks of blacks hns wforstned). The paper also argues

that it is mOre helpful to &sets upon the sluggish ceployraent grcyth for bleak

youth then unemployment rates because the measurement ard meaning of vnenployment

ain tip youth labor market is ambiguous.

The paper thin examinee the impact- of two secular cleveloreents--the increasing

.schoOl enrollments of black f.elative to white youth and the migration Of blackS

fren the south to the northwhich might load to a decline in the black relative
Ito white employment rates without signaling labor market patholcxjy. The school

trend could have this effect because the cuploymeet rate of in-school youth is

lower than that of those out-of-school and thus, since more blacks are staying
in school longer (ertl whites leaving earlier), the employment picture for blacks
should appear to'wornen. The data indicate that a,.non-negligible frIgtion of

the worsening differential is due to this factor but that a largo gap rtestins.

On tho other hand, the migration frail the smith ckvs,n6t appear tp be an implor-
etent consideration.

dts
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Me paper then examines three partible explanations whiCh are based upon

-shifts in the structure-of_local. labor markets These.are thersuburbanitation

ref Jobs, which might worsen the Job prodpects of blackyouth trapped in the inner

city) the rising labor force participation of adultvwcmen and growing. meters

of illegal alienn, both of which might pcee marpetition for black youth; ,and

the decline of youth intensive Jobs, which would make lobe hard to find for black

youth at the botban of the hiring Twee. The available evinence seggeate that

i2. 3 Mack youth have suffered because of the rise of carfeting gyoupe and the decline

of youth Jobe bat that the suburbanization of Jobe has not been an important factor.

.The paper then-turns to the issue of whether the pernonal characteristics pr

behavier of baaci'Youth are respcnsible for their employment problems relative

to White youth. One possibility it that racial differences in attitudes and

expectadars are important. Hcwever, available evidence reJecir thin explanation.'

Another possibility is that racial differences in qualifications, such as education,

are important. Itte evidence suggests that this consideration pledts a role in

explaining theilifferential hut that it cannot help explain the trend over time

since the qualifications of blacks relative bp-whites have been improving.

Finally three issuesxxxioarning the operation of the market are exnadried.

First, as noted earlier, access VD informal Job oontact networks are leas satis-

factory for blacke than whites but this consideration canwat explain the adverse

trend. Second, some argue that the minirrun serge and affirmative action pressures

have forced employers to ply too high a wage bo blacks, thus reducing their employ-

ment, lout the aCailable evidence does not support-this asuertion. Finally,

this section concludes by arguing that the Central explanation is continued

racial discriminatice end 'that many of the factors previously identifiod--such

ss the subetitution of canpeting groupe--are descriptions of how discrhnination

*
operaters in the market.
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The second section examines policy. The first point is that policy moat

likely to help yotste blackt is throve the economy closer to full employment. Vot

only will this directly improve the situation but it will make other policiee\

easier to implement. The paper then,discusses two strategies for policyt increasing

the number of jobs available fer yOUng blacks and altering the share,of lobe

ca*ured by young blacks within a fixed pool. The former approaCh Includes job

creation programs. The latter approach in turn falls into two party. Por Chase

youth who cannot find jobs because of porsceal problems the.paper describes same

principlea for helpful service telegrams. nor tbe larger group who are'job ready,

oi almost job ready, but cannot find jobs becnuse of racial discrimination the-

taper argues for intervention inpo the dernand side of the labor market. The major,

challenge facing CETA is to find wnyt to encourage or prod the private sector

into hiring more mlnority'youth.

,

r-41.
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Intro Notion*

ne_liatursig tha_Pxoblsat.

'The high unempdoyment rates experienced by young blacks seam of such .

negritude as too obviate the need for..any further discussion of the some and

nature of-the preblem. However, it will pay to spend some time more carefully

defining'what we will need td explain.

As a first point it appears that the unemployment rate is not the beat measure

with which to work. 'Unemployment is a measure of the nuMber of people who are

in the labor force who are looking for work acid unebl find it. The difficulty

with this meaSure is that labor force participation in' youth labor market is

a slippery concept. Youth, more than other demographip groups, mcve in and out

ot the labor force with considerable frequenoy. Many youth Who are employed leave

the labor force when they lose or quit their jobs, and many youth who are reported/

out of the labor force move directly from this status to empleyment without an

intervening period of jObt seardh cr reported unemployment (Clark and

4 SMith and Vanski). As a result the oonventional'labor force categories are en

--. useful in-the case et youth. A better measure Of Labor force steceess is the

atploymene to poptilation ratiO, i.e. the fraction of the cohort which is eMpl

This measure is,not without its own defects (for some groupi, eepecially women,

the conventional labor force ca6gories retain value). In addition, even the measure-

nenOoragployment is questioneble in the youth labor wicket: different surveys

report sUbetantially different employment rates (Freeman and Medoff, 1979a),

Nonetheless, on balance it appears to be the preferable measure.

Nhat then is the experienoe ot'youth blacks and whites in terms of this

measure? Table I contains the employment to peculation ratios for the four 16-19

year old sUb-groups as well as the racial ratios for men and women. Several facts

*Russell Williams provided excellent research assistance for this pmpoe.

1
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16-19 Year Cads

Year

Nan

White Black Blacklhbito

1954 .50 / .52 1.05
1955 .52 .52 1.00 ,
1956 .54 .52 .97
1957 .52 .48 .92
1958 .47 42 .88
1959 .4, .42 .86
1960 .4114 .44 .91
1961 .46 -.42 .91
1962 .47 .42 .90
1963 .45 .37 .84
1964 .45 .38 '.84
1965 .47 .40 .84
1966 .50 .40 .80
1967 .50. .39 .78
1968 .50 .39 .78
1969 .51 .39 .76
1970 .so .31 .72
1971 .49 .32 . .64
1972 .52 .32 .63
1973 .54 .34 .63
k1974 .54 .32 .59
1975 .51 .28" .54
1976 .54 .27 .53
1977 .55 .27 .50
1978 .56 %. 4.30 .52

- 2 -

*4

White 1ack Black/Mite

.36

.37

.39

.38

.35

.35

.25

.26

.28

.27

.23

.20

.68

.71

.72

.70

.65

.sa
.35 .25 .70
.35

.

.23 .67
.35 .23 .67
.33 .21 .64
.32 .22 .67
.34 .20 .60
.38 .23 .61
.38 .25 .66
.38 .25 .65'

.40 .25 .63

.40

..i)

.57
.39 .52
.41 .20 .48
.44 .23 .52
.44 e22 .51
.43 .22 .51
.44 .20 .46
.46 .20 .44
.49 .23 .48.
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stand outt
OP

-tit *ito iveleenshTh rte-maintain thwiT-1att15-ft,-Idrt ettpacym6t
-

to tion ratio has not declined since the late 1960's and'iehny-

thing ahcaa slight secular improvenant.

(2) Black men hnve not been so fortounate: their-employment to population

ratio - which was roughly equal to that of white men until the early

1960's - has shoan a steady decline since then. fleece their
)
situation

has worsened, toth absolutely and relative ta white man.

Mite Wren have otperiencel a sharp itsormese in their employment to mou-

latien ratio since the mid 1960's. The ratio hovered around .35, sub-

sequattly'it has been hear .45. This shark increase is duo to a rising
;

flabor force pasticipatien rate in this group. in 1965 the rate was .39,

in 1975 .52.

(4) The situation of black women has not deteriOratdd appreciably in Absolute

terms but is well belcw that of,white wren (and both grcupe of men) and

bas,worsened relative to white,wieen as the latter *ceps' rate has risen.

(3)

-4,111.160

Thera are clearly two issues which require explanation. We want to Understand

why the abedlute difference exists betaeen the experience of blacks and whites (e.g.

why the employment ta population retie in 1978 for white was .56 while for black

men it was :30) and why the situation has deterioratorar time. Although related,

these are two distinct issues. Por example, we will see that there is mho evidence

that blacks have poorer access than whites to- johContact networks. This can help

expaain t.he level difference but it cannot hole explain the trend; there is no rea-

son to belibve that the contact netmorks of blacks has worsened or thcee of utites

44)
inptcoved over tine.

There are, of course, two posaible explanations of adctirating ovloynent

to population ratio. Cne can either focus on trends in the trerator (employment)

or the derrininator (poptilatico). The latter naturally lends to a consideration of

4

3 -
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the baby boan. The pcetwer years saw rapid increases in cohort eines and pcvulac

ecerentaters have-rade-melt ef-thitema seuree-e4-yeuth unerebleyeents. -In-feetr
41,

the labor market responded quite well to this influx as evidenced by the ability

of white youth to maintain or inprove their lebar market position. The baby.

bearable's, however, sharper for blacks Chan whitest isatueen 1960 and 1970 the

*ise of the white 16-19 cohort grow:by 41.0% While Chat of blacks grew by 67.5%.

It might.be argued that this different demographic experience is responsible for

the racial variance in erepleirnent to population ratios.. This argument, however,

dees nOt stend carefUl scrutiny. If black and white youth were alike i6 all other

respects ani.treated alike by the labor market tben an increase in the size of

1

either cohort would have symmetrical effects on the other. Thus, without an

explanation of how and why the two groups differ or are treated differently, a

*
recourse to the baby boem is without power. This yuggests that the prover focus

is upon the factars which have retarded the growth of black youth employment.

Between 1968 and 1978, 16-19 year old black.youth employment grew only by 14%.

Arrthermere, a substantial (but impossible to accurately,assess) portion of the

black emplorment growth was due to federal training slots. Why are black employ-

went levels below those of white's and t3t the differential in growth? /hese are

the central questions.

Inoene or Race?

s It might be legitimately aaked whether the preblems faced by black youth are

.*This assumes that all else is constant. Qee possible source of higher uneme
ployment for the more rapidly growing group is that a larger fraction of that group
is composed of new entrants who tend to experience higher unampleyment. Robert
Flanagan (1476) uses a variant of this argment by suggesting that the entrant rate
has been higher fer blacks in recent years because they have been drawn inte the
labor market by rising expectations of better treatment. This argument is.difficult
to reooncile with.the secular decrease in black youth participation rates for both
the in-achedl and out-of-schoolgroups. Amy reconciliation would require a very
sharp decrease in participation sWevg the experienced out-of-school groups and
this itself would be a sign of an Important pathology.
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02

actually due to their-recd or rather.whethei the real force At work is family
3

inocme. Do we miss tido fact beoaume blacks Are more likely to core fmn poor , 1,

.%

feeilieeli A simple way to beet this is to exaMino the situatron of black and

white youth holding family ,inceme otnetant. This ie done in Table II below.

As is appares*,,even when controIling for Punily inccne, very significant racial
.

.1ities recaain. This is particularly true en4x3 the younger groqp where the

racial differential is little different than in unoontrolleddata. Dor 20-24

year olds the inclusica of faftily inoNne ecetrols reduces the differential Luti

udth thelweption of the oldest non-disadvantaged fatale group, a disturbingly

large gap rmnnins.

Explainimithe Patterns
.

The trends outlined in the previous section have been fairly widely recce-

nixed. There is not, however, any generally aceepted set of explanationsy0rxt

reason is that the patterns themselves are doceptively aimple. Underlyilj the

secular changes are other develorments such as changing enrollment patterns,

the business cycle, migration, and the like. These econcmy-wide tremis have

an effect upon the youth labor market ani need to be considered. It is possible

that treatment df black youth.or their position in the labor market has either

remained static or even improved but that this has bcenmasked by other dnyelopMbrits.

On the other hand, it is aleo possible (and I think true) Vitt the 00sition of-
. .

black youth has wors , .even holding these other trends-ccnstent. .Ve thus

went to distinguish analytically between the extent te which the worsening

position of black youth in due bo concurrent events in the ecohany aneNthe extent

to which it is due to changes in how black youth are troated.

The next section will take up explanations vAlich fall inbo

category. These inoltecrechanqiixj enrolhiunt patterns, migration, and the btini--
nese cycle. Then the paper will examineiseveral wlanaticas which focusneon

changes in tho troabnent and behavior of black yeah.

- 5 -
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Dip loymeit tS Ibpulation natio of Youth
Hareit, 1978- IT Ineons--Atatu.a In 45617

/?
, theadvantard Wn-DisaAvantaned

fr

.
16c-17

..

10-19

4°20-21

2-24,

Mite
Hale

Black Rd te lilack Mite
Hale Funulci Fantle Halal

flack
Kele

.11

.12

.69

.79

Mita
Female!

.11

.58

.67

.-.75

flack
Female.

.15 .,

.40

.63

.84

.28

1.56

159

164

Source:

:11 .22 .11

.

.14

.32. .40 .14 .62

.45 .40 .21, .72 .'
..-

.19 .34 .30 e04

Unpublished. Departrumt of labor ,Tabulaticns.
1

,*

tbte: The categories "advantaged" and "disadvantaged" are based upon fanny
imam' thi h includes the,earnings of the youth. This mikes canwisons
across the two inocind categories difficult for the oldur groups because
many are living alone and thus those eorperiencing etployment problaws
will tend to fall into the disadvantaged category.

I.

6

I
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Xerellment and nogionaf SlAfts.

ik This section willeunins the impact of.two secular changes in thestatus

of black youth: their growirg enrollment raten and the nova:lent of blaoks fran

the South. lloth developrenta might be mrctod to play sass role in the decline

of the black youth employmnt to pipulati I ratio. Irt thc; instaike of school

enrolhnonts the case is quite clear: in-school youth have la.eer labor force

participation rates than their out-of-schcol brethern and as a consapence their

employment to populaliOn ratios are lcwer. lberefbro, as a groaing fraction of

black youth remain in school a (level:Teen* most observers would aiplaud -- a

side cons:owe:nee will be a decline in,the overall anployment to population ratio

'of the ocbort. This decline is met likely nct a sauce of ooncena and it is

Isvortnnt to get a sense of its nogittilde. The inpect of the movairnt frxn the

South is less clear. In part this represents a decline in the irlportance of farm

enploynrmt to blacks arrl since kann ycuth seas likely to have higher reported

employment to powlation ratios the situation is similar to that of enrollment

rates. Ch the other band, a in-eren.ent out of the region where racial discrimination

is often thought to be the gout virulent might be opected to mite the black

employment to population ratio.

rning first to ekhrol enrollments, the basic trends are reported in

Tables. III below. TWo facts are apparent: the cenpllinent rates of young hlac!:s hay*

boson rising and the enroll:am- ratda of whites have been on the decline. Together
1

these trends, for the reasons noted clime, would isply that black arployment to

Fopulation ratice would decline, loth abuolutely and relative to those of whites

(it should be noted that .the 1975 figures probably understate enrollment rates

relative to 1960 and ).970s. 'The 1980 and 1.970 data are taken free.: the Census

which records actual school fmrolimant while the 1975 figures are taken fran the

- 7
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istas III

Bnrollinent Beteg, 1960-1975

16-19 Year Cada

1960 1970 1975

White Male .71.- .79' .63

BliAck Male .61 .67 .70

White Female .61 .70 .60

Black Fenale .56 .64 .61

20-24 Year cads

With Male v .22 .31 .17

.Black Mhle .13 .16 .18

White Female .10 .17 ..11

Black Female .09 .11 .11

-

Source: 1960, U.S. Comma Summary) Vbl, I, Table 253; 1970, U.S. Noma Summery,
V01. I, Table 289, 1975, Mhy.1975 Current Population Survey Tape /)

1 1 t

1

- 8 -
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airrent Population Ziurvuy whith auks for the nviAor activity in the twit week.

Illus., part-tine enrollments aro likely to be misned i1 1975 .1kt...rover, the

trends ars unmlatakable) .

4

A useful tachniquii for determining the imix-irtance of these develop-

month is to aak what to+ aztl white etrilbresit to population ration would

.havo been at. time "t" it they faked the labor market situation existing at

that tine Wit bad the, cntollwent pit tAns whic.th existed at tine "t.-1". In

other werdn, in time "1" (say 1970Vor 1975) , I will assign t,he-then existing

arployment to ixilulation ratio within each emollnunt clasil but will die-,

tribute the ybuth across the chuises.according to their; "t-1" (nay 1960)

distribution( Mlifi if the hypotheacal 1975 ervloynxint to population ratio

is higher than the actual ratio then the difference represents the tectent

to which thelblack ratio declined duo to shifts in enrollment pattenis as

oppo.eed to shifts in how blac)ç s are treatekl in the labor market.,

The following two tables show the results of these calculationn tor the

period 1960-1975 and 1970-1975. The findings clearly confirm out expzetittions

and the [strength of theeffects are quite strong. The greatest novesent,

not suprisingly, is for the entire 1960-1975 period. ilere.wo observe, for

exasple, that the erl)loystatit t'o population ratio for 16-19 year-old black

man would have been .29.had the enrollment shifts rx3t occurred bat becauno of these

shifts, the ratio was .25. This, in itself, may not seem like a large difference,

anti .29 is still a clearly Unacceptably low rate, but. taken with the effect

working in the opposite direction for whites (their enrollmonlates declined

over the period) it raises the racial ratio frost .50 to .60. kiain, a. ratio
a

of .60 is not within an acceptable range but it is non7trivially higher than

.50. Similar effects are appazent for all nub-groups.

'11% effeas in the 1970-75 period aro tnalsidorably nrnaller for blacks

bUt larger for whites. ThiS reflects tho sharp declino in school enrollment-

- 9 -
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*Ito Malt(

Bled& Male

Nhite Female

4

. 1 %

Table IV

Enrollment Matuehangra,
494041975-

Actual Empl t to 115ipthetica1 EmplOyment
Population tic, to Population Ratio,

,

197A

Black Female .20

//

Nhite Mai ,./4

Keck Mh
'

Mite 7avnle
.

, 031aoleh .44

.

0

a.

:4

16.49
--4.---

Alack,Whi to

/

?

. .48

.50 A

.29
4.

.19
..41

.23 .

:

20-24

flP

.71
.60 I.

.62

..58.#

.46

'Bourne: gee Previous Tabl'e

- 16 -

A

.87

.79

e

Inip00 or

1975

.60 S

,r

t

" r
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Table V *1

IttlAlat. of Enrollment llatgaghanges.
1970-1975 '

Il .

Actual nrployment tn Hypothetical Enployment.
Itimlation Ratio, th Populatipn Patio,

1915 1975

16-19

%bite M..11.1

Black Male

Black Pertain

%Cite Male

Black Male

Vavite 10

Rlack Fii1e

.50

.25

.41

.20

.74

' .59

.57

,44

BlackLWItite

.50

.49

.80

.77

20-24

'

.45

.26

.39

.20

.63

.63

.56

.45

Black/White

.57

- .51

1.00

.80

Saturn: Sow-Previous Ilable

1111,.

ciii.C" --""

A .11.14.41/

1
58-881 0 - 80

tit "

,
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,pported in.the CP4 and it'should be renerbored that this effect may-be meg-.

gerated: These findings do raioe tho question of %bother the deterioration

in black relative tx,white yoeth labor merkat proepep is an artifact of-

the Lbange in unrollmont patterns (they obviously do not cast any dopt on

tho level ot troant ofblack yoeth: oven after these corrocticee their

employment to pulaticn ratios aro well below those of whiten). A useful

%%Olt° got at this issue and oantrol for mrollment rates is to examine the

relativn treatment of out-of-ochool youth. Table VI reports the

ratio: of the black-to-white employment to population ratio for non-ennolled

youth over iribe period 1964-1977. It is amerent that in each snh-group, the

situation of black relative to white youth has worsened in recent years. It

seems clear then,that cur earlier perception concerning trends over time rmaains

oarroct (although a certain amount of the trend even in the out-of-school

grope may bo due to tho shifting enrollment patterns: as black enrollment

rates rise, the "quality" of the romaining out-of-school pcol woroans,

while as %bite enrollment rates decline, the "quality" of their out-of-school

4

pool improves. Available data do not permit adequate controls for this but

it is dgficult to believe that the effect isistreeg enough to account for

Shift, say for 16-19 year-old men, from a ratio of .86 in the mid-1960's to

.60 in the mid-1970's.)N

/he impact of regional anifts is quite weak careered to the role of enrollment

trends. Table VO shows the ratio pf black to white emPloyment to pciulation ratios,

broken down by region. The movement from the South would be an beportant factor

only if in 1970 (the latestyear for which adequate data is available) the

pattern in the.South differed in important respects from eliewhere. On balance,

the South, in fact, appoara little diffesent than other regions. Its treatmont

lled black youth is ousoWhat worse than average and its treatment of youth

°41417not n school is somewhat better. 8incoNeoet 16-19 yoar olds are enrolled, "this implies

N' - 12 -

1 f
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Ratio of Black to Whits Employment
To-Pcipulationtios---for-Non-Ehresned-Youthu--

196H977

Vier Males 16-19 nobles 16-19

1964 .85 .90
1965 .89 .68
1966 .88 .70
1967 .89 ..67
1968 .79 .70
1969 .88 .63
1970 .73 .60
1971 .81 .67

1972 .78 .58
1973 .84 .55
1974 .76 .58
1975 .60 .56
1976 .58

.1;1977 461 4

Miles 20-24 Female. 20-24

.946 1.06 .

.98 1.13

.95 .96

.91 1.00

.93 1.01

.96 1.03

.88 .93

.88 .88

.92 .86
.87 .86
.88 .85
.83 .75
.77

.79 .74

Boar= Special Labor Force Reports, "The Naloyment of Sdhool Age Youth,"
various years.

- 13 -
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jABI,J5 VII.

flatAo of the flack to httite aployment
To topulatien -Natio by-ftegian,

1970

,

. 16-19 .2044
.

FArollud

Male Femal

.

,

Not pirolled &ironed Not Enrolled*

Male Female Male Female Male Swale

North East .56 .63 .61 .63 .98 1.04 .80 .88

North Ceetfal .55 .60 .61 .62. .96 1.02 .79 .91

South .56 .58 ' .78 ..' .71 '..79 .85 .86 .98
.

Went .55' .63 .61 .7). .98 1.04 .76 .94.

'

SOUX007 1970 Census Summaxy, Vb1. 1, Table 289.

1

1 1 r

4
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that the movement out of the South helped them (and thus the overall decline

in the employhant to popelation ratio is understated. This is an offset to
_ I

thi enrollment effect discussed above),.04hile with most 20-24 year7o1ds

.out of wheel the movement from Cho South hurt them.

In 'Short, of the two secular trends' examined in Chia section the changing

pattern of enrollmit ratea in fact has played an important role in tho decline

of black employment to population ratioa, botlk abnolutely and relaUves to

Mhitos. Wormer, ev;m1with this oonnideration in mint t4 situation of blacks

' is poor and is um-swung. 'Mb wAl\ now try to tviderstand why.

The lacwiness Nle

; Youth ateloyment rises and umme0oymimliigal1s as the labo

tightens. This simple observation helpe explain the difficult situatide F*ced

hy ropth in recent years. The nature of the relationthip is shown in Table VIII

below. As is apparent, the.employment to population ratio of each group is

quite responsive to the business cycle (as measured by fArunamploynent rate

Of prime age white men). The naturd of the time t also confirm our

earlier discussion: they are yositive for whites negative for blacks. In

addition, the eMPloyment to poOlatiOn ratios of young blacks are rOatively

acre respon!dve than those of whites to aggregate demand: p one percent

decrease in the adult uneoploymerkt rate would increase the ratios by .11

percent for white 16-19 year-old men, .15 pelxmat for black 16-19 year-old

men, .00 percent for white 16-19 Nlear old women), and .11 perciant for black

16-19 year-old women.* Finally, much of the adverne si4pation in recent

}viers has been due to the poor performence of the economy. The prine nos
-J

white male unemployment ttate has been creniderably higher than the 1954-78

average in three of the past four yeers.

* These planticition are Liputed at the means.
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. TAM: WTI

.

Ca(at)

114.11oyment to Population
_Ratio lkyrossiona. Yoar

1954-1978
statinticH)

fkmestant 1139M Time R2

Width Male .30 -2.068 .008 .896 1.42
(5.50) (7.30) ye (2.79)

Ina& Male .553 -2.166 -.008 .964 1.78
(29.24) (5.43) (9.02)

ICUs Fantle .194 -1.273 .012 .937 1.53
. (2.8) (4.19) (4.02)

Black /koala .276 -.975 -9001 .489 1.73-,. (14.90) (2.02) (1.89)

'

The dependant 1./ariab1esis the 16-19 year old' eaploymant to potxdation
ratio of the Hpecific ramhex group; the indepetniant variables are

constant, the unorployirent rMc of 35-44 year old wIlite males, ruld
a time trend.

- 16 -
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This analysis of the business cycle should make cletIr that the policy

rest likely to help bladCyouth Ia one. of. fulL arplolanant. This. is_ of _

central inpottance. Oa other heed, fills analysis is in /mother sense

just an accounting exenIeWe see that baack youth employment is mere

sensitive than that of whites to clical conditions and that there is an

adverse time trend, but these eiaticiscannat tell us why this should bo .

so. Otheeanalysis is needed.

Structural INplanations.

.

. 'The issues just discussed can be interpreted as explanations based upon

ekneloreents which are'largely exogen ems. bp the situation faced by black

youth in local labor markets and to their behavior Da those markets. For

exanple, the discussion of enrollment inplicity assumed that the patterns

within enrollment classes have rmsaincd eenstant and instead focused on_ _ _ _

the ndic AWD811 those categories. Similarly, the discussion of the business

cycle danonstrtted how the fate of black youth varied with business cenditions

but did not ask why, at a given Point in the cycle, black youth seem to fare

lees well today than in previous times. 1he analysis takes us mem rey teward 4

underatanding shy the employment picture for black youth seems po abyssmsl but

the analysis in these terms is inoamplete. The trend in the employment to

ropulatice ratio for out-or-96pol youth makes it clear that even within that

categaiT the situation has worsened and the coefficient on the time trend ill the

business cycle equations demonstrates that even controlling for cyclical condi-

\
tions the picture has worsened. Tharefore, we have to ask about more fundamental

structural chahges Da the labor market for baack youth.

A variety of potential changes can be ackluced to explain the deteriora-

, tkce, and these can he usefully grouped into three categories: secular

- 17 -
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dumps in the oconuny, the sepply characteristics of youth, and market

failures. Each of those wifl. rxr taken up- in turn..

Secular Charxicis in the Econca )

There ere three zrmiblo secular changes in the structkii-e.of local

labor markets which iy tx1 hehirid the worsening situation of black yout11.

These are: (a) an increase in the fvallability and enploymmt of caripeting

groups; (b) the suburbani7ation of jobs and (c) the changinj industrial struc-

tura of the ecommy.

04,
Industrial Structure

Yotim workers typically Mr' esploynent in limited scctiong of the.econany,

par4cularly retail trade, clerical, and unskilled manufacturing. For er<ample,

in °et-ober 1976, 47.1% of arployed 18-19 year old youth who were in school were

workim in wholesale and retail trades. Usbxj similar data (tIkough only for

males), Fiet..man are Medoff (1979b) ocevuted Oft Index of Structural Differences

a measure of the extent to which the industrial distribution of youth and adults

diverge. They found extremely wide divergence for 18-19 year olds, hut only

minor divergence for 20-24 year. olds. The pattern clearly indicated that with

eget youth move out of "youth jobs" and into the adult sector.

The reasons youth 1...kork in a narraa section of the labor market carplex.'

In part, it is due to the part-time nature of reach youth ant3lOyMOJ ; in 1976 35% of

16-19 year old labor force participants rdere either voluntarily werkirxj part time Or

searchhxj for part-time work. Becise many youth want only part-tinv work, they are

limited in the kbxis of jobs they can fird. A deeper reason why youth work in a lbnited

sector is that other kirxls of enployers will not hire then (for evidence frret

variety of sources, see ()sternum). The reason for this is that youth are an

- 18
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unmtable and uncOrtain work force, freltomtly vitt ing jobll and liming in awl out

of the labor force. kltployers WhO have internal laix)r markets and invent in

training workers are reluctant to hire them, youth and AR a cwateguence, youth

find thansulves with a limited rice of kinds of voork.

If it is true that. youth work in a limited sector, than any shrinking in that

sector relative to the lgior forte will place strains on the youth labor market. There

is /KM) evidence that the wuth sector has shrunk or groom sluggishly.1 If youth

lobe aro shrinking, this would damage blacks mlative to whiten if white youth

either were able to t.'enetrate into other ism:tors of the economy, or' if, faced

with a shrinking pool of jobs, they were able to capture a greater nhare.
oThere is only weak evidence that white youth am able to find jobs in other

sectors while blacks are not but there iS, on the other hand, none evidence

that white youth are able to capture a Inger uhare of a stagnant or shrinking

job pool. Thin evidence largely cones frt.= cowering youth employment rates

across -SVISA's which vary in the relative inportance of the youth job sector.

If white youth are able to capture a larger fraction of youth Jobe in MA's

whore those jobs are scarce then a measure of industrial structure ahould not

wove dignificant in white employment equations. en the other hand, if blacks

are not able to mtintain their shsre when youth jobs are scaece, then the measure

should prove Signifiormt in their employment equationa. These, in fact, are the

patterns which have been. caiberved. Kalachek (1969), working with 196C data for

all youth (which are thua dominated by resolts for whites), found that several

industrial structure variables proved insignificant and he cmclucled.that youth

(witites) Are ablektooapturg a laqpr share of youth jobs in SI*V1014 where such

jobs were relatively rare. Osterman found a similar result with1970

data for whites and also found that the variable was significant in equatiOns

fOr blacks.

"4.

In 1960 construction accounted for 5.91 of all jobs, in 1970 5.4%.. Non-durable
manufacturing declincd from 11.7% to 9.8t, and retail ertployment rose from
14.8% to 15.0.

- 19 -
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A shift in local economies which might be thoueht to damage the omproymeht

proepecta of.black youth-is Ilim.sUburtanizatien of jobs. This.is frequently

cited an anajor preblem becaueo of,the inege,of John noving U3 the suburbs while

young blackn remain trapped in the inner city. The perception that jobs have

suburbanized while black youth repain behind is correct. between 1970 and 1974,

central city employment in the United States Picreaned by 2.7 percent, while

enployment outside oentral cities grew by 18.1percent. In 1976, 75 percent of

black 16-19 year.'-olds lived in central cities, while the figure for whites was

34 pleamit (magnun and salvager). As a result of these trends, a largo literature

has emerged concerning the impact of these develotremits upon black employment.

John Kain initiated the debate and argied that-black employment was relmoed te-

ude< difficult physical access to jobs, lack of information, and the reluctance

of eMployers to "impart" blacks into white communities.

Whatever the merits of the argument far adults, it Beene more reaeonable for

youth. Their geographical scope of job search is apt to be more limited, both

because of limited access.to automobiles and beeaune many work part-tbne after

sdhool and, hence, are.unlikely to take jobs which require ceasiderable travel.

Ihere'is also same casual evidence to support this argument: the tusseployment

rate of oenter-city, non-white youth in 1976 was 40.8 percent, while for those

residing in the suburban ring it was 33.0 percent. (rhis evidence is casual

bacause the rates are nrit oantrolled Air other locaticn specific factors - such

as education 1 which might explain the differential.)

Ham", plthough the popular view te that suburbanization of jobs-hurts the

employment chances of black youth, once we member that white residential &B-

p:weir:caps accompanied the jdb ahift, the cane is no longer clear. As white

youth rove to the suburbs, black youth may have a better chanoest downtown

jcias, even if the nieirr of these jabs has decreased. 'On balance, their

possiblity of being employed may rile. Furtharmorou large

4.

" 4est 1.1

1.5

-AO
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comentretions of blacks living and shopping downtdWn rey lead firms sensitive

to ooneumer preferences to hire more blacks. Evidence supporting this point,

and hence oentrary te Mein, maw reoentlY Freeented by Othim and tieks (197l).

A reoent study by Osterman sought to ekumine thiS issue by including in

erelcyment eceettionea variable measuring' the ratio of radial residential

diepersion to job digpersion (roughly, the nuMber of central city jobs to

central city population, the population variable being ram specific). This

variable proved insignificant in influencing the level of employment for

both young blacks and whites. Thua, impect of .joib stiburbenization has

seemingly been offset by the euburbenisation of the white population and the

net effect is Chat bladk youth employment has not been diminished.

Competition from Other Qcups

Thus far we hava spoken of youth jobs as though there was a sector of

the labor market reserved for young workers. Although this over-simplifieation

has sufficed for the analysit thus far, it must now be corrected. The jebs in

whieh,most youth work are not best understood as youth jobs, rather they

should be viewed as part of the secondary labor market. Michael Piero (1971)

has defined secondary jobs by contrasting therewith primary labor market

employment:

The Prieary labor market offers jobs whidh possess several of the
f011owing traits: high wages, good working conditions, employment
stability and job security,-equity, and due process in the adminiatra-
tion of wage rates, And chances for advenceeent. The secondary
market has jobs which, relative bOl those in the primary sector,
are decidedly less attractive. They tend to involve low wages, poor
working conditions, considerable variebility in employment, harsh
and often arbitrary discipline, little opportunity to advance.

Eiscondary lots are thus the deadend.low-tkill jobs in the ecodcmy.

Seen in these terms, it is clear that youth employment is largely confined to

this sector, but it is.also apparent that othor groups aro also part of the

secondary labor force. Them groups can bo rou011y classified into two

categories: thole who find secondary employment natisfacbory because. their
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attadiment to the labor force is week and they aro interested only in pext-

thme casual emphymmit and thoee who are confined to secondary employment by

_Abe dieoriminatmthiringcureictioes of primary firm*. AliareLyouth, some-adult

women, and immigrants who view their stay as temperpry fill into tho former oete-

gory. Other adult women and minority grews fall into the latter category.

Given this perspective, it seems apparent that youth must compete with other

labor force groupw for @wonder/ jobs. 'A Possible explanatien of the difficulty NI

that black youth force is thaf this oampetition has intensified. Tbere is good

reason to believe that this has been the case. eetween 1960 and 1975, tbe labor

force pAlkicipation rate of married wamen with children between the ages of 6 and

17 rose from 39 percent to 53.7 percent. It is likely that many of those women,

for reasons of both life style and discrimination, work in the same swondary

sector occupied by youth.

The only study directly examining this issue is an effort by Osterman based

upon SMSA datn. Using 1960 and 1970 data, he found that the employment of Mal

youth is significantly related to the wages of adult women, while such a relation-
.

ship does not hold for white youth. In addition, the growth of black youth, but

not white youth, employment between 1960 and 1970 wee negatively related to the

fraction of the SMSA's 1960 labor force accounted for by adult women.

The findings are strongly suggestimbut should be rq.gerdod with some

caution. rirat, it is alweys dangerous to reach firm conclusions on the basis

of one study. In addition, it is important bo identify with same care the

nature of the jots for which the groupe compete. In fact, the occupational

overlap between young black males and adUlt women is limited (in 1976 the per-

centage of employed, morriodumen.with husbands present in sales and clerical

jobs wad .9 percent, in services, 15.8 percent and in blue-male' jobs, 15.7

perimet.

percent,

r black mafes, the oorresponding proportions were 12.6 percent, 39.9

36.1 percent). Thus, $.bile there is clearly acme overlap, the
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occupational distributions are ty no means identical. ,110f coures,-the avorlap.between

the disiribu.tiona for adult women and young black women is much cloeer.

The evidence concerning eubstitution of illegal *migrants for-Meek yvuth

is entirelyvaneoddill, although I believe platiiible. Piero (1979) has argued Chat

in thdendd to late 1960's, an era of relatively full'amployment, LAack youth be-

cane a more difficult labor force (because their eapectatione had been raised

by the Civil Rights movement as well as a shift in'their frame ot referent, from

.0,
firet generation migrants fram the souttitio second generation natives of the north).

For this and other reasons, reoondary employers began to actively moourage end

draw upon a stream of illal aliens. Regardless of ;Illether the eqp110Yer losmslotiOn

of black youth behavior was aocurate, or remains accurate, the process is very

difficult to reverse. Therefore, in many urban labor markets, labs which once

went to black youth are no longer aVailable tab them. /t is obviously difficult

to test this ecencmetrically, since data on the amployment of illegal aliens

is not available. The evidence that aciult women have been substitutedforblack

youth does, however, add plausibility to the argument because it does suggest

Chat seployershaveboon substituting away from black youth.

The Supply Characteristics of Youth

Thais far, we have not focuseloon the nature of the youth themselves.

Perhaps employment rates are so low because in same sense youth do not want

to work. This generalization has eame merit, I believe, for memy youth. tien

they first enter the labor market, youth dain be characterized as being in a

*moratorium" stage, more Interested in adventure, sex, and peer group activities

Chan in stable encloymerit (Ceterman). As a result, there is a good deal of move-

ment between Jobe and in and out of the labor force. All of this increases unem-

ployment mml rtxhices arplo}ment ratos.. 1110 relevant question for our purposes,

however, is whether there exist; a,racial differential in theme attitudes, for such

a
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difbearitiai would be requirei toexplain the racial differential'in euvloyment.

Furthermore to explain the tremi one would NW* to argue that those attitudes

-Eive1XXin sbiftihy in rodent yo.ift.

Moro have been several nrcleelimme proposed NAticii might camorato ehe

kind of racial difforoncos in attitudes, expectations, or aepirations hith

would Darya to reduce ciployment. First, the wide availability of alternative,

often illegal, inocom sources in the ghetto might serve to ease tho pressure

on black youth to work and in effect radue their reservation wage (tho mini-

stetwege required V3 accept employment). For example, cm the basis of interviews

with youth in East Loa Aisgeles.and Watts, Paul Bullock (1973).concluded that

"the stb000nany is probably the greatest single neuron of merkot inoano

bar young men in the Central city." However, oven if Ude is true. tts import

is not clear. First, many wkito youth ale° participate in such activities.

Second, youth may view those activities as an unsatisfacbory substitute for work

and te willing to take a job (oven at financial sacrifioe) wore ono available.

A seoznd possible source of behavioral differ-owes cuts in another direction. SInam

obeervers have argued that the progress blacks have experiemml in recent years has

raised eXpectatices higher than is raaftenable auxl young blacks may, As a

calsoquelloo, refuse available vxprk. Another possible source of such behavior

is an unrealistic pictun3 of the work uould csesorated by home Or school experiences.

There is obviously no question tlint name youth, Loth black and ',Mite, are in

0

difficulty for acme of the reasons disqueee'il above. For these youth, tteir criploy-

ment problem are due less tothe labor market than to parsomd difficultiets. However,

it does not appoar that the bulk of the roblci, can bo accurately attributed to these

sourcon. There are three important pieces' efivicknce Alich lead to this conclusion.

First, evidence does not auggest that reservation %eyes of black youth

aro WO hiyh. LA)loying data.Chlten fnan tlx) National longitudinal Survey of Young

143n, OstrrmartPostimated reservation wage oimptions for black and white youth who

wire unrarloyad. The reported reservation wage Ms regressed against personal

6

a
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thetracterietica--exhication, ability, lar market experience, end Ito forthand the

clkiration tuxrployment. No significant racial differentials wore found in the

Structure ofttho reservetion wage equatich. In a similar exercise, It:stamen re-

grossed a measure of aspirationsthe Durran wore of the occupation desired at

age thirty--against vetricAut personal characteristics 'and again no racial differe.

awes vrere obeerved. In Mention, a recent review of the Hociological and psycho- -.-

logical literature by Lenard Noodwih`found no evidence of a systeratic difference

in tho wOrk orientation of' black and white youth.

fkkond, virtually all unalployeel youthboth black and whitetake the first..-.,

job they aro offered (Step lenaon, Ointermen). This pattern is not consistent

with the view that youth reject available jobs.'

Finally, and most convincing, is the clear finding that when the econceA/

is tightened and jobs leccee available, black youth, evell more so than white,

flae fran unutployed and out of the labor force status to aploynent. The

earlier discussion of the business cycle clearly damnstrated thin to be

true. If large lantern of black youth sieply did not want to work, then we

%mid not observe thin pattern.

Prekeratios

Vouth Alb are less well-pmered than others in terms of oducatial and

training may well be expected to have more difficulties finding and holding

employment. lley will find tholivelves at the bottan of the hiring quoue'and

when they do find jobs, they will nore likely le in unstable sectors. Young

blocks have, on the average, lens adequate preleration than whites. As a

consequence, they might be expected to have 'higher unemployment and lower am-
A

ployment rates them whites. lb the extent that thene bac:kground characteristics

are indeed legitimate basks ori which to make employment decisions the resulting

differentials in outcenes are generally regarded as acceptable frem the viemeint

of lakpr markets, thotnjh they n.ry ultinetely leflect prc-labor market discriminatibn

in institutions nuch an schcols.
e 25 -
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One approach whicts is helpful in assensing the invortanoo of racial.

differentials in background characteriltica is to regress untrployment upon

those chtiracforisties, separately for black,. and whites, and than deter-

mine the extent to which the gross differential in weeks of unamloymont can bo

&crews& Into a differential due to backgrauxl differences and a

partial duo to return to thaw, characteristics. That is to say, one extrann

finding 'is that the outcams for statistically identical blacks and whites

aro identical and thus the observed differential is duo to differences in

background characteristics. Tho other possible finding is thv . statistically

identical blacks end whites have different outoases and thus returns to charac-
..

teriutics differ. '11m purpwto of tho analysis is to got a sense of the magnitate

of each kind of finding. This sort of anzqzsis was carried out by Osterman

who develOptd a nxxlel for cluration and spells of unasplorrent. The

nrdel was applioxi to 1969 data for young lien and tho basie finding was that

50 percent of the racial difference in annual weeks of unceploymont could Le

accountod for by differences in backgrotuul characteristics.

This finding is clearly invortant because it iwlies that successful pre-

labor market interventions (ip schoo. ls, for exasple) would succeed in closing

an Mportant part of the racial gap in unaiDloyment. However, the 50 percent

figure should probably bo viewed as an upper bound became it inplicit1y

asbtnes that the racial differences in background characteristics ere, in

fact, legitinvite ixisis for differential arployaunt outocers. lima-Ivor, as the

131.X.'Oess of nuncrous Title VII mses have slum, seemingly reasonable esploynent

criteria are often stibterfuges for discrimination. For twiny jobs in tho youth

labOr ertiket it is difficult tu believe that successful perforuance (or

training conts) &p.m.] os A1c?thcr a youth Ilan conpleted eleven or twelve years

of school.

I,
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A oomod pn.iilem wit/it this explanation in that it cannot explain why the

situation has v,orsoned over tine, In the recunt docado, black youth have

improved their tothievenunt rolativo to whiten (an the (im.ussion of

etwollment tronh; indicate). . Yet , thin impltymmosit. zvu lxvii ac(Nimpanied

bY Ut)rikrelilj of the r Ot)ierlItnli situation, Thus, while differences

in backgonond clulracterintion contribute to the differential on the level of

employment ()tactile:1, they cannot explain the cletorioration of tile relative

ponition of black youth.

'Ibe Market

Thom far Irkl have discussed a Variety of explanations of sluggish black

youtb eivloyemnt orwth, However, wa have not touched uion the operation of the

youth muket. In thin section, I will take up three topics which fall under

thin subject.: job contract networks, the mweinmt of wagon, and racial

diseritinat ion.

Job Contact Networks

Mast firms porfer to mond t workers through the personal contact of

persons already in the work force and mast workers find th6ir -lobs in this

manner. Even in the absence of uantinuing racial Aiscrineination the heritage

of pant discrisunation will continue to be felt because the ixirents andikrelativen

of black youth are less well-ylaced to ansist them. An a further consequence,

black youth will boom) sore ckwident upon fprnol institntions (sclools,

the eni3loyment service), inntitutions which do not have good idacciNnt records.

The evidence concerning the role of job contacts is mixed. Scmd studies (Lurie,

Os_erman) have found that blacks are less able than whites to make use of

personal oontacts, while other aata (for examrl'e, the National longit;xlitvil

Stitvay of Young tlo..,_0 havo not found this to be true. It should be noted

that even if blacks fird, jobs through personal contact 4.tith the awe

56-191 0 - nu - 9
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frOtp...11Cy as Whttori, those contact may not bo eifective and search tise sey

be hogor. Amer, it allould albo bo isxlcrrstood that thin factor =mot

*sprain the Jetts lerating trend; there is no reason id believe lhat tho tic%:egs

of blr.ki to co:it:let network:I has uorsencx1 over tine.

Market Failure

.13 version of the market failure argurent holds that black youth

earl tsit in high an&ritring because the WJa0 tttch esployern mot pay black:

youth rue "too" high. The evidence un.lerlying thin argtursit is iwesented in

Table X helm% M is apparent, in recent years the lelative wages of white

youth haw fallen NAM() those of blackt; have not. The fall in the white youth

wages resulted in illxwtant ixart fran the moons supply of white youth and the

contraction of youth jobs. These forcen also affected blacks but their wages

did not fall-, it in ugued, b3caune of affirmative action pressure and other

barriers Altai an the minimum wage which served An a floor. 'rho equenee

is that. black youth have lx-xxxin too expaimive and their enuloystant fell.

In.a tautological sense, this argtennt is correct. If black wages fell to

serer nem sore would be hired. However, this cannot be what. advocates of

e

thin 1)ornition nean, there must be sale substantive content to the iiirase "too

high." The ntzmdard for the "correct" wage mint lo that the wage ratio of

black and white yotith should be tqual to the ratio of their productivity. In

thew tenre, the erg-malt collapnes. First, we wuld expect that in rece!nt

years the relativo wa(Je of black to white ycilth hould rise lx.,cause their

relative education an3 other eildownients have risen. Second, when Hasan Capital

earningo ecpiatioim are estimated, tho results show that black youth in recent

yearn are airroaching but have not excetxkxi the fair, non-discriminatory wage

(Vromian, pr7s: Welch). They are boginnirq to receive an equal return to what

ar'e, presumthly, productivity-linked characteristic's. Again, it is "proper" in
those thlt their wary) relative to whites Iva.; risen and p the non-tautological

sense the relative wage explanation lacks validity.
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Pahl, X

Patio of Wi.Nok ly r.arnincia of Full TiM Young Wm
'ro inkvaly liiflit1 cir MAW lkien

114enty Vivo And Over

Whitom Blacks

1969 1977 1969 1977

18 .54 .49 .44 .44
20 , .66 .58 .63 .52
22 .79 .63 .59 .54
24 .87 .75 .60 .63

Saircur atrrent Population Survey Weer Taken fran Richard R. Pr
"Ww ix There a Yalth habor Mirka Problarn?," paper prepared f
the Nad Onal Ctinnisaion on Drployrrent Policy, Kw, 1979, p. 4.
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Disilmination

The traditioml arproach in the ocaxmicis literature for measuring die-

eriminstion is to conceptually dintinguish between endowments and returns to

those endoments. ror example, with respect to Darning9, a portion of the racial

pip is due to lower levels of education and training on the part of blacks

(sssicoamnts). and a part to the fact that the labor merket -rewards oxparable

ehite and blade eeld04.1113alts differently (returne). Conventionally, differences

in ereksenent levels aro treated as legitimeits souroes of differentia while.)
differences in returns are seen as discriminaticn. Using sueh an appioach for

in analysis of earnings, oconanists found evidence of substantial discrimina-

tion foF the Teri prior to tho mid-1960's, but in recent years it appears

as if wage discrimii tion by race has essentially %Wed (Freeman, 1973: lelch).

. Thus, with respect to wages, the evidence is that the force of discrimi-

nation has cuisiderably lessened, if not &smeared (keeping in mind that

a .crucial asemption is that the level of endcwmInts aro Weed legitimate

IMMO* for earning differentials). Ilds result is peuwkildeal since the dkf-

herential between black and 10eite tusmployncult levels is so large that it is

difficult to believe that discrimination is not an important factor. One effort

to deompose the emesployme4 experieNoe of young black and white nen into

portions attributable to endcwonts and "returns" to th1700 endexasents (Osterman)

fotsid that racial differences in endowments could explain 50 percent pi the

9ap, in emonployment c4prienoe. Followthg the convention in the earnings

literature, this would Reply that the renvdning 50 percent is duo to discrimi-
Is

nation. 'More aro, however, he:scrods iburcest of error in such estimates, ems

of which would lied to an underestisate of disoriminaticin (the eideserents may

not bo legitimate causes of differential tronenent) while others would over-

estimate discrimination (relevant characteristics are either measured with error
or data on than are ein,evailable). ,Thus, thin estimte should be treated as a
ballpark f igure.
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how discrimination actually occurs s not clear. One obvious sourco is a tendency

of firms to lay off black workers nom readily than whites. However, stuprisingly,

neither the Osterman stirly nor anothe effort (Culp) found evidence that, after

ocntrolling for personal characteris ics, blacks wore laid ofr nore frequently than

Vdtes. 'ibis leaves two .additional ircesdifferential troatvent on the lob which
leads blacks to quit nom froquentlI and discrimination at the hiring gate.

Little direct evidence is av ilahhI on either issue and clearly more resnarch

is required.

ications

The analysis of the previo4 section has gone acne way toward identifying the

sources of the sluggish groath if black youth enploynont and rising black

youth joblessness. The next qt 1;tion, of course, is what policy implications

cm be drawn frau the analysis'

This is rot. an easy quos ion. Imagine, for exanple, that. we are convinced

that enployers have teen 43111. Atuting adult waron for black youth. The brae-

that:: inplication is that tollicy should seek to discourage adult weren laLor
,..

form toi-ticipation, but U s is obviously neither feasible nor desirable.

Similarly, the finding that black youth enploynent is sensitive to the industrial

stricture is interesting bt &es rot lead to any reasonable policy inplications.

It ROOM useful to or maize our thinking concerning policy into twv broad

categores: policies desigiod to expand the pool of available youth jobs and

Folieies designed to iltci1 the share hold by blacks of a fixed job pool. Of

°Durso, in reality, there*/ in sale interaction totiaon these twe.categories: it
is easier:to alter the 1,11:cle share of an mi.-ending rather than 'a stationzul?Ar

declining pool. tkoetheloss, as a first ayproxinution, these distinctions are

helpful. .

J.

Thraisg fimt to policies designed to expand Aie pool of youth jobs, it

is clear that exronding tcicp.cgate donand and tight lal.or markets will do more

for blath youth cnplopa±nt thin any altomttAve conceivable policy. Table xi
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Table XI

pnt

White Male 25-54 w 1.5% Unemployed

White Malt Bleck Male White Tenni° Bladk Female

16-17 13.1% 29.1 14.2 35.2

18-19 9.3% 22.7 11.5 31.7

20-24 5.6% 10.6 6.2 13.2

Souroo: Lester Thurcw, Youth Uneiplcymont.
Rockefeller Foundation Working

Paper, 1977.
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shows what black tux! -whito youth uneeploynxInt rates would be were tho eoonany

at full employment for whito adult melon. As is apparent, when labor markbts

-Sighbeei the situetion -of blaek youth shatply inproves, -both- in absolute toms-

and relative to whites. 'This is a central fact, ono which contradicts the argments

that black youth are apathetic and uninterented in work, and that they are en-

qualified to work. Rather, it is imp:wont that for the reasons discussed eariiier

black yoeth find themselves on the beittun of the hiring queue. Tight labor markets

break dowp discrindnatory barriers', foree employers to reach down in the queue.

M other cxmceivable polity will do as isech for black yoeth as will a macro-.

economic policy directed at full employment. It should also be noted that A

considerable racial gap still resoins and that the structural policies to

be discussed beloW will still be necessary.

An expetion of the private oc:oncey seems to no the preferable:, tons of
vo

job creation because many of the jobs which are created offer long-term caiver

prcopects. An altelmatime form of Aob creation lien in public job programs

via the CL7A system. Wet Fexleral youth dollars now go to peblic jobs, lx-)th

manor and after school throughout the year. I will evaluate the melts of

this approach below, but far :low will simply note that this is an Alternativ.e

approachpo expanding the available pool of youth jobe.

Anothar approach to evaluating policy in to proceed by takinj the pool

of available youth jobs- as fi,xed aid ask what would be necessary to assure that

thcee jobs wre allocated oquithbly.- A uorking definition of equitable in

this cane v.ould be that a perronls chance of being employed (and unciployed) is

indepoxlent of hin or her race. The job queue w:Duld be re-Ouffled Lomake

the labor market race blind.
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If we take this as tho goal than wee need to ask why the queue does not

now meet this criteria and this, of coursi, is what the earlibr section addressed.

---131..tanno_a_organizing_ CUE thillIWALIGTvglivy, it pemlet ugigul to disttliguish between

We grows of black yonth. flw firot is a group, relatively small, who experi-

ence imp:sit spellls or long durations of tmenploynent locause they are in sane

sort of personal difficulty. Tho seoond grow are those, more muorious, w4o
4are essentially 3th-ready, btit aro unenployed lxicause di:;criminatory practices

-have led them to be placed low In the queue.

Wining to the fi nit group, those whose pirsonal eirculetances lie at

the heart of the problem; it sliould.first be noted that this category is quite

diverse. SC:111.1 mty be sthglo paronts who sinply need access to daycate.

Others in thin group ivu low reading and writing levels, sole haVe lost. confi-

clonal in their abilities and life chana)s, sale are involved in criminal

activities, whi le others have psychological problem-of various sorts. This is

a group fer whom supply-side human capital and sccial-work oriented prcxjrams

nytke sense.

The second groups .of black youth are those who are equipped to function well

in entry-level jobs but are unable to locate them. 'Ibe problem facing this

group am those of discrimination and inadeqwato job. contacts. The policy

solution is to find ways to alter hiring pttterns and practices in the economy.

me distinction bitween youfh Who are in serious personal diffi/culty and youth

Who shyly need a job (perhaps with a touch of services) parallels the distinc-

ticrt between hard-core ttricaployed and those who are vnemployed because of in-.

adequate damand. The distinction seem useful and the policy inplication of the

two inter4eitions cf uncmploydrht are quite different. I have asserted that

met black youth do not fall into the hard-core category, but it would obviously

be helpful to have scan evidence on this paint. Such evidenoe in, of course,

difficult to emu by but: an inference can be drawp by examining the distribution

- 34 -
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of wooks of unceployment and spells of Lowevloystvnt. We may alumna that youth

Who, over a several year period, exp.:vie:iv° a groat many weeks Of unesplori

rent or really sptills COUla be torrrEic1 Fiarirooro.* Tab lei XII rr beIaw

for males the fraction of youth iktio expai-ionoed different. amounts of Densploy-

milt over a tWo-year mriod and who experienced different nurbern of spells,.

These resulta seem to bear out the assertion that Host youth who are unesployed

do Dot fall into -tho hard oore category. Fbr exanplo, only 28 percent. of 16-19

4 year-old black youth awragod sore khan six Alnico of ithemploysent per year.

Thus, while Bonn youth clearly do fall into the hard core category, most do not.

lib thus have distinguished two sets of potential policies addressed to

different needs: policies aimed at rairdying the personal problems of saw

youth end ixilicies aimed at altering the pattern of labor nerket hiring. Too

important: questicns =looming these approaches are whet the characteristics

of such policies should bc and the extent to which current. prograsn, particu-

larly those funded wider 111)13A, share these characteristics.

This, of course, in not the appropriate place to discuss details of program

design such as the best curriculun-to teach reading or hcra to inpthve the self-

image of,youth. Hcroever, it does sewn useful to point out several operational

prinCiples which should beAollowed by prograrm seeking to deal with youth

in personal difficulty. The first principle is that the programs shcult be

staffed by professionals trained to deal with the problem or problems involved.

Counselors, reading specialists, health professionals and others should either

bo on the program staff or be readily availahle to youth. The second principle

Although this assupption is too strong. If unesploymont causes sore uncaploy-
rrent--perhops became efoork history is not built., up--then youth who have no
ivrecnal.iliffidultio5 wuld fid thenelves t.r.ipped in a cycle which could be
brcken sinvly by finding a job. A bias work'ing in the oiwaite diivction is
that there mus considoroble attrition from tho NW. ourvoy 1.2twen 1966, when it
began, awl 1969-1971, the period de,:eribtal hew. One would exmct tpat n
ditlproportionato mwber of 11,1rd-core youth would be in the missing group.
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Table X11

nistrihition Of Wooka Of lbuep1oyil;,4117
Amex.) Out-of-Setml Male Youth Vino iNpor innco Sone lkititvloynymt.

1969-1971

1.14414 of ltnanpl ()pleat

1969 - ,1971............_____ ..

16-19 ,1

Black

20-24

Mi ta Black%A u

1-4 32.8% 42.6% 45.3% 28.84

5-8 / 19:5 15.0 18.6 '14.0

9-12 11.8 13.6 13.2 17. 8

13-16 8.8 4.8 4.0 '.,6.6

17-20 3.4 0.9 4.8 8.9

20, 23.7 23.1 13.3 23.9

100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: National longitudinal Survey of Young Ittn.
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Tnble XI I X

Libitr ibut ion of Spcl 1 In of Unmv1oyminit
Afitoil Out -ar-SelxxA nab woul who Tlicpor ,tro Mine IhloiT151,krolit

. 1969-1971_
:Tel In

16-19

I41%1 to III nek

\
.20-24

libi to Illnek

1 28.6% 20.5 47.4 21.4

.4._.
2 20.6 16.6 0, 26.1 37,2

3 19.4 37.4 13.8 18.2

4 9.9 17.2 9,5 12.1

SI- 13.6 0.4 2.1 11.1

100% 106% 100% 100%

Sanyo: MI ticca1 Innfif t tri I nal Survey of Young Mon.
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hi that the prkxjram nhould lxi of !,,uf f iciont duration to have a roasonable
expect at ion or (foal inq with th-, problonri involved. rot. yt)tith wlic aru in lag iuus

-strift-Torm proinalla aru nut ack.luato.
t

Takon thore two prinetp1os7a prolossional stal f anl a lori9-
darat progiam-- NO), a sersauswas of porposo. The nisplu sot im it: that
rot per iplo in tiouhlo,- Oen' !ihakild tx) 1.4,1 ioun anti rzmit a hum o I tortis to ;foal

with thoso troulite:;. l'hoso It ineiplys aro hanlly slat tlinq, most:of up

would oxlxsot P.a lo:3n wylv chA Itiwn in t_roublu . tiirunnsonsleal aa thoso
prirwIplon may oliietvat ions indicato that thoy aro not ft0 %Aid I xi I )nt

i
'VITA piI3 an.. rll,,t In ()Aram.; &al in9 WI t h out -ot --i:chx)). Na'alth aro titialted larcluly
bY I kOi tit 5ilt,1 lac). ,xt c..nslvt, trainin9 in tolevant fioldu... rurtheruure, tho
I'ru'll,kl'" ,11.1 tit,l,lia,t to bud o.,i0 yoar and youth who etvitinuo in tho CITA systum

rarti nuoly in an art I culated ti eatnent 1 rixe-ant. The proiorant: air garinrally '
k.donitinoti tr. koop it:: youth hu.y with min' task ()auntn9 rohatillitation, Caro-

for tho olderly, i ilpr-vvIkina) with sot vicos a tothot ,cast 1 appcmulago. ln short,
the pivqraitu aro not sertouis.

ith

'Ilioro aro a vai ioty of oxplanatioRs for thin situation, 'but two matral
problems stand out. First , in.)st Priw Pponsor staff and imiciram operators

cb not think. in ti,rive; of dosiyning,suric+ou; treatwent procironc. Rather, thoy
orionted toward short-torm efforts intondLxi to keep youth off tho

street, with a minimi mot other servicon. Second, the prirain I have dencrihed
itt 'expensive, yet thp bulk of nunien go to in-rschool uork experinnon (after
scho6l cauloynont) proytams. 'those proqrantt perfoon a useful thaw° sailltb-

.nanon function hut they claim too Levu a share of resourcoa. The reason- in, thmt

*
The discutulhin of Yll)l'A which folkian is hint upon my study of MIT andYall prorinytu; in throJ 111;isachtIset;tti Primo Sponnora: tlouton, Canbridile (17.11RINand 1;orcent6r.. While I holitwe that thvne procir,una are repre3enfative ot ettortaoltifdhoro, I caniet. Ix' auto. Iktr-thenTure, these otx-tervat_totm my not apply tospcoial dotralittation prcmram.
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tho Primes and program operators haw-had long oxporience with these programa

(they are .essentially tinighborhcxxl Youth Corp pro*ama), and home tha program

ytj iesoothly and-with minima difficulty: in adatoni they-same -Arlie-meter*

of youth, a politically pcixilar characturintio, and the ogeneimi have buoane

ll-etitronched and adept at capturing roaouroon.

lima far, we haw degaussed in detail one catogory of progroinn thcNso

designod for youth whoa° labor market difficultio* arise from none peroonal

problong. I hove arguod that thin group representh the lesnor part of tho black-

youth problem. Most black youth are in diffimtlty tiot ixicause they lack skills

but becauso they lack jobs. Fbr thcso youth, tLle control puripse of policy

should be placement. Mat I have in mind ars poxjarms whith provide a minimol

amount of job reodinoss training (hcw to act in intorviows, hod to dress, etc.),

places youths in jobs, and then stays with tho youth for tho firnt year or so,

both to assist tho youth with any difficaltion thith arise and to both missuria

and nteitor the emloyer.

.

^

'The control issuo in thin nudel, Of courso, in how tho ploconont is to be

achieved. Of couree, such placement will be eanier in expzinding rather than-

Contracting nor:nodes, but tho omtral problem of liming youth up the job

wow renninn. If, as I how argoon, discrimination is the central explanation'.

of why black youth cannot be hired, then placemeni programs nxist find ways to

=bat that discrisdnaticn. Ono strategy lies in reducing the met th employers

of hiring blaok youth tuxt tax credits torgoted to lcm inocsue youth haw been put

into plaoa. It sure direct strategy is to encvurago closer cooperation botween

CEM and gavel:relent tigolcies--areP and 12XV--whose nandato iirk is to assuro fair

racial practicon in the labor markot,

nejor tank facing OM is .to find sore effective wayu to intervene in the

&maid side of the labor market. NUM\ placcianit effortsgemorally app,Nar haptuwird

and casual. Policy makers haw not providod the fools necousory to achiew

guavas in thin area.
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1

Ihe-firet -eect-tm-ortlittxW.-iiiii Iiitendea to explorO a vnrioty of

eVlanntions for the sluggish etiploymant growth and deteriorating labor

warket situation of black youth, both in abeolute term awl relative to
wttith youth. The basic arguments are sUmunrizal below,

Ma Stvp1y Chainctoristios of Yoke. Sewal different evlanaticns
fall within this broad category. First, it is scent4tas argued that black
youth reservation waeeta arr too high, that aspiratictis or work orientation is
poor or that altornative bloom sources reduces the desire to work. We

saw that. those explanations do not stand careful irrettiny. Reservation weige

time do not reveal a sigilificant racial differential nortkb ovations
(an admittedly crude) seamen o'f aspiration's. Vbst biportant, the Hew

of\ black youth into teploynent when labor market conditions are favoAble

suggests that dial:it:0.mA in Ihork is not a major ewlanation.
A seoond numly side explanation is that the qualjfications of black

youth are loAar than those of whites and that this will lead both to a
lower position in the hiring gime and to erplOyinent _byes* ist',1able settings.

Mere is !Km truth to this arguncia as an analysis of the I tvicluai level
MS data datonstrated. licwever, two important caveats are in order. First,
the legistamacy of educational credentials as the basis for differential outotines

is an open question, especially kn the non-mllege labor market. Second,

differenms in background chtiraeterintics cannot explain the worsenina wpm

between black and white youth bOcause at the same time thht tho trend NIB

deterioratol, the etiur,Iticnal and othor qlhtli.ficationn of black youth has

improved,

*

4 3

ft
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Oecular Changes in Local Nocecmiess. I =rankled three issues which fall

under this rubric! (1) the weburbanisation ot jobs; (2) changes in local

.industrial Rtructure) 0) increased competition frnm other demographic

groups. The suburbaniintion argiameit in aMbigeous in principle because-
.:

both peoPle and joie hove left-the central city and thus the ocrepetitive

position of black youth may not have worsened. In fact, the evidence showed

that suburbmization does not seam to play an important role. Changes in
4

the imiustrial strecture, on the other hand, do seam important. The results

show that black youth employment is more sensitive to that of whites to

the presencL of youth intensive sectors in the local economy. Thete

sectors have exhibited a modest secular decline and it appears that bdack

youth have been less successful than whites in capturing an increased share of

scarce jobs.

The final category of structural changes is increased competition from

other groups who are likely to be substitutes for black youth labor. What

empirical work is available concentrates on adult women and the results'

!suggest that their growing numbers in the labor force have reduced black

youth employment. Another source of ccnvetition is white youth. Their

employment to population ratioa have not ekhibited a secular decline and this

in conjunction with the baby boom implies that their abeolute employment

has increased sharply. White youth have been able to maintain their position

in the labor market and to mime extent this must have been at the expense of

black youth. The degree to rilkAl this is true depende on the extent to which black

And white youth compete for the tame jobs. Residential segregation combined,
ip

with the limited geographic mobility characteristic of many yputh are limiting

factors with respect to the compebition. P:Amany, anecdotal evidence suggests

* - 41 -
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that in some labor narkets illegal aliens have also boon coveting jobs away

fras black youth.

1st Market. Too 1 wawa ware examined titular this rubric.. First, wo iaw

that there is reaDon to believe that black youth expirienco wore difficulty

than white youth in making woo of peirtional contact netwarks for fii-xling jobs.

lk-yereVor, while this may be a factor in explaining the difference in the levels

of onployment between black aid white yoeth, it in difficult to argue that it

oxplaim L.m3 over time.

In acadition, we discUssod the tegument that the wages of black youth arc

in saw sense "tkx.) high" thus reducing erploymont. We found that while black

youth wagee have improved relative to tllose of whiten, this improvement Mxxild

be expected given their inVroved qualifications old that studios of wage

detenithlation which control for personal characteristics do not irdioate

that black youth wage's are out of line.

Discrimination. Discrimination in onploywnt is difficult.to directly

.mensure, but I believe it must be accorded a central exi)lanatory role. 'rho

euxtlysin of the individual data stiggests that residual factors acxxxint for
4s

roughly SO parcent of the unemployment. differ6itial and it An conventional to

interpret thin residual as discrimination. The =petition which blacks, but

not whites, face fran other gioups in the -job market is suggestive of discrimin-

ation. Absent an experiment discrimihation in difficult to prove bAit it is

difficult inleod not to belitve that much of the probhm rests there..

Mare generally, it must be understocxl that tho-problos of high Wyk

youth tinanploymont ratc8 is na simply acharocteristic of the youth labor

mrket. As black youth aye, their ungsploymon1 rates decline and bexiin to
- 42 -
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reach the levels of black adults, hit those levele are in turn such higher than

ties,* of ,white edulte. This 'situation prsints evell for adults who entered the

markee.dering the late 1960'et the hetaeley of the "new labor nvirket."

For exetple, in 1976 the uneliploymont rete of 25-34 yeer old white males wee

5.6 percent and for white fteelea 7.6 percent. The rates fo;7 blacks of the same

age were 11.0 percent. awl 13.0 percent:. The situation of black youth thus

cannot he isetcwstooe without exanining the persintence of racins throughout

the labor seiket.

11e second uect ion of tho paper discunstel dietenction wan made.

between )elicien exp.-ma the available 'weber Of youth jobs mei ixolicies

which improve the share .jained by black youth of a given number of Jobe. In

the f i rat eat rem), , it. in Clear that titrong agorcclate &nand (full employment)

in enwial Inth tecauee black youth bnefit relative t.o whiten in a strong

01.7Cilculy a1 hc'cati1co cconZini c cjnt1h inikci red i s tr ilea ice of available John

easier. .

In the second retegory, I &ivied that none yoUth have poet craployment

prospectn because they are in personal difficulty. 'these youth require inteesive

service programa, staffed by professionals and leeting for a reasonable period

t)f time. gewever, meet black youth do not fall into thin category. Rather,

they are ceseetially job roady but lack jobe. The meat challen.jiti.3 task

facing cmployneet ilolicy is to find waye to induee and to force the private

cconasy to tNer discriminatory hirinu patterns.

43
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Cardenas.
Dr. CARDENAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank

you for the invitation to come here and talk about the employment
policy of minorities, especially on the concern of manpower policy
as related to Hispanic youth.

As you will notice, one of the things that I have observed from
various witnesses.here, although we emphasize the black employ-
ment problem as related to youth, for some reason my colleagues
have deemphasized Hispanic amis.

The reason that Hispanic youth have not been included in re-
search analysis is attributed to the fact, that the data for Hispanic
youth is generally limited and definitely it is fairly difficult to
assess the situation.

However,, data collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics defi-
nitely will assist us to try and give you a perspective on the
performalace of Hispanic youth in the labor market.

The Hispanic population in 1979 is the second largest minority in
the Nation. The Hispanic population is comprised . primarily of
Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, 'Cubans, and other Latin
Americans that reside in urban and rural labor markets-through-
out the country. Although the majority of the tlispanic population
resides in the Southwestern States, large concentrations of Hispan-
ics reside in mWor metropolitan areas like Detroit, Chicago, New
York, and Philadelphia. The- economic problems for the Hispanic
popidation in 1979 continue to be associated with high unemploy-
ment rates, high incidence of poverty, and low incomes. With unfa-
vorable econ, omic conditions in the cotintry today, the economic
situation of Hispanics is likely to worsen inthe eighties.

Among the major groups that have been severely affected by the
unfavorable state of the labor market is the Hispanic youth popula-
tion. Hisponic youth throughout the United States are experienc-
ing severel problems in the labor market. In New York City, teen-
age unem oymqnt rates among Puerto Rican 'youth are estimated
to be as Fgh as 50 percent. In Los Angeles, Mexican-American
youth in t e inner city are experiencing high unemployment rates
of about 4 percent. Southwestern labor markets along the United
States-Me ico border are among the poorest in the Nation. The
border re ion characterized by a large Mexican-American popula-
tion expe iences the highest unemployment rates in the NatiOn.In
1978, the average unemployment rate in the United States was 6
percent' as compared to 4.8 percent in Texas. In border labor mar-
kets like Laredo and McAllen-Pharr-Edinburg, unemployment was
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as high as 13.3 percent and 12.8 percent, respectively. In these
labor markets, unemployment rates. among Mexican-American
youth were much higher. In some rural labor markets and smaller
Communities, unemployment among Mexican-American yduth was

high as 70 percent. Their manpower problems include low labor

)1/1'force
participation rates, 'high rates of unemployment, and low

incomes. The barriers to employment for Hispanic youth are relat-
ed 'to the ?lack of educational attainment, lack of usable work
experience: and the lack of jobs. Hispanic youth have also experi-
enced severe problems in the labor market because of attitude of
employers toward youth, hiring requirements, and competition for
jobs. In some rural labor markets, the surillus of unskilled labor
makes it difficult for youth to find employment. Oftentimes, His-
panic youth have to compete with women, illegal aliens, and other
groups for the same jobs. It is also certain that minimum wage
laws may have an indirect effect on the employment status of
Hispanic youth.. ,

The youth labor force among Hispanics is over 1.5 million. The
labor fbrce participation rate fol. Hispanic youth in 1978 was 50.4
percent. For Mexican-American

to 51
r

percent for Cuban youth.
outh, the labor force participation

rate was _537 percent as compa ed
The labor force Participation ate for Puerto Ricans was much
lower than that of the other 1ispanic groups. The Puerto Rican
labor force participatinn rate vas 33.8 percent. The labor participa-
tion rate of Puerto Rican youth is very comparable to that.of black
youth in general. If you loo at certain labor markets like New
York City and Philadelphia that do have large concentration of
Puerto Ricans, their proble s are very, Very serious. They are as
serious, for example, as Mex can-American youth along the border.

Hispanic youth in urban and rural labor markets are highly
concentrated in the secondary labor markets' where employment is
charackrized by low wages, unfavorable workingnditions, and
high lal6or turnover. Many youngsters in the inneCtities like Los
Angeles, San Antonio, and New York find employment in the
submeginal labor market. Employment in the submarginal labor
market is usually characterized by illegal and illicit activities. Hia-
panic youth in rural and urban markets find usual employment in
low wage industries such as services, wholesale, and retail trade,
and agriculture working as clerks, operatives, laborers, and service
workers.

Hispanic youth are more likely to use informal methods rather
than formal meth_Wk for seeking employment assistance. Hispanic
youth usually circa ethployment through friends or relatives rather
than utilizing formal chapnels of employment like the U.S. Em-
ployment Service or privatb employment agencies.

One of the things I. have observed in my' research related to
Hispanic youth is that Hispanics, like other groups, tend to use
employment service much less. Apparently, one of the major rea-
sonssis that their experiences in the past have been generally bad
in terms of finding employment.

Hispanic youth are less likely to find employment through union
hiring halls because, in most instanceS, Hispanic youth do not
belong to labor unions. This factor has contributed to discrimina-
tion,in the labor market also. Througholit' many labor markets,
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Hispanic youth have been excluded from participation in appren-
ticeship training: The educational progress 'for Hispania' youth has
been generally limited. In most instances, Hispanics are lacking in
educational attainment. Over the years, Hispanicoouth have made
-some' pins in education. They continually do Wily bad relative-to;
other groups.

One of the things I have noticed is that those who have gone to
college for some reason upon graduation from, college experience
discrimination in the labor market in finding employment. It blows
my mind to find, for example, a Ph. D. candidates of Hispanic
origin are unemployed, and for some reason the labor market
again it is contributed to institutional discrimination in the labor
market.

The low education attainment of Hispanic youth is attributed to
aivariety of factors, namely, high dropout rates, cultural factors, as
All as language barrier. In the case of Mexican-Americans,, many
youngsters drop out of school for economic reasons. This' is more
common among HispaniC migrant farmworker families who travel
yew to year to gather the Nation's crops. Another dilemma that
has cOntribbted to the low educational levels of Hispanic youth is
the lack of career education programs to assist youngsters in the
transition friam school to the world of work.

Among the Mtkjor problems of Hispanlc youtlrin 1979 is the issue
of unetnployment Teenage unemployment rates for Hispanic youth
are Much higher thab for the general Hispanic populationIn 1977,
the unemployment rate for the Hispanic population was 10 percent
as compared. to 22.3 percent for the Hispanic youth populatien.
Hispanic youth unemployment rate's were much higher.than that
of white youth but significantly lower than black youth. In 1977,
the teenage unemployment rate among blacks was 41.4 .percent as
Qompared to 15.5 percent among white youth. In.1979, the unem-
ployment rate for Hispanic teenagere has been as high as 21 per-
cent. Mexican4Americans- and Puerto Rican youth have experi-
enced high unemployment rates of 21.3 percent and 26.9 percent,
respectively.

Teenage uneMployment rates among Hispanic youth are relative-
ly high because of their limited work experience. Their joblessness
is Elko avociatelliwith their age, lack of labor force skills, and low
educational level's. In many instances, changiiiF attitudes toward
the world qf work, instability, And inseetwity contribute to their
own joblessness. Frequent entry and reentry-Into the labor forca .
also affects their unemployment status. Institutional discrimina-
tion among employers may also contribute to this problem. In the
various metropolitan Areas, employers may disdriminate against
youth becauee of their age,\race, or educational attainment. !lore-
over, they may prefer other workers like woeitewydiq may demon-
strate more job stability. In border labor markks Ake in El Paso,
Tex., teenagers often have to compete for similar jobs 'with women,
illegal aliens, and border commuters. In many instances, the last to
be hired are the Hispanic youth:

Hispanic youth often experience short-term frictional'unemploy-
ment resulting from temporary difficulties in matching available
workers with available jobs. This type of unemployment usually
arises from_ the lack of knowledge of job opportunities. Structural 1,

1 5 .
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unemployment associated with economic changes in the structure
of jobs as well as by automation and competition of imports is
common among Hispanic youth. Many migrant farmworker youth
continue to be structurally displaced due to mechanization in agri-
culture. -Some of- the'apparel --workers -in the- -east and west-coast
have been hurt by. structural factors associated with the competi-
tion of imports:. Hispanic youth in 1979 have also lost their jobs or
have been unable to find employment because of cYclical factors
related to the lack of aggregate demand for goods and services.
Cyclical unemployment is common among Hispanic youth that
have been hurt by recent changes in business activity in the
country.

Minimum wage laws in the past and present have not helped in
the plight of Hispanic'youth. Minimum wages like other factors,
such as payroll taxes and fringe, benefits, have increased the cost
for firms employing Workers. This dilemma makes it more difficult
for employers to hire youth, particularly disadvantaged youth.
With such increases, employeri are faced with decisions to curtail
employment. The employed yodth are the last to be hired and first
to be fired. In npst instances, these workers are usually minority
youth.

Among the major programs in schools to assist youth in the
preparation for labor market participation is vocational education.
Hispanic youth in secondary sChools are largely represented in
vocational education. Many of the Hispanic youth in vocational
education are there because of the lack of information on alterna-
tive choices in the world of work. Oftentimes, the demand for such
occupations in vocational training in specific labor markets is not
there, and the rate of joblessness among Hispanic youth increases
upon completion of the training. Hispanic youth, like other youth,
have rather limited knowledge about career opportunities 'in the
world of work. Hispanic youth, like other groups, have very limited
knowledge about how to find jobs in the labor market.

Hispanic participatipn in CETA manpoWer programs among
youth has been limited to work experience rather than on-the-job
training programs or publip service employment. Under the Youth
Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977, Hispanic
participation in youth peograms has increased slightly over the
years. Among the programs that. Hispanics-usually participate in
include the Job Corps, the youth employment and training pro-
grams (YET?), and the youth community conservation and im-
provements project (YCCIP). Tlie youth employment and training
program (YETP), targeted by income for inschool youth, provides
opportunities fog work experience but also emphasizes developing
reliable labor market information for dissemination to students
through vocational exploration and careez counseling. The YCCIP
is designed to assist.out-of-school youth that are unemployed in the
labor mafket. Hispanic youth, hOwever, continue to be underrepre-
sented in some of these programs. In 1976, about 40 percent and 42
percent of the enrollments in work experience programs were
white and youth, respectively. Only 16 percent of the total enroll-
ees *ere of Hispanic origin. In the summer youth program for
fiscal year 1977, about 12.6 percent of the total enrollees were
Hispanic in comparison to whites, 44.4 'percent, and blacks, 48
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rrcent. Relative to the 'universe of need for manpower gervices,
ispanic youth are underrepresented in manpower programs .
Many economists have agreed that youth unemployment has

been simply a propcluet of the baby boom and that youth unemploy-
ment will Ili the_ youth population decreases. Although
there is much Validity for such economic analysis, this is not the
case for Hispanic youth. The Hispanic youth population is likely to
continue to increase. Population increases will be associated With
the high fertility rates among Hispanic women as well as the flow
for legal and illegal immigration from Mexico and other countries. AThe Hispanic youth. unemployment problems will not fade away,
but intensify in the future. Furthermore, future economic condi-

-0 tions will make it more difficult for Hispanic youth in the labor
market. The maRpower problems of Hispanic youth today will
result in more severe labor market experiences of Hispanics in
adult life in the workplace.

There is a need for a national commitment toward fll employ-
pent among youth. Both monetary and fiscal policies Mould be
utilized effectively to stimulate the economy and provide mploy-
ment opportunities for our Nation's youth in the workpl e. More
Private sector involvement in the shaping of manpower policy and
programs is also needed. Affirmative action should be enforced to
reduce the extent of labor market discrimination afforded to His-
panic youth and others. Manpower policf and programs should
emphasize coordination of youth efforts at the national, State, and
local level among schools, prime sponsors, community-based organi-
zations, and employers.

There is a need to provide adequate manpower resources for
manpower programa for youth. Despite the fact that millions of
dollars are currently being spent on youth employment programs,
the resources have barely touched the tip of the iceberg, given the
magnitude of the problems of youth. Manpower program mix
should not be limited to work experiencilron-the-job training, and
public service employment. There is a need to deyelop a national
private sector initiative program for youth.

Mr. Chairman, I know we do have that PSIP progiam presently
with the Department of Labor, although it is targeted for all disad-
vantaged, I believe that this kind of program is needed specifically
for youth.. I am 'Worried abetut what happened, and I think the two
gentlemen that talked-before me mentioned the issue of the private
sector involvement in the abides. I am reilly .concerned that it is
not the same experience that we had in the sixties, but we do need

- to emphasize the private sector initiative because 1 believe since
the jobs are in the private sector, it should be vefy important that
thia private sector role be improved.

Financial incentive programs should be developed for those em-
ployers who hire the'ditiadvantaged youth, particularly the hidden
unernployed. One of the major problems't 'see is hidden unemploy-
ment. Those are the people that dropped out-of the labor force and
became so discouraged about .finding a job, they drop out. Appar-
ently, most of our programs, current manpower programs that we
do have in employment and training, although they have helped a
lot of youth, they have not iierved as well the.hidden unemployed. I
am worried that this has severe implications for the Spanish youth

r.
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population because if their problems are to continue, the extent of
hidden unemployment will be very, very severe. More emphasis
should also be placed on a national public service employment for
youth. If you analyze i3ole statistics on public service employment
progranns, youth have been less representative in public service
employment and, of course, one of the major reasons is that we do-
have categorical programs for youth, but apparently PSE compo-
nent has been deemphasized.

I think it is very important for public and private sector to get
involved in this battle:

Resources for community-based organizations like OIC and SER
should be increased for them to assist in the preparation of employ-
ment for hardcore and hidden unemployed youth. I believe we ,
should see in terms of evaluating our current manpower policies
more involvement of these types of organizations, particularly to
help those youth who have not been servedb by manpower pro-
grams. I am talking about hidden unemployed.in inner cities. It
seems to me, although in the past these kinds of organizations have
had some problems related to management and otherwise, I believe
they do have capability today to try and help with that kind of
problem.

Manpower policy for youth in the future should also improve the
school-to-work transition. In the past, schools have neglected such
emphasis, and this has contributed to the many problems of youth,
particularly disadvantaged youth.

I was in a panel with Mr. Adams a few weeks ago. We were
talking about this particular issue. Definitely I think in evaluation

i of manpower polici e we need to look at our schools, what they are
doing, and I am eve in support of trying to go back to reading and
writing and arithme 'c skills to assist with these employment prob-
lems. .

Today our youth are ill Tirepared because of the Problems in the
schools. It definitely makes it a lot, more difficult for them to
perform in the labor market, given the other institutional problems
like discrimination and what employers do.

4 Career education is needed to prepare all students for proper
entry into the job market and alterrtative educational opportuni-
ties. There is a need for our Nation's schools to evaluate-their
'curriculum to reflect the basic educational skills which are so
necessary for employment in the laXr market. In the past and
present, many of the Nation's youn ters have been ill prepared
for the labor market in terms of reading and writing skills.

There is a need for educatkmal institutions to be more responsive
to economic trends in the country and the implicationA for educa-
tional programs for youth.

,.

One of the things I have noticed in the 10 years I have been
involved in manpower policy is how little edvcation institutions,
know about the job market an terms of undetsfanding what is out
there. Again it goes back to the point the two gentlemen earlier',
mentioned about linking the school-to-work transition between em-
ployers and schools.

Educational institutions should develop professional and career
counseling and occupational information for youth which are
deemed necessary for entry into the labor market. Educational



institutions should be more responsive to the special needs of cer-
tain sewents of the population, such as Hispanics.

Special programs, such as bilingual education for Hispanics, may
enhance future employment ability for these youngsters. The
school-to-work transition, cannot be accomplished solely by the edu-
.cational institutions. Other 'institutions and interffiediaries such as
the employment service, cOmmuni5,13ased organizations, unions,
prime spon'sors, employers, and other groups, should assist the
schools in nlaking the transition of youth into the world of work.

Special consideration should be given to the need of the Hispanic
youth population. Vocational education and adult basic education
should be more responsive to the needs Of Ilispanics. Hispanic
participation in youth e nployment training programs needs to be
increased to reflect OH universe of need for manpower services,
particularly on-t he-job raining and public service employment.
Special targeted progra s for the hidden unemployed must. be
developed, given the fti s hat there are many who have not been
served by current anpower programing efforts. More programs
need to be developed to assist Hispanic entry into apprenticeship
training. There is a need to fund more experimental and demon-
stration projects On Hispanic youth, papticularly for MexicAn-
Americans and Puerto Rican youth. There is-also a need to conduct
hirther research on the experiences of Hispanic youth in the labor
market. Additional research .should be conducted on issues not
limited to CETA, vocational education, job search behavior and the
problems of hidden unemployment related to Hispanic youth.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
TheCHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Cardenas.
(The prepared siatement of Dr. Cardenas follows]
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STATEMENT BY

C11.11E111' CARDENAS."'

REFORE THE

fIEFIATE. cc/HMI-TIER ON LAMM AND

HUMAN RESOURCES

ocrottER 21, 19/9

Mr. Chit dint Ingo I nhed meMbers, guonto and at f I. of t he Sonat e Commi t t oo

on Labor and Human .Renoot My name IR tlhe r t Cat deltas I am a. 1St ookings

lost II lit ion Economic Policy Fel low and. Economint wit h the Soot hwent Rot dor

Regional' Comm( no I on. I am current ly on leave as Professor of Econom I en at Pan

Amer lean Univers I ty where I teach var I 0119 CMIrMetl Oil manpowor poi icy labor

economl , and 1 ndust r 1 9 1 relae tons, I t I s indeed an honor and pr iv liege t o

be het tO t est I Cy Ii t he employment problems and I union of 11111101'H

Wit t !cuter 1 y III Nimni ea . I would 1 Ike to t hank t he member a of I he Comml t too

f or this Inv Half on. In t he pant and pronent I have conduct ed renew' lit ..on

t he labor mai ket pt oh I inns ol III sparti cm , part lcul ai ly Mex I can Americans. I

have also conduc t ed pt ev I owl I search on maopower poi I cy CVA , I legal immi-

grat Ion and matipowl4- pi ohl ems along. t he Unlit eu .St at es flex I co hot dor . 'fbi s is

my pi'i :10811i. rit at ement and Itt not t o ref ley t t ho of !fetal posi t I on or t he

Count ns I on .

The Hi ujtnIc popolat Ion in 1979 in t he twcond la: gent minority in t he oat ion.

'rite Ill span l(7 popylat ion ILl compr I sect pi'tmiui I ly of Mexican-MI(4 leant; , Poor to

Ri CAMS Cobann and other Lot In Amer I vans t hat I pilido Itt orium and rural labor

maricet H oughotit t Ile cotint ry. Al though t he ma jot I ty of t he It1pmtii Ic popu la-

t Ion residen in the noothurl'ntern states, large concenttatioan of Hispanics

reside In major met ropol it an areas A IG De t rot t , 1:111C110, Now York , and

Philadelphilt. The economic prob locus f or t he Hispanic populat ion in 1979 con;

t (nue to be annoc tat ed with high unemp loyment rat,vs, Ii 101 incidence of poverty,

and low incomen. Wit Ii unf avurab 1 p Ore'onomi r cond it I 0118 in the c.ount ry t oday

/and a ponsible economic .1 Pel'tIOi On iii t he near cot ore, the ceonomic n I tont ion

of 11 h;pani es lit Ilkoly t.o wornen in t eight les.
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Among the major groups+ that have boon weverely affected by the unfavorable '

mtate of the l'abpt- market 18 the Mutt/1111e youth populAtion. llinPenic youth ,

till oughatit t 110 Unit ed Stitt en nt 0 expo t fencing noVnaat pt ()MOWN In the 1 allor

minket. In New York City, teenage unemployment talon among Puerto Alcaft

'youth Ale elitimated to he as hilh du SO perciutt. In Lou Angeles, Mexican-

Ametican youth In the inner city are experiencing bigh.unet*loyment rates of

about 40 petcent. gonlhwenteun labor matkettt along Ow United !Itates Mexico

botdet ate among the pootont in the nation. The botder tegion chatacletlzed

by n huge Mexican Ametlean population experiencen the 11181)491r unemployment

rateu.in the nation. In 19/8, the average unemployment tate In the United

.titaten wan 11.0 pelevnt an compared to 6.8 pottent in TOxatt. In border labor

ma;kets like Latedo and McAllen-PhaltEdinburg, nnemployment Wan an high au

11.1 petcent and 17.8 percent, renpeetively. In theme hnwt markeln unelploy-

went raten among Mexiean-American youth wore mneh higher. In (tome twat

labor Mathetn and amaller communItIonunemployment among Mexican Amet-14n.

youth wan an high as 70 petcent.. Their madpower plohlehat idclude low laboc

folic patticipation raten, high.taten of unemployment, and low lOcomen. The

hat i 1 o t t it employment I or 1 I 1 :11)1110c yout h aro t tt 1 at od I o t lack of ttattia-

t Iona 1 attainment, lack ol unable wolk'expotience,"and the lark of,.john.

yout h have ohm expel ienced t:ev(itt I (milt' In Ole 1 all'or mat ket

becanne di I I I uden of 11;4)1 uyt.:1 t 00:11 d yout h , lilt Icy, I equ It olurn t it, atur

(+lupe t II 1 on for lobo . It twunt 1(11111 lahnt kttt I he mat Om; of onokilIed

labor maken It (11/ 1 teult .for yout h to 1 Ind employment . Of t ent ilneu UI span ie

youth have to ionlyete with women, 1 1 lognI al 1071n, and other gleupti fon the

nanie tubs. 1 t, 12; ttn col ta111 that tutllImum wage 1 lIwn may have all Ind 1 ect,

t 1 ptt I hi. pulp toymont !It nt tin td Ilinpan c yout h.

The youth labot lot e among HI 1;patt 1 en la over I.S m1 I 1 fon. The litfoir oikkr

pa! I hi pot fon f or II 1:pan Ic yositt h in 19/8 wan- S0.6 pc t-tunt . Fot ti4V-1ln-

Ainet 11 inn t Iii 1 ahjts.r I ot e pa tt fel t 1 on toti Wit; 51. 7 iet cent at; I- i(IIII(iII tut t
. . .

1 .0 itsti t ont I or Cuban yout It. Tint hobot fotce jii I Icipat ton iate 'rtiY Tnorto-

Rieans wan much towel than that ef the othet gtoupn. The Pnettn

A

/NI
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Rican labor fotce participation rate was 33.8 percent. Unemployment rates

among Hispanic youth have been relatively lower than that of Black youth.

lite teonage.unemployment: tato for Hispanic youth in 1978 WAS 19.9 percent.

Unemployment ratem lot Mexican-Amexicans and Puerto Ricans in 1978, were

17.6 percent and 30.9 percent, respectively. Teenage nnemployment mong the

Cubans was 25.0 percent. Mexican Americans had the shortest duration of

unemployment avelagbng 4.0 weeks in C917. The median duration of unemploy-

ment of Puerto Ricluill'and Cnban youth was 5.1 weeks and 7.7 weeks,

respe(tively.

HtspanIc youth Lti utban and rural laboe markets are highly Concentrated in

the wcondary labor matketn where employment is characterized by low wages,

Tulavoiohle wotking conditions, and flirt lahot turnover. Many Hispanic

youngstetn in the inner cities like Lon Angelen, San Antonio, and New York

find employment'in the submarginal labor market. Employment In the submar-

Iginal labol maiket in usually charaeterized by illegal and Illicit Activities.

Hispanic youth In tuial and urban labor maikets find usual employment 'in low

wage,huhmttios such au -netvi.ces, wholesale, and retail trade, ond agriculture

wotking as clutka, opetatives; labott:rS, and netvIcl workers.

4

Hispanic youth ate mole likely to une infokmal methods thther than Jelmml
. -

methods (01 necking employment ossistance. Hispanic youth usually HO

employment thtough fliende or relatives rather than utilizing forvoll channels

ot employment like the U.S. Employment Setvice or ptivate employment agencien.

In !tome Instances, Mexican-American youth in the Southwest une lest; of the

employment setvice because of the failure of the emp)oyment nervice to find

adequme mobH for them. Htspanic yonth se less likely to find employment

thtough uniOn h ft I ng halln, because In most Inntonces Hispanic youth do not

belong to htbor onions. Throughout many labor marketn, Hispanic youth hove

been excluded (tom partictpation in apptenticeship troining.

The educational ptogtenn for Hispanic yonth han'berm generally limited. In

most instances, Hinpanies ore lacking in edueational attainment. Over the

yeal!: Hispanic youth have made !wale gains in education. Some that have been
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V.

able to Avail themselves of educational opportunities in higher education

often experience discrimination in the labor market. Dempite,the fact that,

their edAcetionsl 4tVela eye well above their parente,.Hispanlc. youth.con-

Untie to have lower levels of educational atteivent than their Bleck and

Whibe counterparts. The median years Of nehool completed for. Hinpanic youth

was 10.9 yearn in 1978: For Mexicap-Americana the median years of educe,

tional attainment WAR 11.0 years; this compares to 10.8 years for Puerto

Rican youth in 1978.

The Iciw educational attainment of Hispanic youth is attributed to A variety

of factor's. namely, high dropout rates, cultural factors, as well as

language harrier. In the ease of Mexican-Americans, many youqgsters drop

out of sehoolor economic i-eationth Thin is more common,amoni Hinpanic

migrant fatmwouker families who travel year to year to gather the nation's

crepe: Another dilemma that has contributed to the low educations) levels of d.

Hinpanic youth is the lack of career education programs to assist youngsters'

10 'the tiansition hem school to the world of work.

Among the major probleme of Hispanic youth in 1979 is the insue of unemploy-

ment. Teenage unemployment rates for Hispanic youth are much higher then

for the general Hispanic population. le:1977, the unemployment rate for

the Hinpanie popol'ation was 10.0 percent as compared to 22.3 percent for the

Hispanic youth population. Hispanic youth unemployment rates were much

higher than that Of White youth but nignIficantly lower than Bleck youth. In

.1977, the tgenage unemployment rate among Blacks was 41.4 percent ns4compnred

to 16.5 pereent among White youth. In 1979, the unemployment-rate for

, Hfspanic teenagers has been as high as 21.0 percent. Mexican-American and

Puerto Rican youth have experienced high enemployment rates of 21.3 percent

and 26.9 percent, respectively.

,Teenage unemployment Yates among Hispanic youth ore relatIvOly high.because

of their llmfteci work experience. Their joblessness fa also associated witH.

their age, lack of labor force skills, and low educational levels. In many

inslancess changing attitudes toward the world of work, instability, and
.

-
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insecurity cdntribut, to their own joblessnome. Frequent entry and reentry

into the labor forc also affects their unemployment tatus. Institutional

discrimination among employers ton), aleo cnntribute to this problem. In the

various metropolitan arena, employers mny discriminate against youth because

AP their age, race, or eTientional attainment. Moreover, they mny prefer

other workers like women who mny demonstrate more job stability. In border

labor markets like in El Paso, Texas.: teenagers often hnve to Nenpete for

similar jobs with women, Illegal aliens, and border commutern. In many

instances, the last to be hired are the VIspante youth.

Hispanic youth often experiemee short-term frictional Unemployment reaulting

from temporary difficulties in matching available workers with available iobs.

This type of unempld'yment usually arises from the lack of lo'lowledge of job

opportunities. Structural unemployment associated with economic changes in

the structu're of jobs As well as by automation and-competition of.imports is

common among Hispanic youth. Many migeant farmworker youth continue to be

structurally displaced due to mechanization in agriculture. Some of the

apparel workera in the east and went coast llave been hurt by sLructural factors

associated with the competition of imports. Hispanic youth in 1979 have nlno

lost their jobs or have been unable to find,employment becauHe of cyclical

facture related to the lack of aggregate demand for gocule and services.

Cyclical unemployment is common among Hispanic youth that have been hurt by

recent changes in business activity in the country.

Minimum wage .laws in the past and present have not helped n the.plight of

Hispanic youth. Minimum wages, like other factore such as payroll taxen,. and

fringe benefits, have increased the cost for firme employing workers.' This

dilemma makes it more difficult for employers to hire youth, particularly

disadvantaged youth. With such increases, employers are faced with decisions

to cutliail eMployMeOt. the impfi)yed youth are 'the last to be hired and firat

be be fired. In most instlinces, these workers are usually minority youth.

Among the major programs th schools to assist youth in the preparation for

labor Alri(Cet participation Is vocational education. Hispanic youth in

5.
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secondary schoo a are largely represented in vocational education. ManY of

the Hiepanic yout in vocational education ars there hecsuso of the lack of
c-

nferm4:tionOtisl arnattem choices in the world of work. Oftentimes, tho

demand for such occupations in vocational training in specific labor markets

is not there, and rate of joblessness among Hispanic youth there/lees

upon completion of he training: Hispanic youth, like other youth, have

rather limited kncwledge about career opportunitieti in the worlii of work.

Hispanic youth, like other groups, have very,limited knowledge about how to

find jobs in the labor market.

Hispanic participation in CETA mani(ower programs among youth has been limited

to work experience rather than on-the-job training programs or public service

employment. Under the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects' Act of

1977, Hispanic participation In youth programs has increased slightly over ths

years. Among the programs that Hispanics usually participate in include the

Job Corps, the Youth Employment and Trnining Programs (YET)') and the Youth

Community Consetvetion nnd Improvements Project (YCCIP). The Youth Employ-

..

ment and Training Program (YETP), targeted by income for in-nehool youth,

providen opportnnitims for work experience but also emphasises developing

reliable labor market information for diesemination to stodents thrOugh

vocational exploration and career counseling. The YCCIP in designed to assist

out-of-school youth that are unemployed in the labor market. Hispanic youth,

however, continue to be underrephtsenteci- in Some oE these programs. In,1976,

about 40.0 percent and 42,0 percent of .the enrollments in work experience

programs were White and Black Pouth, respectively. Only 16 percent 9f the

total enrolleee were of. Hinpanic origin. In the summer y'eatth program for

FY-I977, about 12.5 percent of the total enrollees weie Hispanic in cothparison

to !Whites (44.4,percent) and Blacks (48.0 percen0. Relattve.to the universe

of need for manpower nerviccs, Hispanic youth are kOermrek4cnte4 An manvinter..

programs.

.Hnny economists have agreed that youth unemployment has been Simply a produCt

of the bnliy,huom and that youth unemployment will decline es the l'outh popu-

lation decrenaen. Although there is much validity for Such economic analysie,

6.
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(hit is not the tine for Hinpanie 'youth. The Hiepanie.youth population is

likely to continue to Increase. Population Increases will be aoseetated

with the high fertility rates among Hispanic Women nS Wall as the flow for

legal and illegal immigration from Mexico and tither countries. The Hispanic

youth unemployment problems; will not fade away, but intensify in the feint's.

Furthermore, future economic! conditions will make it more difficult for .

Hinpanie youth to the labor market. The mnnpower problema ilitepanie youth

today will renult tn more severe labor market. experiences of Hispanics in

adult life In the workplace. '

0.

There la a need for a national-commitment toward. full employment among youth.

Aoth monetary and fiscal policies should be ntilized effectivJly to stimulate

the economy and provide employment opportunities...for our nation'a youth ilk

the workplace. More private sector involvement 4n the shaping of manpower

policy and programs is also needed.'t Affirmative action nhould be enforced'

to redeye Obeextent of labor market discriminntion afforded-to Hinpanie

youth anil others. Manpower policy and programs should emphasize cobrdina-

tion of youth efforts at the national, state,' and local levels among schools,

prime nponnorn, community-based organizations, and employers!

There is n need to pievide adequate manpower resources for manpower programs

for youth. Peapite the fact, that millions of dollars are currently being

spent on yor employment prograls, the resources have barely touched the

tip of the iceberg,glven the magnitude of the problems of youth. Manpower

program mix shoold not be limited to work experience, on-tDe-job training,

and public service employment. There is a need to develop a national private

sector 'InCtiative program fc.4 youth.. Financial incentive Orograms shonld be

developed fnr thone.employers who hire ihe Ainadyantaged yoeth, particularly

the hidden unemployed. More emphasis should also be.placed on a national

public service e4loyment- fof youth. Resources for community-based organi-

y.ntiopn like'U1C and SER nhould.be increased for.them to assist in the

preparation of employment for hard-core and hidden unemployed youth.
r'

Maepower polic'y for youth in the future nhould alno improve the school-t'o-

work transition. In the past, schools ha4 neglected such emphasln, add

7.
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this has contributed to the man
sy problems of youth, partirularly dinadvantaged

youth.. Various educational programs not limited to. vocational education and

work experienee, should emphanize sehool-to-work through career education.and

dbvelopment. Career education in needed to prepare all students Ycl; prdlwr

entry int.o the tUb market sed alternative educatJonal opportunitins. The-re I.

a need for our eation'n schooln to evaluate their curriculum to reflt4t the

basic edne4itional skills which are so necessary for employment in the labor

market. In the past and present: thany of the nation'o'youngnters have been

ill-ptepated for the labor market in tems of readthg and witting skills.'

ite

Therr is n need for educational institutions to
bfoerprere4onsive to economie

trends in the country..and the implications for eaucational programs for youth.

Educational inntitutions should develop ptofessional and career counseling and

occnpational information- .for youth which are demed neussary fot entry into

the labor malket. Educationol institutions should be more responsive to the

npecial needs of certain segmentn of the population such as Hispanics. .

Special plogiams, such an bilingual education for Hiepanic,n, may enhance future

employment ability for thene youngstern. The nchool-to-work transition cannot

be accompliehed solely I.ry Ow educational instittions. Other institutions end

tntermediarien Ouch an the employment service, commuitty-based organizations,

unions, prime uponsors, employers, and °the!. groups, nheuld assiet the schools

in making the transition of youth into the world of work.

Special consideration should be given to the needs of the iiinpanic youth popu-

lation. Vocational eduction and adult basic education sh6uld be more respon-

sive to the needs of HispaIlcs: Hispanic participation in youth employment

training ptograms neede to he increased to reflPet the Universe of need for

manpower services., particelarly, cat-the-job training and public service

employment. Special targeted programs for the hidden unemployed thuat be

developed, given the fact that there are many-who have not been setved by

cuttent nlaepower programming efforts. --lime progtams need to be developed to

Ilinpanic entry into apprenticeship trairling. There is a need to fond

more experimental inel demonntration projectn cnt Hispsnic youth, particularly

forylexictei-Americans and Puerto Rican youth. There is also d need to conduct

futther research on the exporiOnci;s of HispaniC youth in the labor market.

Additional re!..earch should be conducted On iesues not I tiM ted to CETA, voca-'

rional education, job seareh behavior and the problems of hidden unemployment

related to ilispanic youth.

8.
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The CHAIRMAN. I turn now to Dr. Smith.
Dr. SMITH. I appreciate- this opportunity for allowing me to

appear before this committee to discuss youth labor market pro-
grams and policies.

The_discussion of the panel thus-far-has mentioned women just
in passing, mostly in terms of potential conflict with providing job
opportunities for youth. I would/like to first remind everyone that
half of the youth population is female, and that they do have some
special concerns.

In my view, the'movement of women into the labor forcea very
rapid movement since World War Hhas been one of the most
important social and economic developments that our country has
had.'

In my testimony I would like to focus on the implications of this
change for the youth labor market and youth labor market policies
over_the -next- decade. I would like to make just three points:

First. In the decade of the eighties an increasing petcentage of
the labor force, including the youth labor force, will be female.

Second. The most pervasive problem working women, as a group.
face now and will continue to face over the next decade is occupa-
tional segregation, segregation which puts the majority of women
into jobs that are low paying and provide few opportunities for
advancement.

My third point is that youth-oriented policiits and programs of
the sort your commit4e and subcommittees will be taking up over
the next year need'to be designed and implemented in ways that
will open up to women a much larger number of job options.

The hour is late. 1 wbuld like to simply summarize my statetnent
and have the full statement in the hearing record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be.
Dr. SMITH. Today over half of all women of working age -are

either working or looking fon work. In the post-World War .11
period, the female labor 'force has more than doubled. There is
every reason to anticipate that more and more women will be
added to the work force throughout the next decade.

The revolution in women's roles means that young women
should anticipate that they will be in the labor market as adults.
They will be in the labor market whethdr or not they marryand
most will marryand they will be in the labor market whether or
not they have childrenand most will have children. It is difficult
to project just how many women will be coming in, but even the
most conservative projections call for nearly 1 million women per'
year tO be added to the work force over the course of the next
decade.

As you, 41106urse, well know, the size of the young working NO
population will be shrinking. This means that the number of youth
in the labor force will-probably decrease as well. However, I think
it is important to note that,the size of the young female labor force
may not decline at all. Their labor force participation rates have
been going up rapidly. There is every reason' to expect that they
will contintie to increase, probably not at' the same pace as over the
last decade, but still rapidly enough to keep the size of the young
female litho! force roughly where it is today. That, combined with
the expected decline in the young male labor foroe, means that by

""
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the end of the next decade, women should constitute nearly half of
the entire youth labor force.

The women who have been entering and remaining in the job
market have come with a wide assortment of backgrounds and-
have encountered a large number of problems. But the one that
Most WOIneh SWAM, and I think is most important, is Alit when
they do find employment the jobs they find are-usually stereotypi-
cally women's work.

. By that I mean jobs that if I give you the name of the job and
ask yoti Who was likely to hold it, you would answer that. it would
be a womana nurse, kindergarten teacher, typist, receptionist,
dental hygienist, and so forth.

The concentration of women in predominantly female jobs .con-
tributes to the large overall earnings differential between men and
women. (The of the great constants in labor economics has been the
ratio of female to male earnings. It has remained pkus or minus
two points around 60 percent for as long as statistics have been
kept. That is, women earn about $6 for 'every $10 earned by men.
Occupational segregation is, I think, the root cause of much of that
differential. Segregatiop begins at a very early age. It shows up
clearly in the jobs thetre held by female and male youth..

In my statement., I provide some tables on this. Just looking at
young women who are not in school and are under the age of 22, 41
percent of them are already working in clerical occupations; timong
their male peers only 6 percent are working in clerical occupetions.
Less than 2 percent of young women are in craft occupations,
compared with 18 percent of their male peers. Similar patterns
show up for both blacks and whites.

Sex segregation is much more extenpive than either segregation
by age or race. Young white women are somewhat more likely,
than young black women to be in"White collar jobs, but the differ-
ences are now relatively small. Fortunately, the era of black
women mainly being domestic servantS is over. It sometimes is
alleged that one adverse impact of so many'adult women coming
into the labor force has been that they compete with youth, eve-

* cially minosity youth. I, would like tO point Out that the-Ails that
adult women have been finding are mainly jobs that women
-women Of all ageshold. To the extent that there is direct competi-
tion, it is most likely among adult women and yoyng wbmen of
hither race, There is no evidence whatsoever to.suggest that there
is much competition between jobs held by 'adult white women and
those held by minority men of any age.

Turning to some of the policy implications, a mtkior goal of
ducation, employment and training programs for youth is and

should be to provide experiences that will improve their lifetime
:employability. For young women as a group, achievement of this.
employability goal involves opening up a wide'r range of' occupa-
tional choices than just the so-called woments jobs. Youdg Women
do: not have much greater immediate employment problems than
do young. `men. It is true their unemployment rateS are slightly
higher than those of young men, and their earnings are lower, but
these differences are small compared to the gaps thattren tip at
later ages.
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The age-earnings profile for women is much flatter than tt4at for
men. That is, as men 'age, especially white men, the typical pattern
is that their real earnings increase. For women that occurs, but to
a much smaller extent.

Again the main reason for this is-the kind of jobs that women
hold, and begin holding at an early age, are jobs that do not
provide much diver potential. This I believe is where the kind of
programs that your committee is taking up can play an important
role.

Women are paying a lArge price for being in so-called women's
jobs. The problem of their 16w earnings is especially serious for the
.many women who are or will be the sole support of their children.
Half of all poor families today are families'that are headed by a
woman, that is, in which there is no husband present.

The critical need for all young women is to be counseled on the
opportunities that are available in the full range of occupations
and to have equal access to the programs that can prepare them
for their chosen vocations. It should be made clear to each young
woman that she will spend a significant portion of her adult life in
the labor fdrce, And that her future well-being is affected by how
well she prepares'for it. Because women have.&ot been in certain
occupations, such as craft occupations, in -10,,e numbers in the
past, effective equal access may require- additional steps, such as
clustering. women in trainin: 4.rogtams for nontraditional occupa-
tions, use of role models an. "new girl" networks, and the like.

I think the important point is that the education, employment,
and training programs should be run in such a way that will
facilitate, rather than impede, occupational integration.

Thank you. -

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
[The prepared statement of Mt. Smith folloWs:]

1.1
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STATEMENT BY

RALPH E. SMITH, ECONOMIST

NATIONAL eommIsSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

BEFOReTHE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LiBOR AND HumAN4REsoURCM

October 23, 1979

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the

Committee to discuss'youth labor market policies. 'The

movement of women into the labor force has been one of

the most important sopial and economic developments in

this country since the end of World War II. The focus

of my 6,ostimony will be on some of the implications of

this change for the youth labor market. Tomorrow the

Director of the Commission, Dr. Sawhill, will testify

on a broader set of issues relating to youth labor

market goals ar4I policy optiOns. -My testimony is not

intended to reflect the official vilot!-ofthe National

Commission for Employment Policy.

The basic points I want to. make are;

(1). over the next decade, an increasing percentage

of the labor force, including the youth libor

force, will be female;

(2) the most pervasive problem workihg women, ae40%

(7)

group, face is occupational segregation, through

which the majority of thop are foUnd in a limited,

number"of occupations, most of which pay relativelf*
)

low wages; and

(3) if is important-that youth-oriented education,

employment and training,policies be designed

and implemented in ways that Will open up to

women a.much lar9er number oi job optiOni.

46,
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The'Movement of Women into the Labor Force

Today, halrof all women age 16 and over are working

or looking for work. In the past three decades, the

female labor fqrce has more than doubled, from 17 million

in 1948 to almost 42 million last year. There is every

reason to expect that more women will be added to the

work force, as job opportunities and wages increase and

attitudes of men and women about'the acceptability of

women working outside the.home continue to liberalize.

A generation ago, married women were expected to stay

home, and four out of five did so. Today half of all

married women are in'the labor force, including over

40 percent of mothers with children under age six.

The revolution in women's roles means that

young women should anticipate that they will be in the

labor market as adultswhether or not they marry and

whether or not they have children. The trend will continue;

although its precise course is impossible to predict.

The uncertainties, inherent in labor force projections

necessitate a wide range of projections. But under

even themost conservative assumptions, the overall

female labor force participation.rate would increase

from 50 percent in 1978 to about 55 percent in 1990.

The Bureau. of.Labor Statistics provides three Sets of

projections for the labor force participation rates of

women Jrn 1990, ranging from 54 to 60 percent of the

femafe population age 16 and over (Table 1). These

estimates correspohd to a projected growth in the

labor Porce, of between 10 apd 15 million women by 1990.

2



Table 1
PR3JIICTICM or Mina IABOR FORM mum, 1978-199k

(\, Population
'thousands

' Labor Force Participation
Rate Percent

labOr force
1.1.!,, ands

-.0t-irn_iiialls

TiENifill
Growth (lhousenrie)

8iB
Lw,

NIA
High

un

1978

. rim ..1 ..

1978: :

Lao
BLS
High

f-11 .1 F..t

Lw
.. f:

Hi.h

Math

'Dotal, ages 16
and over 83,765 94,971 50.0 54.8 53.8 60.4 41,878 51.190 51,049 571,383 10,912 9,171 19,505

Agee 16-24 18)0/7 15,409 61.8 N67.1 67.3 70.2 11,322 10020 10,375 12,054 - 902 - 947 732

Ages 25-54 41,268 52,067 60.5 68.6 69.0 76.1 24,968 35,706 35,942 39,630 10,738 10,974 14,662

.

INS 55 and
%

-4.

I

Over 24,179- 27,495 23.1 21.2 17.2 20.7 5,588 5,764 4,732 5,699 176 - 856 111

.. /

.mninstitut female population.

2. 1he Smith pro bons are toms Ralph E. Smith, Woman in the Labor Form in 1990 ((him Institute, 1979);
the populati projections on whidn the labor force projections are baeed are slightly different fronds"
ones here.

3. The BLS actions are frail Paul 0. FLaiM and Homard N. Fullerton, "tabor Force Projections to 19901

Three Pos lo Paths," Mania, Labor Ralma, Vcd. 101 (Uember 1978)0 W. 25-35.

S
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As is well-known to the members of this Committee,

the size of de young working-age population (16-24)

will be hrinkirigover the nxt decade. This means that

thenumber of the youth in the labor force will probably

decrease is well. Howver, if tn labor force partici-

pation rats of young women continue to increase as

sharply as they have in rcent years, the number of

young females in the labor force may decline only slightly

or not it all. Last year there wer 18.3 million femeles

between the'ages of 16 and 24, of whom 11.3 million'

(62 percent) were in the labor force. In 1990, there

will only be 15.4 million young women, but a much larger

percent (between 67 and 78 percent) ar xpected to be

in the labor force. The projected labor force lfvels

are between 10.4 million and 12.1 million--within one

million of last year's number. Under ach of these

projections, it is expected that women's share of the

youth civilian labor force will rise from its present

46 percent to around 50 percent.

Occupational Segregation

The women who have been entering.and remaining in

the labor force have a wide assortment of backgrounds

and problems. Some have husbands who are unemployed

or have low wages. Some are the sole supporters of

their children. Some need to have non-standard work

schedules or arrange for childcare. Some experience

frequent spells of unemployment. But the most common

experience of these women is that, when they do find

mplOyment, the jobs usually involve doing sterotypically

"women's work." Last year, of the 39 million women who

4
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were niployed, nearly 60 percent wr in ust five

predominantly female,occupation groups: 13.5 million

wre clrical werlierpl 3.3 million were nurses, health

teanicians, and hea4th rvic workers: 3.0 million

were food service workers, 2.1 million were teachers

(not including higher duCation); apd 1.1 million were

service workers in private househands. Jobs in thelle

occupaticsks often provide low wages and offer lfmited

opportunitios for advahceMent.

The Iboncentration of women in predominantly female

jobs contributes to the large overall arnings differential

between women and men. On average, women working year-

round full-time arn only about 60 percent of the arnings

of -4n. This earnings differential and the underlying

pattern of occupational segregation haSe been-remarkably

stable over the entire period of women's large-icale

movement into the labor force.
,b1

Occupational segregation by ex begins at an early

age and shows up clearlY in the jobs held by female and

male youth. Forty-one percent of mployed out-of-school

women betwen the ages of 16 and 21 are in clerical.j9bs,

compared with only six percent of their male peers (Table

2). Less than two percent of young women are in craft

'occupations, compared with 18 percent of the young mn.

Similar patterns show up for ach race.

The way we group occupations can mask much of this

segregation. For xample, within the catgory, professional

and technical workers, ar engineers, who ar mostly male,

and nurses, who are mostly female. The Appendix to this

statement reports stimates of the occupational distri-

butions of man and women, by age and.race, at a nor de-

tailed level. The Appendix alsb provides indices of

occupational dissimilarity betwesp the sexs, between the

ages, and between the races.

5
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1111,1A-1

EMPLOYED PERSONS, AGES 16-21 (OUT-OF-SCHOOL). SY
SEX, RACE, AND OCCUPATIONAL CROUP, 1976'

-(Parrfemrege -DISITIV0TI&Wki

16-21
Out of School (.100;),I

frofses-i-Za17171171111117-'--r

Manager@ 6 Administrators, except

Sales Workers

Clerical Worker,

Craft sod Kindred Workers

Operatives, except transport

Traniport Equipment Operatives

Non-Fers Labor
cp

Private Sousehold Workers

Service, Except Private Household

Parsers and Farm Manager@

tan Laborer. 6 Foremen

ileck-rilh.
Females

476 000 AV
.0.

IftAtt
Males

EarL & ()thin
Melee

Intit
Femelte...

4273 0005,053,000 541 000

3.3%.3.42 4,41 3.22

fare 3.0 1.4 2.2 0.6

4.6 3.0 6.6 5.7

6.2 B. 40.9 40.1 At

ice, 6.9 1.6' 1.3

19.6 16.1 10.0 14.9

5.7 6.0 .5 0,4

20.6 24.6 2.4 2.7

0.1 0.2 3.1 2.1

12.7 22.5 2/..0 27.7

0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0

4.3 4.3 1.2 1.0

- -
EMPLOYED PERSONS. AGES 25-59, SY

8 SEX, RACE, AND OCCUPATIONAL CROUP, 1976

Stal Employed, Agee 25-59
(-1002), V.561.200 012.000 22.759.000 3,5691000

Professional. Technical & Kindred MOS 11.42 16.52 16.62

Mawr@ & Adeinietratore, except fors 17.5 2.6 7.7 3.3
Sales Workers 6.2 2.5 6.7 2.7

Clerical Worker, 5.6 7.6 35.2 24.5
Craft 6 Kindred Workers 23.1 17.4 2.0 ' 1.4

Operatives. except Transport 10.1 15.9 11.2 16.0

Transport Equipment Operatives 5.7 9.7 0.6 0*
Mon-Farm Libor 4.1 11.5 1.0 1.3 )

Private Household Workers 0.0 0.1 1.4 7,0

Service. except Private Nopeehold 6.0 13.3 14.1 23.11

Fareere 6 Farm Managers 2.4 0.4 0.4 0.1

Fars Laborers & Foreman 0.9 2.6 1.0 0.7

MICE! Depubliehed Current Population Survey date provided by th Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Totale may not sus to 100 percent due to rounding.
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Based on analysis of this information, I find that

sex segregationin employment is much more extensive than

ither age or race evregation. The jobs held by young

womln are more similar to those of older women than to

those of young men and the jobs held by young white

women have more in common with those of young black

Women than with those of young white mon. The majority

of women who were working last year--whether black, white,

.young, or old--were in clerical and service occupations.

There were hardly any women, of any age or race, employed

in the craft Occupations. Ydung white women are somewhat

More likely than young black women to be in white collar

occupations, but the differences are relatively small;

the era of black women mainly becoming domestic servants

is over,

It is sometimes+alleged that one adverse impact of

so many adult whi e woven Moving into the labor force in

recent years is th they compete with yo1Ji1 especially

minorities, for me jcbs and that emp yers generally

prefer them. My a s of these data shows that adult

white women siiPly are no getting the kinds of jobs that'

young men of either race t44cally get. The jobs held

by adult white women have more in common with the jobs

held by every other female group than those held by

any male group. Thus, to the extent' that there is direct '

competitiOn between the large number of adult white woften

who have entered and remained.in the labor force and

youth, it appears to be primirily between these women

and other women, both black and white.

7
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Implications

A major goal of ducation, mployment, and training

programa for youth la to provide experiences that will

improve their 14.0.me mployability. For young women,.

as a.group, achievement of this goal involves opening up

wider range of occupational choices than just the

"women's jCbs."

Young women do not have much greater immediate

mployment problems than young men. Thir unemployment

rats are slightly higher and their wages re lower. But

these differences ar small, compared to the gaps between

the sxes that exist for older workers. The ratios of,

female to male unemployment rates and earnings both widen

with age (Table 3). Of course, some of these differences

are due to the greater average labor force attachment of

men. But ome are also due to the lack of opportunities

for advancement in most of the fields in which 'roman are

concentrated. Indeed, the lack of advancement opportuni-

ties and seniority rewards discourages 'the formation of

long-term attachments. It appears that young women are

less likely than young men to be launching carers that

will provide them with increasing arnings over time.

Women arn less than men in every age group, but are

never closer than when they are young. Women in the

18-24 age group who.are working year-round, full-time

earn -11-percent of the arnings of young men. Among

year-round full-time workers at ages 40-44, women eiarn

only 50 percent of what men arn. A similar patterp

is found comparing mon and women wi,b the same lave! of

ducation.

Why is the age-earnings profile o much teeper for

men than for yomen? One reason is surely that men ar

getting into occupations'that reward seniority and provide

opportunities for advancement. Women ar more likely

8
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Table 3

MEAN EARNINGS OF YEAR-ROUND, FULL-TIME WORKERS,
87 NGE AND SEX, avr4

Female Mal. Female/Male

Igtal. Asts le $140Yer -$ y.133 $ 16 171 56.5%

Ages 18-24 7,338 9,497 77.3

Ages 25-29 9,500 i

/

13,287 71.5

Ages 30-34 9,625 16,220 59.3

Ages 35-39 9,830 18,322 53.7

Ages 40-44 9,333 18,568 50.3

Ages 45-49 9,653 18,720 51.6

Ages 50-54 9,541 19,308 52.1

Ages 55-64 9,241 16,968 54.5

Ages 65 and ov%kr rt 7,604 14,649 51.9

r

1WIMPIAMERT-MV-PELLA__9 7 El

frals Ws romale/M14.

Tots'. Aq1,4 16 and over 7.2% 5.2% 1.4

Ages 16-17 19.5 19:2 1.0

Ages 18-19 15.3 13.2 1.2

Ages 20-24 10.1 9.1 1.1

Ags 25-29 7.0 5..2 1.4

Ages 30-34 6.2 3.3 1.9

Ages A-39 5.3 2.9 1.8

Ages 40-44 4.7 2.7 1.7

Ages 45-49 4.1 2.7 1.5

Ages 50-54 3.9 2.8 1.4

Ages 55-64 3.2 2.7 1.2

Ages 65 and over 3.8 4.2 0.9

SOURCES:

1. Mean earnings data ar from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current
Population Reports, Series P.40, No. 118, "Money Income-In 1977

o i tamilies and Persons in the U.S." (1979Y.

2. Unemployment rates aro from Employment and Earnings, Vol. 101,

(January 1979).
9
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than mon to be in the kinds of jobs in which tweney years

later they are still doing basically the same thing. This

is where education7 employment, and training.programs can .

play'an important rol.

Women are paying a large price for being in "women's

jobs." As previously noted, the average wages of female

workers are only,around 60 percent of that of hale workers,

gap that has persisted for many years. While some of

this difference is due to women being paid less than mon

for doing the same job, much of it is associated with

women being in lower-paying occupations. Evidence of this

is found in tudies that decompose the total wage difference

between the exes into that which is associated with wage

ei

differences in the same occtipation, differ noes in

occupational distributions, and the inter tion of these

factors. 0004 such study, using very detailed data from the

1970 Census, found that differences in occupational distri-

butions accounted for about 28 percent of the maló-,,female

wage rate difference among whites and 22 percent among

blacks. Indeed, estimates of this sort probably understate
e-----,

the impact of egregation, since one\feason why the wages

in predominantly-female occupations are o low is that there

are so many women ntering them. The continued rapid growth

of the female labor force, without a reduction in segregation,

would perpetuate this pattern.

The problem of low earnings is specially serious for

the many women who are, or will be, the sole supportuof

their children. In 1977 there were more than eight million

families headed by women. One-third of them had incOmes

below the poverty line. In fact, hal, of all poor families

in the U.S. were headed by women. Their success in providing

adequate income for themselves and their children depends, to

a.large xtent, on whether they can find jobs and the kinds

of jobs they find. For xample, less than seven percent

of the families in which the women was working full-time

1 7
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as a professional or managerial worker were poor, compared

with 33 percentog the families in which the woman worked

full-time es a service worker.

./n 1977 almost one million of the women who headed

their own families were der the age of twenty-fiye. Most

had pre-school age child en. The mean income of these

fimilies was under $5,OO per year. A women who bears

her first child while v, ry young is especially likely to

be in need of ducation, mployment, and training programs.

Early childbearing often leads to interrupted teication

which, in turn, results in greater difficulty in finding

work, lower wagbs, and dependence on welfare, -Access

to program and jobs for these women may requirechildcare

assistance and the opportunity to participate on a part-time

basis.

The critical need for all young women is to be counseled

on the opportunities that are available in the full range

of occupations and to have equal access to the programs

that could prepare them for their chosen vocations. It

should be made clear to each young Woman that she will

spend a substantial part of her adult life in the labor

force and that her future well-being is affected by how

she prepares for it. Young women should not be compelled

to go into predominantly malt occupations, nor shOuld they

'be forced to enter predominantly female occupations.

Because women have not been in certain occupations in

significant numbers in the past--for example, the"ccinstruc-

tion crafts--effective equal access may require additional

steps. It may be desirable , for xample, to cluster women

in training prograMs for nontraditional Occupations, rather

than have only one woman enter, with all the pressure this

could entail.. Other techniques, such as the use of role

models and "new girl" network., may help to provide a'

supportive atmosphersin which the young women Would have,

in reality, wider career choice. The important point is

that the education, employment and training programs should be

operated in such a way that they will facilitate integration:

'

-r.
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Appendik
4

The pattern of occupational segregation between the

sexes observed imthe major occuPational groups is even

more pronounced in the detailed occuPations. A major

occupational group, such as "professional, technical and

kindred workers," includes occapations as diverse and

segregated as engineers, physicians, nurses, and elemen-

tary sthool teachers. Comparisons of occupational distri-

butions between men and women based on the major occupation

groups would suggest a much more integrated labor market

'Mk than really exists. This appendix reports estimates of

the nunber of workers employed in each of forty-four more

detailed occupational categories and indices of occupational

dissimilarity, by age, race, and sex calculated from these

estimates.

The data are 1978 annual averages from the Current

Population Survey, a monthly survey of about 56,000 house-
.

holds conducted by the Bureau of the Census for tile Bureau

of Labor statistics. The estimates reported here for

youth are for the approximately ten million persons between

the ages of 16 and 21 who were employed ahd whose major

aFtivity was reported to be something other than being in

school. The estimates for adults are for.about sixty-

six million employed persons between the ages of 25 and

59. Because of the smallisample size, especially for

the young and nonwhite groups, accurqe estimates of the

number of people employed in specific occupations are not

poslible. However, the general patterns indicated by these

data should be correct. Appendix Tables 1 and 2 provide

the survey estimates of the number of people within each

demographic category who were employed in 1978 and the,

percentage of eaCti, group that was employed within each

occupation.

A-1
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To estimate the extent to which the occupational

distributions of the eight demograOhie groups vary with

one another,'indiCes of ocoupational dissimilarity between
*

pairs of groups were calculated. The index is bonstructd
such that if two groups had identical occupational dIstri-

butions the value of the index would be zero. If all of 1.7;

one group were in one set of occupations and all of the

other group were in anothir, the index would be 100..4/

The more alike two groups are in terms of the kinds of

jobs' they get, then, the lower will be the indes of

dissimilarity.

Appendix Table 3 reports estimates of occupational

dissimilarity, by sex, race, and age, based on this index

and the percentages in the preceding-table. Thew: estimates

strongly support the observation that the labor warkpt is

more segregated by sex than by either age or rece. the

four indices of dissimilarity between the sexes, each

comparing the occupations of men and w6men of the same A

age and race, are much higher thin the others. For exam le,

the,index for female vs. male white youth is 58, the higl?

value in the table; the index for young white women vs.

.older white women is 31, indicating less dissimilarity;

and the index for young white vs. young black women is

only 12, indicating hardly any difference in the kinds of

jobs these two groups acquire.

4/ The index is calculated by taking the absolute'
dilference between the percentage of one group's workers
in a given occupation and the percentage of the other
group's workers in that occupation, summing th* differences
across all occupations (in this case forty-Jouroccupations),
and dividing the sum by two. Indices of occupational dis-
similarity between all employed women vs. men for 1960 and
1970, usdng this formuls,were reported in the 1973 Economic
Report of the President. Only a slight reduction in
aisuidlirity was TEuriaduring that decade.

A-2
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It is interesting.to not* .that age makes a much bigger

d.iffernce for white'male% than for any of the other race-

, . sex groups. White makes are more likely than the others to

becOme mang4, rs and administrators and move out of the

lesseskilled Less mobility is indicated for the
A ,

-oth nogroups.

;
.

To xalline the extAnt tO which adplt white women have

-been competing with other groups in the labor market, An
4 , .

occupational dissimilarity index between thii group and

eash of thesother seven groups was calculated (Appendix

T41e 4). Thissuggests that the kinds of Yobssadult

'white women have been getting are most similar to the jobs
.

v

held blOother womengregardless cif age and race:--and least

1 likecthose held by young men. Betnufany of the other

*female groupsand the adult white women, the index is

nèver qtreaterThan 31, while the index between adult
. .. 1

white women and-each of the four male groups is over 50.

..The lack of a iubstantial overlap bitween the jobs held

? -by adult ighite women and young men`.4is apparent wtien
,

-

oh,4 constders bow many young men are employed in uhskilled

labor jobs,and how many women are employed in otfice

Jobs. J

the point here is that the labor market is",ptill so

segregated b'y sex that the movement of large nu4ers of

'Rotten intothe labor market is More likely to cause in-

creased competition. imong,wdmen, themselves, rather than-

with men. 'To.the extent that there ii competition With

4,

, men it'is likely to be at the,margin and indlikect.°'
.

./(-4
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AILMALLIALL-4
IKPLOTID PRISONS. IC1S 16-21 (OUT4P-SCIOOL), IIT 112.

AND DITAILID OCCUPATION. 1676
ggggg tars Dia-vrt-bmtieme-7

Yotal jtoployed. Ages 14-21

Out ot School (400I)
11

frOteositn41. Ttchotcal, 4 k11.10.4

angineterp

Physiciens. Deatiete reldted
practitioners

Other Veatch
Teacher,. except College & Univerabtp
Suginearing 4 Science technicians
Other Professional (Salaried)
.0ther Professional (se).f -employed)

White

Molts

!.051.000
1,4%

0.2

0.0
0.2
0.1
1.2

1.4

0.2

!tanagers 4 Adm1nistratord. except fats . 3.0

ihanufacturing (salaried) .1

Other Industrial (aeloried) 2.3

Othergandustrial (aelf-employed) 0.1

Ratair(Self-employed) 0.2

Oleo Workers
Retail

Other

4.

3.6
, 1.0

Slacti S. Other Whitt 61444 & Other

541.040 4.27).040 476,000

1.1 4,41 3.12

0.0
10,

0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 0.6

0.2 0.6 0.4

0.6 0.2

'1.7 1.0 1.6

0.2 0.1 0.0

1.4 2.2 0.4

0.0 0.1 0.0
1.4 2.1 0.6
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

1.0 S.
2.2 7.
0.0 0.9 0,6

C4rica1 Workers
Sookkoopors
Office Machina Operators
Stenographers. typists and Acretpries 0.1

that Clerical
4

0.6

t nd Kindred Oorkor 6.6
orpanters

Other Construction Craftsmen
Yardmen; s.a.e.
Machinists amd Job lettere
Other Mittel Workers
Automobile mechanics
Other mechanics
Other Craftsmen

Opetetives Incept tidneport
Mine Workire

. Motor Vehicle Squipnent
Ocher Durable goods
Other Non-Durable 'goods

All other--

S.
0.0
0.7
0.4

9

11M=EL
2.1

13.7
12.3

2.6
17.5
22.4

WI in a pArtqup.---44
Drivers I De/irerysen , 4.7

All Other

Non- bor

Conotruction
Manufacturing
All Other

4.

3.6

12.3

ti"ste T 0,----7.---"elnigr re

rv 0

loaning
food Service -

11aalth Serwipe
Personal Service
Protective Service

7.0
0.4
1.0
Cr."

1 .:

ai 01 priors & 0 Mean
Dapaid Family

2.7
0.2
0.4
0.2
1.5

1.3
1.7

0.2 0.2

0.0 0.4

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

1.1 0.4

14 .9

4.7
6.7

5.4

4,3

0.3 0.2
4.1 4.0
4.6 1.2

1,7 1.4

.

T. Tr

4,3 0.4 0.2
0,1 0.2

4,
5.2

4
0.6 0.6
1.7 1.9 '

4 7

.3

10.1

1.t
1.3 .

14.2 12.0
5.0 6.5
3.1 . 4.6

0.2 0.11

'

0.0-

.14111111111111111,

O. , 0.2

4

T.: p lisho urrent Populatios urvoy to provi ad y t

Statistics. Totals oaroot suoi to 100 ',accost duo to roun diag.
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Appsodix 2441, 2

EMPLOYS() PIRSONS. A0ES.41-36, SI SIX. RACE.
AND_DI.2A1.1.111 OCCOP4I-low-. 1971
(Percent Distributions)

Iota) Uptoved. Ages 25..19
00*

lona1
Deniers

4 Physicians, Dentists, related
P rectitionere

Other health

embers. except College 4 University
Ligineering 1, Science Technicians
Other Professional (Salaried)

()Oki Pr9f600191561 (141f-12,10Yed)

CEMAIIII,

White 114C1 t Othet Cad, 4 0Aer
K64,4 K61,11 Ferales

6

/11.2.4.111.0-4..E1111515111,1.1ap_t_hyr
Manufacturing salaried
oth., Indusirial (Salaried)
Other Industrial (Self -estiloyed)

$ I e love
Jos Workers'

tail

Wer ,

OD 2 759 000 OC DOD

0.5 0.2 0.4 4.
0.7 4. 7 4.7
1.3 7 . 0 3.9
1.1 0. 3 .0.4
3.6 5.9 4.9
0,3 04 0.1

11.5_ 3.5 5.8 2.11
1-.7 . 0.7 0.5 0.1

.%, 0.9 1 9 0.4
IMME:111=11.1

.6 A

4.4 C4. 1.6 2.) 0.9

ri 1 ho kelt
Bookkeepers
Office Machine 11414tors
Stenographers, TYpists 4 Secretaries
Other Clerical

reft, 4 Modred Workers
arperste fa

OtheR COnOtrUctiOn Craftsmen
Foremen, si.e.c.
Macbtne Jobs.,
Other Metal Workers
Automobile Mechanics
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Other Creftermo
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0.3 0.4 1.5
0.1 0.2 12.8 6.9
4,9 4.9 15.7 34.2

21:1
4.7
3.4
1.1
1.2
24
4.2

44_

17,4
1.3
4 . 3

2. 3

0.9
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2.0
2.7
3,0

I:g .0
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0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1

0,9

0.6
0.1
0.1
0.0

1,0

elves et* t
Mine Workers
Motor Ifehiosle [current
Other Durable Geode
other ode-Durable spode
All Oth.(,.

-. -Driver* 4 Deliverymeo
All Other

7

.1

9.9 1.9 0.9

nstruction
Manufactur44 1.2 3.2 '0,4 0.6

-All °Chu 22 3.7 0,13 0.1
.e,

6
. 0
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1.0
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Appendix Table 3

INDICES OF OCCUPATIONAL bISSIMTLARITT,'BY

SEX, RACE, AN6 AGE, 1978

GROUPS INDEX

SEX:

White female youth vs. white male youth'

White female adult vs. white male adult

Black femile youth vs:black male youth

Black female adult vs. black male adult

58.1

56.4

50.8

51.4

RACE:

White female youth vs. black female youth 12.1

f*-
White female adult vs. black female adult 24.6

White male youth vs. black male youth 24.3

White male adult vsc black male'adult 30.1

AGE:

White female youth vs. white female adult 31.0

White-male youth vs. white male adult 42.9

Black female youth 1.1"..'black female adult 29.5

Black male youth vs. black male adult 32.9

41

NOTESs-

1. The occupationlvl distribdtions on which the;e indices

4 are based are report in appendix Tabls 1 andf2.

2. See text for descrIption of the index.

p.
'
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ApEendix Table 4

INDICES or OCCUPATIONAL DISSIMILARITY BETWEEN,
WHITE FEMALE ADULTS AND OTHER GROUPS, 1978

GROUPS INDEX

Whiee female adult vs. white female youth 31.0

White female adult vs. black female youth 31.2

White female adult vs. black female adult 24.6

White female adult vs. black male adulst 52.2

White female adult vs. white male adult 56.4

White female adult vs. black male youth 58.9

White female adult vs. white male youth 59.0

NOTES:

1. The occupational distributions on which these,indices

are based are report in Appendix Tables 1 and 2.

2. See text for description of the index.

The CHAIRMAN. An of your statements, an of your testimony
here tliis morning,and the full statements of materials included in
the record win be necessary-texts film- our continued effort to try to

be part of the answer-finding process VVe do not come to this with
the same confidence that we used to in terms of a neat program,
tailored to a specific need which.can be quickly legislated, appro-
pTiatedLuld implemented.This is far mote complex problemAhan.
some of the other issues that we have been able to deal wilili.and

.

accomplish legislatively.-

Certainly, you who are economists are-deeply involved in the.
areas under dis6ussion heTe,and are right out there on the cutting
edge of creatingonalysis of the youth labor market, Iliad in the
identification of potential solutions to the youth employment'
pftMem.
4.mmuld like to ask a bToad question of all of you and see if ycou

.

have any comments.
In your extensive experience in the employment fkild, you have

developed a sense of youth employment problems, and the capacity
of Federal., State, and loanl governmentsto respond 0.thiscomplex

IfV11011101 be helpful to us ifyou, in your peisopalperApectiNm

can give us some direction that weshould be taking to deal mith
34...vuth employment problems.

VVhat is your intuitive ffAing concerning solutions to the youth
employment problem? Can, we just go down, starting from the
order that you addressed th4onannittec, Doctor Anderson?

Dr. ANDERSON. I vault to make an oliservation about discr4miha-
don that may suggest mdiy that problem is 86 difficult Discrhnina-

a
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tion against people simply because of the color of their skin or
their name or their accent is not the problem any more. The
problem is more subtle,--involving differen in .culture..and style,
Employers are more comfortable with ple that are more like
them. And most businesses are owned b hites.

The key difference is not. really the color of the skin, but that
most black youth that are in the unemployed pool dress differently;
tali( differently, and have a very different style than moat employ-

.. ers. I .would suspect that most employers do not really distrust all
blacks, but they-are uncomfortable'with a person who 'uses English
in a very different way, dresses differently, has a differentlifestyle,
and that they are not quite sure that a person like that can be. counted upon to do the job.

One of the key implications of that, I think, is that we need to
emphasize programs that promote the diSpersion of the ownership
and control of businesses, ethnically and racially. It is not possible
or desirable to try to change black people or Hispanics so that they
have the same style as the white people that own the businesses.
Changing ownership patterns is going to be a difficult problem. But
that is a direction, at least, in which I would look for a solution.

The CHAIRMAN-. Doctor Adams?
Dr. ADAMS. 1- would begin by saying something that I am su-re

you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of this committee recognize,
and that is that there are no quick fixes for this problem.

The CHAIRMAN. No what? .

Dr. ADAMS. No quick fixes for this problem. I think one theme
that is common to virtually all discussions of this issue I have
heard recently is the need to target policies, to recognize that the
problem of unemployment is not a problem for all youth. For many
youth the transition is a process of searching and probi; with the
outcome being positive.

For some, howeVer, the outcome is not positive. It is for Chis.
target population with a heavy representation of low income and
minority groups there is a need for public policy. One's sights
should be narrowed to deal with that which 'is most serious. I think

... one cannot get away from the fact that a healthy economy is
essential. In fact, it is a necessary condition to resolving the prob-
lem. However, it will not solve., the problem alone because the
problem is structural in nature, particularly as it relates to minor-
ities. Nevertheless, the solution begins with a healthy economy and
f'ollows with policies for skill development.

Our schools have .had as their principal objective the develop-
ment of'basic skills. Schools slag need 'to better prepare youth for
the world of work. Policy should create incentives encouraging
educational institutions to locus 'on this objective. 'Should tradition-
al institutions fail, however, for some youth, alternative skill devel-
opment programs outside these institu its should be available to
prepare youth for the labor market. .

Dr. OSTERMAN. Tile expetience in Boston the past 2 weeks
does not make me quite as sanguine about e absence of pure
racial discrimination as one might think. But I think regardless of
whether young blacks do not get jobs because they are black, or
be6ause they look'different, dress different, I do not think employ-
ers can be permitted to follow that policy.

1 s
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Irish people, people from Poland, people from other countries
talk differently and Look differently, or at least they did historical-
ly, but- we-could never believe that they can be legitimately denied
jobs on that basis.

In 'terms of policy, I guess I would say several things. First, in
terms of the techniques of policy. I thinft we need to give a lot of
thought to improved delivery---I do not think the Labor Depart-
ment, or the prime sponsors, are performing as well as they could.
I could talk about this for hours, but I will spare you.

In terms of the content of [Jo hey, I think we need to identify two
groups of youth. One is a set of youth who are unemployed because
there is something about them personally. For example, they do
not good work attitudes or they have poor education. For
thos( youth we need to design expensive and intensive programs to
change them. if the schools failed to teach them to write then we
need to teach them to write. If they do not know how to get to
work on time, we rteed to do that. Quick programs which last 6
months or a year cannot do this. Fortunately, I believe it is a
relatively small group of yoUth. The other group of youth that
really are in need are minority, blacks, Hispanics, who suffer dis-
crimination as I described earlier.

I think we need to think abOut programs d t(igned to place those
youth in the private sector firms. I think w need to think about
ways to encourage CETA to 'e!ooperate with EEOC; OFCCP, and
other Government. agencies whose job it is to eradicate- racial dis-
crimination.

In terms of schools, I think hat we !wed t do is Co move awaY
rtom emphasis on career educat'on, school-to- rk transition, voca-
tional education, and need to t ink more abo t; the basic reading
and writing. We need to get kids out of hi h school and into
college. It does not make muc'h ifference.whet er a kid graduates
high school and enters., the lab r market, or drops out of high
school, ate key is movement into colleges, eithe 4 year colleges or
community colleges. This is the essential .eent. al thing that we
need to get the'schools to do.

Finally, in terms of the economy it is obvious at the .eloser the
economy i to full employment th better off ou teenagers, black
and white.

Dr. CARDENAS. I would like to ad to what the other two gentle-
men have been talking about. Basict Ily one of the things I want to
emphasize is again what Dr. Van A ams underti ed earlier; that
.definitely the key to this thing is a he, ilthy econott

I believe manpower policy cannot so ,everythi4 for youth em-
ployment. You need both monetary id other fisc I policies t at
will assist in expanding and stimulat ng the ecoino ly to ex ui
employment. A lot of times, for exam le, one of th things I o-
tjeed is the reason people look at manp wer prog un as a fail re
is because they look at manpower prog ms to so ve II the p b-
lems of youth. It is impossible.

. I believe if the administration, Congr ss' and t reSiient is
seriously concerned about this youth dile m, it canot be done y
one or by the other, it has to be don *th a kjoin effort of
Congress, 'the administration, the Depart iétIt of J,abo , 'and t e
private sector, tbe schools,',,everybody joim in a

.

ve effo t..
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I also tend to agree that what we need for especially the hiinor-
ities with special problems, are the targeted programs to solve the
problems ssociad with structural unemployment. In the past we
have 'seen a lo f-our programs emphasim work experience. Al-
though I am a strong advocate of work experience, I.do believe we
need to move further in terms of on-the-job training, and some of
the other programs to get youth into the labor market

Definitely, if you have coordination of different institutions, em-
ployers, schools, and I believe it will be a step in the right direction
to try and solve this very ditpcult problem. That may get worse in
future years.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor Smith?
Dr. SMITH. The Director of my Commission will be testifying

tomorrow, and I am sure will address your question. Let me just
give you my personal feeling. The critical need is to focus on
employability development, and to get away from the fixation that
Lam afraid the press has on the youth unemployment rate. Unem-
ployment rates of youth, particularly minority 'youth, are very
high, and it is a serious problem. But' I think that the programs
that your committee is taking up should increasingly be designed
in ways that will assure that when the kid grows up, he or she will
be well integrated into the job' market.

Focusing on employability development,is much more expensive
than just reducing the unemployment -rate. A summer youth pro-
gram is cheap---$700 or $800 a sunmwr to get. a kid off the stebot;
But there is- some question whether that youth is.being best served
in terms of' increasing his or her long-term prospects..

Employability development means, at the very minimum, an
emphasis on the three R's.

If the youth cannot read, write and do simple quantitative coin-
putations, he or she is not going to succeed in the labor market.
The portion of' the jobs that the American economy provides that
one could go into without the basic competencies will continue to
decline.

I think that continued vigorous enfOrcement of equal employ-
.. meat opportunity, Of equal employment laws is also going to be

needea.
Of course a strrong economy is going to be needed as well. Youth

ra,ye going tO be in for some trouble over the next year or so. There
is no getting around that. As..we recover from the recession, it will
be important to have steady economic growth, which may need to
be supplenietited by various schemes for target4d job creation for
youth. My personal preference would be W. ha.ve as mach of that as
possible being- in the private sector, rathber than through specially
created public sector jobs. ... .

The CuMitroAN. Now, let. me mtike a couple of observations for
possible reaction. Doctor Ostermlin's atateinent, had a heading in
his prepared speech entitled "Suburbanization."

Just from Observation without any statistical analysis, where I
come l'rom,'New Jersey, which is. densely populated, we have seen
dramatic change in the location of industry within 20 years. The
exodus from .the city to the suburbs of major industry, and the
declining industrial base of the cities has contributed to our prob-
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lems of youth unemployment, black youth unemployment. particu-
larly.

It impresses me that thitt exodus of industry from the cities has
to have something to say to us about these severe youth unemploy-
ment figures we are faced with.

Dr. OSTERMAN. I think that is right.. What I said in my statement
thouFh, is while at the same time jobs have.left central cities and
moved into the suburbs so have white teenagers. Thus for the jobs
that remained downtown the competition facing black teenagers
has lessened.

Now, it is true that if' you look at the central city..black teenage
unemployment rates and the suburban black teenage unemploy-
ment rates they are slightly less in the suburbs. But. I think evi-
dence is very weak that. suburbanization of jobs is 'a major explana-
tion. I think the reason it is weak is largely because ,'hite teen-
agers have also left.

D1-. CARDENAS. I would like to comment OD this particular issue.
It came out a couple of weeks ago, the same kind of question Mr.
Vtiot Adams and I were with ate Joint Economic Committee. One of
the things that we observed is that it is not a very severe issue in
terms of explaining unemployment, particularly from certain
groups, particularly if' you look at some of' the data that has come
out from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

I think what we may find btitween 1980 and 1990 ts a move back
to the inner city for economic development. Business development
in the inner city, and some of the larger cities are experiencing. this kind of thing today. In Houston,for example, they are trying

j to move md i. try back into the inner city and, hopefully, that will
-issist.in alley ing some of the problems for this particular popu-lation. In oth words, we may find industry moving back to the
inner city in the near future.

The CHAIRMAN. I think energy problems might accelerate some
of that.

Dr. CARDONAs. Definitely. The energy crisis will have severe
impact on this issue. In Chicago; well, they had problems with the
issue of moving into the suburbs. Some of the companies, moved to
the suburbs assuming that black youth, blacks working' in manu-
facturing companies, would travel all the way 20, 30 miles to ihe
suburbs for employment. It was not economically feasible for
blacks to. travel such distances for employment. It was easier to go
on. unemployment compennition.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is the situation which kmay serve as an
exainple of the problem. There is a very thriv'ing nterprise, a
resort area, where the enterprise is so good that it is year`round, a
hotel, motel, the whole works, and the entrepreneur has found that
it is difficult to hire stable employment. People wi41 work to the
point where they qualify for unemployment, and-thet+411ey are off
and gone.

The law states that you are not eligible for unemployment com-
pensation if you walk off. But apparently the law iwnot understood
nor is it being enforced becattse it is difficult to keep service people
em ployed.

Is this a problem that any of you have had tiny experience,with?

Q'
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Dr. CARDENAS. I know this 18 a problem, for example, among the
Puerto Rican population. One of the thingS I noticed when I was
talking about the trends of the different. groups, the reason the
labor force participation for Puerto Ricans is slightly lower is .be-
cause /A lot of them go into unemployment compensation rolls, but
also because of the liberal laws in soma of the Eastern States.
There is a different kind of experience in some of' the southwestern
States where the unemployment. comp laws are a lot more conser-
vative.

The CHAIRMAN. Conservative? You menu in terms of benefit
levels?

Dr. CARm.:NAs. Yes, the benefit, levels.
The CHAIRMAN. Ilow about enfbrcement? Ilave you heard of any

difference in enforcement of the law'?
Dr. CARIWNAS. It also depends on how people interpret the law.

In various States it is enforced better than others. But definitely I
notice in New York particularly it is a difficult situt%tion- because
the law as it is is slightfyjnore liberal than some of the 'other
areas, and maybe they slip off in terms of enforcement.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know if it is a problem. At least it is felt
to he a problem by people I know who are in business. Whether it
is a real problem, I have not made any studies.

Dr. OsmitmAN. May I make a comment?
Without denying it is a problem the way your friends have

described it, there is another side. Many .businesses take advantage
of the unemployment compensation system. They are seasonal
businesses or businesses with a great. deal of' cyclical demand for
their products. They hire a work force and when The season ends or
when the cycle ends, they lay ofT that work force and the work
force goes on unemployment compensation, but remains available
to the firm for when business picks up again. -So that unemploy-
nwnt compensation in part helps maintain the labor pool for unsta-1
ble businesses. t

So, while on the one hand you may have some firms complaining
about the system because it denies them labor, on the other hand
you have many firms who would not have a labor force were it not
for the system.

The CHAIRMAN. We have a ituation in New Jersey, in Atlantic
City which is now a year-round city, and.there the system has been
just what you say. Tlw pool has been 'maintained with une loy-
ment compensation between seasons. Now, jt is a full-time occu
tion in the service areas, yet there was.a big report of' unemploy-
ment. in Atlantic City just last week, and unemployment figures
are just where they were before,it went on a full-time yearly basis.

It was explaided to me on Saturday in Atlantic City that a lot, of'
people are still working the old system, even though the City is on
a new system.

I want to make one more observation. We are talking about new
community effort as well as a new relationship between Govern-
,ment,' community, and the private sector. As We are talking about
young people, youth, auoss the board, I am interested in whether
you know of' examples where in the search for solutions, in the
search to understand community youth problelris and the struggle
to find a solutiob, there has been any organized way t.o find youth

4
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leadership within the group of unemployed young people, unem-
ployed black young people, unemployed' Hispanic young people;
unemployed young women. It would seem to me that there always
are those.latent4eaderithip geniuses that are there to be.found, and
they are the ones that can offer so much, not only in advising
adults who Are searching, but also in bringing on their peer age
group tn respond.

Can you think of' any situation where youth leadership has bern
a significant contributor to answers, any of you'?

You know Jeme 'Jackson, before he went international, I thought
had the elenwnts of just that kind of thing, to lay it right on the
line to young people. He emphasized the importance of' attitudes
their attitudes about themselves and how for success in their lives,
both personal and economic success: they have to get sharp and
tough with themselves, learn work and get with the system. I hope
he will return from abroad and get. back to it, as I thought he was
a very positive force. He must have been one of' those yobthlealers
wheit he was of the youth period of his development.

Dr. CARDENAS. I was going to comment on that. I think definitely
there Is some potential for those kinds of groups to get better
organized in these kinds of efforts. I know at the local )evel, prime
sponsors are asking more representation in their youth advisory
diuncils to get involved in this, kind of issue. I really see in the
next few years it' this situation gets worse the way we are thinking
today, they will force the schools and other institutions to get
involved in this kind of thing and 'they will be getting involved in
learning more about the job market,.

I know in Denver, Colo., the YWCA has a contract with the
Department of Labor on using the 'YWCA to get. involved in these
kinds of issues. Apparently they have a tremendous placement
rate, they are getting involved in placing people on jobs, so on and
so forth. Definitely I think that could contribute greatly f'or this
effort.

The CHAIRMAN. Who has a contract with whom in Denver?
. CARDENAS. The employment and training programs out of' the

Depart,ment of Labor, they have several national programs, and
one of' them is the YWCA has a project in Denver, and they are
getting involved in this kind of' thing. They deliver manpower
-services for women but, at the same time get involved with this
kind of initiatives in apprenticeship training, and they get involved
with schools to get kids involved in making youth employment
policy and that kind of thing.

Similar organizations are working with that kind .of thing. In
terms of' Hispanic community, therOs a similar kind of' project.
Definitely employment training programs do have Some of' these
experimental projects that are working with this kind of thing that
you are emphasizint.

The CHAtRMAN. Mr. Osterman.
Dr. OSTERMAN. In Boston a group of' youth got involved by dis-

, rupting traffic for '2 days in various tunnels, and I think this is
indicative of' what may well happen in the form of' youth involve-
ment. They marched on the mayor's office .and marched on several
businesses 'and demanded smile jobs with some moderate success.
That is not the kind of' youth involvement we want to encourage.
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The other comment I have about your suggestion is that if youth
come to believe that. if they work hard then they would find a job,
.that.would make a difference. If it becomes clear to kids that there
are opportunities then people would respond to those opfortunitieS
the way you have described. As long as it appears there are no
opportunities, I think it is very difficult to try to convince people to
respond.

The QHAIRMAN. Of course, there are all kinds of opportunities for
employment. Willard Wirtz was' .talking about work that is not
dishonorable, it is not demeaning; service work'. I am not a psychol-
ogist, but. if youth leadership wanted to prombte service work
which is needed in the community, entry level, jobs that often go
unfilled. Most of thern.are service jobs.

Dr. ADAMS. Senator, I fully support Jesse Jackson's domestic
pol icies-----

The CHAIRMAN. You and me.
Dr. ADAMS: And I certainly hope that Secretary Wirtz gets his

windows washed. But there is an element in both approaches.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a what?
Dr. ADAMS. There is an element in both pf these approaches to

the problem that bothers me. It comes down to the
attitude and where the blame rests for failure. 'We 'have the pro-
pensity to blame the individual for failureg that go beyond the
individual's control. I think there is a place for policiel of attitude
development. But I suggest it is a lot easier to change attitudes by
operating on the social and economic environment in which these
attitudes occur than it is to operate solely on the attitudes them-
selves.

Let me explain. I think it is possible to take an employer who
discriminates unlawfully, and make this employer behave in a
nondiscrirnatory manner simply by the penalties we attach to his
or her behavior. We may not change the basic attitude of the
employer, but by affirmative action requirements and penalties for
discriminatory employment practices, we can change the behavior

.pf that individual.
On the other hand, operating .on the attitudes of -the employer

and trying to change employment practices without'environmental
constraints on the employer s behavior offers little promise of suc-
cess. By the same token, trying to change they attitudes of youths
without changing the opportunity structure before them which
shapes their attitudes also offers little promise of success.

The CHAIWAN. That fits exactly what I Am groping with here.
This business of leadership from the group that we are talking
about, to seat one of those youth leaders around the council table
with the Chamber of Commerce and its members and have that .

young youth leader ekplain what goes on in the minds, and arises
out of the emotion arid hearts of the people who. know they tire
discriminated against, that lays it right on tle linewhere it should
be. I believe this would .be more effective than a court action. It is
certainly important to support EEOC and court .action, but there
may.be other ways to fight discrimination, to bring it out right on
the line. To bring young 1Jeople from the grotip who are leaders
and can afticulate the feelings of this group, will lay it right out to
the Chamber of Commerce who will say; 'Look, fellows, you are

1 c)'
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going to be paying taxes foe unemployment, and a lot of other
social programs if you don't hire us."

You see, young people should be an integral Part of the commu-
nity. We had a Ftutgers gathering at home last ""week, and the
president of the university was so proud to bring to me the student
members of the board of governors of the university. It has meant
a lot to that univemity. Young people should be listened to in
developing ways to overcome discrimination in the workplace.:

Dr. At5 Ards. If I could put words into what I am hearing you say,
Senator, and I fully agree with it, this is a two-sided coin or two-
way rtti-eet, and there is responsibility going in both directions.

TV CHAIRMAN. Right.
Dr. ADAMS. Let us not emphasize responsibility of one direction.

Let us emphasize it in ISoth directions.
'the CHAIRMAN. I look at it as an opportunity to recognize this

two-way street.
Dr. CARDENAS. I was going to add. something, Maybe you might

want to add something like financial incentive program to reward
those employers that Attempt to emphasize this EEOC and' equaliz-
ing employment opportunities. I am concerned about what you
mentioned earlier. I think youth leadership is very important.
Remember the issue of discrimination, it is not an easy problem to
solve. It is attitudinal and may take a generation to change.

What we want, what we may be saying is that youth leadership
is going to have to sell the youngsters; in other words, they do not
have all these problems we are talking about. But yoLi might want
to add some kind of tax incentive program. I am sure employers
may Welcome that kind of thing to help with their efforts.

[Additional material supplied for the record followsj
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TNE I0LE-'0F Loot- SCHOCItt- tN IMPLEMENTIN6 YeaPA

by

Gregory Wurzburg*

Federal employ-mot and training programs ha never been meant to
o

be operated in isolation from schools or'other community resources. Enabling

legislation has repeatedly stressed the importance of leveraging federal

employment and training dollars by coordinating local manpower programs with

Aher local education, training, and social service agencies. But, the

exhortations have not had much effect. ,T1-aditiona11y, coordination has not

been required by law or regulation and there have been lacking Oncentives,

mw.h les.s the mechanisms to do if, Perhaps one of the most distinctive

.characterlstics of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of

197/, though, is the incentives and mechanisms for coordination that it

yrovides.

YLDPA, the federal government's latest major employment and training

inititive, is targeted for youth and was enated for the purpe,e of alleviating

the high (ipemployment among econmically disadvantaged youth, the yang adults

v-ho lopear t.6 he suffering tne most in today's labor markets. It is

administered through the network of 460 local government sponsors established

*This wer was orepared for presentation at the 1979 Anneal Meeting

of the AmeriCan Eluca,tional Research Association, April 1979, in San Francisco.

The paper is based in large part'on.the first three interim

report-..reviewing prnue sp8ftor experience in implemehbing the Youth .

Employmeet and Demonstration 't-altercIts Act of 1977 Trie evaluations have

been .ponsored by the National Co 01 on FuipToymentiOicy'onder contract

with the U.. De; 1-tment of Lauor. Ttjs paper.also draws on a preliminary

draft of "Mixing School and Work,".preiiaved by the author and Dr. Joseph Colmev.

The views e pres,,ed in this paper are thor:e,,,Qf the author and do not necessarily

repre.ient t e Views of the National Counc41 o Employment Policy, or the

authors contributing to any cif the eupportilg e luations.
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under the CoMprehensive Employment and Training Act. of 1973. Becati;e the

emphájF on youth-66040-W STMT-Inti-tuttohat -interface wtth the-educatioh_

1OStdblishment and because the usual exhortations for local coordination have

had little effdct in the past, the architect., of-YEDPA added specific provisions I

\.

'. to push schools and CETA sponsors lnto al marriage. The provision was needed

because, in the words'of Senator Jacob Javitl, a co-sponsor of the provision:

... competition between prime sponsors and local education
agencies has been'the rule, while cooperation has been the

'exception. There is a need td nudge Mese two competing
systems closer together, so that the in,school labor

force can be served lvi &moll efficjent and'sepsible

manner. .

Citing the Senate Human Resources Comnittee report on YEDPA, ic added:

The Committee kelieves it is essential that cooperation -

take place betWeen prime sponsors and local educatiOn

agencies in providing employment oPportunities and

training and supportive services for youths enrolled

in school. In the absence of such linkages, in-school

youth may contioue to be served hy twm separate and

competing delivery systems which bifurcate their labor .

market experience at a critical stage of their transition

between school and work.*

YEDPA authorizes a myriad of ,demonstration programs that test a

var4ety of collaboration models involving schools.and CETA prime sponsors. But

the most significant provision reserves 22 Percent of each prime sponsor's

allocation under the Youth Employment and Training Program -- the major forMula-

funded program under YEDPA -- to beArnistered under the authority of an

6

agreement between the local CETA sponsor and local education agencies. In

the flrst two years of YEDPA that provision is putting at least a quarter of

a billion dollars under control of local schools. The set-aside has forced

local CETA administrators topork out agreements with local schools describing

a
A

*Congressional, Record, Senate, July 21, 1977, p. S-I2558.
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joint projects. The sweetener has also given the schools rtrason to go along:

Extra resources are always welcomed and drops in state contributions due to

declining.enrollments have made many schools Wspecially anxious to do almost

anything for money.

The 22 percent iet-aside may be succeeding in nudging the two

6 Wablishments Omer together; they pre at least willing to try to work

together. VirtLilly all CETA sponsors signed agreements with local schools in

the first and second program years. But for detente between the two establish-

ments to Foe successful, a great deal more consideration to,detail by federal

policymakers is necessary. More importantly, there ought to be more modest

expectatfOns about.how quickly cooperation can be achieved.

Going into the third planning cycle for YEDPA programs, the over-

arching challenge el& facing the Deprtment of Labor is that of_coaxing

cooperation between a system that is essentially feddral and one that is

stati/local. Prime sponsOrs are accountable first to the Department of Labor,

and only second to lOcal elected officials. But, schgols are accountable to

local elected officials (often.not the same ones that Iponsors report to);

lOcal voters and state education offices. There is little acccintability to

the federal governmeift and none to the Department of Labor. This leayes.the

. Department, 'in many respects, in the role of i rather distant observer, able.

to have little impact on the process of moving the CETA and education systems

clo-ser.

The process of pulling together the education and employment and

training institutions is occurring in two phases. the first is one of

administrative detente and the second is substantive collaboragon. lp thi

fariliarization process leading up to administrative detente, CETA sponsors .

have been trying to live down bad local historieS of manpower-educa*n '

56-881 0 - 80 - 11
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relations or the more general'problem'of a bad CETA reputation, and then

lgtt1 nl..1144.the.frtct1ont_clused.by_procodural4iffersnces-betweinthe-two

establishments, fhanks possibly to its separateliethorizing legislation and

the fact that considerable resources are armarked for local schools., YEDPA,

was not receivedby most schools as another CETA program or-add-on td
4

pje-

CETA youth programs. This was no meal% achievement and its sitnificanct should

not be underestimated since it appears that a large part of lt objection

that some local educators have had to mixihg empower And education ally
1

been an objection to workpg p4th the manpower estabnshment.,

. Procedural Offerences Civer coAtributed to more serious chronic

friction. The fiscal year for ClIA sponsors starts indOctober, while for

schools it starts in September, january or July. ,This mismatch plus the ,.

accelerated, patchwork style of CETA planning which frequently is not complete
, /

until day% before the start of the new year (or even after the start ofithe

new year) hai madelt dtfficult for schools to engage in long-range strateiic

plans. Another point of friction encountered in planning for the 78-79 school

year programs (but not encountered in 77-78 because of delayed start-up) was

uncertainty over funding levels and some doubt about whether changes made in

the basic CETA legislation would also affect the youtrprograms. CETA-LEA

cullabOration In the,first year of YEDPA also was hindered by its late,

mid-semester start-up (January-March 1978). The second year was plagUed'by

uncertainty over reaqthorization of CETA. lese were each one-time or only

occasional problems: But CETA's brief history has 6.01 riddled with periods

of funding uncertainty,..constantly shifting priorities, and changing

regulations. The instabiltty that thi; has built intd the CETA.system is

not likely to be cOrrected overnight and is bound io present chronic source

of iricl,ion in CETA-LEA relations.
%.

4 - :
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,

Another mismatch between local schools and CETA systems is in thep44

accountability networks. LEAs are accountable to local boards of education,

perhaps some other local officials, and statceducation authorities., CETA
.

sponsors are also accountable to local officials but usually not t h same\
ones as schoOst and the U.S. Departmellt of Labor. The procedural dil, f icutties,

caused by tliese two separate' system having to clear ,their actions w)fih their
,

. .

espective Authorities can cause delays and be a serious hindrance to a long-

ek trm stable relationship. 0 ,:

In the process of alpieving admin steaViie detente there has,also

been a number of diffbrences between CETA ystems and schools that can,

' A
# perhaps, best be.attribued to the two i titutions being at different stagy):

ir; the burepucratic aging process, T education establishment is old

compares! to Amost any other public nstitution and ancient compared to the

,CETA syStem, Career structures, administrative models, professional intereit.

-bps, and credentiafing standards are firmly in placi. Tradition and

Wished procedures also are ip place and.resistant to all but,the slightest

.,404ilge. In short there is an ins4tutional identity and -- more imporiantly

continuity. The CETA s stem is a tark contrast.

f

4

Manpower did 4t emery, a Overnmental policy area until tht

early 1960s. 1The Manpower dMinistr Slon, which has been the focal point for

all federally supportedmanpower iriitiatiyes, was not established until 1963.

It has been the only permanent fixture od the etployMent and training land-
.

scape in the relatively brief time since then (it did change its name to the

EmolO)1ment and Trainieg.Administratiow in 1975). The present network of

CETA sponsors has been, in pladk only since 1974. 'The hybrid manpower field

'has only the beginnings of a body of literaturd. local expertise in employment

a
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and training affairs is more plitical and menagerfai than substantive ,

betause grantsmanship and outguessing Congress and the Department,of Labor

re prerequisites for survival. Substantive know-how isifiseful but not

indispensable beeause so much of local policy is made in Washington. The

local CETA
s

systems are also unseable organirationarly. They have frequently

attracted talented and capable administrators,'but been unable to retain

them in the atmosphere of fiscal and programmatic uncertainty. The lack of

opportunity.to formulate local policy and the frustration of having to respond A

ta the whims of Washington effectively reduce incentives for creativitiand

excellence. The consequent high staff turnover, besides complicating the

challenge of day-to-day management virtually erases institutional memory.

Though local institutions, CETA offices are virtually entirely federally

funded. They have fared well financially, but their relianje on federal

money and chronic last minutetuncertainties over their budgets have undermined

their perceived staying power to the pnint that some local offices are'Seen

as being perpetually on the brink of 'collapse.

The marked differences.in the character of the two bureaucracies

inevitably present sources of friction. While there is conclusive'evidence,

showing that CETA sponsors and LEAs can work together, in fact the bureaucratic

differences create friction that can Provide convenient pretexits for breaking

off collaboration when either partner is unwilling.

"The real test of whether CETA systems and schools Can work together

is that determining whether they should work together.. Since there are

intuitively appealing reasons for the two systems to collaborate, the

question 4 whether the substantive differences are.sufficient to rule out

joLint efforts. If they are not, it seems that if there is a will to work

together, there can be a way.

- 6*-
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In the second stage.of the process in which local schools and CETA

sponsors begin working together -- that of substantive collaboration -- there

appears to be less pervasive points of friction.between the two syste&s.

Some are based on misinformation. But to the extent others ire based on .

basic attitudinal differences, they can pose systemic gbstacles to complementary

* Systems. Initially a few educators voiced concern that CETA's emphasis on)

job placements wouldoncourage that,.system to Nish youths out of school into

jobsis.ln 4act,,the express purpoie of the legislation is to encoutage youths

to stay in school and both the Department of Labor and .locaiCETAScIMinistrators

Kaye taken steps to remove incentives that might entice youth to drop out. t

There have been no substantiated reports of students leaving school to take

1EDPA- jobs, and so that issue has'subsided. 0

Targeting employability services by income has not subsidme as'ah

issue. 'Although CETA administrators, as a rule, are locked into restricting

oservidls to economicallyldisadvnntaged youth, school administittors object
*

on substantiyegand political grolinds. They do not believe family incoMU is 1

a reasonable predictor of need for employability services, and they are

accountable to a constituency that is much broader than CETA sponsors''and

less tolerant of targeting proyisions.

The dropOut population now, as in the past, is another point of

contention. The CETA System and its predecessors have traditionally served

droPouts, blaming schools for failing to adequately serve-kids who did not

.fit the normal mode. Some local educators are objecting to YEDPA now because

progres are designed to "recycle" dropouts back into regular channels. One

principal complained tha%''... the very ones that had been kicked out used

CETA as a way to get back into the system." .Most educators, though, do not
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appear adverse t6 making another try with dropouts, but they and CETA

eadministrators.alike, ars at a loss as to what constitutes effective

.alternative education systrs.

The most heated CETA-LEA controversy has been over the award of

academic creditfor work experience or employability development training.

Some local debatkes have centered on the question of whether credit for
.

employment-related experience devalues or deemphasizeA. credit for academie

areas. In states, where seniors must demonstrate basic competencies to

graduate, teachers are sometimes objetting to any school experience that
/

detracts from preparation for'those exams. There is alsO sometimes a 'question

of whether local educators tan make policy regarding the award of Credit

without specific state mandates on the subject,, These debates have frequently,

however, been used ai smoke screenuto conceal thlt real issue: the turf

question'of who decides what is credit-worthy experience,. schools or QUA

sponsors? Educators see the certification'process as properly ehichool role.

Manpower personnel concede that it is appropriately a school responsibility,
A

but ;pen go on'to criticize schools for being too reluctant to support

activities involving credit and more to the point, pnwilling.to make an

extra effort to. establish education alternatives for YEDPA-eligible youth

In some areas where credit is awarded for work experience or career awareness
ft

trainirl.t-, observers note educators providing no more oversight than sponsors

had proposed, but a share ofthe YEDPA pie has si4eeded in buying their

coopeeation.

ihe turf issues raised by the award of academic credit are neither

insuperable nor unan44cipated. Schools hat've ,something the CETA system wants:

a nonfinancial incentive to keep youth in school and in employment and training

- 8 -



programs. But apparently the CETA System has.something that schools want

_nough to engage in a struggle over academic credit. If the mutual incentives

can be preserved, it bodesnwelI for the likelihood orsuccessful cooperation.

chievitg a degree of productive collaboration between schools and

the CETA sysbem, however, will take time-because it requires an iteration.
4 process_in which the two institutions "try on" a number of cooperative

relationships for size. But the Procitss may be unnecessarily protracted by

the way in which YEDPA was enacted in 1977.

One legacy of that process was that educators feel YEOPA was done

to them. Vbcational education was virtually-the only part 0 the educatiom

establishMent that had any hand in shaping the legislation. The 22 percent

setIaside provision of the Youth Employment and Training PrOgram evolved

with little,of even their input.

In late 1977, LEAs found prime sponsors knocking on their doors

askIng for their approval of programs that educators knew little about,

because illfOrmation was slow in getting out to the prime sponsors, but even

slower' getting out to LEAs. Under the circumstances, it was surprising(to

4

many observers thaOnything happened.

Because the Deptrtment of Labor realized that local educbtors were

not inclined to take.the r cues from local CETA administratofs, the Department

wisely undertook a drash technical assistance/promotional program with a 4

r
variety of educational interest groups and associations. A nonprofit

, intermediary ca-poration w'as set up to identify and fund nearly a hundred

p.

exemplary in-schoel employment and training.programs for youth, to be used

as modeli and catalysts for other in-sclibol progrdms. DOL transferred money

to the' National Institute of Education to run demonstration career intern

programs together with Opportunities'Industrialization Centers. The Department

s.

, 1

I.
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is atso transferring money to the Office of Education to provide incentive

grants to vocational education institutions li ing up with prime sponsors

and to the Fund for Improving Post-Secondary dUcation to enhance the role

of pOst-secondary institutions in cOmmunity Manppwer programs. The National

Asasociation of State.Boards of Education, the Council of Great Cfty Schools,

4 and the Amftican Vocational Association are all receiving DOL funds to-provide

technical assistance to educators, on how to collaborate with CETA sponsers

on developing and imprmentinj educatipn/employment and training programs for

youth. These and several other DOL-funded education activities arcattempts

to ease the ordeal of change withjponey.i. It may succeed.

The involvement of education organizations to interpret YEOPA for

LEAs and to channel technical asststance to"them is important for twe reasons..

First, it provides a push from inside the education establishment for LEAs

.,

to cooperate. This is in contrast to the pull that the DOL has tried to

exert through prime sponsors with very limited results. Second, the strategy

channels to LEAs infommation that has the stamp of approval of thq education

establishment. This is usefill for undoing some of the damage caused by
0.

YEDPA being developed and enacted without.' input from educators.

This strategy may undo some of the damage done in 1977, but if

'schools aild CETA sponsort are to work together in the long run, the

. relationship probably.will not be set right apd.really ratified until new

legislation is enacted.

Already educatiOn organizations are indicating a tirong interest

in ha.ving a hand in writing the new legislation to follow on YEDPA after

)

it expires in 1980.. in 1979, the separate subconr1ttees dealing with

, education and manpower in both the Senate. and House are conducting joint

.. - 10 I-
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oversight hearings. Hopefully reauthorixation will involve similar Joint

hearings. .0ne effect that YEDPA had very quiAkly was to shift the debate

among local educators and manpower officials. fi.om.whetherschools should be

involved in employmen mut training programs for youth, to how they should

f'be involved. One guest ponder until rlext Year's reauthorization

hearings is whether the progress that YEDPA has achieved in pusliing educatork

and manpower official4 towards debating how schools should be invorved in

manpower programs for youth will be sustained, or whether the hearings will

regress and bog down with arguments about why schools should stay out.

The CIJAIRMAN. Anything further?
This has been more than helpful, most constructive, and the

benefit will be ongoing as the committee seeks solutions to thefte
problems.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 1:02 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene"

at 10:30 a.m., Wednebday, October 24, 1979.]
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YOUTH AND THE WORKPLACE: PERSPECTIVES
FOR THE COMING DECADE, 1979

S.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEit 24, 1979

U.S.U SENATE,
COMMnTEE ON LABOR'AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

. Washington, D.C.
The comMittee meti, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

4232, Dirkseb Senate Office Building, !Senator HarrisOn A. Wil-
liams, Jr. (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Williams, Javits, Schweiker, and Stafford.
Thie CHAIRMAN. Yesterday we heard from witnesges on the tran-

sition from school to work, the underlying causes of youth unem-
ployment barriers to youth labor force participation; and the ef-
fects of sex and ethnicity on labor market entry. The viewpoints
shared by the witnesses enhanced our understanding of the critigal
issues confronting policymakers on the subject of youth employ-

. ment.
As the hearings continue, we will broaden our perspective. The

panelists today will continue to address youth and the workplace.
Federal youth policy options for the future, a presentation of a
State perspective and the relationship of education programs to
youth employment will be explored. A discussion of the current
labor market policies and goals for the 1970's will conclude the
hearings. -

The Labor and 'Human Resources Comnrnitfee welcomes Dr. Alice
Rivlin, director of the Congressional Budget Office, to the second
day of our hearings on youth and the workplace. Dr. Rivlin is
presenting. insights on the budgetary implications of Federal youTh
policy.

.. We are happy to receive formally from Dr. Rivlin, an analysis of
the distribution of Federal funds for youth whi c\ her office has
prepared. These findings have mitjor policy implica ions due to the
ditparity shown in Federal, support for youth e olled in high
school, college and those not enrolled in school. 1

This analysis, which the CBO prepared at my request on behalf°.
of the Labor and Human Resources Committee, is the first attempt
by a congressional agency to compare Federal support for youth in
education and employment programs.

Good morning, Dr. Rivlin. 4
(199) .
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STATEMENT MI DR. ALICE M. RIVIIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRES-
SIONAL BUDGET OFFICE; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID S.
MUNDEL, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
OFFICE, AND .JAN GRASSMUCK
Dr. A1VLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Federal commament to assisting young people thro4gh ;m1u-

cation, training, and employment programs' is large and has grown,
substantially during the last decade. Expenditures exceed $9 billion
annually for youth aged 14 to 22, a per capita expenditure of abont
$255. In real terms, Federal outlays for youth education and ern-
ployment progratra have increased by over $3 billion since 1970, an
increase of'185 percent on a per capita basis.

Despite this large Federal expenditure, youth unemployment
rates remain high. The jobs available to youth are often low payily
and "dead end." Many young people do not complete high schoo ,

or have difficulty going on to postsecondary education.
During the next-year, the Congress faces legislative and funding

decisions that will shape the future character of Federal youth
, policy. The reauthorization of postsecondary education and youth
employment and training programs will be considered. Appropri-
ation levels for all youth-oriented programs will be established.
Efforts to improve the effectiveness of Federal youth programs are
likely to be undertaken.

In order to provide a background for these decisions, my testi-
mony today focuses on:

First, an overview of the present and future status of youth
emPloyment and education problemA;

Second, a review of the size and distribution of Federal resources
that are currently devoted to these problems; and

Third, a brief review of the youth .options that the Congress will
likely consider this coming year.

THE CORRENT STATUS OF YOUTH PROBLEMS _

Historically, unemployment rites for young peoPle have exceed-
ed the rates for adults. In September 1979, for example the unem-
ployment rate was 16.4 percent for those in the labor foi-ce'aged 16
to 19, as compared with 4.1 percent for those aged 25 to 54.

Many young people do not finish high school. In New York City,
.only 45 percent of ninth-grade student* eventually complete hig
school. Many employers report that young job applicants do not
have die basic work skills that education should provide.

Employment problems are much more severe for black, HiSpanic,
low-income, and less educated youth. The unekmploynient rates'of
blacks and Hispanics aged 16 to 19 far exceed those of white youth.
Unemployment is generally , higher among high school 'dropouts
than among graduates; black and HiSpanic clroPouts 'Tare even
worse.

Educational problems are siMilarly concentrated. High school
completion remains a problem primarily for Hispanic youth. In
1978, 10 percent of whites and 14 percent of blacks aged 14 to 22
were not enrolled in school and did not have high sChool degrees,
as compared with 25 percent of Hispanic youth .of the same ages
(see table 1). Postsecondary school enrollment rates -are also
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uneven:, -Low`lincome 1jh school graduaties are less likely than
middle- or bigh-Mcome graduptes to enroll in college, a.

it is clear, therefore, that. significant educational and employ-
ment probldms exist among young !people, arid that they are con,

, centiated -among minority arid hmer-ineome youth.

Will! THESE YOUTH PROBLEMS EXIST IN THE FUTURE?

, Many o rvers have predicted that educational and employment
- 'problems amo'ng young people will decline in the near future be-

cause the yoUth population is projected to decline by 17 percent
betWPen 1980 and 1990. It is argued that,' as the number of young

ple decreaqes, they will moTe easily find jobs; high schOols will. .

less crowded and therefore mbrk effective; and postsecondary
institutions will be more.*ctively seeking students. It Is not at all
61ear, hOweVer,.that this bright prospect applies tb- disadvantaged.
youth. Other .fktorsthe.dconomit outlook, changes in the adult
labor fOrce, and the changing dethographic composition of the
youth poptilationmake the outlook leas ,favorable (for disadvan-
taged youth. .

'THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

. Youth unemploJhent in general, and minority youth unemploy-
ment in particular, are very sensitive to labor market condition,.
Every 1. percentage point increase in the general .unemployment
rate,is accompanied by an -increase of about 1.5 percentage points
in the youth unemployment rate. If high unemployment is tolerat-
ed during the 1980s in order to reduce inflation, even highet youth
unemployment rates can be anticipated.

CHANGES IN 'THE LABOR FORCE

Rising participation of 'adult§ in the labor forcefor examele,
among women and older workersmay provide new competition
for younger workers during the next decade. Increasing numbers of
undocumented workers may also compete yithyouth for jobs. If
competition increases, the opportunities for minority and disadvan-)
taged youth are likely to remain restricted.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF THE YOUTH POPULATION

Although the number of young people will decline between 1979
and 1990, the character of the youth population will 'change in
ways that may maintain or increase the severity of youth prob-

. lems. Disadvantaged and minority youth will represent an increas-
ing share of the youth population. The nonwhite segment of the
youth population is expected to.increase from 16 percent at present
to about 19 percent in 1990 (see table 1). The percuztage of Hispan-
ics in the youth population is also growing.

SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR YOUTH PROGRAMS

Federal support aimed at improving the educational and employ-
ment oppottunitieS of youth'is sizable and has grown substantially.
during the\ last decade. In a time of fiscal stringency, when there

I-1;
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are many other competing demands on the budget, it is important
to ask whether this money is well spent.

Are Federal programs targeted on youtii wall the most severe
education and -employment problems? Federal money is generally
concentrated on low,.mcome and _nonwhite individuab. More than
five times as much money is spenkper capita on youth in lower-

, income families as. on those in high-income families, and about 31/2
times as much per capita on nonwhite as on white youth. However,
a recent change in the higher education student assistance legisla-
tion' will somewhat alter this distribution. The Middle-Income Stu-
dent Assistance Act of 1978 has greatly increased Federal assist-
ance ti? students from middle-income families through the basic
educational oppostimity grant and the guaranteed student loan
programs. This will diminish targeting toward low-income youth.

The bulk of Federal assistiince goes to youth who have completed
high schqol, many of whom would have enrolled in postsecondary
institutions even without Federal assistance. Approximately half of
the total Yederal expenditure for youth aged 14 to 22 is directed
toward the riftb of that age group wilo enroll in college. The
sverage Federal .expenditure on youthftnrolled in postsecondary
institutjons is about twice as much pee capita as that spent, on
nonenrolled youth who dropped out of high school, and about live
times as much per capita as that spent on youth enrolled in high
school (see table 3). The question arises: Are Federal expenditures
targeted on those -youth who are most likely to have educational

r and einployment difficulties?
State and local govérnments, of course, also support the educa-

tion of youth, primarily through public funding of elementary,
secondary,- and postsecondary education.

Are Federal programs effective in resolving the employment and
educational problems of youth? The effectiveness of most Federal
programs in improving the educational and employment status of
youths is uncertain. "rederal student aid programs have shown
limited success in increasing the participation in postsecondary

neduaktion of young adults. from lower income families. Upward
Bound and Talent Search appear to be moderately successful in
encouraging high school completion and college attendance. The
effectiveness of Federal vocational education programs les unclear; a
congressionally mandated study of vocational education is expected
to shed some light on this. issue. It is generally acknowledged that
compensatory education programs, such as title I of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), are moderately success-
ful at improving achievement. Evaluations of the Youth Employ-

itt Demonstration Projects Act are underway from the Depart-
t of tabor, and will be essential to an informed debate on

youth employment reauthorization. Some longstanding training
programs', such as the Job Corps, are recognized as somewhat suc-
cessful at meeting the needs of disadvantaged youth.

YOUTH POLICY CHOICES THAT WILL CONFRONT THE CONGRESS

During -the next year, the Congress"will face critical youth policy
choices. One of these will be whether or not to continue the expan-
sion of youth-oriented education and employment programs during

4
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a period of overall budget stringency. Allocations will have to be
tntide among alternative gims: imprevements in high school or
pystsecondary educational opportunities, improvements/or expan-
sions of training programs, and increased youth employment.
Within each program area, the Congress will have to establish,
priorities regarding \the most Iffective activities and .the moet
needy recipients.

Two mtvor pieceS of legislation affecting youth programs expire
4 in fiscal year 1980. in considering the reauthorization of the Youth

Employment Demonstration P,rojects Act (YEDPA), the Congress
must decide whether to expand the coordination between schooling
and, employment opportunities authorized under the youth entitle-

t-men experiments. The YEDPA reauthorization debate will require
assessments of the relative effectiveness of training and jobs cre-
ation, mid decisions about how tightly youth programs should be
targetcrd.

The decisions about the reauthorization and funding of the
Higher 'Education Act confront the Congress with similar choices:
whether to exptmd student assistance or to give' greater emphasis
to activities like Upward Hound and Talent Search. If the current
emphasis on student aid' is maintained, the mix of resources among

ygrants, loans, and work-study programs will need to be deided
Within each of these programs, the distribution of scarce Federal
support among different types of Atudents will also have to be
establ ished.

Even though the authorizations for elementary kind secondary
education programs do not expire this year, important funding
choices will confront the Congress. Several options that have been
discussed include increased support for secondary school education,
particularly in the area of basic skills for disadvantaged youth.

Another set of options would involve strengthening the Federal
policies that affect whether or not minority And low-income youth
are disadvantaged. These include income assistance, health care,
housing, and antidiscrimination policies.

The youth policy choices that confront the Congress are numer-
ous and difficult. My testimony today was intended to give solne
background for your deliberations, not to provide answers. Mr.
Chairman, at your request and at the request of selal othef
committees, the CBO is currently conducting studies of everal of
the youth policy choices that will confront the Congress. '

We hope that, as the results of these analyses become available,
we can meet with you again and discuss some of the answers that
we have found.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin.
We know that the appendix will be of great assistance to us as

we continue legislatiNe efforts here.
I wonder how you feel proposed higher education legislative

changes will affect the distribution of funds to youth?
We have had rec4nt hearings in this area, and I wonder`whether

you could address ydurself to the impact on youth and the distribu-
tion of Federal funds available to youth?

Dr. RIVL1N. Yes, there are several pieces of legislation that the
Congress is now considering that would .affect the distribution.
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First, I would just like to point out that the figures in niy
testimony do pot yet reflect ,the changes in distribution that will
come from the operation of the Middle-Income Student Assititanse
Act, The main effect of that act on the distribution of funds will be

_felt in..the 6urrent year, rather than in the past_ year, to which the
statistics refer.

There are ourrently four higher education proposals before the
Congress. None of these propottals changes the loan programs to
provide more flmds for low-inc4me individuals than they are now
receiving.
) Two of the proposals--H.R. 5192, ftom the House Committee on

Education and Labor, and S. 1810, which you are sponsoring
'would reflect the current .trehd toward increasing loan funds avail-
able to middle- and upper-income students as a resulti: of the
Middle-1ncome Students Assistance Act.

Two other proposals, the Kennerly-Bellmon bill----Senate 1600
and (he administration's proposal, woUld'target funds rhore direct-
ly on lower income ihdividuals by imposing a needs test. Less
highly subsidized loans would be available tomiddle-incOme fami-
lies. The administration proposal uses the slightly more rigorous
needs test.

One of the proposals, 11.R. 5192, also changes the BEOG's pro-
gram, the grants program, ..and provides increased assistancb to
disadvantaged youth. It also extends eligibility to additional'
middle-income students.

The CHAIRMAN. A large amount of money has been spent on
employment and training programs, and the consensus is that it
has generally been well-targeted. We are always concerned with
the effectiveness of Federal policy.

Could you amplify on your analysis with regard to the effective-
ness of targeting.

Dr. RWLIN: As I said in the testimony, I think it is clear that the
targeting has been very effective. The programs are largely target-
ed on low-income and minority individuals. Exactly how effective
the peograms are is a very difficult thing to say.

In general, it seems to be easier to demonstrate that Iiighly
concentrated programs that combine a variety of services are more
effective than those that are spread thin.

The Job Corps, for example,' is thought to be generally successful
uI preparing participants for work. Less concentrated programs
like summer employment, have less demonstrable reSults.

That is not very surprising. We would expect it. These programs
are less expensive per recipient.

The CHAIRMAN. Regarding summer employment, do you think it
is realistic to broaden services to that .program, to the wide area of
services .available to disadvantaged in a program like the Job
Corps?

The Job Corps is a residential situation ikhich lends itself to a
broader response to 'individual needs than the summer youth pro-
gram which is daytime and does not lend itself to other services as
readilY.

bo you think within the summer youth program, we could get an
extra benefit from providing additional resources through expand-
ed expenditures, Dr. Rivlin?
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). Dr. Riviir. I am not sure.- I think, that would take some looking
into. I was-obt necessarily §uggesting art.

The CHAIRMAN. I know you were riot, but I was wondering about
it

Dr; RI VIA. I would hovt want- te make a judgment about that.
But I think it certainly would be interesting to examine whether a
summer job program cAld be, more effective in the long run,
making more difference in kids' lives, if it weri combined with
Some other thing.

David might want to comment on It.
Mr. MUNDEL. I think the evidence would suggest, and I underline

suggest, that-if one wanted the summer jobs program to have a
longer tehn effct, it might ke desirable to combine it with either, . #

some on-the-job 'training or'sovne counseling, rather than simply to.'
rip an employment'program during the summer months.

That is-not evidence based on an experiment. It is evidence based
j on obse'rvation of other training programs that have beeleseen ti

have some small, long-term effects.
;

When you supply a variety of services, ratlier than simply jobi,
you .shoulil -expect to see some longer term consequences. Such .a
program would also- cost more4o, atlhe same budget, would serve
fewer reciPients.

.Tfie CHAIRMAN. Is it recomm'ended that this be.further explored?
Dr. RIvIAN. I think that increasing the servictis trovided in the

summer jobs program is among' the options that we intend to
explore during our study that you have requestbd, and this is an
option under some.exploratibn. within the Department, of Labor
and other venters. I don't know of anyone Who is experimenting

-with that kind ot. summer job program at present.
The CHAIRMAN I will pass now to Senator *hweiker and then to

Senator Staffor0Who has been' so significant in the development of
educational policy and training policy. I know their observations
and questions will further illuminate these hearings' and can be
very important. , .

Senator SCHWEIKkR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rivlin, you 'mentioned in your statement that in terms of the

demographic Changes that are coming about, you d,o not share the
optimism of some that, with demographie changes, the problem,.;
will substantially imprtive in terms of black teenage employment ef
or teenage etnploYment in general, with a lowering of the hum-
bers?

Dr. RivLiN. I think at may help. Certainly, 1,4"overall youth
employment problgrn WI!l be better when there are fewer youths. tO
beemployed.

The point we are making is that it won't necessarily help the
most disadvantagebd. That segment of the population is still grdw-

. irm am a proportid.n, of the total, so. the optimism may have to be
guarded with frespecttAhose severely disadvantaged youths.

Senator SCHWEIKER. 1 nfust say that 1 share that concern.1
I am not at all concerned that just because demographic factors.

, are changing, The problem is going to change, except in some slight
ways.

a
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I think you point out in your testimonY, when you get to disad-
vantaged youths, white or black, you have some very special condi-
tions.

Yesterday we hewd some suggestions from former Secietary of
Labor, Mr. Wirtz, that we have to deal with these unemployed
black of white youthS whil. are disadvantaged on an individual
basis, in a local community environment and, particularly, with
emphasis on*etting a meeting ground between the education com-
munity and the.eMploying community in terms bf what is required
in the transition from school to jobs.

I wonder if the Congressional Budget Office has done any studies
on that area or anythinecomparable?

I realize this is somewhat new thinking, but- I just wonder if you
have anything at all in the works in this area?

Dr. RIVLIN. II think it is new thinking, and I think it is sensible
thinking. There is an opportunity here to bring things together
better than they have done before. We have not actually done any
Ark in this area. ),

Senator 'SCHWEIKER. You mentiOned in your testimony at page 7,
"The average Federal expenditure on youth enrolled in postsecon-

. dary institutions is about ,twice as much per capita as,that sPent on
nonenrolled youth who dropped out of high school."

I can tinderstand that', particularly where you have college costs,
where you have rOom and board, et-oetera, it would be more than
high school.

What are thabsolUte dollars? Are you comparing per capita? Do
you have a comparison on total dollars spent on youth in postsec-
ondary institutions and youth who dropped out of school or youth
who are enrolled in high school?

Dr. RIVLIN. Yes, werdo..
As a matter of fact, flley appear in appendix 2, which gives the

absolute dollars.
Senator SCHWEIKER. In other words, is there still that much

discrepancy? I guess the import of my question is, is there still that
discrepancY? There may well be. I do not know.

Dr. RIVL1N. A very substantial fraction of the' Federal dollar does
go to youth whe are enrolled in postsecondary education. Of the
total that we Have been using for youth programs, which is about
$9 billion, abotit $4.3 billion is for youth enrolled in Aostsecondary
institutions.

Senator SCHWE1KER. Would most of 'that be the loan program or
other programs also?

Dr. RIVLIN. It is both the grant program and, the subsidies in-
volved in the loan programs.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Do you have any figures that would indicate
how effective the dollars have been in terms of where the problems
are?

In other words, we talk about unemployed youths, teenagertg,
unemployment, dropouts, et cetera:Da we have any figures as to
alternate policy expenditures for solving this problem, any kind of
comparison that has been made, or that we could make in terms of
what has been effective or ho nop been effective?

Dr. RIVLIN. In the first zPlace, it is very hard to got definitive
answers.

2:
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Senator SCHWRIKER. I re'alize that.
Dr. RIVLIN. The reason is partly that oneldoes not ..know what

would have happened to this particular individual in the absende of
a progiam. We have done some work on this and are in the process
of doing' more in terms of the employment programs. We teuehea
on this a minute ago. In general, the more expensive, more concen-
trated employment programs show more effectiveness in terms of
the long-run improvement of the individual's earning capacity and
job capability.

In terms of the student aid programs, again, one is up against
-the problem opvhat would have happened to these students if they

lehad mpt had eral aid and it is difficult to knOw.
, But many students who receive Federal aid clearly \would not

s have enrolled in college if they had not had the program. V
It is 'very difficult to say how many, Senator Schweiker.
David might want to say a word about that.

\ Mr. MUNBEL. The only thing I would add is that, as a-result of
the studies we are doing, we intend to push as far as we can in
outlining budget alternatives_, program alternatives and, if possible,

'the effects of thOse options. That is a large promise. We' will try to
go as ffir as we can.

Senator. SCHNVEIKER.. You, probably have seen some publicity re-
cently given the GAO report, on developing institutions and the
money we have invested in developing institutions in,term§ of good
investment or bad investment.

I wonder if your office has done any analysis of educational
money spent for use in developing institutions?

Dr. RIVLIN. No, we have not. 4.4.

Senator SCHWRIKER. That I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stafford:
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I do not want the fact that I

have one question this morning to indicate that I have any lack of
interest in the testimony because I am very much interested in it
bind in the various programs to help to increase youth employment,
particularly in the minority youth groups.

Dr. Rivlin,--on page' 5 of your testimony, you have the statement
under "changes in the labor force," that "increasing numbers of
undocumented workers may also compete with youth for jobs."

Are you referring to illegal aliens?
Dr. RIVLIN. I think that is thA current code word for illegal

aliens.
Senator STAFFORD. Euphemism. I just wanted to be clear on that,
The CHAIRMAN. I have a final question that I hesitated to ask

you a moment ago. It would be interesting to have your personal
feelings in response to a question that we all have to answer.

We know that the country is facing so many problems; Energy,
recession, and all of this presents us with a situation where we are
most apprehensive that there will be potentially widespread unem:
ployment.

Now, I just wondered if you would be willing to share your views
on whether youth policy should be a 'priority for Congtess and
where it should rank in terms of congressional priority with all of
these major issues pushing in upon us?
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How do you rate those that we are have been talking about in'
these hearings, youn people and their employment problems?

Dr. RivrAN. T'hat a a very difficult question. It is a questions of
personal values, a cl I generally refrain from giving my personal
values about priorities. Unfortunately, you cannot refrain, You
were elected to do this, to make those decisions, and I do not. envy
you this one. But clearly a nation that rieglects its youth will be
sorry in the long run.

The CHAIRMAN. I like your TespOnse.

1
.Is there anything further'?

: This willibe a basic text for us as we pursue our work and refine

4
our response, to priorities.

I ttiank you, Dr. Rivlin.
4Dr. RivkIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Re prepa'red statement of Dr. Rivlin follows:1 f

. .
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Ihe federal ocimmitment to ssisting young people through

education, traininu.and employment programs is large and hhs

grown sUbstantiaVly during the last decade. "Expenditures excled

$9 billion ,annually for youth aged 14 to 22, a per capita

expenditure of about $255. In-real terms, federal outlays for

youth education and employment programs have increased by.over

$3 billion'since 1970, an incrdhse of 185 percea on a per
4

capita basis,

-Despi5e this Jarge federal expenditure, youth zenployi11eñt

rites remain. high. Thr jobs available to youth are often.low

paying and Meadend." Many young people do not co4lete high

sqhool, or have'difficulty going on to postsecondary ucation.

During the next year, 'the Congress faces legislatiye and

funding decisions the ,will .shape the future character bf

federal youth policy. 24 reauthorization of postsecondary

education and youth employMent and "training programs will be

considered. AppropriatiOn levels for all youth-oriented

programs will be established. Efforts to improve the

effectiveness of federal youth programs are likely to be

undertaken.

In order to provide,a background for these decisions, my

testimony today focuses on:

o First, an overview of the present and future status of
youth employment.and educati,on problems;

o Second, a review of the siie and distribution of federal
resource's that are currently devoted 49 these problems;
and

o Third, a brief review of the youth policy options that
the Congress ;411 likely consider this coming year.
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.
THE cuRRIgn sums or YCOM *BUMS

Historically; unemptoyment rates for younq !people _have

exceede4, the rates hri adults. In September 1979, for example,

the unemployment rate was 16.4 percent for those in the labor

force aged 16 to 19, as coscared with.4.1 percent for those_aged

-2SP; 54..

lany young people do not finish high school. In New York

City, only 45 petcent of ninth-grade students eventually

complete high' school... Many employers report that young job

lepplicants do not Oave the basic work skills that education

should provide.

Eivloymenti problems %are much more severe for black,

Hispanic, low-income, and less educated yoUth. The

unemployment rates of blacks and Hispanics aged 16 to 19 far

exceed those of white youth. Unemployment is gen?rally higher

among high school dropouts than among graduates; black and

HOpanic dropouts fare even worse.

Educational problems are similarly concentrated. High

school, completion remains, a problem primarily for Hispanic

youth. In 1978, 1,0 percent of Ihites and 14 percent of blacks

aged 14 to 22 were not enrolled in school and did not have high

.school degrees, as compared with 25 percent of Hispanic
r

youth of

40.

the same ages (see Table 1). Postsecondary school enrollment

rates are also uneven: low-income high school graduates are

less likely than middleg or high-income graduates to enroll in

college.

2

2 1
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It is/clear, therefore, that significant educational and

:employment problems exist among young geople, and that,they ara

concentrated among Ainority and lower-incomesyouth.

TABLE 1. MEASURES OF Y EDUCATICN AND EMPLOYMENT

Type oi Percentage of
.Youth. Youth Unemployeda

Percentage of
Youth Enrolled
in Post-
secondary
Institutipnsb

Percentage of All
Youth Who Are
Not Enrolled and
Have Not Comple-
ted High Schoolc

'Black 39 23' 14
Hispanic 21 17 25
White 14 30 10

Nbn-
metropolitan 15 23 12

Central City 21 28, 14

Suburban 15 34' 8

gamily Income
Less than 15,000 N/A 21 17
15,000-24,999 N/A 33 6
25,000.or more N/A 53 3

a. Bureau of Labor Statistics, annualized averages for

calendar year 1978 for youth aged 16 to 19.

b. Bureau of the Census, Current Population
1978, for youth aged 18 to 22.

Survey, OCtober

c. Current Population, Survey, October 1978, for youth aged 14
to 22.

3

21 )
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WILL THESE YOUTH PROBLEMS EXIST IN THE FUTURE?

Many observers have predicted that educational and

employment problems among young people will-le6line in the near

future because the youth population is projected to decline by

17 percent between 1980 and 1990. It is argued that, as the

number of young people decreases, they will more easily find

jobs; high schools will be less crowded and therefore mae

effective; and postsecondary institutions will be more Actively

seeking students. It is not at,all clear, however, that thAp

bright prospect applies to disadvantageA youth. Other

factorsv-the economic outlook, Changes in the adult labor force,

and the changing demographic composition of the youth

populationmake the outlook less favorable for disadvAntaged

youth.

The economic outlook. Youth.unemployment in general, and

minority youth unemployment in patticular, are very sensitive to

labor market conditions. Every 1.0 percentage, point ease in

the general unewloyment rate is accompanied by an increase Pf
A

About 1.5 percentage points infthe youth unemployment rate.. If

high unemployment is tolerated during the 1980s in order to

reduce inflation, even higher youth uneMployment rates .can be

anticipated.
, ot,

4
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2itamges in the labor force. Rising participation of SOults

in the labor force--for example/ among women And older

workers--may provide new competition for younger workers during

the nextbecaae. Increasing nuMbeip of undocumented workers may

, also ompete with youth for Jobs. If competition increases, ehe

opportunities for minority and disadvantaged youth are likely to'

remain restricted.

The demographic composition of 'the youth. population.

Althbugh the number of young people will decline between, 1979

anA 1990, the character of the youth popUlation will

ways Chat may maintitin or increase the severity

problems.

increasing

change.in

of youth

Disadvantaged and ity youth will represent an

share of the youth population. The nonwhite segment

of the youth population is expected.to increase from 16 percent

at present to abOut 19 percent in.1990 (see Table 2). The

percentage of Hidpanics in the.xouth population is also growing.

TABLE 2. PRCOECTED RACIAL AND MINORITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE
YCU1H POPULATIQN AGED 14 T122: IN PERCENTS

IP

Whiee Black 'Other

1985 :

. -1985

199(L----

84

83

81

14

15

15

2

2

SOURCE:-, Bureau of the Census, "Projectiond of the Population of
the United States: 19rto 2050," Se.Ties II.

5
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SIZE AND DISTP1BUTION Oi FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR YOUTH PROGRAMS

Federal support aimed at improvinq the educatiohal and

employment OpportUnitlAs of-youth is sizable and has grown

substantially during the last decade. In a time of fi.scal

strtngency, when there are many other competing demands on the

budget, it is Important to ask whe.ther this money is well spent.

Are federal programs targeted on youth with the most severe

education and employment problems? Federal money is generally

concentrated on lOw-income and nonwhite indiViduals. More than

five times as much money is spent,per capita on youth in

lower-income families'as on those in high-income families, and

about three and a half times as much per capita on nonwhite as

-on white youth. However, a recent :change in the higher

.education student assistance lggislation will somewhat alter

this distribution. The Middl-IncOme Student Asslstance Act of

1978 has greatly increased federal assistanCe to students from

middle-income families through the Basic Educational Opportunity

Grant and the Guaranteed StUdent Loan programs. This will

diminish targeting toward low-income youth.

Thi! bulk of federal assistance goes to youth who have

,completed high school, many of whom would have enrolled in

poStsecondary institutions even without federal assistance.

ApproximatelY half of the total fe4era1 expenditure for youth

4

4

6
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rected toward the fifth of that age group Who

enroll in college. The average federal expenditure on yOuth

enrolled in postsecondary institutions is about twice as much

per capita as that spent-on nonenrolled yduth who dropped out of

high school, and About five times as much per-capita as that

spent on youth enrolled in.high school (see Table 3). The

question arises: Are federal expenditures targeted on those

youth who are most likely to have 'educational and employment

difficulties?

State and local governments, of coUrse, also support the

education of youth, primarily through public funding of

elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education.

Are. federal programs effective- in sesolving the employment

and educational problems of youth? The effectiveness of most

federal programa in improving the educetional and employment

status of youths is uncertain. Federal student aid programs

have shown limited success in increasing the participation in

..joostsecondary education of young adults from lower-income

families. Upward Bound and Talent Search appear to be

moderately successful in encouraging high school completi4 and

college attendance. The effectiveness of federal vocational

education programa islonalear, a Congressionally mandated study

of vocational education is expected bo shed some light on this

issue. It.is generally acknowledged that compensatory education

programs, such as Title I of .the Elementary and Secondary

7

. 4..4;



TABLE 3. ESTIMATED PER CAPITA DISTRIBUTION cc FEDERAL EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMEr FUNDS TO ALL YOUTH AGED 14-22 BY
EDUCATIONAL STAIUS, rNcomE, AND RACE DURIKU INE 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR:. IN DOLLARSA

a

Youth Enrolled_in School Youth Nat Enrolled in School
All In High In Post- High School High halool Kitendea
Youth School secondary Incomplete Graduates PostseCondary

Total Population 255 139 692 322 157 96

Family Income
Less than 15,000 413. 266 1,287 390 258 169
15,000-24,999 107 46 448 63 13 13 t!03
25,000 or 72 18 202 25 b b

Race
Nonwhite 657 374 1,642 869' 568

P
330

Mite 183 90 552 191 99 61

SOUWE: CBO estimates "tesed on data from the Office of Education, tpe Depertment of Labor, and the Bureau of the
Census.

a. Ependitures for youths enrolled in proprietary schools are not included in this table.

b. Less than $1.00.

2°1
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EdueationtAct (ESEA), Aire moderately .succes5fv1 at.timproying

adhievement. Evaluations of the Youth Employment Demonstration

Projects Act are underway from the Department of Labor, ind will

be, essential to an informed debate on youth employment

reauthorization. Solr long-standing training programs, sudh as 4

the Job Corps, are recognized as somewhat successful at meeting

'the needs of disadvantaged.youth.
0

YOUTH POLICY CHOICES THAT WILL CONFRONT THE CONWESS

During the next year,,the Congress will face critical youth

policy choices. One of these will be whether or not to continue

the expansion of youth-oriented education and employment

- programs during a period of overall budget stringency.'

Allocations will have to be made among alternative aims:

improvements in high school or postsecondary educational'

opportunities, improvements orlexpansions of training programs,

and increased youth employment. Within each program area, the

Congress will have to establish priorities regarding the most

effective activities and the most needylrecipients.

Two major pieces of legislation:.affecting youth -programs

expire in fiscal year 1960. In considering the reauthorization

of the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA), the

Congress must decide whether to extand the coordination between

\s,

)
sto

9
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schooling and aMployment opportunities mithorizpd under the

..1pUth entitlement experiments. The YEDPA reauthorization &beta

will require assessments of the relative effectiveness of

training and jobs creation, and decisions about how tightly

0 yibuth programs should be targeted.

The decisions about the reauthorization and funding of the

Higher Education Act confront the.Congress with similar dhoicps:

whether to expand student assistance or bo give gredter emphasis

to activities like Upward Bound and Talent Search. If the

current emphasis on student' aid is maintained, the mix 'of

resources among grants, loans, and work-study programs will need

to be decided. Within each f these programs, the distribution

of scarce federal support among different types of students will

also have to be established.

Even though the authorizations for elementary and secondary

education programs do not expire this year, important funding

choides will confront the Congress. Several options that have

been discussed include increased support for secondary school

education, particularly' in the area of basic skills for

disadvantaged youth.

Another set of options would involve strengthening ihe

1

federal policies that affect whether or not minority and

e lower-income youth are disadvantaged. These include income

assistance, health care, housing, and antidiscrimination

policiei.
1 0 .



The Youth policy Choices that confront the Congress are

numerous agd Afficult. .My .testimony today was intended ba give

some background ,for your deliberations, not bo provide aniwers.

Mr. Chairman, at your request and at the.request Of several

other committees, the CM is currently conducting studies of

several of the youth policy Choices that' will confront the

Congress. We hope that, as the results of these analyses become

available, we can meet with you again and discuss some of the

answers.

ft

1

4.

a
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APPENDIX TABLES

APPENDIX 1. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF THE YOUTH POPULATION AGED 19-22 BY EDUCATIONAL STATUS, INCOME, AND RACE
EURIEU,THE 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR: IN 11PCUSANDS5

Youth Enrolled in Sdhool Youth Not Enrolled in School
All

Youth
In gigh
School

In Post-
secondary

High School
Incomplete

High Schqol
Graduates

Attended
Postsecondary

Total Population 36,042 15,996 6,249 T,938 .7,260- 2,597

Family Income
Less than 15,000 18,315 7,022 2,421 3,141' 4,316 1,414
J5,000-24,999 10,321 5,284 1,764 586 1,992 694
25,000 or more 7,406 ' 3,691 2,064 , 211 952 489

Race
Nonwhite

. .

%bite
5,514
30,527

2,729`
13,267

805
5,445

760
3,178

898
6,363

323
2,275

SOUCE: CHO estimates based on.the October 1978 Current Population Survey, 'Bureau of the Census.

NOTE: Components may not add to totals because of. rounding,

a. Ibis population estimate does not include pauth enrolled in special schools or proprietary institutions.



APPENDIX 2. ES1',d4ATED DISTRIBUTION CP FEDERAL EXPENDHURES FOR YOUTH IN ELEMENTAkY, SBOONbARY, AND POSTSECONIARY
EEUCATION PROGRAMS, AND IN Empuanmalr PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH AGED 14-22 BY EDUCATIONAL STA1US, INCOME,
AND RACE DURING THE 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR: IN MILLIONS CP DOLLARSa

d

All

Youth

Youth Enrolled in School YOuth Not Enrolled in School
.In High
School

In Post-
secondary

High &boa
Incomplete

High IcitooI
Graduates

Attended
Postseconaary

lbtal Pouglation 9,198.3 2,217.7 4,325.7 1,268.7 1,137.9 248.4

Family Income
Less than 15,000 7,562.6 1,867.7 3,116.9 1,226.4 1,112.4 239.2
15,000-24,999 1,103.0 241.7 790.0 36.9 25.3 9.0
25,000 or more 532.8 108.3 418.8 5.3, 0.2 0.2

Race
Nonwhite 3,623.9 1,020.4 . 1,321.8 661.5 510.4 109.7
White 5,574.5 1,197.3 3,003.9 607.1 627.5 138.7

0

SOURCE: CHO estimates based on data from the Office of Education anl the Department of Labor.

NOTE: Comments may not' add to totals because of rounding.

a. Expenditures for youths enrolled in proprietary schools are not inclbded in this.table.
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APPENDIX 3. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL EXPENDIIURES POR ELEMENTARY AND *DWI 1 'Y EDUCATION MCGRAMS TO
YOUTH AGED 14-22 Sy EDUCATIONAL STATUS, IMCOME%, AMD*BACE CURING TRg 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR: D4
MELIA% Ix mums&

All
Youth

Youth Enrolled in School Youth Nat Enrplled in School
In High
School

In Post-
secondary

High School
Incomplete

High School
Graduates

AttendeT
Postsecondary

Ibtal Populat ion 745.7 610.3 80.5 47.7 4.9 2.3

Family Income
Less Chan 15,000 464.7 390.9 41.7 25.9 4'.4 1.8
15,000-24,999 223.0 175.9 30.0 16.5 610.3 0.3
25,000 or more 58.0 43.5 8.8 5.3 0.2 0.2

Race

Nonwhite 242.0 206.6 18.3 12.5 3.3 1.2
White 503.7 403.7 62.2 35.2 1.6 1:0

SOURCE: CDO estimates based on data from the Office of Education.

NOTE: Comments may not add to totals because of rounding.

a. Ebderal expenditures for students attending proprietary institutions am not Ancluded in this estimate. Some
programs, such as vocational and occupational education, distribute funds to community colleges, four-year()
colleges, and adult educatiogprograms, as well as to high schools.

'2`)



APPENDIX 4. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR ?DM EMPIDYMENT PROGRAM TO YOUTH AGED 14-22 BY
ECOCATIONAL STATUS, INCOME, AND RACE DURING THE 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR: IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARSa

1,

Youth Enrolled in Sdhool Youth Not Enrolled in School
,

All In High In Post- Higfi School High School Attended
Youth School secondary Incomplete Graduates Postsecondary

Total Population ) 3,874.7 1,245.4 29.2 1,220.9' 1,133.1 246.1

Family Income
,

Less than 15,000 3,820.5 1,245.4 29.2 1,200.5 1,108.0 237.4
15,000-24,999 54.1 0 0 20.4 25.0 8.7

1-
.5.,

25,000 or more 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,

Race
Nonwhite 2,009.1 731.0 13,5 649.0 507.1 108.5
'Mate 1,865.6 514.4 15.6 571.9 625.9 137.7

SOURCE: CHO estimates based on data from the Department of
-

NUPE: Components may\not add to totals because of rounding.

a. Federal expendituees for students attending proprietary institutions are not included in this estimate.



APPENDIX 5. ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAKS TO YOOTH AGED
],4-22 BY EDUCATIONAL STATUS, IN(XME, AN) RACE DURING ISE 1978-1979 SCHOOL YEAR: IN MUMS Cf
DOLLARSa

All

Youth

Youth Enrolled in'School, Youth Vot Enrolled in SChool
In nigh

Sdhool
In Post-
secondary

High School High ScGooI Attenie
Incomplete Gtaduates Postsecondary

Total Population 4,578.6' 362.0 '4,216.0

Family Income
Less than 15-000
15,000-24,999

3,277.4
825.8

231.4

65.8
3,046.0
760.0 0.

25,000 or more 474.8 64.8. 410.0

Race

Nonwhite 1,372.8 . 82.8 1,290.0
.hhite 3,205.2 279.2 2,926.0

SOURCE: CDO estimates based on &Au, from the Department, of Education.

NCTE: ComPonents may not add to totals because of rounaing.

a. Pederal expendityres for students attending proprietary institutions are not included in this estimate. Some
social Security and Veterans' benefits go bo students enrolled in high school.
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The CHAIRMAN. We will now Consider further the relationship
between education and youth employment.

The responsibility of educational institutions in relation.to youth
employment and the role of secondary edUcation, vocational educa-
tion and -higher education in preparing -youth for labor market
entry, is the concern of the next panel.

Entitled "Education and Youth Employment," our panel will also
address possible changes in the role of educational institutions in
the 1980's in Tegard .to preparation for labor market entry and
transition from school to work. Our panel of experts are: Ms. joan
Wiskowski, assistant commissioner for labor and human resources,
New Jersey Department of Labe and Industry; Mr. Michael Thri-
pane, acting director, National Institute of Education; Dr. Gordon
Swanson, associate professor, University of Minnesota, who was

'involved in the recent NIE study on vocational education; Mr.
David W. Hornbeck, Maryland State Superintendent of Schools,
along with Dr. John Grasso, formerly of Ohio State University and
currently with the office of research and development, West Vir-
ginia University.

Senator Mathias is here and would like, I am sure, to introduce
the superintendent q schools from the State of Maryland.

Senator Mathias.
Senator MATHIAS." Thank you very much.
I do not want to delay the panel or the committee. I only want to

take a moment to commend Da. -Hornbgck's testimony to you. He is
not only a very creative State superintendent of education, but he
has a particular expertise in this area.

We have ti youth incentive entitlenient pioject in Baltimore
which involves over 5,000 young peoplwhich is a remarkable kind
of coordination between the school system, the public sector, and
the private sector job market.

I think the committee will find it a very interesting exposition
and he is a highly _qualified witness on this subject.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
At this point we will receive for' the record a--statement by

Senator Randolph.

STATEMENT OF HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Senator RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman. With you'and other members,
we welcome the panel of witnesses. In particular, I am gratified to
welcome a fellow West Virginian, Dr. John Grasso, of West Virgin-
ia University. I feel' we will benefit from Dr. Grasso's extensive
research and work in the areas of vocational and higher education
and their relationship to transition into the workplace.

I commend the chairman fbr convening these timely hearings. In
the next session of Congress, we will be working on reauthorizing
youth employment programs. We must assure that all community
resources participate.in the youth programsthe business commu-
nity, labor, educators, and government. Involvement by all sectors
is necessary to establish the required linkake between the class-
room and employment.

This past May, in addressing a multistate conference on Commut
nity. Colleges and the World of Work in Wheeling, W. Va., 1 cau-
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tioned the conferees that "Effective linkage is the most critical

factor in implementing -successful employment and training pro-
grams. Guidance in this area can be provided at the Federal and
State levels. However, to truly achieve the integration of available
resourceswe must have action and coMpitment at the Jocal
level."

Salem College, my alma mater, has numerous programs to fulfill

this need. Among them are engineering technology; mining tech-
nOlogy; occupational, safety, and health; equestrian; nursing; ac-

counting; banking; brodcast!ng; computer science; marketing; real-
estate; criminal justice.

It is my belief that programa should reflect an assvssment of, and

utilization of, local resources and needswith emphpsis on match-

ing pi-ogram'S and participants to job market demana in each area.
Education, training, and wprk opportunities can never be viewed

separately. All are indispensible elements of a successful, directed
effort to assure optimum utilization of our human resources.

The CHAIRMAN. The panel will proceed in order of introduction.
-I You will be the first witness, Ms. Wiskowski.

We welcome you.

STATEMENTS OF MS. JOAN WISKOWSKI, ASSISTANT COMMIS-

SIONER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES, NEW JERSEY DEPART-

MENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY; MICHAEL TIMPANE,

ACTING DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION;

DR. GORDON SWANSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY

OF MINNESOTA; DAVID W. HORNBECK, MARYLAND STATE

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; AND DR. JOHN GRASSO,

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WEST VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY, A PANEL

Ms. WisKowsict. Thank you, Mrs. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and coMmittee members, my' name is Joan Wis-

kowski. I am the assistant commissioner for human resources, New

Jersey Department of Labor and Industry.
I am pleased to be here representing Governor Brendan Byrne of

New Jersey. He asked me to convey his personal regrets. He very
much wanted to be here, but he is hosting a conference and meet-

ing with Japanese_Governors, so he could not make it here this
morning.

I am going to ask that the formal testimony be included in the
record and, for the sake of time, I will briefly summarize the
material that Governor Byrne has prepared.

The seemingly simple question, how can we Put our young people

to work, has been a growinK challenge to the best academic and
politiCal minds in the industrial world 'n recent years.

There is little question about the se erity of the problem. Youth
employment is recognized as ,a major social problem throughout
the Nation. No modern iadustrial nation has the unemployment
rates for youth that exist in the United States. The problem of
youth unemployment is not a sudden abberation; youth unemploy-

ment rates-relative to those for iidu(ts have increased steadily in
. .

' the last two decades.
Before we'can establish policies intended to solve the intractable

problem of youth unemployrpent, we must know its causes. Identifi-

1) ,-)
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cation of the major structural causes of youth unemployment are
especially critical, since the underlying economic trends suggeat
the youth unemployment problem will be with us for some time to
come. Among those causes are:

First, the dramatic- increase in our labor force, due to the, post
World War 11 population boom, caused a bulge in the ranks of
young people entering the labor market. during the past. two dec-
ades.

, Second, slow economic growth rates and high overall rates of
unemployment have exacerbated filch employment problems of
young people.

Third, lack of an adequate number of 'entry-level jobs due to
technological advances requiring higher level skills and less labor
requirements.

.

Our' Nation's need is.for well crafted action by our Government.
right now. The youth employment. and training policy for the
Nation iweds to be viewed within the context of the larger respon-
sibility of 'our Nation to insure a full employment policy for all of
Our citizens. The goals we should be seeking to achieve in develops
ing our national policy on youth employment and training are
simple and direct.

The major issues which I think have to be addressed fall into
lour categories. I would like to briefly mention what they are and
explain again briefly the backgrOund.

First, to serve those with the greatest need. While income is the
best indicator of need for targeting youth programs, youth who are
not economkally disadvantaged may still suffer the debilitating
effects of unemployment and need our attention. .

I urge this committee to consider a set-aside for use by the
Governor to fund programs for all unemployed youth.

ln an attempt to identifY broad programs to serve'all youth, the
concept of national service has emerged as a major policy consider-
ation for t.he 1980's as a consequence of' the growing concern with
the limited ninnber and scope of job opportunities available to
youth While tl wide range of programs and policy options for
implementation of national service have been suggested, envisioned
in all of' the programs is the concept of' a corps of youth who could

provide valuable services to 'communities. An argument in support
of national serVice is the immediate need it would fill in creating
enough work opportunities for youth while not displacing adult.
workers.

National service for youth is an imaginative idea that warrants
careful consideration by this committee.

The.second major category is the improvement of long-term em-
ployability.

41 is our belief _that the place to begin improving.the long-term
,employability,of our youth is to strengthen their basic skills. The
lack of strong basic skills which seem to be inadequate in many
unemployed youth should be addressed. Either the educational
system is lacking in its effort in this area or the school/home
enyironment is such that it is not conducive to the learning and/or
grasping of basic skills. A more comprehensive and flexible type of
werk/career kreparation program is also needed; one which in-
cludes structured work experiences as part of the formal education.

Wo
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..xreater focus on providing students with occupationa counseling
and information, and information on how organized hJor and busi-

nesses and other elements of the labor market func n; and great-
er private sector involvement in the provision e work experi-

r ences, the_ design of vocational training programs and the develop-

ment of career information. In addition, oriptirturiities -should be
provided for . out-of-school youth to. complete .p heir education and
strengthen their self-esteem. Other recommendations for your con-
sideration are:

School-to-work transition efforts supplemented by a vocational
exploration pfogram should be strengthened especially for students
not furthering their education beyond high school.

Greater reliance should be placed on educational funding sources
to provide incentives for youths tg.romain in school.

greater emphasis must be placed on the inservice training of
teachers to prepare them for their expanded responsibilities of

career education.
Parents must be encouraged to assume a greater role in partici-

pating More closely in the education programs for their children.
. Youth employment and training resources should complement
rather than substitute for academic learning.

All youth employment programs, including short-term summer
jobs, work experience opportunities for inschool youth, training
and full time 'subsidized employment .must be designed to ensure
the develdpment and reinforcement of good work .habits and per-
sonal skills.

Accurate labor market projections of supply and demand must be

.the basis for the technical and skill training of youth.
To provide the creation of new jobs:
It is out belief that the goal of full employment can orrly be

achieved when we have a vigorous, healthy and growing economy.
The success of our national employment policy and within this
framework, our youth employment policy will be highly sensitive
to the fluctuations of our economic conditions. Specifically, target-
ed programs for the young or for any group cannot be expected to
carry the weight of bringing order and stability to the labor mar-

* kets. We must push the .American econorny on to a new plan of

vigorous, but stable, economic growth.
Within this framework, we must develop a youth employment

and training strategy which fosters the creation of public and
private job opportunities in growth and potential new markets,
while exercising care not to displace our existing workforce.

To insure the coordinated use of resources.
Through the State employment and traiping council, the board

of education and the board of higher education and other educa-
tional and economic development advisory councils and commis-
sions, the State should play an active leadership role in coordinat- .41

ing the efforts of institutions and programs of all levels related to
youth employment and training ttnd should promote stronger coop-

- eration among business, labor, bducational institutions and the
employment and training system. A

On behalf of the Governor, I would like to express his strong
support for the new provision of CETA title H which provides
Governors with special funds to encourage linkages between educa-

- 23,3 lc°
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tion and employment Id training agerict who wish to demon-
strate the value of joi tly planned and o rated programs for
yoetth. Theae joint programs, we believe, will begin to close the
gaps between the two systems and are crucial to the employment

-----of-ou-r. youth.
We also would recommend that since the education" system and

CETA serve youth, mandated linkages should be legislated for both
systems. At thç present time, only CETA and the Vocational Edu-
cation Act 6arry such a mandate. Similar mandatory linkages must
be written into such laws as the Career Education Act and the
Higher Education Act.

Wirtile mandated linkages between these two youth-serving pro-
grams clearly work to the benefit of youth, such linkages are often
diffibult effect because of lack of synchronizatiOn of funding and
planning cycles.-

Therefore, we recommend this committee give consideration to
the development of consistent planning cycles and, to the maxi-
mum extent possible, consistency in administering regulations gov-
erning eligibility .criteria, program performance, and reporting
cycles. Further, to insure, I urge that this committee give consider-
ation to the forward funding of youth expenditures under CETA to
enable coordination With the forward funding flow of education
expenditures to- local school agencies.

The chairman and members of this committee may be interested
to know that Governor Byrne plans to convene later this fall a
youth employment and training policy task force. In New Jersey,
this task force will be comprised of representatives of private in-
dustry, organized labor, local communities, educational institutions,
government, and commuraty-based) organirations, as well as youth
themselves. The Governoes task force will be conducting a series of
open town meetings throughout the State in an effort to hear
testimony frOm the widest cross section of New Jersey citizens
concerned with jobs and training for our youth. The Governor will'
talee the lead in assuring that the youth employment -and training
resources of my State follow tft policy directions recommended to
me. The development of a State policy on youth employment will
be critical in establishing a direction for how the. State can best
utilize its present resources to cause greater access to employment
and training opportunities for youth.

The Governor is aware also that issuance of this policy is only a
beginning. Its adoption by the State employment and training
c uncil, the State board of education, the State board of higher

ation, and myself, should insure the broad impact intended in
its tbrmulation. The council and the boards will next develop an
action plan to carry out these policy recommendations consistent
with policy goals and State and Federal laws and regulations. The
policy's impact will begin with the fiscal year 1981 employment,
training and education programs.

In conclusion, we suggest to this committee that we must view
youth employm.ent problems in the broadest perspective. The demo-
graphic changes which created a generation of labor market dis-
functions and placed serious strains on our economic, social, and
political institutions will occur again, creating new, perhaps dra-
matically different demands in the decades ahead. As this genera-

.
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tion of youth grows older, we, along with our song and daughters,
will be forced to deal with problems of housing, health care, and
income for retirement years. The challenge before us is to forge a
framework of bold and creative new policies which will enable us

, to resolve today's problems and dtwelop the capacity to shape t.he
opportunities of our future.

The CHAIRMAN. Excellent statement.
Thank yup ve6, much.. (The prepared statement of Governor Byrne presented by Ms.

Wiskowski follows:1

40.
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Bur FOR OLR YOU1H, THEIR FIRSTMISSED OPPORTUNITY, TNEIRFORCED IDLENESS, THEIR

. MAMMY TO MkKII AN WOO' ON ThEIR SCCIETY CR TO EE ACCEPTED. BY IT CAN LEAVE

---PERMITM-SCARS-TNAT-THI-FUME-SUOCESS&S-MAY--NEYEN-MEALrFORAIR-NATIONAS-k-

WHOLE, THERE IS NO DENYING THE ECONOMICALLY, SOCIALLY AND POLITICALLY DESTABILIZING

EFFECT WM MAKS OF YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE.NO ROLE TO PLAY IN OUR SOCIETY.

sum we cm ESTABLISH POLICIES MIMED TO SOLVE THE 1IRRACTARLE PRCRLD4

CF YOUTH aesimmENT HI KIST KNO4 ITS CANES, ItENTIFICATICH OF TM MICR A

snictismc c4ats oF mum tsertottuff ADE ESPECIALLY CRITICAL SINT THE

utettavis Earom TWOS SWIM TM mini tlefurapir FRCELEli WILL DE tom

US FCR SUE TIM TO OTC

1. sum Eatmc exam wars No HIM MIMI. RATES CF tregiLbWIENT

OWE Exma-Riamo flE Erammir maim oF TOMS PEOPLE. -REY ARE

THE LAST HIRED AND FIRST FIRED, AND DURIN3 TIGMENING LABOR tiARNETS

OFTEN DO NOT GET THE OPPORTUNITY FCR THEIR FIRST JOBS.

2. THE DRAMATIC INCREASE IN CUR LABOR MICE, Dm TO THE' POST MU WAR II

rtett MON KOlo Min A BULGE IN TIE RANKS OF YOUNG PEOPLE ENTERTNO

MY lit= nvIKET numr, -nt PAST wo taxes. sum cozwnt Are3 Reassleti

vokcERATED MI AltiEADY 4R1tns cuJr IN t'Apo.ER..SLI,PLY SINCE IT CONCIDEM

WITH TIE DRAMATIC, INLREASE IN CO:t I/We FTRCE.

3. ' LACK OF AN ADEOLA,NkBER OF ENIRY-LEVEL ABS DIE to Tromurar.m.

ADVANCTs RWRIWG HIG-ER LEYEL SKILLS AND LESS LAECR REQUIR1ENTS1
A 4k

INCREASED ItFtRTS RE-DICING LA.PCR INTENSIVE IMUSTRIES Ai DE ADVENT

sERVIL-E thus/RiEs WIEN EtTHER REQDRF. INTENSIVE SKILL. 1RAINIM CII

ItCSENT DEAD ElID JOBS

4, CLIAMIT. IN 5OC.1ETAL VALLES Ms ciair.F.D INCREASED LEVEL% OF EXPECTATIONS

MAN; mills. THIS RE:S/JLTS IN A MIWICH PENEEN 'HEIR EXPECTATIMS

It*EtIATE CFPORIMI TES IVESENTED TO 1411 AS THEY UAW THE EDUCATIONAL.

2
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1

THE EMERGENCE OF SUOH CLEACCUT MAL TRENDS AND THE INABILITY 0,

OUR ONERNMENT TO RESPOND va Diem EFFECT iiELY POINTS To some SERICOS DEFICIENC'ES

FAXES AND CARR ES OUT POLICY. THE STRAIN hHICH THE

BOCti PLACED ON OUR INSTITUTIONS IS A.CASE IN POINT, II* CVERTRMRING art

TEACHERS, omsRautunNe OFSCHOOLS AND I TIENTIOV.TO 1HE MANES AND NATUREOF .

SKILLS REQUIRED OF THIS GENERATION IN. hORKFCRCE 1.414.10tfrS 'DE INABILITY Cf

THE PUBLIC SECTCR TO-ANTICIPATE AND FOR CHANGE. I BELIEVE AS PUBLIC POLICY .

.N1KERS bc elm marrthr SAPE oul BY,INFLUEN:ING SOCIETAL CHANGES IN SOC1'ALLY

CONSALiOTIVE DIRECTIONS. *AT IS RE IRQi0F.US IS LONG PANGS, POLICY PLANNING THAT

WILL IDENTIFY EWERthN3 TREMS AND DE GN POLICY OPTICNir TO MET T/04.

OUR NATIONS'S NEED IS FOR bELL

THE IGOALS WE SHOULD BE SEEKING TO

ACTION. BY OUR GUIEM2NENT RICHT.NOW,

IEVE lt4 ZED/ELOPING COR NATIONAL POLICY ON

trIPLInterirAND,TRAINING ARE 9MPLE APID DIRECT:,

PD SERVE TWSE WITH THE/GREATEST NEED
!

TO lePROVE LOW-TERM Eli*LOYABILiTY

TO.PROMOTE THE CREAT1 ' OF NEW JORS

TO ENSURE THE COORDI, 'TED USE OF RESOuRCES4

ThIESE GOALS OFFER A MAR SENSE DIRECTION TO ALL FEDERAL, STATE,.AND LOCAL

AGENCIES.V.HO PLAY A Rou 1N THe erLuotra AND TRAINING OF YOUTH.

THE.YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND INING POLIO, FOR THE NATION NaEos To BEYqED
,

WITHIN THE CONTEXT CF THE LA3R RESPONSIBILITY OF OUR NATION TO INCRE A PAX,

EMPLOYMNT POLICY FoR ALL OF CITIZENS. FEDERAL,- STATE.AND LoCAL C4OVERIVS-

!CST USi ;THEIR RESOuRCES AND
LA:NIN3'CAPABILITIES TO PROMOTE AND,OREATE JOSS AND-.

pRtAIDE ACCESS TO JO3S FOR AL P-113E SaEKINS

3

4,
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BY nocusING ON A NATIONAL POLICY OF FULL EMPLOYMENT, NE NUMB ACUTELY

MARE THAT U4 PPDVIDING FON THE EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAJNING NEEDS OF YOUTH* NEED

TO annum THE LITIPYPENT NUMMI OF THE YOURe34AMILY. NS CANNOT SUPPORTA

POLICY PiHICH PROVIDES A JOB FOR A wuni IN THE FAMILY, hHEN THE YOUTH'S PARENT

IS EVERIENCIM THE DEBILITATING BRIM OF STRUCTURAL UNEIPLOMMSNE, THE

POLICIES NPUOI bE DEVELLIP PIUST AMAMI DE PEED TO CREATE DEM PM CPPCR-
UNITIES FCR YOUTH MICH DO POT DISPIACE ADULT 1412M3.

,THE POLICIES MICH NE DEMBJCIP TO ENNWE YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY MUST TAKE INTO

,ACWU4T THE SUBsTANTIAL NETWORK
OF EDUCATION, EMPLONTENT AND TRAININS RELATED

REsOURCES 1.4104 Alla:ABY EXISTS IN THE UNITED STATES CLEMENTLY, TILUSDANS OF-

SEPARATE, OFTEN DUPLICATING PWGRAMS CoSTING IN EXCESS OF $103 BILLION ARE.

AUTOORILED BY DE MAJOR PIECES OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION; THE VOCATIONAL EDUOATICN

ACT au 1963 As AMENDED IN lgi8, THE EICCATiON ACT OF 1965 AS AMENDED IN 1978,

THE CAREER EDUCATION AcT OF 1973 AS AMEMED IN 1977. itE HEWER EDUCATION ACT OF

E65 As AttmED IN 1978, THE caruuctisIvE avtoyruir Arc TRAINING ACT OF 1973
AS AMENDED IN 1g/8 NC THE WAGNIER-PEYSER /CT oF 1933.

lIE rimiNG aniarr, IN VE DELIVERY CF THESE SERVICES IS-DE LACK OF A CLEAR,

DIRECT NATIONAL POLICY 4110-1 MAD ESTABLISH PE DIRECTION, COORDINATION NO AC-
ODUNT/BILITY CF TIESE RESOURCES TO XIIIEW TIE GOAL OF youm EMPLOYPENT AND TRANS-

ITIM or SOW_ 10 htltx. SWING TIESE PROGRAIS INTO A COORDINATED, INTEGRATED

NETWAK NIXED MOREs' EFFECTIVELY RESPOND TO TIE LONG TERM 'IUDS OF .OUR YOUTH. BECAME

'OP TIE MANY PROGRAMS THAT Ex1ST, A CLEAR IPGI-IXISE FIN YOUTH, EDUCATIONAL MD TRAININ3

PROc;RAMS FUNDED BY 'BE DEPARTMENT OF AP1OR AM TIE DEPARTMENT OF WALK EDUCATION

Akil) K1 FARE Sll'OLD LT CREATED. ilits sHaRD Comm pRoGRAR

EVALl iA I 1M I NEMMAT I ON ON MITI EMPLOrNENT 112A 1 N !NG TirC.RAer> THAT RUE BrEN

1 R1 LD IN -DE VARIOIA STATES. sum ESSUNTIAL amass OF I WORMATIM WILD ',Revive
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POLICY MEM AND PAORNI-ADKINISTRATORS NMI ACCESSIBLE EVALUATIVE MTh ON

coNcEPTS ARO PROGRAMS RAT RWE BEEN Arrerm ELSEMERE.

I IMO LIKE TO MANG ON THE GOALS PENTIONED EARLIER IN NY TESTIMONY,'

PROvIDE DIE CEMITTEE NITH SPECIfIC RECCtriENATIotts (1l Mt PRESENT' EDUCATIONAL

EYPIOYFENT AN) TRAINING PROCRAMS CAN BE BETTER BMW mro cattwoia WIN

TiriE Colas Are curilef lot NEw .ASQSEY IS USIN3.TIESE (XALS AS-

TItE NAPELOPPENT OF SPECInc PROCAN1S AT TIE LOCAL LEYEL.

TO $11.MAIME...1nUBLIIIIILTHEIEEADIST_IfIII

HE If u) (LA ErZ'rICfl IfilK ExPERIEME, VCCATICNAL SKILLS, rata& SKILLS

AtiO DrItc VMS ftTh3 YOulli. IN uTOING TIE STATE'S EtipicyftENT

TRAANItal Rrsimrs DECISICN Mans slniii) WIRK Win! THE rimarE SECTCR TO

MN! ,K11 Vitk falli IT IFS Fat y(Arni, tor.VER, iN THE A1.LfrATic14

stic LICUARS. PR laUTY StrilD GIvEN TO SERVING YCtrni 14Ini THE GREATEST

NFED: TIE EoCNCMICALLY DisrovANTACED AN), WITNIN Tilts camp, KM FACING

AUDI TiasiAL ItAizRICRS T0 EtfuytivENT. AtiCNG 'MBE BARRIERS ARE: RN1 AND

sEx nIsCRIMINATIcN, 1IVIh IN Mai uNEwtor-ENT AREAS, SaloOL MOPOUTS.

t),C. C OF 1 C ENCY t LAMCII.IAC-E, inn !CAL AM PENT& HAMICAPS, AND

MD V RESPOIS IR! 1_ I T

S1 -ZC, IAL PRIOR 1.TILS SI CR 1.) ESTAB L sin kin ..srEciAt.. No(PN1S DESIGNED FCR

yetin wt. tu nitr. EINniErr, To EntoltENT ANI) 1RAINI OPPOIMNI

1W DI !VERY OF 5fIRVICES Sa0OLD P. Imum flEXU3LF PECHAN ISMS 'MAT

f-tILICMAOC. MV-: DEW( CIVEHT OF sant ICT6' LW IpCilt. SERVICE DELIVERERs ir

W!,1m.;I: TO LAW. MIDS.

(TTA tt:axn) THE LoMTURI. 11RC/1 Oil ER ufloYetNT NO TPA WING PROCRNAS

i tS icit RAU DCOATEGO(t 7.1:D AFTVONal TD DIE Di:LI VERY OF SER-

--
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VICE3. *ILI THE AIMMISTMTIVE NIORITXMINBS OF MIS SYSTIM HAVE rEel

DOcuMENTED, oopriass mum ne TA REAUMORI7ATICN Alcass STRENGTH,'

ENED ME LEIA 14.11111SMAIDE NEICHVIISM in ITS DELIVERY or DIFIDTIENT

Ne TRAINING TAIRVICES, (ETA Des Nem= As me rog kierwrm

MET TIE MED EDUCATION-, Emmert- Ne MINING NifIS OF WM.

WHIM HUNT IS ME PEST MCKIM Olt WED itn TAAGETHZ Yount wows,

YCK/IN tveruhreir mum TRANSCO') PIM LEM. *a wax CLASS;

`MUM we ma EDT BXSEPOCNIX MS/MIMED MY STILL SUFFIII wz

EFFECTS CV eikkoweit

COPMITISE TO ansmet A au ASIDE RR USE BY TIE SOVERNOR

RIND PROGRAMS FCR AIL LIENFLOYED MTH.

DI N ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY PROM PROGRAM TO SERVE ALL MTH, THE

CCNCEPT CF WNW. SERVICE MS DERGED AS A MGR POLICY atesintamen

gam 1930's. TIE RE-emen OF THE IDEA OF NATICML SERVICE MS %

ROWED MCII TIE OWING COICEIVI WITH HE NMI No SCUT OF

JOS OFCCRIUNITIES PAILARLE TO YOUTH, TIE COMPLEX PRCOLEMS FACING ITEM

INCLUDING llefinYIENT, MENEM ATM ALIENATICH, NS Tte Keg co Nem

OF OLE SOCIETY. TO vex, Wm TIE CaftEX OP INTETUCTING YOUTH MOMS

CCNFRCNTINI 111E HA111111. A WIDE VARIETY CF PROGMS ME BEEN PRCPOSED.

THE PROGRAMS RID POLICY MIMS WITHIN TIE FRAIENCIM OF MTICSAL SERVICE

ARE BY re MANS SIMILAR IN MIMI CR ireper. !OEM, FINISICtED IN

ALL OF ME PROGRAMS IS THE CUCEPT Cfr A CCPPS OF YOUTH It13 COULD PRovtre

VAUMLE SERVICES TO CCMINITIES. A VERY FAVOTABLE ANGTIENT IN %MITT

OF NATICML SERVICE IS TIE IMMEDIME NEED IT MID FILL IN MATING

ENOTEH VOW OPPCNTUOTIES FCR YOUTH *ILE N3T DISPLACHIG AMU WCIDERS.

ACCORDING TO 11E CCMMITTEE FCR TIE SPAY CF MTIONAL SERVICE, A CENTIVkl.

TASK IN DEFINING AREAS OF NATICML SERVICE 15,10 Dummy hila NEEDS
6
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10 BE [OE INAT M NOT way To re Dew yam ExisTING REsoutcrs. FIVE

AREAS OF NEED MICH TIE COMITTEE suawsT tuolfr BE ADDRESSED MIME

YOLINIEER ACTIVITIES IN:

EDUCgION AS AIDES, TUTORS, MINTEIANCE MD

REHABIL ITATION WORKERS

sou& sERvicEs To re Filmy Atio MENTALLY CR

PHYS I CAL1,Y, HANDICAPPED,:

MIROWENTAL PROGRAM)

SOCIAL SSiVICE KR YOUTH AND OTILDREN)

CULTIRAL ACTIVITIES, POLISEINS NV PUBLIC LIBRARIES

1
WILL ONLY ROLICH ESTINATES OF COST ARE AVAILABLE, AT THIS POINT TIE

RANcE rfial NI ANNUAL. ErEIVITHRE OF $3 BILLION T0S23.5

BI1LIc41, 11f. WIlli VNHANCE IN COST ESTIPATES IS A0.-OUNTED RR BY

A NI.PSER OF PC-MIS INCLIDING TIE RIPER OF PARTICIPANTS, THE ADMIN-

ISTRATIVE. SITZUCRIRE, RE SCALE OF 1HE PROCIINt, MD WIETIIER OR NOT

VOL ustiLtRS ME PAID THE MINI1111 WACE CR A SUBSISILNCE STIPEND.

NATICVAL sERvicr. sAuTH Is AN ImINATIvE HIM THAT VARIANTS

C.:1;7151.1. CanIDE3-MTICN BY MIS CC:IIII1E7J.

SRAL PROGRAMS EXIST IN 1ILE, NATION Akt1),1-TIPICALLY IN NEVI JERSEY

voimi ATPRESS TIE Ci7AL or sozvlo3 rot YLJ1B NIIH flE CREATE:ST NEED:

1444 JERS4Y IS OV. Cr Tit TWO STAIES 043SEN 10 PARTICIPATE

IN DIE NAI Ionic DervsiRATION PROGRAM OF "SLPINETO waRK-

iri cEN...117r1Icti Wm, wrzu retsvalorc nits !MEL PROVIDES
A MILLE rilEREBY FRRO-cccE. imunirem YOUTH CAN 6AIN'J(il

ocperitcorE IN A pRowil oF (-mum) STREss ni mew(
suminivE woRK sults, anawcut Tie ENTIRE mAINTENANcE

a 11'..z Iikt. FC)OTH PLAM5 Allt6 lhE P.114 JUIEY GWEN STATE
----

AR:G:4Y IS MING PERFtwO BY "stiPPORTED WPM" PARTICIPANTS.
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PEW JERSEY Is cre OF TIE 60 JOS CCIVISITES M THE

MUD STATES, 321 CORPS SEEKS TOIMPRONE

criptoyAsum OF MINS BY RIMING DM 140,1 7IEIR

POMMY BACKSFIXIND MMHG TIM IN A SUPPORTIVE

ENVIROMENT 70 ACQUIRE LIFE SKILLS, BASIC tO11.1rATICN

SKILL.3, POSITIVE WORK WITS NV ATTITUDES, NID JOB

SKI MS JOB CORPS wax is m marrow krut--
NATIVE ID YOUTH MO REWIRE SUM DEVELOPMT IN

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES, REMOVED FROM, Bur IN CLOSE

PRO(IMITY 70 THEIR FMILISSI.

IT) ENSUFE DAT NEW JERSEY IS MEE WM MUTES WHICH

PERPETUATE 5EXI9,1 IN EMMERT Ata TRAINING PROGRAMS

I HAvE COMMISSICHED A PANEL TO REV11). ALL OF THE NEW

STATUTES TO 1191PIFY SEXISM NIID RECatEND ACTION; TO

ELIMINkit SEX ROLE traetyrypIns FRCTi THESE STATUTES.

I I . naltrutfaracmittnutoginy.

CCR E01CATICP6 EMPLOWIENT AND TRAINING REsCURCES SHOULD BE USED 70

IFPROVE LONG-TERM EMPLOYABILITY mrtis YO(flH THE OWIENGE MORE

US IN THE POLICY INTEGRATIoN AND PROGRAM COORDINATION OF THESE

VAST RESOURCES IS TO GET BEYOND VAME Harms AND UNCLEAR APPROACHEs

31/THE SCHYOL 70 WORK TRAtSITION, IT IS MY BELIEF THAT "ME PLACE

'Pa BEGIN IMPROVING THE Lao-nimiEVPLOYABILITY OF OUR YOUIN IS IN

THE DESIGN OF A NORE COPTREIENSIVE AND FLEXIPtE TYPE OF WRKicAREER

PREPARATION PRoGRAM: ONE MICH mums STRUCTLFTDICNK EXPERIENCES

AS PART OF TIE FORMAL EDUcATION (Um AS CO(PERATIVE EDUCATION AND

hoRK STIOY), A GREATrA FD:US ON PRoVID/NG STUMM WITH OCCAPATIONAL

COUNSELING ANV INNRMATIoN, AND (KAM PRIVATE scOTOR twoevtillir

IN THE PROVISION OF TIE WORK EXPERIENCES, TUE DESIGN OF VOCATIONAL

TRAINING PROGRAMS AND TOE DEVELOPMENT OF CARTIR INFORMATIoN.
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IN ACOITICN, OPPORTUNITIES SIELILD BEE PROVIDED Fat CUP-CF-S01001. YOUTH

ID COMER THEIR EDLICATICN NO SUMMER MEIR MP-ESTEEM, GREATER

Rumex *MD BE PLACED COI EDICATIONAL FINDING SOURCES TO PRIP/IDE ,

no am YOURS TO AMIN IN SOM. MATER IMAMS KW IX

PiXED CA THE IN-SOPIICE IMAMS OP.TEACHERS TO FTEPARE 116' FCR

111EIR EXPNCED RESPCNSIBIUTIES CF CAREER excatal. PARENTS MLIST

BE GINN A GREATER RCU IN WRFICIPATING MCRE CLOSELY IN THE CAREER

EDUCATIICN MAVIS FCR THEIR CHIMER.

REctium ne Go& OF 1.0.3-T/314 DFIDTAIIILI1Y OF MTN RIE4iIR6 awn
IN OUR APPNCACH ID EIXICATICN NO TRAINING. NUM DIE SPECIFIC SUGGESTICHS I

WILD ASX MIS CCFMITTEE TO CONSICER IN FeEPIILATING A POLICY ARE!

?CUM. EPPISAREK NO TEAMING fuES NORD a/44nm
RA-neR Itsi SIBSTITIRT FCR IC LEANING,

IN-SCHOOL Nun SHCliD BE TO AN WARDED SCH301 CURRICULA

camtme eitotteir Ate INCUOING ENTRE-

PRENEUISHIP, AT PM DALY A. IN OM DEVELCP A REALISTIC

UCERSTNOING WAG YOLIM : THE mil) OF.wax, TIE IR EDUCA-

TIONAL IDIPERIFNLE SMULD I s LEN1016 11:44 CROW= LABOR,

MISTRESSES AND ono Etearis OF TIE LABCR tT rucnori.

ALL MIDI typtsmeir PRoGnms, mum% SirRr T6i SA.
JCS, mt)RK EXPERIerE (WPCPRIATIES fre IN-SCHOOL Y015I11, IRMNINO

AN) FLU Tiff SUEISIDIZED e+toirTr MST 11 DESIGNED TO daft
ne DIWILPPENT AND REINFORCEPENT OF MO MIK HABITS NO PERSCWL

SKILLS.
4/I

Accuron LABCR MIRKET PRCUECTIONS OF SUPPLV AND rem HIST EE

DIE wis Fai THE TEavicx. Atio SKILL MINING OF TOM TIE
KATMAI. OMPATICKAL INFCFMTICN COORDINATING OWITTEE, ESTAB-

Piesoorr To TvE fIREAIMACIDEM Afil) OA; TIOTN'AITOM

IN 1978, twrAws TtE Dtwaiterr, BY FISCAL YEAR J.M., OF A

9
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131101.0011, Nil ITTfli =PATHAN. FM-
CASTIN3 MIK THIS INITSINATIO4, WHICH WILL BE USED BY

PLANISts, LATER NWT INT/VI:DIARIES, MO MTH Tneriseives,
Witi name TH! arms Fvft sottio welt KAMM AND CHM
01010E, MN Jew/ tow isneweessi THE matt at MCC

LIDIONATION OF OUR STATE OCCUPATICIAL INFO/PATIOI

COCEIDONTINCI COMM LSINCO AS DE MOM =ICE OXU-

FATIMA!. INFO/MOO. I KW FURTHER REQUIRED DAT BEM THE

sTATE b30,0 OF EDUCATIM NV DE STAR IMO OF HIM EDUCA-

TION AINVID`011 A IIEN IMAMS' CUIRICMA, VAT THE LABOR Wen

KR De les mom DE -EViLlitlED BY nt SOUL

I. BLIMECIERfatanCEL.CellaL&M

Di Bilk OF 19.12,, Eritiverr CAN crity BE Pomo *Es WE WE A VIOCROUG,

iipow ma mime ECOO1Y. TSf SUXESS OF out *Timm. molten. PCLIC

HrmIN TH13 nvievCRItx OtR TOWN ectovfetT POLICY WH1 HICH.Y

seistriw To Ire FLUCTIATIONS OF OR occeonc olinticte. srectriata
TARGETED PROGRAM; PCR YONG CR TOR Nisf CROIP cAor BE EXPECTED TO

CARRY DE WIGHT or BRINGING CRIER AND STABILITY TO THE MR MARIDETS.

ME MIST PUSH DE NERICIN MOM V) A NW PLAN OF VIGOROUS, BUT

nem ecoiscetw orzwiti.

WITHIN DE FRAMDICRX DESIGNED TD ACHIEVE SUSI/111EO Et:CHOW GRONTH,

FECIITAL 00YE1PFEHT SIMLA Mate A IDWII EMPLOYMENT MD TRAINING STRATEGY'

*ICH FOGIBIS DE CREAM,. OF RAIZ AND PRIVATE JCR OPPORTITHTIES IN

atom me POTENTIAL TEN wirErs *ICE earls on tor To DISPLia O.R

EXISTING NOTIOTTICE, IN are TO ACHIAVE THIS IS NECESSARY HAT:

PROEMS PEET Focus ON SELF-SUSTAINING JCEIS IN =IPA-

TION WHERE PERE.13 GRoN11 roffiresrL..

Dont STATE Ate LOcAL VEYELOilENT PRoaws HUsT CoPLDIENT TIE

rmrifinr Akin mAINNG REXIttfirS YrRITIt OMER 71) PITVITIr

)0
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DE GIiTH CF MUSS D I ZED, FOMENT, PR I VATE AND

MIL I C-SECTCR ADS.

N-51C. HOOL, 'SRAM RIR MOM ENTERPRISES AND LOCALLY

I N TIATED Yacht PROJECTS NEED TO BE BM/RAGED.

AS A RES. LILT OF /Vi I NIERAGELEY AGREDENT BY DE CCM! I SS I OtER OF LABOR AND

INDUSTRY, THE 01,41 SS I OPER OF EDUCAT 101 AND THE OWEELLCIR OF LUSHER

4 EDUCATION IN NEW JERSEY, ME WILL SIERTLY BE MINNS A PROCRO#1 TO I NCREA.,E

THE ETFLOYAB I LITY OF DI SWARMED (MAN YOUR' IN DE E)MS I ON OF OCCU.

PAT I MAL OPPERTUN I TIES RESULT! NG FROM Di ECENOMIC REVITAL1ZAT ION IN

NEW !IRLNSW1CK. WIIth RE EETA I LS CF 1H I t CREATIVE PR)S* ARE BE I PIG

F I NALI ZED, TIE PROGRAM JOINS NE RESOURCES OF THE LOCAL. EDUCATION NOM ESP

THE COPftiL I TY COLLEGE, TIE PR VATE NOWPROF I T CCf1tt41TY REDEVELDRENT

CRCAN ZAT I CM, THE MD PR Itt SPONSCR, A CCtMUN I TY BASED ORGAN! ZATI ON AM)

DIO MAJCR DIPLOYERS D I RECTS TIE I R tawnits TCWARD ENSUI I NG TWIT

VOIH IN SCHOOL MD CUT OF 40-COL IFSAN YOUTH

I N TIE AREA' S RAP I TLY DPW 1 NG HEALTH AtiD

PROJECT I S AN EMMY. AS 70 I Of YOUTH

BE TRA I NED IN OCC1PATIONS

CAL F/ ELD. TH I S

TRAINING PROMO

CAN IT. StMESSFULLY I NTV2RATED WI TII MAN ECCNCMIC revameir 1F11ThS.

TO III;ROVE Pt ACCESS LT YOUDI TO EARS I NG mu Expisitmis Errunverr

OPPUTITA I TIES, TIE CEPARTMXT. OF LABOR AND MAURY HMI al IN NEW JERSEY

I S RESPONSIBLE ECIR LADCR MARKET MALYS I S AND extrcritc DEVELDPWNTA HAS

INITI ATED PARTNEM IP WI TH TIE DEPARTMENT OF NIGER MCAT I ON CO1IIITY

COLLEGE S TRUCTME A PROG1AM TO ASSESS 11 E MIRE EEMANDS CF !NDUSRIES

IN TIE HIQI TECIN(LCGY MEAS DE PROJECT WI LL SOLI CIT IN iTI4.FRC2l TIE

DIIEF EXECUT VE OFF I CER AM) CCRPCRATE FLAMERS OE l'iNJC42 NEM JERSEY COMM I ES

MIS IN FORMT k i W I II BE USED -ro PLAN EDUCAT I CH, EFLOYFENT CfRER

wnia mamma m cx,11 attpripy,onr-qz4.. .11PetW.TIIIS MITAM AISADVW
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Nap vaunts mit. BE ABLE TO TRAIN IN =WATKINS WITH PRMISING

RIIINES THUM MOVING THEIR ACCISS TO LING-TERM, STABLE EMPLOWENT,

MUM DIE STATE EMPUIYMENT AND TRAINING COUNCIL, TIE BUM OF EDUCATICH

Ate TM BCWM OF MGM EDUCATION NM OTHER EDWATIONAI FOCNNOIC PE-

VELCPMENT NAIISCRY COUNCILS AND aMUSSICISS TIE STATE SHOULD PLAY AN

kTIW LEAPERSHIP ROLE IN COCRUNATING THE EFRPTS OF INSTITUTICNS AM)

PROGRPFTS OF ALL. LEWIS RELATED TO YOUTH FM"LOYTtlit NID TRAINING MD SIMI)

PROMOTE STAMM COCFERATION NOM BUSINESS, LABOR, ETWATICHAL INSTITUTI

AND THE TiMPLIMPUIT NM TRAINING SYSTEM.

THERE 'MILD BE STRENGTHENING OF TWE.PRESEK MATH:NAL SYSTEM TO EE-Trut

PREPARE YOUIM FOR 1ME LABOR PARKET. DIE IJO: OF STRCHG BASIC SKILLS MICH

SEEM TO BE INN:MAIE IN ?WY IMEMPLOYED YOUOI maim PE -AtIMS%il). 111ER

THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IS.LACKING IN ITS EPTVRT IN IBIS AREA CR 71-£

FOC ENVIPMNPIENT IS SUCH DAT IT IS NM Cotiaini 10 11-1E LEARNING

CAMPING OF BASIC SKILLS, SCHbICL-TO-HCRK TRANSITICH EIus STPPLEMENTED

BYA VOCATIONAL EMI:RATION PROGRAM SHILL) i STRENGTHEiFile ESPECIALLY FCR

MEWS WM FURTHERING 'WEIR MIMICS Mail HIGI 5c1r1. IWSE PROGRMS

.wOutri STRENGITCWIW MONTS' DOM III 1E.,11x)Ruror-4emr 141) GIVE

DEN ME pCPOSURE TO OXIPATIONAL POSSIBILITIES DIV MAY IiiWT TO PURSUE,

IN MP REVIEW OF EDUCATICti/WPCNER EFFClierS WE St-ICIID GIVE PRICRITY canine-

Ann TO THE NEED FOR AMMAN_ Cal,ENSATCRY EDUATICti FINDING VIIICH HUI

BETTER ENSLRE THE ACOUISITICH OF BASIC ErUCATIcNik. SKIU41,

o.
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DESPITE 111E FUNDING MD onER FEHIRTS IN TIE PJA CF PMENTIPC HIGH

SUM*. Minn, TIE PROXIM STILL EXISTS WITH ICI SIC44 ( F A NC/R TERM

IP'FROVDENT, OUR CURRENT Er Fairs IN 1W ROCATICVAL SYMMS, THE

FIIICAries/kowcwit cxxii-RATIVE EFFCRTS, AM) CITIER PROCRiViS AWED AT

A SOI uruti, scuu i PE-EXAMINFI) TO.IETERIINE TWIR ryrtalvEmiss AND

WORM IN ImPRov 11013UT RATE.

A POLICY FCR DELEGATION (F RLSPCNSIBILITY FCR 411) TRAINING

PR(CRAMS NEU'S TO TIE DEVEliOPEI) AT 1W FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS,

I RriutrID TMAT TIC MAIN 'THRUST or cu vES

AIMET1 AT MOV1111% TRMN1NG, tom ommict: jal.PL SERVI CES

TO off SC/ !MI MID S, TIE EIWAT 1 ()VAL PrzmAms SWU(D tik

I1AV 11 r. rR:mArrf TDOCATING

C.CM14AIRS SIMI) CO.ITI4.1: TO MAW A I EGIA.ATIVELY tiVITIATED HOU IN

tnn!:07, 'MCMAN LTMASIS fa) TYPES (1. EFLIYERY stmcns

t:11.1)11) :t1 !-1124/1: At! MIMI IN 'MEM INDIVIDUAL STATF-S.

IS INPI:RIci.14W. MTH SEVIRAL MMISM INITIATIVES IN THE

CUIL"irtY ".,71t(lt S rRw.4,c1' AT1..ANTIC

CT 01 ,v30 t,F14 Pij.1.4.141CK Is orsz INAmPLE c\t, A toCitly

1.1rV4 5 1 NArm 1_1."Y.S RAS PUN .VERY INSTRPvgAt. MI EN.-

;1,',11. 10 t_SI,A.V):1 TLLS"c. itrWNI1Y ix4. t.`:0

.m!S I l.A 14 A C.ct:( LP/ 10 A RE.M.Ily.

11-115 rRNl irsES A sclkoa. MIRDING AND SliARES SPACE, REstvom AND

Pfla42.11-6 1.0 11) p.,:;Erim tvo cCMEVIED C1TIZINS TO PACITTE MIC4ER AC:Alt/Cr.

frii VV. r NIINC1-11 rNR MICE:1..10 AS h1-1_1_ A. GEITRAL MOWN

ItiTI-rfST TO C UirmF. (trIlitii TY.
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menu E.XAMPLE OF A COORDINATING EFFORT CAN DE CIISERNED IN SALEM

COUNTY, 1%04 JERSEY TIE SALEM ODUKTY -LINKAGE FROMM EFFECTIVELY

MINOS TOallirit TIE RESOLLICES OF THE APEA VOCMICNAL TECHNICAL SCH3OL,

THE LOCAL COPMUNITY COLLEGE., LOCAL EDUCATION AtENCY, CETA

aNliSCRS TO DELWIN FirtgfrENT AM TRAINING PROGRAMS TO YOUTH,

THESE ARE BUT DC EXAMPLES *RCN DEPONSIRATE TIAT WORKABLE AGREDENTS

ARE POnII31E AT THE STATE NO LOCAL LEVEL NM ARTRAYS TIE STATE AS A

POSITIVE, SUPPORTIVE NV COOPERATIVE PARTNER IN THE ITLIWRY OF A NET-

WORK OF tOUCATION, LIPLONTENT., TRAINING NV SLPFORTIVE SERVICES.

LINDIR CLTA TITLE II COMMNATION AND LINKAGE DDIONSTRASICH PROJECTS,

THERE LXI5TS CPPoRTUNIIY TO ENCOURINCk: hIlft EETTEll EILATIrtmitPs

rnxx n-E SINT= CP JOitfiLY DELIVERED PROMWS, FRCI1 EFFORT* IN

THIS it.it7A OF FIIICATICIALNINNP0WER LINKAGES, t,724 ta) ItINGVATIVE PROCR.V'S

MID Lfut.VE MICH PAY SERVE As ^MRS vHICH f.1,1Y BE. REPLICATED THRCOCHCUT

SIAM; MO AID IN TIE Call. Cf PELOC.IR; YRTIH USIITIOENT.

WIN '11.1 OT'PESS S1FPG21" FIN TIE NIYI Pfzi:NIsIcN OF CI:TA TITLE I!

PKVILIS (XNE4ORS WITh SPECIAL TAMS TO 114(.1YRACE LINV.GES PE1I-71

TOLICATTal-PFLIT-E÷IPLortlfr tRO--TRAINING NGRICIES, ISM MIS CETA TITLE,

COCRMATICIN Nio LINO;E II/11;STRATIoN 1120JECIS

A RESAT (I' E AVM LAD I LI TY 0;: GEt-M2S 10 Ci'; 2; :2 S". I a. 1.4-41NT V.:_3

ro CI:TA WIVE N't,M(ItS AND EIXiCATICH baNC-I a; 1JO ',1]SH TO ramlitkii:

IIE VJJ.LU OF JOINTLY puma) aa OPERATEO P:2CCAPt& RP YOUTH. THEK:

JOINT t HILL J-i'GIN TO CI.CSE TIT .*PS rx.y,4:FN ThE

IVO sys0:ni A\Ii ARE (:RUCI AL TO TILE t.IT LOWErl r 1 cU YCIMI. I 1..M.D
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REntPEK) MAT SINTX THE EDUCATIat SYSTEM MD CM SUM YflUll. mo-

wn) LHIPMES SICIULD BE LEGISLATED FOR BOTH SYSiENS. .11-11E PRESENT

TIFF, ONLY CETASAH3 HE VOCATIONAL EDIKATICH KT tAPHY SUCH A ?MATE.

SIPAILM MANEWORY LIMOGES MAT BE 1VMM !NM SUCH LANZ AS HE

etunx EDUCATICN ICT MD HE HIG-ER EDUCATICN iCr. IT IS ALSO RPM-

ATIVE MAT TIE ilIMING MD MING CYCLES CF ME DO SYSTEMS BE CO-

0291KAIE1). %mix 144kAIFD LINKAGES BETWEEN HESE TWO YOT-Mt-SENVING

TiOliA4S CLEARLY NCRK TO THE BENEFIT OF YOUTH, SUCH LINKAGES ARE CF-TEN

DwricuLT TO EFFECT misuse or boo( CF SYNCIPONIMICH OF MOM CYCLES.

IN AtOTTIGN, IDOL atrAnai WHCIES SHOUTD RECEIVE INCENTIVE FINDS

11POUG4 ME 104 SYslEti TO FCRCE APPRoPHIATE LIMOGES WITh cETA PRDE

SP0NsoRs. 04>LaYpENT'AV TRAINING ELMS stow minim 10 FLOW

TIMM lo./crFA, SINM CETA IS A TARGETED PROGRAM AND EDUCAMIN sYSiets

1'I,Danki.40) lu sz-BA AIL WTI. DE FOCUS CF CETA RINDS LINKED WITH

EAZATIcN siCkl..D BC TO ENNMCE stn4 PINZRN4C As SCH001-111140FIK 111ANSI-
*

icW, saux_ BAsED APPRENTICESHIPS, AND ComERATIVE EDUCATICN.

ArtlINI1RA1 SYsTEk; ti.T I5 mg I
(IN PLACE DAT MU SIM...HY Du

C.CCWINArICPCCF CETA Yount PRCGRAHS Wirlt LEA PRoGRAMS. win; INCENTIVE

Fu\,DS Ctl 130111 SIDES TO EFFECT NTROPRIATE LINKACJES, IT IS INCLIVENT

UPG1 11E, ftW G(VEMtENT (AT BOTH TIE REGI*L MD HE NATICHAL

LEvElS) TO ALIN MIMI ATIMINIMPATIVE rupcmurr, WIMIN HE catTEXT

1.:ErING ciRTAIN WNW, CRITERIk TO PRUE SPCHSCRS Awns I'D

t;4.o CARRY cur MALLY AGeD-URCAI PRIVtAIMS,

4

f.
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=CATERS PROM= THE CtiNtRY NAVE IDENTIFIED THE UNCERTAINTY OF

CETA FINDING AND TIE INOCNSISTDIT RAINING CYCIXS MD REPOTTING MIIOWNSMIS

Cr CETA /ND latlICATICN PROMO AS WAR ENNDIMENIS TO CIOCADINATION

pi (mom Two SYSTEM. I MID URGE MAT THIS CCFNITIEZ GIVE Cat*

SIDERATION TO THE MORD MING OF TWIN DIFENDITUEES UPVER CETA TO

ENABLE COORINNATION WITH TIE KIRNVID FUNDING FUN OF Ear Anal erect-

;iums To tom. sonic tiancies.

IN /COITION, ThL COMMITTEE SHOULD GIVE aNSIDERATION 713 TIE DEVELOP- IVNT

OF COWS-TINT PLANNIAt CYCLES Ahol, TO Tie NVCINAVTEITT POSSIBLE,' CP4-

SISTENOY IN ADMINISTRATING REGULATIONS GOVERNING ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA..

PROGRAM PERM#4ANCE AN20 REPORTING CYCLES,

SUFFICIENT LINKAWS PEPEEN TIE TITLE VII PRIME swim INITIATIVES

PROGRAM (PSIP) AND CETA YOUVH FROMM'S EXIST IN THE LEGISLATICN AS

PRESENTLY WRITTEN,, BUT PIE PSiP HAS WIT PEEN IN PLACE Fon A LO4G

uuI PfiRICO OF TIK TO ASSESS PESE. IECIMISMS. I FEEL MAT tiJCI

tEEDS TO PZ DOW TO IIPROVE PE IVN"X OF 114TPLCNID, DISADVANTOVE0

YOUTH IN PE HMOS CV IENIERS Cf PE PUSHESS CVMNITT, EUT AT THIS

TIHE I Fra IT IS IC.Pivrtta To LET THE EX ISTIW SYSTEM rf !Tsar.

RATTER 1 IM 'TAMPER W I TH ThE IS1JT1CTh

liE SUMCOT THE COW I NW1%1 0..F TIE SECIETAIW D I SCAT I MARY FILMY. TO

WRY OUT NATI (VAL PFSFARGI EFFCR TS I N SUCH AREAS AS WAGE SOBS I D I ES M

DX:ENT! vi'S TO RE Y.A1111, 1 tfiROVV.MT C PERFCIMCE NE/V1 RES CF PRO-

pm., AND 01 t R NWVA T IVE PPITOACIES. ,

2 )
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CI4MEIWN MOWERS OF THIS COMIITEE MAY BE INDXSTED TO KNOW

TlyiT I PLM TO cONMIE IN Mr STATE MIS FALL A MN acumen' No

TRMNING FOLIcY TASK RUM THIS TASK FORCE Ma BE COMBED oF

RuNtsENTATIVES CIF PRIVATE ImuSTRY, CROPNIZED IABOR, LOCM. CONCNITTEs,

LDUOAT MAL I NST !MIMS, GOVEIHSRIT F) °Aim TY-BASED CROM1 ZAT IONS,

AS 1ELL AS MR TIEMELVES. MY TASK FORCE WIU. BE OMICTING A SERIES

OF oPEN TOM /WINGS THRotbsor THE STATE IN Ni EFFORT TO WM TESTDCNY

Haig THE'HITEsT cRoSS-SECTICN OF NDI JERsEY MIMS (ICEMO WITH

..KEs Am) TRAINING Fut UR Milli. AS GOYERNCR I WILL TAKE DE LEM IN

ASSIRING THAT .NE Kum INPLOYIIENT MO MINING RESOURCES Cr NY STAT1

roam me POLICY DIRFCTIctis REMMEMED TO ME. OM SUCcESS, MEYER,

WU_ cCrE AT DE CCMJNITY LEVEL. DERE, THE SAt INutmtb u) PEOPLE

1,11) CialTIYLI) TIE POLICY - DE YOLK) PECIPiE MOSE FUTURE DEPENDS Cti ITS

seccMs, AND THF (FAOMS FROM BUSINESS' INCA, EDUCATION ANBCOMMUNITIES fl

T rAIKLEWHY II-FORT To ENsLVE THAN-IT Wcm*S;.

Th): UNEWT,INI oF A STATE Pot.ICY CN Yotrol uflOYMENT Wm. BE CRITICAL
4

IN 1STAHL SH ICC A mitictioN FM Ifl TW SMTE (..AN BEST MAIZE ITS PRESEK.

To cusE GRFAIIT AccEss To UTLOyPENT TRAINING CPFERTUNITIES .

MI YOUTH. 1SE MaIRCES maim

1-1N)S AM) STAFF ADMINISTFRED 1W SUiH STI1E AcENciES AS THE

DTA/MINT OF LITOR INouSTRY, TiE tkPARIMENT CIF HIWN

SERVIaS, AND TIE DEPARITINT Cf CfARECTIONS;

sERvicE raivt.RERs., INcLuoING wcAL EDUCATIoNk naticIES

OPEN INsT111.1TIons, AcADENIC VOcATIoN.AL, THAT FALL ItIDER

THE N-.Gis, cc RE sTATE MARI) OF Ell)CATIal'AM DE STATE BONO

cf lac-JCR EDUCATICT4.1
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CETA PRUE SPONSORS) NC

PUBLIOLV''SUPPORTED PROGRAMS WITHIN PRIVMI UNIVERSITIES

NC PROPRIETARY VOCATIONAL. PIC TECHNICAL sauts. nit
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION NC STRONG SUPPCRT Or At.L TIMM WWI"'

TUT/GIS AV AGENCIES ARE Esse Ink TO ME THIS POLICY A

REALITY.

M *WE THAT ISSUANCE Or mis Nun, IS ONLY A BEGININDIS. ITS

morrlcs BY RE STATE EPPLOVIENT AND TRAINING COUNCIL NE STATE EOM

ElicgrICIP6 THE STATE BONS OP NIGER EDUCATION MD THE GOMM

any? elm THE ORIMO UlPfra INTENDED IN Irs FORMULIATION, THE OINCIL

MD THE E0A0D6 WILL NW DWELOP AN ACTION PUN TO OM OUT THESE

POLICY RECOPNENMTIONS CONSISTENT WITH POLICY GOALS MID STATE PRO FEDER

LAS6 AND REMATIONS. THE POLICY'S .DVACT WILL BEGIN WITTUDE MCA.

YEAR1931 EVPLCrtPENT, TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

IN CONCLUSION, I &WEST TO PBS aWITTEE RAT WE MST VIEW YOUTH EN'

Purimerr PROBLEMS IN THE -EIROVIST PERSFSCTIVE. THE DEMOGRAPHIC CHMGES

*UCH CREAM A LiENERATICH OF !ABM IiRICET DISPLICTIMS AND PLACE)

SERIOUS STRAINS CV OUR ECCIIMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL INSTI-

TUTICNS WILL OCCLIR AWN, MATING NEW/ PERHAPS DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT

TIE DECADES AHEAD. AS THIS RENERATION OP VUIN CROWS OLDER,

H OLIt SUSS pre MOMS, WIU. PE FORCD TO DEAL WITH PRCTILL*VE,ALONG W

OF MUSING HEALTH CARE, MD INCCVE FOR MTIREPENT YEARS. THE 01ALUDO

DEFO2E. In I TO KAM A FRAMEWORK OE BOLD AND CREATIVE NEW POLICIES

WHIN WILL US. 10 RESOLVE TODAY'S \PROBWiS NiD DEVELOP nE CANCI

TO SIIAPE TIE ITIES Of U FURRE.
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The CHAIRMAN. Our procedure yesterday, and I suggest we 4Io it
again today, is to continue with your statements, each of you, and,
from there into a general discussion. r ,

The neXt witness is Mr. Michael Tim . : ne, Acting.Director of the
; . W I . ; : - ; :. :ney-son

corned with conducting educaanal researc .

Mr.. TIMPANR. I have submitted my prepared statement for the
trecoritAt this point, I would simply like to suinmarize some of my
mmarks,

M

The CHAIRMAN. Fine.

th
Your tomte

testimony of this panel.
te statement will be included in the record at the

conclusion o
, Mr. TIMPANR. This panel and the others before us are experts in
specific prOgrablis in vocational and higher education. Today, I
would like to confine my remarks to the broad question of the
relationship between education and employment and concentrate,
to some extent,, on the overall' role of the secondary school. .

, I will touch on two topics, the role of education in preparing
youth for the world of work iind the implication of that role for
schools. I will also touch on the' nature of the youth emploYment
problem and the need for effective collaboration between -schools
and, communities in preparing youth for work.

Rducation must work in an increasingly coordinated way with
many other institutions to improve youth's preparation for and
transition to employment. Educatinn cannot by itself, reduce the
youth eitployment rate; make the overall educatiOn-training-em-
ployment system mOre rational, or solve the problems of the hard-
core unemployed. However, it can and should be expected to con-
tribute to the reduction of each of these problems.

The.iimpottant thing is for the education system not_ to try to be
a 1 things- tei -all ---ptiotilc-it niust--concentrate -cri- defining-the aspects
b the problem to whidh it can best respond and then parry on its
re ationships with the other agencies and institutions that have a.
role to play in the school-to-work transition. .

What are the essential Contributions that schools can make to
.. the .solution. of our youth employment problems?, .

For younger inschool youths, the schools must first ot all redou-
ble their energies op the development of basic literacy skills. What,
ever a young person's career aspirations might be, his or her skills
in reading, writing, and mathematics will, in many ways, define
career opportunities..

We believe that the development of literacy skills, broadly de-
fined; is the job that schools can do.best, and that it is the job that
the labor market needi most from the schools. This Ta no simple
problem. As students progress into secondary schooltyears, literacy
skills will be achieved only if the student sees a connection with
MS or her,life plans and opportunitids. Rote drills or simple reMe-
dial exercises beconie less and lesa ,effective; and the' problems of
motivation come to dominate the quest fpr literacy.

In additioN, in order to enhance student prospects for employabil-
ity, schools must concentrate on what have -come to be called
transfer,able skills. These are skills, abilities, and attitudes which
people need in almost all jobs and occupatibnal areas. Among the
more important ate thich skills` as problem solving, analyzing, deci-

, .
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sionmaking, and evaluative thinking, along with such attitudinal
qualities as diligence, flexibility, Cooperativeness, and a sense of
responsibility: .

The importance of transferable skills is underscored by the per-.
vasive fact-of _job_change in the Amprioan__Work_lifeover 40 per-
cent of those employed changed jobs between .1965 and 1970. It
makes sense to concentrate on the skills, abilities, and attitudes
common to manyijobs, rather than on the differences in the tasks
to be.performed. ,

A third area in which schools should continue to expand their
efforts is the development of work-study and work-experience pro- '
grams. These programs can serve at least two broad purposes:,(1) to
provide students with an opportunity to explore one or mote ocou-
pational worlds; and (2)."to help them develop work habits, values,
and attitudes necessary to' progress in the labor market.

It -may be unfashionable to men.tion .the latter, but wheneVer
emPloyers are asked what it is they are looking for in entry-level

, workers, good work habits and basic literacy skills invariably top
the list, From this perspective, then, the exact nature of the work
experience proirided by the school is not critical: the work can be
paid or volunteer; private sector or public; short lerm or long. The f-
critical factor is that it be educative, that it be closely linked to .

what is taught in the classroom, and that it be designed to broaden
the student's understanding of the opportunities and requirements
of the world of work. .

Concerning the implications of these objectives for schooling, I
believe that may of the existing developments in our secondary
schools can be adapted' and developed further to meet the' objec- 1

tives'that I. have already Outlined. Let me cite a few ot the develop- :

ments currently underway: .. .. I

One, the organizational -changes-such 'as- the-development of-- i--------
intignet schools, alternative schools, and smaller schools within the
larger school; two, new, programs that are experience-based-career
education, cross-age tutoring, and a variety of comiyiunity service .
projects; and three, the introduction .of \mew learning. techniques,
such as action learning and various forms of iii pendent study.

A
All of these developments and especially' if th y are organized

around the objective of providing greater literaey, ave the promise I

of improving the student's preparation for. the world of work.
At the same time, there are several indications that improve-

ments from the high school alone will not be sufficient. Too many
." students who never succeed in attaching themselves to the primary

labor market. 'leave school", either physically .or psychologically
before the end of the junior high school years. . -.

For these students, efforts to reach them in the high school will
'almost always be a case of "too little, too late", since the patterns
and habits of failure that carry through from school to job have
already been set by the time, they reach the 9th or 10th. grade. I

Hence, the attention of educators and scholars has been drawn to
the middle school years. Here too, our, .concerns for emgloyability
merge with broader educational isSues. .

Our assumptions and prattices in the middle school years need
reexamination. Students are simply maturing earlier, are vastly
thore experienced as a result of television and affluence, and they
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are undergoing extensive fievelopmental changes in their manner
of learning which we did not even know about.a generiktionAgo. At

the same time, many junior high schools have ioet the explfratory -

character originally assigned them in the scheme of the education-
al programs.

F'or many-studentsi-therefere;the-middle-schooLyears_am_an____
educational wasteland from which they will never hilly recoVer. No

period of schooling has received less policy and research attention
than these yeart, and it seems essential tO me that we remedy that .

omi ion in the next several years.
Fi ally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to tiara few worde about"the

contr bution which education might matte to that most severe em-
ployMent problem identified by- So many of your witnesses, that of
the diyadvantaged students. I
. They are the Srouth, as I define it, who reach adulthood never
having made it from the education stream through the training
stream and on into the employment system.

We need a redOubled emphasis on the development of literacy
, skills, with the kind of focused attention on solving problems in.the

middle and higher years of schooling that we gave to the early
years of schooVing through such programs as 'Head Start, Follow
Through, and title I.

This may well require the targeting of additional resources for
compensatory education at the junior and senior high school
levelsbut compensatory education of this fart, compensatory edu-
cation designed to link literacy skills to the young persons, hope for
a productive adulthood.

I Would *say, Mr. Chairman, that, the great difficulty at the sec-
ondary school level is the dominant role that motivation has come
to play. So mudh of the research is that if by that age the student
cannot see a purpose related to his or her future, the student 'will
not learn.'

A great challenge would be to link the skill development process
to some sense of the student's own motivation and sense of a
productive future.

We may also need to face the fact that- alternatiVe programs
Outside the educational mainstream ma3t, for a long time, be re-
quired for many of those students who pass the age of 16 without
having acquired either the basic or transferable skills necessary to
function in,the labor market.

Those students might be best served in structured work experi-
ence, having their basic, education work specifically designed to
give them the literacy tools they need to function effectively at the
jobsite.- They can be delivered by a wide range of institutionscommuni-
ty colleges, postsecondary vocational SC1100,18; private industry, com-
munity-based organizationsbut whatever the delivery agent such
programs should lead the youngsters to either a high school diplo- .
ma, or an equivalency certificate.

,One such proffram that we believe to be highly promising is the
career internship program, CIP started in Philadelphia by Rev.
Leon Stillivan and his colleagues" at Opportunities Industrialization
Center, Inc. This program is an alternative high school for 16- to
21-year olds who have dropped out Of high school or are in serious

A56-881.0 - 80 -
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risk of dropin Out befoee graauation. The progrank.enables stlf-dente to complete high school, acquire occupational knoWledge,,plan 'fOr a career, and improve basic reading and mathematics
akitlsin -short, to facilitate the transition from high school toworit or to further education..

Init_ : aa iaa .:a a. ; er--
`Arates of high school completion, in reading and math scores, andin'rates of emploment. or enrollment in'collep and technical schoola.

We are now replicating that experience in four other- cities to besure that it is not just theymiracle.of living in Philadelphia whichproduced the effect, and whether or not it can be duplicated else-
where-with similar results. , .

The expinsion of the career internship program is but one lane 7of alternative being supported under the Youth Employment Dem-
onstration Project Act,. (YEDPA). There are many other.de nstra-
tion projects underway which will merit gur consideratWTf we areto be effective in reaching these most-in-need students. The projects
will, no doubt, be expensive. High ratios of adult to youth will be
necessary and they may last longer than the typical mavoiver
program which definee success in terms of the number of new. obplacements each month.'

The alternatiVes to such programs, however, are much moreeipensive, especially when costs are measured in lost productivity
to the sOciety, in welfare or incarceration costs, and most impor-
tantly, in the individual human costs that, joblessness exacts in thissociety.

Mr. Chairman, I appreci'ate the opportunity to participation this
panel this morning, and will be pleased to responil to your ques-tions.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your very helpful and excel=
lent itatement.

[The prepared statement Of Mr. Timpané follows1

A
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M. ghairman, Members of the CommitteeS I afts Michael
, ,. )

Timpane, Apting uirector of the National Institut% of

Education (NIE) the principal Federal agncy concerned

With condUcting ducational research, I

f

I am pleased to helm this opportunity to testify today

on the role oteducation in preparing youth for entry into

the labor market. This distinguished Comitiee has malted

legislation which has made funbamental cottributions to the

improvement of ducatlon in our society, anithis series of

oversight hearings should,help delineate the problems we

might anticipate in youth mPloyMent in the Uttar future,

Thrs panel is comprised of witnesses who are expert in

the contributions of spedbfic pr6grama in vocational and

higher education in preparing young people for work. I would
A .

therefore, like to confine my remarks toltho broad question

of the.reiationship between education and employment and,

more particularly, to the general role of the secondary school...

In doing so% I. want to touch on !several topics:

o the nature'of the youth employment problem;
-

46 the role of ducation in preparing youth for
the world of work;

o the implications of that nil.. for schools; and

o effective collaboration between schools and
communitiei in preparing' youth for work.

'.
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.1r910.404 of YOutb Imploypent

Itri.Chairman, a generation ago we expecte0 youth to

'
"...1.41141411

leave school upon receiving'a diploma, or tarlier,-and-to
".

begin full-tims 4mployment. Today that picture has changed--

unprecedentedly large nuelereof youth move 'in and out of

the labor market,through:fliir 'teens and early twentivii,
, .

H. often arternating or mIXincichooling ind work. Sy age 25

(:;yer 907. of these. young people have been. pfdduOtively.

absorbed into th1J)rimary economy.-
,

, Within this Pattern of transition, however; there-are

youths experienCing spacial difficdity--youni people who

suffer long apella of unemployment and young people' who

arrive at their mid-twenties without any'stroaconnection

:to tne economy.

N.

Who are ehese young people experiencing the greatest

difficutty,in emploYment as they moye into adulthood? The
,

.1data indicate'that they Are disproportionately minorities,
,

.

.. &

`pdor, high achdol.drdpouti or-gomen
.

.

-,. o Bureau of tabor Statittics reports indicate

'
thaeltlack unemployment rates.for 22-24 year

oldwin 1978 were 20% for males and 21.1%'for
females -..- 'compared to-rates for whites, of'7.6%

and'8.3%, respectively;

o 25 and 6 year oid wOmen have ad hourly wage

i
rata le *than ego-thirds that of men (3.84

to $6.3 ');

O young men from poor families. have.significantly

:.* lager annual earnings than other men ($9,002

comp"ared td $11:569) .
.

o young female high sChool dropouts earn signifi-

cantly less than other Young woMen (3,802 to

$5,852). '
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analyses by the.Department of !sabot of.

Young people :iiihiCCare Out of work. for 15 weeks or mote how *

simtlar-pattern of concentrated unemployment among a small

proportioh of young workers.

7%-'0f,young :white women, those unemployed
for.15 weeks Or more, account for .65% of
the weeks lost by all young whit* femaies
together;

o 18% of young Black women, also those unemployed
for Over 15 weeks, account for 77% of the weeks
lost'by that group Of women;

o 11% of'yuung white males simi4arly account for
tO% of tnemeaks loot !! and

o 21% of young black mals who are long-term
unemployed *ccount for 82% of the weeks loit.

We Can expect that many of these.yonng people will be out of

the labor market,continually u nemployed or underemployed, iS

ft adults.: :
.

These statistics say to me that we should examine the

problem of youth employment a; two levels! (1) improving the

preparation for and transition to.work for all young people;

and (2) deyising effective assistance for 4.:hose particular

lets of young peoplelgto are experiencing great difficulty

.

in Achieving A productive adUlthood.
0
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The Role of Itcluogtiow

Mr. Chairman, the ned* of our young people are diverse'

and no single syst m or set of institutions should be expec s

to serve all of those mid!. we should expect some duplication

and overlap as the price we pay for our belief in diversity,

decentralikation, and choice. And yet we can and should

achieve a duch highsi degree of coordination between the

'various institution's and agencies that have a role to'play

in helping young people negotiate the transition from school

to work.

Om way to begin is to ask What each institution can do

best, and then to design an overall educatiofi and training

syitem in whlch each iMfitution's role is cliarly estab-

lished, resources Are targeted to each institution to carry

out its assigned functions, and.joinerPlanning and accounta-

bility mechanism are set in place.

Education cannot, by itself, reduce the youth employment

rats, Mk* the overall education-training-employment system

more rational, or ,solve the problems of the hard-core t

unemployed., However ,. it can and should be expected to contrio-

but. to the reduction of each of these probleMs.

The important thing is for the education system ndt to

'try to be all ttings to all people. It Ausbconcentrate on .

defiant the aspects of the problem to which it can best

respond and on.strengthening its working relationshipi with

11,
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the o%her agencies and institutions that have a role to play

in the school-to-work transition.

In this regard, / think.it hellis to make two'distinctions!

(1) Between treinini an'd edusletiOn. We might think of

tripling aepreparation for specific jobs and occupationi.

Education, on the other hand, inv9lves providing students

I
wit knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes useful in a.

var. ty of work and non-work situations. In this sense, nari-

ri occupational education can have high occupational value even

though it is not oriented toward preparing young people for

specific jcibi.

.Our schools have responsibilities in hOth.the training

and educational areas.. Indeed, AS you may know, NIB is now

in the midst of a major study of ehe Federal programs in

vocational education, which'have long Sought to respond to

the education ABA training needs of millions. ;

* .

(2) Between the virious age groups that mak: up the.
% *

youth population, as well as their school status. Clearly
x

the needs of a 16 year old student attendins high school
.

whose main problem is a 5th grade reading level are very

dpferent-from the needs of a 19 year old dropout with two-

children to rtife. A range of programs and approaches.will

be needed to respond to differences in age, school status,

employmenx history, And family circumstances.

- 5 - 1
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With theime .two distinct s in mind, I want to concen-

trate my remarks upon the ential educational contribution

--sohoolacan-make_to_th _youth employment

problems, Oehers on.th panel will speak about the specific

role of vocational educe on program, in preparing youth fol-

0 work.

For younger in-school yb th, schools must, first ot all,

redouble their energies on.th development of basic literacy

skills. Whatever a young pe son's career aspirations might

be, his Or her skills in ading; writing, and mathematics

irAmany ways'define c er opportunities.

As my predece or, Patricia Gfaham, testified before

the Subcommi on E ation; Arts and Humanities last spring,

the record,of Americ n echo s in this regard, especially when

looked at from it comparative international perspeotive, is by

no means discouraging. We believe that thO development of

literacy skills, broadly defined, is the job that the schools

can do best, and that it is the job that the labor market

needs most from the schools.. And this is no simple problem.

As students progress into secondary school years, literacy

skills will be achieved only if the student sees a connection

with his/her life'plans and opportunities. Rote drills or

simple remedial Axercises become less and less approptiate
I

and effective; and the problemi.of motivation come to dominate

the quest for literacy.

That is one reason why the Naionel'Institute of .Education
r

has defined literacy as one of the two major themes guiding

our Work in Fiscal 1980, and we belie4çe that we can coniribute

- 6 -
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ubstantially to lle impfovement of educational practice in

t a area.

order fôr

mplo sohools mut concZntrate on what have come

to be cOled "transferable" skills. These are skills,

abilities, and attitudes which people need fh almost ell jobs
*

and occupational areas. Among the more important are such 0

#,

skills a problem solving, analysing, decisioi-making, and

evaluative thinkinealong with uch attitudinal qualities

as diligence, flexibility, cooperativeness, and a ense of

' responsibility.

The importance of transferable skills is underscored by

the pervasive fact of job-changelri the American work
It
life--

It:

over 407 of those employed changed jobs between 1905 and 1970.

It makes sense to concentrate on the skills, abilities, and

attitudes common to many jobs, rather than on the differencea

in the tasks to be performed.

.A third area in which schools should continue to xpand

their efforts is the delelopment of work-study and work- .

experience programs. These program! can serve at least two

broad purposes: (1) to provide students with in'opportunity,

to explore one or more occugational worlds; and (2) to help

_thous develop work habits, values, and attitudes necessary

to progress in the labor market.

It may be Unfashionable to mention the latter, but when-
.

ever eMployers are asked what it is they are looking for in

;.'
.

ntry-level workers, good work hat)its and big* literacy

1\

skills invariably top the 1 st. From this perspective, then,

the exact nature of the work experience provided by the

school is not critical: thfi work 'can be paid or volunteer;

11.
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pri 40 .sector or publicj-short cerm ow long., The critiltal

4(1

.
- st-

k

factor it that it be educative, that tt be closely linked to

.:whitt_is taught in the classroom, and that it b. designed to

broaden the'ittudent's understanding,of the opportunities and

1 . 6

requirements of the world of' work.

Those three elementsthe developmeqt of literacy skills,

transferable skills, and the expansion of work experience--

constitute-that portion of the preparation for mOlcyment

which school sytteme should eMphasize. This does not mean

that other institutions need.not worry about basi skills

instructpn; nor does a mean that theschools should concen-

trate solely on these three tasks. Clearly the schools shoula

provide opportunities for carr awareness and exploretion

as oialL as apfropriete vocational education. ut the above-

Mentionla thre elements and most especially the development
,

of literacy skills -- are the employability-related tasks on

which,the schools must take the lead role, whereas ithe ot r

Rieces of the school-to.-work transition require an,activi,
,

partnership with other institutions in the larger education-.

\.

training-employment system. .

School Implications -

Quite obviously'these tasks carry impZications for the

Wanner in which our schooli gosabout their work.

Indeed, theswimplicattons fit quite nicely with some

of the deveropments we are now witnessing in our secondary

Ib

- 8-
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chools--developments designed to deal frith some ofthe ktoad-
./

e st questions of the place of youth in our society, such as

student alienation and xtended operation from many iMportant

sócietil functions, including the w ork place.

Aathough youth employebility has not peen the primeipal

motivation Tor the intrOduction of these changes, it is the

case that'they imcourage the kinds of skills and attitudee

I hive bodn discussing. Let me Cite just a few of the

r developments now underway in oUr secondary schools:

o orgenizational change, such as the development
of magnet schools, altrnative schools, and
smaller'schools wtthin the-larger school;

o new progrems, such as 'experience.based-career
education, cross-age tutoring, and a
veriety of coMmunity service proledts; and

A
o the introduction o new turning techniques,

such as action learn g end vtrious forms of
.independent.study. ,4 . .

sr believW that Our new obeli e ii to infuse thei -re

flelable educational processes wit substantive core of.

functional literacy skills that the stu nts will know they

need to achieve their practical ambitions.

At the same t16e, there are sveral indications that

improvements in the high school alone will not be sufficient.

Too Many students who never succeed in attaching themselves to

the primary labor market "leave school," etther physically or

psychblogically, before the end of the- junior high school yeari.

.For these students,. efforts to resch them in the high

school will almost alwa3ls be case of "too little, too late,"

since the patterns and habits of failure that carrY through

from school to job have alreadylleen set by the time-they

9th or 10th grade.

4
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Hence,'the attention of educators and scholars has been

drawn to the middle school years. Her too, our concerns for

_amployability merga_With broader ducational issues.

Our assumptions and practices in the middle school years

.,need reexamination. Studenfs_are simply maturing earlier,..?xe

vastly more experienced as a result of television and afflu-

ence, and are undergoing extensive developmental changes in

their manner of learning which we did not even know about a

, generation ago. At the same time many junior high schools

have lost the exploratory character originally assigned them

in 'the scheme of educational programs. 1,

For many students, therefore,,the middle school years

are an educational wasteland from which they never full recovir.

No period of schooling has received less policy and rellearch

attention than these years, and it seems essential tg/me that

we remedy that omission in the next several years.

'School-Community Collaborftion

Increased Work-study opportunities and. changes in sChool .

organization lead inevitably to greater school involvement

with the community. That appears to me to be good in and

of itself; it is, Moreover, essential if we are to inteilrate

school efforts with training program funded under CETAland

private auspices.

. Such integration can help us address a second issue whiCh

I cited at the butset: namely, the coordination of efforts by

- 101--



the varioUs public and private organisations concerned with

youth employment.

models of institutional cooperation and collaboration that

represent a move toward the creation of a'more coherent

education-training-employment system.

The Education-Work Councils proposed by Willard Wirts

and his colleagues at the National Manpower Institute are now

heing tested.at thirty-three sites across the country under

NIE auspices. These councils represenea forum in which all

the key actors in the transition process--school people, man- V

power officials, private agency representatives, trade union

leaders, and employers--,come together to share information,

do,joint planning, and generally attempt to insure that the

variou4 institutions with a role to play ere wrking harmoni-

ously, and not at, erode purposes.

A second promising development related to the Education:-

Work Council concept is the creation of the private industry

councils mandated by the Private Sector Initiative Program,

Sitle VII of CETA. These councils are too new to enable us

to make even the most preliminary judgment about their potential

effectiveness, but .the concept of providing a coordinating .

mechanism at the local level in which the private seCtor

employers will have the major voida cannot help but strengthen

the piivato soctor's connection to the education and trailling

enterprise.

so

,44?1,r
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fOur optimism about the promisi otthese new modeleof

joint 'planning should be tempered, however, by the.realiiation

of tho-diffieukttee-involved1in-melding-the,huge_and disparate-

worlds of schoo/ing wnd the private sector.

Nevertheless, as part of a coherent strategy at the local

level, I believe that both kinds Of councils can contribute

. .

to the reduction of prbgram duplication and overlap and 'to

improving the match between the education and training-n*4ms.

offered in the public sector and the needs of the local labor

market.

' ,

MOst Severe Emplovment Problems

Finally, let me return to the problems of those about

whom I. believe we should be most concerned: youth who reach

their mid-twenties never having made it from the educatial,

stream through the training stream and on into ,the employment

system.

For these young people,-we clearly need much more than

better coordination between institutions. We need a redoubled

eMphasis on the development of literacy skills, with.ihe.kind

of focused attention on sofving the basic skills problema of

students in the Middle and higher years of schooling that we

gave to the arly years of id/tooling through suchprograma as t
0

Headstart, Folla4-Through and Title I. This'may well require

the targiting of additionak resources for compensatory educaz.

iion at the Junior and Senior high school levels--but compense-
,

tory education of a new sort, designed to link litera:cy skills

to the young person's hopes for a productive adulthobd.

- 12 -
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We also need to face the fact that alternative programa

outside the ducational mainstream may be required for many

of t ose stu ants who pass the age of ixtesh without having

acquired either the basic or transferable skills necessary

to function in the labor market.

These students might best be served in structured work
t

xperience or on-the-job"training progr 2, having their

basic education work specifically designed to give them the

literacy tools they need to function effectively at the job

site. Such educational program: can be delivered by a wide

range of inatitutions--community colleges, post-secondary
..

vocational schools, private industry, community-based

organizations--but whatever the delivery agent, such programs

hould lead youngsters either to a high school diploma or to
. ..

,

an quivalency certificate.

One such program that we believe to be highly promising

is the Career Internship Program (CIP) started in Philadelphia'.

by Rev. Leon Sullivan and his colliagues at Opportunities

Industrialismtion Center, /nt, This program is an alternative

high school for 16 to 21 yeai olds who have dropped,out'of

.high school Or are inserious risk of dropping out before

graduation. The program enables students to coicplete high

school, ecquire occuPational knowledge, Plan for a career,

.4nd improve basic reading and mathematic* skills -- in short,

to ficilitate the transition from high school to work or to

further ducation.
13 -
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/ /nitial evaluation findings indicate, a eignificant

increase in the rates of high ichool completion, in reading

and math scores,.and in rates of employment or enrollment in

college and technical.schools. This-program has proved to

be so successful in Philadelphia that the Department of Labor

has now transferred.funds to the Netiobal Institute of Education

to support the replication of this program in four additional

cities in'order to 00cortain what madethe program so success-

ful in Philadelphia and whether or not in can be dultlicated

elsewhere with similar results.

The expansion of the Career Internship Program is but

one kind of alternative being supported under the Youth

Employment Demonstration Projects Act. Other projects have

been initiated by private industry, such as Control Data

Corporation's rair Break Program in Minneapolis* or Rockwell's

Adoptive School Program in Pittsburgh.

Some haVe been.initiated by private non-profit corpora-

tions, such as.the programs run,in New York and Boston by

Jobs for. Youth, Inc., or the Open Road Programa in CalifOthia

and Connecticut created by the Citizens Policy Center..
. t

.0ther succeasful alternative programs has/ been sponsored

by national organizations like SER - Jobs for Progress. Inc.

or by comiunity-based organization. like the Watts Labor

Community Action Committee. Still others have been the joint-.

'creation of local school systems and CETA prime sponsors,such

as the:Harbor City Learning Program tn Baltimore.

- 14 -
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.Theee programs a * a rich set of imaginative trial*.

They and many others ike them need to be cloaell elialuated

an ,

cated.

If they are to * effective in reaching ehose most in

ill be xpensive. They 011 require

$ to youth, and sots mey need to last

typical manpower program which defines

the number of new job plaeements ach

tives to'such programs, however, are much

pecially when costs are measured An lost

he society, in welfare or incarcatation

importantly, in the individual human coats

exacta in this sOciety.

need, no doubt they

tilligh ratios of adul

much longer than,t

success in terms o

( month. The alter

more expensive,

productivity to

costs, and, most

. that joblessnes

Mr. Chai

on this panel

you might hav

, I appreciate the opportUnfty to participate

, and will be pleaaed to respond to any questions

- 15 -
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Mr: CHAIRMAN. We Move now to DrF Gordon Sivanson, associate
'- professor of the University of Minnesota ", .

. Profeaeor, please prpbeetl. , ,

Dr SWAIMN. Mr.,,fibaifman, and members of the committee, my
coinments will be Oriented towatd youth and work as well act-hc----.---
tranaitichl from sclfool tO work. They will cover the following'
points: ';-- ' , .

.:' .

. ' First, krief rev ocatgmal education; second, some 'obser- -
v.ations ut the need to -policies with the problemin,din*

0 rvat about some. spebific IIlle° ative n and, finally, some
Federalrole; fourth,, some

e
mendations. on a

observatiQn about -What 'the 'Congress shoui not legislate. I. SP "i.

going to iala rate on my preilared statemeh ;-and give aljummary
of it,. :

I f . ,
,

fti , .

'Fire a brief view of vocatiOnst educitiOn and *hat it' is.'
I beJn by refertmgonly,. to the permatpent structwee in 'the- ,,.

educatiOnal System. courage wIth wisdom .to tell' you
there is Klink-good nbwa abOu .;the sYlitatn. Indeed, it ia not all, as s,
often reported, bad: In eed, schools.are still generating a great, deal
'of !local initiative,- coflirnitment, and Voluntary behavior including
some occasioqj bake_ sales and car *ashes to generate money...1.

.vocit nallbucatiOn is 'a highly decentralized_ operatiOn... ,.
Its 'prograpt Iitiat.kvçs originate- at local levels and its' financing
alga-originates-largely .at the,local level. Its integraition within the,'
educational system Makes -possible the.ppportunitiev to maximize .,
freedOms of CheiFe and to mo've rapidly topard other guaTantees-ofee, ;;, .

, frdorn ,
. .st

# 'How succesSfU.Vare programs of vocatiodal education? Success ja..
always 4eterrniLd by 'the nature Of yardsticks. used. for its mea-
surement. If:AU nteasured by balkft-box .votbi of local citi-
zens ;to Inveit t -eir. own resources (whether .collected by local, -7,,

'.. Staje a rederaLtax collectors) in vocational education.'tit is enor- .

Itiously succesaftiVII measured by .Public opinion polls inich Eis the
Galkt.p!olt; it very,successful. If.measured bY the placement :
or sufbesspatterns of.cOmpleters, it,is very successful.

Ho*ever, there is -amine 'neweithat is noVquite goo& namelY,
--'',the high and growingdroPmit rate.. .

This morffing .you heard from Alice Revilin- thittkin, New York'
City, the dropout rate ia 55 percent. In many Statla; :rar.lgea.,

-between and. 80 pereent. 'These high 'dropout Oktit's artgloierious '. , 'thfig highprobleM4It is' a problem which needs 7addressin%
grobut4Pinaiiiproblem Is how to deal with the incentives for t

dgopout rate. ,. . . .

. .

1.Are thete incentives to oncourage it? Vocational educiti011 doeti
not always 'fit in comfortably 'within the- school setting. :School

.
graduatelitudents in June, whiCh is not the best time to enter the

a, emploSment. market.- Vocational education is eXtreinely difficult to
.
4inaribeWMost ecluchtional programs -are based On headcmint ,faver-
'age Oily attehdance-or average 'daily Membership) while Vocation-
.al.educatiOn- progranis Should be financedon stoma baths of program.
cost, as -"mites number .Of individual members. Let the Iriinre to tjlf.'
issues. ipyolved in.matChing. pOlimes with problems. , .

First, f ed01..Pioficrams acting alone, whether they are CETI%
'!YEDPA'k'whateyer they'are, cknnotdo the entiiejob. -They n.

..
. ts*4 . -1 4i-f 4,-

11' .40 . ,-
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a decentralized fremeivork which was emphasized yesterday; by
illard Wirtz, but They also newt a pertnatient structure. If a

community council is created,. they .need sOme convening authority;
_.4ind-it-wo , t , -, , -: : : ; : uthority-within

Ot
the permanent structure. It. is the Government .structure which
remains when the Federal projects are. terminated.

Second, the use of a decentralized strueture,, whether permanent
or. temporary, hail not %v.:irked well by using Federal policies alone.
There is need for local, State, and Federal collaboration in pelicy
development and I hope, Mr. Chairmanwe can get away fro!!! the
use of the words "coordination" and ."linkages". What we need is
collaboratiOn.. Institutions need theimost strengthening in their
quality dimensions and certainly in .ways that will allow incentives
for reducing the dropout rate. ,,,

Third, there is need for some readdressing of what I refer to'as
the fail policy. The fail policy is the pglicy of creating dumping
grounds for both problems and people. These can be central dump-
ing grounds like an involuntary youth service, or there can be

. other.' dumping grounds, like the Job Corps. This is, indeed, a
dum ing ground. I am not criticizing the internal operations of the
Job C4ps. I am criticizing the!system of incentives which result in
getti ndividuala transferred into. the Job Corps:

Ma it .should, be called successful; at least in serving as an
outl for t school's citsualties. Certainly:At IR successful in get-
ting eral &ties returned to Axel levels. It is very effective as
a sys scrimination. It is federally auth'orized discrimina-
tiOn; .it allows for.the creation of dumping grounds and it invites

.-. local schools to get rid of their problerni,..fputting them pnto ,,an-
:-. . other level of government es well as into anotkier institution.

11.0.4" '' 'Let Me move now to the need for a redefiti*ion of the Federal
.!.. role' in education and training. liefore I talk abglit a Federal role,

.%-let'sthe mention the trend lines in the Federal, role. If one looks at
.3.Ahe Federal role in either manpoWer prograMs or Notational train-
'ing. programs over the last 20 years, one finds a shift in emphasis

'from ends to means, an expansion of control-oriented definitions, la
ripid expansion. of federally legislated educational Methodology,

,

, and increased rigidity, in the patterns' of fOrmula-orietited funding.
How should the Federal role be redefined? I wouldiike to pro-.,,...poSe three ways. , .,,
1 would like to see the Federal Government encotolige every

State legislature to accept rits own constitutional responsibility, to
' authorize and to appropriate resources for vocational education,

:and other training programs. -I would like to see the Federal GO-
,ernment encourage State gov r ents o accePt this responsibility

Which is universallY claimed a State constitutional, responsibih-
ty.. One would think that t s would be axiomatic. Yet very. few. ,States have addressed it in State legislation, ..'

.
Second, I would like to see Federal legislation establieh purposes

'not to assist the States, bu't tO cooperate with. them. I belieVe wilt ,
AI

of ,the Succese, tKe enormous success, of the Agricultural Exteriston, ;

ServiCe iii that it 'has a cooperative relationship with the Federal
Goyernment and not 'an Assistance relationship.

a

' Third, I. think it would be well to proiride a Federal guarantee to
every citizen giving them, a right to training for entering and
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advancing in the work krce. If the Humphrey-Hawkins legislation
is good for the Nation, then the right to training and retraining is
important for the Nation as ll. It would provide for an individu-

ith respect to the who e domain of education and training for
the transition from school to work there are some additional needs.
I will mention a few.

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

One cannot deny that instructor training or that the training of
trainers is important. In CBTA, there are no allocations for this
important work. The expenditures in vocational education for in-

, structor training are nine-tenths of 1 percent annual overall ex-
penditures. It is so Meager that one cannot expect very much
4uality nor Ais it postilble to a sustain the quality which already
exists. .

INQUIRY AND EXPERIMENTATION

There should be a stronger orientation to inquiry and experimen-
tation The total eipenditures for research in vocational eirsication
are three-tenths of 1 percent of oveAll annual expenditur . It is
not enough to conduct sizable experiments or any 'critical assess-
ments or much testing of pi.omising alternatives. Yesterday, Dr.
Wirtz was asked what kinds of experimerits were going .ont:It. was
difficult for him to anowet, there aren't many going ori. We are
undeiinvested. in such 'activities. 04r investment in inquiry and
experimentation is negliitible..

0

LEADERSHIP DEVicLOPMENT
6

The contrast between the investment'_.in leadership,develbpment
for vocatiOnal education ,and other areas' of the Federal interest is
striking. Let me illustrate. In the U$., Department of Agriculeure,
There is a graduate school,!and -theare many forms of training at
the higher education level. for leadership development. In 'the De-

l'ense Department there ate .military academies, There are a
number o( similar kind§ of investments in health.sciences' for ad-
vended leadership development.

But there hai been rio dtrect Federal encouragement to universi-
. ties to deal with the lower end of Atnerica's occupational.structure

sipce the Land Grant Act of-1862, over 100 years ago. Universities.
are not encouraged to deal with the problems of the occupational

',structure ati it relates to the,transfer ,from school to work, nor very, ,
iignifitally with employment problems. Very few inquiries are
uhder way except for industrial relations departments. Most
of them ha, little or no eral support. '

FUNDING FORMULA

Another legisfative need is to reintIve the inflexibility of fundiltg
formulas which how exist, such 'as tlie set-aside funding and the
matching, provisions in .vocational education. Matching provisions
'are' no longer an inOntive for local jurisdictions. They hitte long
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been overmatching the Federal a priropriatione nor are there any
incentives for the matching principle now including vocational edu-
cation legislation. It is now desirable to consider separate authori-

-zationsand--appropriationsforthemedsformerly--deaitwith
through set-asides. -

Let me mention some things, finally, which I believe should not
be legislated at the Federal, level. Educational methodology should
not .be legislated. There are many problems with the legislating of
educational methOdolwy. Compliance too easily becomes compli-
ance with the methodology. More needed i8 the stimulation of
creativity to use whatever methods will work and in whatever
proportions they will work, a condition not encouraiNd by legislat-
ed methodology.

The legislation of educationemethodology tends to Create whole
cadres of new specialkitswork-study, coordinators, cooperative .

education coordinators, placement coortlinators, and it also creates
a rapid increase in the number of administrative functions, a con-
sequence of the need for methodolOgical compliance.

Further, the Federal Government should not legislate the estab-
lishment dumping grounds for system rejectstemporary struc- .

tures for absorbing the casualties of local, permanent, educational
institutionwMost of all it should .not, faster incentives for commu-
nities to develop 1,1%mFederal grantsindividuals to enter
themstipendsor schools to appreciate them, by ignoring the
dropout- problem. I reiterate, this is the most effective, albeit
subtle, form of discrimination.

Finally, I think it would be well for Federal legislation to work
hard at avoiding the prescriptive nature of definitions which erode
the ability of either local or State jurisdictions to continue the
programs which they are already attempting to operate.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Swanson follows:]

4.

.411*
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TESTI4ONY EFORE TOR SENATE

COMITTEE'ON LABOR AND HUMAN MOUNTIES

October 23, 1979

Gordon 1. Swanson

4 University of Minneaotn

With great pleasure, I accept the invitation to offer awn* views

to this Committee, I am particularly pleased with the deal 'focus of

these hearings, a fermi on policy devolOpment. en one hand and a focus

on a future orientation On the other. Thene'are the foci which, I

believe, should characterize. any 1egisIntion which emerges from these

hearings,
I.

.
while my comments will he oriented toward yoLdtt and work ;IA well-

the transition from school. to work4 they will highlight five main

themes: .(\) A brief and critical review of Vocational Education,

(2-) lbe noed to match policies with the problems, (3) The need to

rothink and redefine the federal (6) Sone-problems requiring

.special legislative attention and, (5) Some NiCWR about what should

not be dddressed in federal legislation.

A Brief_ View of Vocat!on.a.1Edtleat ion

1 hegip with a brief view of vocational education.. ltg most

important charactorf. ic I s its location as a part of the natlJn's

o
o r

ecloctional systenh S eh a location hos someAlstinet adVantage;:.

6

to:

X
,

"re
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purpose, methodology employed, ago of. student and in the type of twat-

tutional arrangement provi4ing it, Thu inter-state variations are

extensive but the Intra-Otate variations are even grentor. liven within

A single sub,lect area (t.e.,agrtendturd, technlcal-tylucation, etc.),

generalizations aro very risky. Its virtuen, therefore, are also its

0 difficulties.

But there are other dinadvantagen of vocational edocation being

located in'the general system of education. In almost evety state, the

emits of education are budgeted on some "per student 'Overage daily,

attendance or average daily membefshIp) basis". The costs of vocational

programs are ordinarily a series of fixed costs which aro relatively

Independent of tbe number of students. Unlike other educational pro;

grams, the costs of vocational education are likely to go op or down with
A

the nature'snd ritmther of programs .rather than with the number of students.

Such difficulties have led to vocational education deficiencies in
4.

urban centers and also in rural areas. It has also led to .nituations

which voational edneatina is very incomplete with respect to some (ields

ot for some 'age groups. Lt has also led to programs which Are verv

tof le4I )le where availability is a claim net always borne out by reality.

that there 0,1 s no stateA serious disadvantage in many state,s in

','"

Lionrd of Vocational Rdneatton,which gives all or even much of its Attention

;to vocntional-educatioa. It in often seen nn 4 function to ho. accommodated,

If convenient, within the framework of prior claims, A frequent eonse-

gocnce is thnt Vocational educaiion programs are bounded .by norms, forms

. or relnilations designed for non-vocational type prograMs....

In.spite of Its sometimes uncertain cOnneetion to the'educational

system, the American public has clearly opted for institotionA forms of

3

,
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vocational education and training. Thole forma Are easentiAl to the

Amer-Leun_intarpre tatien of egalitArianiem. opportunity and cititen eon-

trot of the development of human reseurces,. Yet much needs to .he done to

match policies with the problemr.

Matching_Policie4 with Problems
_

Enough experience has now been aceeirla in such activities 118 YEDPA,

CETA and yecational Education tO obnerve the nei...d for a cloner mettlh

between Acies and problems. A few of.thene will Ile highlighted.

I. A moot obvious problem involyen the almost unanimous con-

clusion that federal programa acting alone cad never do enough

to solve either the. employment or the unemployment difficla=

ties Ofall Amerieans, Local and atAte renourcen'which

include existing Staff, fatilities:and,training programa can

be mobilized and activated to' occuify ft ;rominent position

In dealing with such problems. But policies are inadequate

and incompiet'a if they Merely invite.a series of.ad hoe'

exercises.known by such lofty termitaa "coordinaqm" or.

"linkages". Such exercises are episodic, temporary, project.t-

oriented excursions wflich attempt to patch up the problems

which develop in the absehce of.genuine collaboration 'with

local And state inatttutions.

2. A si?'cond.problem'is the need to reexnmine and to plan all

vocational education, training and, employment programs and

ervices within n policY framewek of.federal/state/local,

I collabot;ation. It is the onlyLwayto insupt.that,:titeN

ineenthven provided by tempotitry federal projects:do pot

-

act as disincentives for permanenq*-planned local pl'ograms.

.

2 CI
1,,,

,

7
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To operate fedorn 1 u ducat ton and training p vogralk% at

local leveln without collaboration with local educational

institutions is to deny that leadership. in possible t!t. th-0,

federal lovo 1 and nISO to defy the existence of electod

leaaership aliong lova I et ti zens .

1. A third problem Involves ihe need to strengthen existing

programs of vocatiolal training within the educational

systems. There are numerous ways of-providing adevd strength:
P

A c nu; I a 1 step I twelves a reduo tion fit' the t 1 act of drop-out s

f Tom the ethic:it 191181. systom or an ;lc t Ivo program to ro I nvn I ve

earl v leavers in effective programs of employytpn.t training.

di Tte overall drop-ont rate from the educati'onal svtem

now t xii aq I wont y-1 I ye percent . prog-toms hove h .drop-

nut rate including CETA actiltles, apprenticeship programs

and m'ilit:ry programs. To a cons'iderable degree, nll prNgrams

0

ore select ve and all programs produce casualties. What are

the pollete. Which influence thcu:e higlOhdrop- out rates? Are

there invent ves., implicit or explicit, which encourago

flotitutions Ind .agencips to ignore high drop.:.not rd.teq? Are

there incentks whieh enoo.urage linitylduals to drop out from

oducat I on and I p rogr.nus 1 Why of conrse hot h t \Ten

of incentives oi.-,rate, ha they are Molded hY Policies which

opt?'1'. ate I 11(ho1)011d m t. y other. 1,t Is a oompl ex tf

pro', Icmci needi.ng oo rdi ua ed, rat he r than independent 1)11 lief .

\ )-..00rt h '..1; rob luiti h delft beti t he, "tail" po 1 oi

ocat I on a I edli.c.tt, ty,a I n Int lit ye r. .p rogram nip 1 ov

. kill.; on or t n , t
t r

a.)
.5%.!



Aemonstretion of failure (high nnemploymont, high'incidence
. .

o4 disadvantage, etc.) returns more federall/ collected revenuen

'to local yurindictions than do demonserations (if aueeess.

Jurisdictions which endeavor to be reacniceful and self-

stieficient are discouraged,- therefore, from expecting to use

more than local or state levled taxes to maintain.Ohis self-

.

sufficiency: A-Tolley tO reward nut:yens An well ns [snore

Would in.:rob:re foderai.incentive awards to local lurisdkvtions.

.
Matching polteles with problems requires a deliberate effort, there-.

,

fore, to address education and.,training questions at the volicy level

before any attempt 151.made tO address them at the program level, lint

merely starting At the policyJeveris noC.enough.unlems it foi alno
--

rerogmized tluit the.establishment of policies for education or training

in -not the exclusive domain of any level of governilnInt.

a.n.d RedefintvaiLthe_Fqeraj Role

mismatch in the goal structure of vocational education and train--,
0

ihg programs which diforentiates the 160AI level 'on'one'hilild; and the

federal level on the other hag led to ohvioas dislunctures. Federal

.allocations have- covered a'deelining vroportion of tho costa ,ind a rising

4
proportion of the program requirements. Many of the local program'require-

,

monts are resPooses to federally, or at loA3it rOMotelcy, eslimated nvotk.-

'MO indirect costs of adh-iiTin;', to these requirements ore borne almost

entirely at the lpeal level. The need ft& a redefinition of the federal

role is increasingly apParent.

.As one examines. federal vocational education loglnlation for thy twtt

twenty years, the fo 1. tow t hg t rondo aro. v.i,t liv :
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(n) A shift in emphasis from ends to manna,

'(b) A rapidly expanding list of conr.rol-ori(nred efin

(c) A-rnpid expansion of-federally leitslated educational

nu thodelogit ,

(d) increased rigidity in the patterns of formula-oriented .

funding, and ,

(0 IV rapid growth in'the neecb:for administative personnel..

These trends have very little to contribute to increasing the quality,

scope Or availability df vocamonal education programs,. What, then, arc

some appropriatelY redefined rolcs of the federal level in/relation to

other levelil?

I. First, the federal government can encourage every state

/ legislature to accept its own.constitutional responai-

bility to authorize /bid to appropriate resources for-

vocational education-. One might think that such action

would . be axiomatic. Yet there are many states which

have not officially accepted this responsibility, It

is a step which csn'assure a cooperative relationship

betVen state hnd federal: interests in voeatioual educa-

tion nmi it can redress the trend lines which have become

evidentin federal legislation,

?.. Second, ihe federal purposes of vocational educatio4
a

.114
legiOation should he redefined as one of cooperating"

-
wi,th state and lo.cal levela rather thnn.ns described io

-current'Oay to "assist" states. What Appears, thus,

asA minor-change of Inagyage is a very Major change in the
.

atatqs pf the relationship among the levels of governance.

Coopermtien as a piirPose Can lead to-Anlual relationships

'1
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. among levels of novernonee rather than the unilateral

re I:1 t on ships...uhlcit a r e ommon to p row ams Of "Onq t 8 Ite.V2L.

lb i rd, the fede rat Love I can goal' antee (sub Iect t cooperii-

t I ve conclirrenc bN other I e4e Is) that eVery ci ti zen has a

r gbt to the opportunity in engage In !rat ni inl -tor hot h

co Cry and cIVtictoti I n the work force'. 1111s is a

f .

guarantee, whi ch itt gtven Lo et ti zens I n 8 .numbor of o the r

woN ton; tinitiotrial i zed democracies , but, it is still not a

gna ran tee ot Ame ri ran' citi zensh ip. Our mit i on Is st I ii more

act i ve .1 n reSpendi ng to unemployment pt:ob le UN w I th

nnemp 1 oymont login lot i on thatt I t is to employment probfems

with emp loyment legi s tat ion. I t sh ild be a fonct hill of the

(ode rat. love l to provi do such a I can tee And i t shout 4 be

an important , 'indeed- ?1 corollary,, of tho ri ght to- vote .

It.ome ro1emnlb'quIrIn .s, 1.41es 1 r1.1.. ati.ye...A.t tent i on

In addi Lion t o 0 rude f int t Ion of the fede ea I role , fedora I le

lot i on i s needed to address it _number of olive I a 1 prob toms because of

(a). their importance to the p.ublic interest, because (b) state and local

governments cannot be expel.!ted to Address them or (c) bee:lust. K tate

governments and local jurisdictions have aims is t en t ly I gnored over looked ,
. .

delayed o o tIo rwl s 0 expressed a eluctance to con f root the- p rob loss A

number of examp l s could be ci red; Only a . few wi,1 I be men t toned here .

1 . Hi ghest on the 1 icit. 19 the need for quail t at i ve improvemetls In
. V

all forms of vocot I ona 1 e ducat ion And trai n I ng. lust rue tor

training and re t ra 1 n ing a Inn g wi 6 con commi tont ntandards

.of instruct ion is mu .g1 art ng, qua 1 1 tatA ve deficiency. in

Vota t I ()mil education as we I I as I n IETA pi.ograms . Present

8
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Otpqnditures for Instructor t,rnining in state-planned programs

St

now 11TlOUPt to. Os I y .4--pertmintt-rrfeye/*14--ess-te. lf grou4nt.

leval:of.expenditure for, instractor trnining were uned to

cover the costs of gay, five days of tn-,nurvice training.

for each instructor, it would take about five years.to cony-

piety. the task .

Current expenditures for inciniyy show pattrn of even

grenter.inadeqtmey. AS a proportien of overall co9ts of
S. 6

state planned, programA, research expenditures now amount to

0,3 percent of evei-all program costs,. This Is on:Iy enough

Co accomModate ; a ii mi tot!. amonnt of intevnai ttokoViog with

minor refinements .in current program activities- It is

not sufficient to deal with sizable expertments which could .
load to program reform. Nor WC: ndequnte to' sustain

capacity for cogt inuous inquiry so that the field ca% he

infbriwd by criirlcal assi,nsments and the tostIng of promising

al tyros t i ves ,

.t(

!Rade rsh i p deve 1 upment the II vo I vement of un I ye rn I. tv

level institotions in problems o vocational edueatIon and

training, Is almost non-exIstoot. There 13 no parallel , for

..

exampl e. to p Craduate School in the USDA or to othot modes

of advanced tra Int ttg fo r agr I cni ton; , mi l 1 tarv academies .1 1,..

thO Department bf Defense or to the federal hupPort of

univeral ty level cootrt b tit ions to science or health care
. i

1

'There has been go direct encouragement by the federnl govern-

ment for uni versi ties te bell involved in the employment

problcmn of Afflaricnns who.are at, the.loweAr end of the oeco-

pational structure since the Morrill Act of filfa.' It Is no

9.
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Ow ly t,n oecur without federal encooragement and aktippol t

in sumi:q4AIltattlie improvementrt are the grentemt

Meng wi t h.. a renewed capon( ty to n ticital cc quail tat Eve improve-

ntm .

2.. A uecona. kind of prohlem.nooding gpoeial attention at the

rode rat .14.,va I Iii a rodeo i geol. federal holding eormill-ao to

dna I wi tic tow I ronpo , spent nt needs , or special 1l ont

gt . Thy "Joot chi nst" i tIc I t I v I n no longo r va lid; it

deco not (vitiate no tin invent I ye to local j nri o di ot 1 ono to

gone r.a _loon I reoon r ow: . Mo re o ve r , thy t radi t I ono] "se t

..e; d..." I tliid I ng for opycial t Arg t groups ouch' no the ;band I -

vapped and dko dvant nityd boo I I I .,1 valid! I v . 'illy priny

p la of "se I flit i de" anotimon more homogone ty than Ox I :Ito

and It omeg t hat. proport I ono f 1 Omit ng both y I. Ct.e1.

and fair m; a Me t 116(1 of n.I Dent ng res041'ees 1:0 large t

gu otipo to wy II no ro itt
- .

Thv f told tig formulas. which I tic 1 tide of AS I (Ivo t to

orodc thy capnei ty st tA0 atid local I urindict I ontr to

do.t1. ct ivy I y with oi f. oludento and yl iento Vovat Iona]

educi!it on lia4 n e Iva r yympons tic respond to t he needs

o f cpac:i al popo I ot i ono . Itcit t 1110 reSponsti !Thou d

cow: t tied nor I imi t od pi 61/101.000 intctuled. to Opply

01 hot' populations. "Sat no I de" fond! cig t ettdo 1 a vile ra 1

t !u ruquonse to slit, r I 1- 0 1 I ccii 1 oti0

A des (Tot, 1 t .11,1)1.tcriv.11 (ci I tuitll lig to)tt 1101 ,11)1

r:tt ;ttlt !wt.; ,1 .1111) volt ;It I t )110 I.e.!' P,I. I greltipc:

11;1 , , h.!

to
.
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,addremR19g thoAsOiaisVproblemA of .(ost ns.weli ne 'the eActai

re

problem of training.

Solo filgt; About What Should Mit- be .i.pc luded, iwye.dere.1 -logislitt fon ,

nnfly., it shoutd he .menti6ned thnt there °are severnl thingn.whi,ch
/

nhould _not be inclitdAil .wi thin federal legislation.

Pedetal lagladnti.on should nclti include, the nuthori At ion of educational
. -

ethodology There is final sibilt. tit .such eduentionnl methods, as coopetative

education; wbrk-study; coynseling% 'Joh-placement , Joh-matching, youth acti-
r

ti es and similar approaches 'Their (dent 111 c.n t ion in;:..fede ral legial at ion

is dysfunctional . Their inclusion tends tO emptiest ze moans and It tends. 'to

ohneirn the importance of .nds. f:oMI:l lance, therefore , becomes a meat's-
,

oriented tic t I VI ty. The legit; tat ton o f . thodology also tonda- to become

. I no lu1ve ; witeAz.0141(.1'.'<autlie t- zo d Cog ill rep a lowe p if!rt ty or oe At' all,

mportr role of Yot m
:ICI:Ott/ten ..to vocational [sane:nice has de.c flied

.

sharp tY fOr example; since -thln role Mst mucil tegiS Fated identity'.

as an edu-.Ionnl me login Int leg -of o ducat tonal methodology tends ..
.

.to create nrsew 'pad retm qf i;Oec in I rk" tndy coordinators, cooperative

education coordinators,. etc.) to clirrv. oat what Itd Prevlowsly exinted

ra the r general Noe ti ons . Ftlain 1 I v ' leg is I ating of educational' method-
&

sopplant.a most critical need, the need loqirepare'instrup-()logy tench to

tionnl personnel who ate crentlye in mnierzaing new approachen to thejul,1
'

range of . I nntruot I opa I activities 'which are important th vocat tonal. pduc a-.

t and t The legis, mm log of ethic:a I min l Hindi; log.v tends to
e. I

make Lostrtiet Ion nn admf ra ve Ciroklem. tether 'than a. learning problem,

Federal legislation Ann Id nine mini ml 70 role. of, &Holt ions.. 2

Part i tar 1 y Only .nhonld 1w in ni mi zed in instances where -theS ovet#r I de flit-

e
ept Pons whi ch 'should hr IV.II I ah le 10 state and !Oval. Jurl ndi ettonn, hi .

f
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prograplanning orleperatIon, Whet% federally legislated'dofjnitiohe

t'Ampeund the difficulties of provaing provima at ittate and loeal levtels,

they serve little purpose except to achieve unneeessary consietency or to ,

impose hoMegcneity.

Sdremary.

Thd federal role in employment end in the speCial problems of

4,- transiting from school to.worle is 49 both central 'and cretial, It ih

embedded in tile fabric of individunt and inetttutional expectnaous. It

is itilportene, therefore,. to exarline weys in which elle federal role may

be regarded as a vertable and an improv.able asset to hummn resotirce'policy

tether than A fixed dimension eeeuiring onbe accommodetion: . To attempt to

accomplish -this without involying the educational system in a cooperative

relationship iS foolhardy. But the educational system is ni)t fullv4prePered

to adept to all of the Public expectations. It evedsiRtrengthening as well

1 .

. .Re incentiVes to adjest.

There is need, moreover, to match Po liars
..

with problem and to insure

that policy-Mok ing is never.Ahe oecl umi ve function of any, level mf elected

Rovernance.

,A redefinition'of the federni.4elle is imperative particulerly in

relation to' the guarantees whieh the federal government can give to indi-

'kviduels regerdielg.Opportunities to.engage in work roles.

, .

Them are crucial problems arid issues .twai ting .attention at the

federal level., particularly in elevating the final! ty of prOgrams And the
:

I
np acity of inst4 tutions to provide effective programs.

,

.r Finally, there are things whi eh federnl legi slat ion should not

atteript to. do: The attempt of ecleral leek tetion .to.he preoccupied with

means will often obscure ter delay 'the achievement of,ende.

12 .
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The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Dr. Swanson, for your
very provocative and veil constructive statement. I appreciate it.

My only regretand I can see my regret Will increase as time
advances:As that we fiave-sueh -a wealth--pf background that-could
be mined for depth, more than we has* time for in one short
hearing. I hope we can keep yOu in a continuing collaborativenot
cooperativerole with this committee Dr.-Swanson, would that be
agreeable with you?

Dr. SWANSON. Yes.
The it,CHAIRMAN. And the rest of the panel?

WMS. ISKOWSKI. -Yes.
Mr. TIMPANE. Yes

.
Mr. HORNBECK. Yes.
Dr. GRASSO. Yes.,' .
The CHAIRMAN. And f know what mean by "collabora ive."
We will continuO now with' Mr. Hornbeck.
Mr. HORNBEft. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my

name is David W. Hornbeck. I am the State suPerintendent of
schools from Maryland. I also serve as chairman of theCommittee
on Education, Training, and Employment of the Council of Chief,
State School OfficeFs. I welcome the opportunity to appear before
you today.

I will,not burden you with more statistics underlining the dimen-
sions of the youth employment problem. It is of iargantuan prolvr-
tions and represents a festering wound in the 'body of our society.

My purpose in appearing today is to ask your most careful atten-,
( tion to the role education must play in seeking a solution to the

problem. The fact is that with education and schools-as full part-
ners in the enterprise, success is not guaranteedr But absent full
partnership, failure is guaranteed.

The Nation through thg youth programs funded under CETA has
taken significant steps iji the past few years to attack youth unem-
ployment. Education has played .an important role in this national
strategy. %.

As you know,,sthnols across the country were brought into part-
nership through the requirements . you established in the youth
employment and training programs in the act. Specifically, you
required that a minimum of 22-percent of a prime sponsor's alloca-
tion he spent in'accordance Wieth a contract.between -the prime and /
a local education agedcy. My first recommendiition is that the' 22 ,/
percent minimum.mandate be maintained.

A second major initiative has been the youth incentive ent'
'ment pilot projects, YIEPP.

Baltimore is d recipient of these funds. The result has n
program serving 5,008 young people with a high de
ration between the Baltimore Mayorlb Office of wer
sourcts and the Baltimore City School System. The ntitlement
programs and the links they' have forded ,betwee ,tichools and
manpower agencies should be continued.

mandated Ity your law, a nuinher of other lin Agave en msat
In addition to these two major approaches whe AAcooperation

between schools and manpower agencies that Ve been exfreely
valuable.
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In general, thet0 believe that much of whtlt has been built
should be maintitifted. There are three fundamental changes that I

ivlieve_are_callAd for Wallow us._ to take_ the _next major_stride
forward.

Prrst, I would urge a more rigid focus on a target population of
Youth, all qf whom are both poor and unemployed and each of
whom is: (a).truant, (b) out of school, or (c) functionally illiterate. It
is my view that we should deal with the most intractable piece of
the problem first rather than spread our resources so thinly that
we run the danger of ineffectiveness for all.

Second,' we must face the issue of employment versus employabil-
it . We have had a tendency to measure auccess by the numbe of
y uth whom we can place in paying joba witboul proper atten ion
to whether we actually have made them employe le,

The first step is to see that they oan read writ , and calculate; to
assure they understand the importance of such t1hings as punctual-
ity and acceptance of supervision; to addreá iues of motivation
and attitude. Absent success with those eff ts, our funds will
provide only ihcome maintenance or, as som put it, the "jingle in
your jeanie ap roach to youth employmen

If you buy t e notion that employability' must precede employ-,

ment and that job placement within CETA programs shoCild be
seen simply as part of a training program, not as an end in itself,
an additional vehicle' is necessary to make sure it happens. e

I suggest to you that each young person served requires a genu-
ine employability, development plan. Phç law prescribes such a
plan now but not in the. fash. n 1 woulç advocate. Such a plan

.would be designed cHaborativety by the local prime sponsor and
local school system. Earh youth' skills W uld be assessed, specific
weaknesses identified, and deta' ed sets 4f actions. prescribed .for
eliminating those barriers to emp

Specific objectives would be lai -66t s that the results ate
measurable. I recommend to you that a -collaboratively designell
individual employability development plan be.mandated legislative-

ly with school systems:, taking the jead respOnsibility for youth
under the age of 18 aRd prime sponsots for those over 18, but with
each required to partibipate ,with the other.'

Finally, I recomniend that not Only shoulfl. CETA youth employ-
meat funds be ,increased but that seribui consideration be given to
creating a source of Federal dollars dot unlike title I of the Ele-
mentary and'Secondary Education Act, which could be concentrat-
ed I* achools on the development of employability skills -among
socOndary school students.

Such initiative would be the nail in the plank underlining the
schools' fundamental responsibility in this area.

Thank you for this opportunity to share these thoughts with you.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Thank you very much, Mr. Hornbeck.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Hornbeck follows:1

2 )),
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'Testbmoomifof David W. Hornbook
Vete Superintenlent of Schools (Meryland)
Sena44(terittee an Libor and Hums Isouross

--(XSAMHrlAr,-1g7s

Mr. Chairmen, MeMbers.of Cho 0:mattes
s

my nape is David W. Hornbeck. I am the State Superintendent of Sdhools

tor Maryland. I also serve as Chairman Of the Committee on Education,Training_

ond nmployment of the Council at Chief State School Officers. I welcome the

'opportunity to appear before you today.

. I will not burdin you trith more statistics uhderlining the dimensions of

the youth employment preblem. It is of gargantuan proportions and represents a

feetering wound in the body of bur society.

My purpose in.appearing today is to ask your most cartel1 attention to the

.role education must play in seeking a solution to the problem. The fact is that

with education and pdhoola as full partners in the enterprise, succeis is not.

guaranteed. But absent full partnership failure is guaranteed.'

The nation through the youth programs funded under CETA ham'taken signifioant

A
stens in the past few years to atOdk youth unemployment._ Education has played

an bmportanb role in this national strategy.

Asooyou know sdhools across or aountry were brought into partnership through

the requirements youestablished in the Youth MAiloyment and Training Programs

1
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in the Act. specifioally, you required that a mininum of 22 percent of a prim,

7---sp0re0 ra-allocation-ba-spint in aoloordanoe wiih a contract betl.ean the prime and

a Local education agency. My first reconnesdation is that the 22 petoent.minimum

mandate be maintainid.

A second major initiative has been the YOUth Inventive Entitlement Pilot

Projects Baltimore is a recipient of these funds. 'The result has been

a peogram serving 5,008 young people with a high degree of Oollaboration between

the Mayor's, Office of Menpower Faseources and the Baltimore City Sdhool Systems.

Theentitliment programs and the links they have forged between sChools and

manpower agencies six)uld be continued.

.4

In addition to lIesie two majorepproaches Where 000peration is mandated

by your Law, a number of other links have bean made between schools and manpower

agencies that have been extremely valuable.

In general then, I believe that mual of what has been built should be main-

tained. There are three fundamental chatiges that I believeraxe called for to allow

us to take the next major stripe forward.

First, I would urge 'a nrrk ri id focus on a target population of yonth, all

of Whom are both poor and unemployed eaoh of Wham is: a) truant, b) out-of-
*

school or c) functionally illiterate. it is my view that we should deal with the,.

-2-
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most intractable piece of the.prdblem first rather than spread our resouroes.sb

thTh tlilt w Ytm the Of iraff2CtiV1221211-

Second, v4 must face Chi issue of employment.vereue employebility. Wle have

had a tendency to measure success by Che nuMbirs of '),cluth whcfnue can place.in

paying jobs without.propar atbantion bo whether we actually have made themraployable,.

The first'sbep let see that they can read, write and calculate; to assure they

understand the'importance Of such things as punctuality and acceptance of supervisors;

toaddrema issUes of motivation and attitude. Absent success with thoee efforts,

our funds will provida only increne maintenanos or, 82 OOMO pUt it, the "jingle in

your jeans" aeprbsch to youth employment.

If you buy the notion Chat employability must precede Implement milk that

jOb placement within =A programs Should be seen simply as part 'of a training

progrmm, not as an end in itself; an additional vehicl is necessary to Make sure

it happens. I suggedt to you Chat each young person served rewired a genuine

.Erployability aveloprent Plan. The Law preecribes.such a plan now but not in the

Mahlon I would advocate. Such a plan would be designed colleberatively by the

`local priime sponsor and Local adhool eystem. Each youth'd skills would be assessed,

specifilewdalmesees identified; and detailed set of actions prescribed for eliminating

those barriers to employability. Specific objectives would be laid out Do Chat the

20'
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results are measurAble. I regommend bo you that a oollatoratively designed

individual Employebility Development Plan be mandated legislatively with sChool

moOP

systems taking the lead reeponnibility for youth under the age of 18 and prime

sponsors 63r those over 18, but with each required bo perticipitemith the aher.

Finally, I reoomend that not only thould cETALyOuth Employment Funds

be increased but that serious coniideration be given to creating a source of federdl

1
dollars not unlike Title I ct the Elementary and Secondary.Ed.ation Act v.hich

-.

could be concentrated by schools on the development of empioyebility skills among
4

secondary mchool.students. Such an initiative waild be the nail in the.plank

underlining the schools' fundamental responsibility in this area.

Thank you for this opportunity bo :hare these thoughts with you: / would

be happy bo &newer any questions.

-4-
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Mr..CHAIRMAN. br. John Grasso, Office of Research and Develop- ,

ment, West Virginia University. , i
Dr. GRASSO. it is Sil- honor and a great personal pletwure to

appear tocray to provide -a report on two very important parts of
American education, vocational education and training, and Amer--
cap higher education.

Although our existing research does not cover all tht important
questions on vocjitional education and higher educatio , it consti-
tutes in the aggregate an impressive ,body of work, and provides

-.. the basis for formulating some opinions on policy for the Nture.
Let Me begin with a review of existing research on vocational

educationOf comp, it shoukt-he clearly .understood at the outset
that a great many different types of programel are,offered across.
the country under the name of vocatival education They range
from some types of prevocational counseling given prior to, high

. school to highjr socific postsecondary occupational training, as in
nuclear techno Oe:

Programs differ from State to State, and from urban to rural .

locations. At the high school level, the programs'are .also typically
, different for the boys than for the girls. At the most general level,

vratienal education can be conceived to include training in the
apprenticeship system, in proprietary schools, in the Armed Forces,,
and in business and industry. It is therefore incorrect to speak of
vocational educatiqn as a unitary commodity. ..

Publicly funded vocational education is thought to serve as an
iniportant part of social 'policy for developing human rekources. It
is aimed at satisfying the needs of persons seeking eduOition and
training to enhance their life hances; as well as em lOyers and
$ociefy-st-large. It can also be/construed as the em iment of a

iltcertain type of pu lig educati al policy for the nob-college-bound.
In any event, a -ew of nat,Ional studies confirms that vocational
education is complex and h varied effects. (

Any discussion of vocat onal education in' high school Should
begin with the characteris ics of the students, especially in light of
fears whether vocational education is the dumping. ground. oP
schools, end also whether vocational education is respbnsive to the
needs of special populations, that is, minorities., disadvantaged; and'..
handicapped. .

, Some surveys from the early to mid-1960's show the ave'rage
male entering vocational education . with lower scores on back-

41 ground and academic aptitude measures than the average male'
general students; other surveys covering the laie 1960's and early
1970's show smaller differences between the . male vocational .and

, general students.
- However, for females, the surveys have consistently shown nb

3 pervasive differences in background or aptitude between Vocational
and general students. ,

The differences in-clata for males and the lack of differences
among females may be related to thT fact that 'male vocational
students are predominanOy enrolled in blue-collar specialty pro-
grata while female vocational studeniftre found in the business
and office cluster; that is, white collar clerical training which may '
require certain verbal and compubarional skills. t.

2 t
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In any event, research with the -national datic has typically been
based on a recognition of possible differences awl; levels land
Cultgituntc11, ability, eanrad

havetaken
other differen. t°wahentiait:inves1 4ating ofuotr-

comes ihatould be attributed to thp program alone. ,
The natilmal data reveal some differences on attitudes and out-

. Evidence suggests that vocational stuaents tend not to like high
school 'as much as ot et students, but both occupational and other
students tend to lik4 very much the vocational courses that they

." have taken, and vocaConal students like their vocationall programs.
The occupational goals of high school students follow seemingly

logical patterns: male vocational graduates are especially likely to
desire to work in the crafts; female business and office studehts, in
elerical and secretariajobs, et cetera.

College preparatory students are .aiming for professional sand
technical jobs. ,

The goals of the students from the general programsome of
whom are desiring college and others are nbtlie between the
oecupationbl' students' goals and the college preparatory students'
goals. It may be said that occupational students desire jobs requir-
ing special skills, but so do their peers.

Enrollment in an occupational high School program is associated
on average w#h relatively low educational goalsespecially among
white female business and office, studentsbut there are excep-
tions.

For instadce, nearly half of the black male ocamational students
in the 1966 national longitudinal surveys desired to attain 4 more
years of college.

This raises questions whether youth possess sufficient infor
tion about their opportunities and the consequences of chooing
among the various high school curricula. The data are not cleat on
this. NLS data on tests of the occupational information possessed
by youth show that male occupational students know less than
their general track peers about a variety of occupations; however,
the reverse is.true among the young women.

There is little evidence as to why the vocational students have
enrolled during high school in such prograths; that is, on the extent
tb which "curricular choice" was volitional, was based orLadeqUate
information about the varioUs alternatives, and so on. Charles
Benson has used the term "truth-in-training" when talking about
these problems.

There is a wide array of outcome dimensions fbr participation ill
"44" a vocational education program in high school: education and

training outcomes, labor market outcomes, social and psychological
outcomes.

Research with national data has already addressed a number of
these areas, but not all of them.

One very important area not addressed is the effects of enroll-
ment in vocational programs .on level of achievethent in basic
skills:. reading, writing, computation. It is reasonable to conceive of
both (1) positive effects,-if vocational students are motivated toward
greater academic achievement because they can perceive the. real-
world applicability of academic subjects; and (2) negative effects, if
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kachievement is dampened because less time is spent by vocational
situdents in subjects that foster development of basic skills.

Effects may be expected to vary for the different kinds of voca-
tional programs: high school- VOTKI8 -postsecondary, -whiteTollar
versus blue-collar sPecialties. However, these effects are not cur-
rently known. .

Another educational outcome where research has not provided
answers Concerns, the effects of vocational programs on stemming
high school dropout rates. Research with the national longitudinal
surveys provides inconsistent findings on this question for the male
students.

Some of this evidence fails to support the vie* that vocatioal
programs help boys persist to attam their high school diplomas.
The dropout %sue is conceptually complex: We still need td know a
'great deal-more on how vocational programs attract students, as
well as how they hold the students that they have already attract-
ecl

Vocational programs seem to have negative effects on the total
amqunt of schooling attained, including completion of college. Of
course, vocational students do not desire to complete college to the
degree that general and.college preparatory students do. In fact, as
vocational students persist from year to year -during' high school,
evidence suggests that their: aspirations for, college continually

cYgr'eyertheless, after completion of regular school, vocational grad-
uates receive training of various kindsespecially company train-
ing, By .contrast, graduates of the general track seem -to attain .

mo're for-mal school or pOstschool institutional training, for exam-
ple, from buainess college or 'technical institutes: Among-women, it
is interesting to nots that thoSe who had had some typing or
shorthand in high school are relatively more likely than their
peers to report additignal clerical or secretarial training after high
school graduation, that is, of those who did not go to college.

From all of these,;findings- on education dimensions, it is reason-
able to conceiVe of secondary-level vocational programs its alterna-
tive$ to the traditional academic programs, and of all the curricu-
lums as serving both vocation/al and prevocational purposes. Post-
secondary education and training programs of various- kinds and
the availability Of employer-sponsored training provide, in total, a

, wide array of opportunitiet for the further development and pur-
,, suitof career interests. ,

The vast majority of young persons in the national longitudinal
surveys who were out of sch4ol expressed a desire to obtain addi-
tional education or training, \and this includes graduates of voca-

programs. Thus, it is p obably unwise to regard high school.
level vocational education as t1e ,best or only opportunity for devel-
oping labor market skills amo g the youth.

Existing research. on' the la r market effects of vocational pro-
grams includes studies with 1 the nalhonal longitudinal surveys,
spcinsored by the Departmenit of 'Labor: and with the national
longitudinal study of the hiKh chool class-of 1972, sponsored by the
National Center for .Educatio Statistics. Issues of interest include

Ai employability andunemploym nt, wages and eainings, and occupa-
tional assignment.
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The findings on the effects of vocational education op reduchw

unemployment among its graduates are mixed; diffe1-ent research
approaches have prWuced conflictim findingsSignifktintly, lLap
pears that The single most important, dominating factor relating tothe unemployment amonarthe young workers in these surveys.is
the overall state Of the U.S. economy.

Analysis of the range of occupations-I-Ad by high school gradu-
ates whb did not go to'college show that the occupational distribu-
tions .for each curriculum overlap one another to a great extent.
This is .illustrated with-linta from the national longitudinal surveysof young whites:

A.mong males, 67 spercent Of former vocational student' heldjcrafts-and operative obe, but so did 59 percent of former general
student& Also, while 29 percent of former commercial students
held white-collar jobs, so did 25 percent of former general students.

Among females, 74 percent of former business and office gradu-%atei worked in clerical and secretarial positions, but so Aid 52percent of their general program peers. Overall, for both males and
females, both blacks and whites, having some posthigh school edu-
cation or training increases the chances of holding professional and
technical jobs. In every level of educatioh, blacks hold lower level
jobs than whites, and females are far more likely than males to
hofd clerical jobs.

One of the most salient outcome areas considered for vocationaleducation is that of wages and earnings. The evidence seems .to
vary 'for different vocational programs. Based on national data, the
high school level vocational programs for males seem to lead on
average toc no better wages and earnings than does the general
program. Effects on wages may vary by individual specialty area,or by State or region, but pn average, the differences are nil.
Indeed, some longitudinal evidence also shows that the gains in
wages over time may be slower for vocational than for ,generarstudent&

However, this is not true fbr ferntile graduates of high school
level vocational education piograms. Among the females, businessand office graduatei were found to enjoy significantly higher rates

. of pay and annual eatnings than were graduates of general pro-
grams.

Among women, over half of the high school graduates not going
to college work in sex-typed jobs in every curriculum group, but
interestingly, this did not necessarily mean lower wows.

Business and office graduates were especially likely to do so, but,they enjoyed a wage advantage over their peers. Among women
with some years of collegebut less .than a baccalaureate degree
those who worked in femal6 jobs enjoyed an advantage over theirpeers.

The findingii'suggest that women working in non-sex-typed jobs
were not necessarilf any better off than the women working in
traditionally femalejobs. The effects of holding a traditional job
varies by level Of schooling and by race, permitting no simple
conclusion to be dfawn.

Findings also reveal that postsecondary education or traininig of
various kinds produces benefits in wages and earnings for highschool graduates of either sexand, significantly, for high school

30,i
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dropouts, too, The findingo4 Seem to suggest that postsecondary
programs and trainirtg outside of r.egular school are more effective
op the whole than the programs atthe,secondarr level. However, it
is also popaible that the findings are partly confounded by oth'er
Preekisting differences in the stuqertts at each level? for exaniple;
motivation and tmturity, for which it is difficult to control.

In my oRini...Lon, these various findings suggest a need for sgreater
modesty in ex tions for vocational education at the high school
level ,than for Wprograms at the postsecondary level or-outside of
formaNchooling.

At the secondary level, the vocational programs may provide an
acceptable alternative to general and academiv programs, especial-

, ly so long as students are exercising free and informed choices
when enrolling in these programs, but no evidence for overwhelm-
ing:positive effects can be found in the national studiei.competed
.to date.

iloweyet, the evidence on mthigh school education and train-
ing,'anef.vocational training outsidseof regular schooling does show
positive, effects in terms. Of. wages, occupation, employment, et
cetera.. .

There is no clearly established single reason to explain theiliffer-
ence in findings for the various types -and levels of vocational
education and .training, but also there is no reason to believe that
these effects will not continue to persist into the foreseeable future.

REVIEW OF HIGHER EDUCATION REVEARCH

Recent research on the labor market effects of higher education
shows.that this issue A; alio varied and complex. This research may
be viewed ai comPrising three distinct scenarios about the labor
market value of higher education.

-. Up to the late 1960's and early 1970's, economists and others
were presenting calculations of the rate of return to. investment in
college and revealing that the payoff was coniparable to investment .5
in physical capital. Then, in the early to mid-1970's; a number of
writers began to warn that, as a nation, we may be overinvieSting
in college; that is, investing more than the market warrants: But,
recently, a third perspective has been. erherging that views invest-i
ment in college within the context of changes in the demographic,
composition of the American work force;, this third picture is not
yet complete.

The view that the market value of college has fallen has been
promulgated in recent years. One pair of authors wrote that4the
"golden sage of higher education came to an abrupt end at the
masa of the 1970's, when the 25-year boom in the college job
market withered into a major bust...! This dramatic, if not sensa-
tional, change of view as compared to what had been written in
earlier years has drawh a good deal of attention and reanalysis. In
retrospect, it now appears to comprise only a limited part of a
much larger' Picture.

One limitation of the research claiming we haVe Overeducated
our work force is its failure to consider the wide range of effects
that higher education niay produc6 Higher education may be con-
ceiyed as having social,political, and psychological benefits for a
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diverse, alertl and enlightened population which repeatedly ,proves
to be the Nation's greatest resource.

ecent research has begun to fullY document tbis wide arraY of
e ects,_ in terms of knowledge ansl behavior, and have concluded
that education is more important than siex, religion, occUpalion,
father's ckcupation, and urban or rural oriOt . .

A .Second limitation of the research is comprised. of its own.
technical, conceptual, and methodologital assumptions and, in
some easesj errors. *Especially because of its spectacular nature,
.this body of work has 'drawn other researchers to study it, and."
reviewers have now raised a great many questions about the scien-

'find adequacy of the overinvestment reeearch. Writers,have shown .

that other assuMptions; data, and methods of analysis lead to
entirely differeht conclusions about: the net labor market effects of
higher education.

The view now emerging is distinguished by careful attention to
social and demograPhic changes in the flow of new workers to the
labur market, whith is transforming the e structure of the,
American work fbrce. In one study, I attemp to track the, flow of.
males belonging to the' postwar baby boom they entered the
labor force. 'The, firSt wave of this extraordinarily large cohort of \
youth began to reach 18 years of age, beginriing' in about 1965.

However, 'with draft- calls .for the conflict in Southeast Asia at a
rate of over a million men per year, as well as college entry rates
clintinuing Io .rise ity line with the long term secular trend in
education, the labor iharket was not called onio acdommodate this
new group until about 5 years later. It was not until about 1970,
when over a million men per year were being discharged from the
Armed Forces, and the draft was ended, that4he labor market was
affected aall. Then, beginning in 1970, the flow ,of new male
workers-into the labor forc,e more than doubled.

Significantly, this doubling of the flow occurred not only for new
college graduates, but also for those with less schooling. If there
were an ovel-supply of college graduates in ihe labor market, rela- .
tive to demand, then the same was-true of high-school graduates. If
the oversupply flooded the college graduates' own market, the
same was true of the market for those with other levels of educe- .

titin and training.
The effects of all this may now be considered to have been

predictable. As Freeman has noted, starting salaries of college
graduates did not keep pace with historical 'standards; but the
same seems to be true for high school graduates. The sheer size of
the ba boom .cohort relative to labor market opportunities has
push ung workers into entry-level positions' that 'differ froin
historida standar& As the flow of those with .various levels of
education have all been expanding, the position of new college .
graduates relative to new high school graduates may continue to be -;...,

coffiparable to historical ratios.
The popular tress has begun to describe young workers- facing a-

promotion-squeeze, and subsequent cohorts, will likely be affected
by the bulge of workerig preceding them. As 3joung workers flooding
theii own markets place downward pressure on wages, young wives
are increasihg-their labor force activity, at least in part to supple-
ment family incomes. ._

I.
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In fact, just as this cohort faces intense competition for jobs, the
same is probably true in housing and other consumer markets for
goodwand services that are especially important for young families. -

All of this ma/ be discouraging some new h4h school graduates
from entering college, but college-going is Alia increasing among-
the population over 25 years of age. American workers are respond-
ing not by abandoning education, but not by continuing to develop
,their skills and cornpetencies to compete ,at extraordinarily high
levels. I

In my opinion,.it would be a mistake for Congress to overreact to
the eividence. Ever' if the personal payoffs of education have not
reachedltistorical levels for demographic reasons, the benefits are
still avOrable to society at large. Cutbacks in support for higher
education, would not be any more appropriate than, say, trying to
alleviate the current gasoline crunch by prohibiting the issuance of
new driver s licenses for an indefinite period. .

Now that the impact of the baby boom has cre4eI and the labor
market is continuing to adjust, analysts are inck'e.gjy able to
fully docuthent what has occurred. s

The events have left in 'their wake a large cohort tested in
competition throughout elementary, secondary, arid higher educa-
tion, and also in the labor market. Thus far they have been the
beneficiaries of American poliby designed to offer great freedom of
opportunity to large numbers. With the help of appropriate bzfider-
ship at the national devel, thpy can be ready to respond to Current
and future common problems in unemployment, inflation, and
energy.

On the other hand, policies that would intensify competition for
scarce jobs, goods, and services within higher education or within
the population at large may be counterproductive.

Rather than directing their energies toward the solution of na,-
tional problems, the American population including the postwar
cohort would be guided by restrictive policies to even more intensi-
fie0 interpersonal competition, with family vying against film*,
and group against group, with unpertain but probably unpleasant
results.

Thank you very much for thia opportunity to' participate today.
Of course, like Dr. Swanson, I would be happy to answer any

questions now or at a future date.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Grasso follows:l

LI
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'This stltement is'a report on the labor market valuelof vocational

301

nd higher education based on recent empirical researoil with national

,

data. t1ie material on vpcational education is aken mainly from a lar-

(%9

N .

§er revie c4pleted for the Natioilal Institute f Educatidn for its

study of v cational gducation mandated under the 76 education Amend-

ments (11. -482)} The information on higher'education derives from

.%

work based on the National I.ongitudinal Surveys,
2 as well as a new and

r
firdWitlp body of work based Oh data from the pureau of tich Census and

,

Bur* of Labor IftlAstics. Although existin9 tesearch does mit cover

all the important questions on vocational 4ducation and higher education,

it.constitUtes In fhe aggregate an impressive body of work, and provides

a basis for formulating opinions on the neae future.

Reviy (4 Vocational Education Research

S.

4

Let me begin with existing researchon vocational education. Of
, .

course, it should beitlearly-under§tood at the outset that a great many

different types of prograuls are offered across the c6untry under the

name,of vocational education. They range from Aome types of prevoca-
.

elk

tional counseling given prior tio high school to highly specific posi--

secondary occupational trairiing, as.in'nuclear technOlOgy. Programs

differ from state to state, and from urban to rural locations. At the

high school level the programs are also typically differpnt for the boys

than for the girls. At the most general level, vocational education can

Ce conceived to include training An the apprenticeship system, iiiprp-

All footnotes appear at the end of the text.

I.

S.
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prietary sOools, in the arme4 forces, lnd in business and iudustry. lit

is therefore incorrect tolipeak of.xlacational.educlItion-as a unitary com-
...

modity.. ti
.

. Oublicly-funded vocational education is thought toserve as an im-

'

,
. .

portant part orsocial.holicy fOr developing !Olen resources, It is . ..?-1.4..'

aimed at satisfying the needs of Arsons seekihg education and training,
A

.toi.ehhance their life chances, as well as employers and society-at-large.

It can also be constred as the embodiment of a certain type of public

educational polity for the noncollege:bound. In any event, a revfew of

,nptional studies
3

confirms:that vocational education is complex and has

varie4 effects.

* Any discussidn of yocationabeducation in high school should begin
. .4

6ith the characteristics of the-students, especially in light of fears

Awhether vocational education is thelliumpinq ground" of schools, and

also whether voCational education is responsive to the needs of special

populations (e.g., minoritjes, bisadlntaged, and handicapped).

National data on male studerlts frithigh-sehoel-level vocational

education shows some differences.. Some surveys from the early to mid-. .

&Ws show the average male entering'vocational education with lower

scores on background and acligenic aptitudelneasures than the average male

general student; other sueveys covering the late 1960's and early 1970's !

show smaller differen6s between the male vocational and general tudents., -

liowever'r for females, ihe surveys have consistently shown no per asive

differences in background or aptitude betwer vocational and general

students. ,

The diiferences in data for males and the lack af differences among

2
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1,
females may be r.elated tq,the fact.that male vocational students arc pre-

-dominantly enrol 1 ed tt b4 ue-eo liar -specialty programs -while female voca,--

tional students are found in the Business and Office cluster; thlitt.is,.

white-collar clerical training which ma/require certain verbal and tom-

putational skills. In any event, research with the nWonal data has

typically been based on a recognit,ion of possible differences among le-
111

vels And proups, and researchers have taken pains to statistically con-

trol for background, ability and other differences when investigating

outcodes that could bytattributed to the program alone.
10'

The national data reveal sane diffetences on attitudes and outlook.

Evidence suggests that voational students tend hot to like high school
\urk

asiMuch as other students, but both occupational and other students tend

to like very much the vocational courses that they have taken, and voca-
1

tional 'students like their vocational programs. The occubtional goals

of high school students follow seemingly logical patterns: male voca-

1 tional graduates are especially nicely 'to desire to work in the crafts,

female'business and office students in Clerical and secretarial jobs,

etc. College preparatory students are Aiming for professional and tech-

nical jobs. The goals of. the students from the general twogram--some of

whom are desiring college and others are not--lie between the occupa-

tional studentS" goals and the college preparatory students' goals. It

may be said thdt occupational students desire jobs requiring special

skills, but so do their peers. .11

Enrollment in an occupational high school program is associated on

average with relativejy low educational goals (especially among wiiite

female business and office students),.bul there arp exceptions. For

3

.3

I.

tit
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instance, nearly hal4 of the black male occupational students in the 110

National Longitudinal. Surieys desired to attain foOr of more years of

eollege. This raises.questions whether youth Tossess suffickt infor-

mation about their opportunities and the consequences of choosing among

the various high school curricula. lhe data are not clear on this. NIS

on tests of the occupational'iAormation possessed bfy youth show

e occupational students know less than their general track peers

011riety Ooccupations; haqever, the reverse is true among the

young women. T4ere lslittle evidence as to why. We vocational students

have qnrolle4 during high school in such programs; i.e., on the extent

to which "currielflar choice" was volitional, was based on adequate in,

Pormktion about the various alternativ'es, and so oi!.

There is a wide array of outcome dimensions for participation in

a vocational education program in high scheol: education and training
1

outcomes, labor ma4et outccoes, social and psychological outcomes. Re-'

search with national data has already addressed a number of these areas,

Ot not all of them. One ;ery hnportant area Aot addressed f,s the ef

fects of enrollment in vocational programs on level of achievement in

basic skills: reading, writin9, and computatIon. It is reasonable to

conceive of both (1) positive effects, if vocational students are moti-

vated toward greater academic achievement because theyscan perceive the

Teal-world applicability of academic subjects; and Ounegative effects,

if achievwent is dampened because less. time is spent by vocltional stu-

dents in subjects that foster, development of basic skills. fffects may

be expected to vary for tee.different kinds of vocational progi:ams:
-

high school versus postsecondary, white-collar versug blue-collar speci-

alities. However, these effects are not currently known.

4
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Another educational outcome.where research has not provided answers

concerns -the-rffects of -Atncatisinal --programs' 1.)ft--s-telmif rig 19h-5010o th.sep..

out rates. Research with the National longitudinal Surveys provides in-
v0,4,

consiAent: findings on this question for the merle stu'dents. Some of thi,s

evidence fails tosvpport the view thaT:voca.tiotial programs help boys

persist to attain their high scheo.1 diplomas. The dropout issue is con-
.

ceptually complex: we still need to know a'great deal more on how voca-

tional programs attract students, as well as how they hold the students

that they have already attracted.

Vocational pr,o0ams seem to have (native effects on the total amount

of schooliAtained, inclOding completion of coNge. Of course, yoca-

tional students do not desire to complete college to the degree that gen-
,.

eral 'and college preparatory stydents do. jti fact, as vocational-students

.persist from year to year during high school, ev,idence suggests that their

aspiraXions for coll,ege(Contthually Orop.
,

Nevertheless, after completion of regular school, vocational grad-

uates receive training of various kinds (especially company training).

By contrast, graduates of the general track seem40 attain more formal

'school or 6st-sch(;ol inStitutional training (e%ge.o. from business col-
..

legds or technical institutes). Among women, it:tts interesting te note

fliatthose who had had some typing or shorthand in high school are rela-
i

tively more likely than theit peers to report additional,cleiNi'cal or

secretarial training af.ter high' school graduation (1 .e., Of those who did'

(

not go to college).
J, 4.

From all of these findings on education dimensions it is reasonable
(

to conceive of secondary-level vocational programs as Illternatives te the. -1/4.,

A,

5
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traditional academig programs, and of all,the curritula as serving both

vocational and pre-yocational purposes. Postsecondary education and

training progrimns of various rinds'and the availability of employer-
.

sponsored training provide, in total, a wide array of opportunities for

the further developnent and pursuit of career interests., The vast major-

ity(of young persons 4n the NaCiontil Longitudinal Surveyvwho were out
.

of school expressed a desire to Obtain,additional educatTon or Waining,

and this includes graduates of vocational programs. 'Thus, it is probably

unwise to regard high school.level vocational eductfon AS the best Or

Aly opportpoity for develop,ing lapor ma"rket skills among the youth.
.

.

Existing research on the labor market efftcts of vocational programs

tncludes studies with the National.Longitudinal S6rveys, sponsored by

the Department of Labor, and with-the National Longitudinal Study of the

High School Class,of 1972, sponsored by the National Center for Education

Statistics. Issues of interest include employability and unemployment,

wages and earnings, and occupat4onal assignment.

The findings on the effects of vocational edUcation on reducing si

unemployment among its gradumtes are mixed; different research approaches

!lave produced conflicting findings. Significantly, it appears that the

single most finportant, dominating factor relating to the unemplbyment

among the young workers in these surveys is the overal.l state of the

U. S. economy.

Analysis of the range of occupations held by hiji school graduates

who did not go to college show that the occupational distributions for

each curriculum overlap one another to a gr t extept. This is illus-

4/Pgtrated with data from the National Longit dinal Sueveys for young whites.

6
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Among !Rijn, 67 percent oflormer voc:ational.students held crafts and

operakive jobs, but sO-did 5970dece-fii-OT TO.Timr general students:- Aisoi

while 29 percent of former comercial sqodents held white-collar jobs,

so did 25 percent of fonnereneral Aldents.''Among female 74 percent

of former buOness and.office-graduates work d in clerical and secretarial

% posit,ions, but so 'did 52 percent of ie1'renal program peerS.
Ap

for both males and females, both blackl and lites, having some post high

school education or training increases the c ances holding, professional

and technical jobs. In.every level of education, blacks hold IdWer-level.

jobs than whites, a fenales.,are far mor,e likely than males to hold cleFi-

.cal 4110s.

One of the most salient outcome Sreas considered for vocational edu-

tion is,that of wages and earnings. 'The evidence seems to vary for

different vocational programs. Based on national data, the high school

level vocational programs for males seem to lead on average to no better

wages and earnings than does the general program. Effects on wages may

vary by'ind4vidual sppcialty area, or by state or region,, but on average

the differences are nil. Indeed, some longitudinal evidence also shows

that the gaiO in waies over thne maibe slower for vocational than for

general students.

However, this is.not true for female graduates of high school level

vocational education programs. Among the females, business and ofTe

yraduates were fbund o enjoy significantly higher rate< Of pay and an-

.

nual earnings tha'n were graduates of general programs.

Amono women, ovev half of the high school graduates not going to

college work in sex-typed jobs, in every curriculum group, but interest-

7
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i/ingly this d d not necessarily mean lower wages. Business and office
.,-

graduates were especially likely to de so, but they. enigyed & wage_advan.,_ ,..'. __. . _ ... . ...

trine over their peers. Among women with some yearsof college (but less

than a baccalaureate degree), those who worked "female" Jobs enjoyed

an advantage over their peers. The findings stnjqest that women working

in non-sex-typed jobs were not necessarily any better off khan the Wren

working in/traditionally "femalel jobs. The effects of holding a trad-

.

itional job varies by level of schooling and by race, permitting no ssimple

conclusion to be drawn.

Findings also reveal that postsecondary education oil training of

'various Unds produces benefits in wages.and earnings for high school

, graduates of either sex (and, significantly, for hi9h school dropouts,

too). The findings seen to suggest that postsecondary programs and

training outside of regular sl:hool ale more effective on the whole than

the programs at the secondary level. However, it is also possAble that

the findings are partly confounded.by other pre-existing differences in

the students at each level (e.q.;-Motiyation and maturity) for which it

is dtfficult to control.

In nw opinion these various findings suggest a need for greater

modesty in expectations for vocational education at the high school level

than for the programs at the postseCondary level or aside of formal

schooling. At the secondary level, th4 vocational programs may provide

an acceptable alternative to general and academic programs, especially

so long as students are exercising free and informed choices when enrol-

ling in these programs, but no evidence for overwhelming positive effects

can be found fn the national studies completed to (late. However, the

evidence on post-high school education and training, and vocational

training outside.of regular school irtg does show positive effects in terms

of,wages, occupations, employment; etc.

There is no clearly-establiShed single
reason to explain the dif-

ference in findings for the various types and levels of vocational edu-

cation and training, but also there is no reason to believe that these

effects will not continue to perisist into Ahe foreseeable future.

8
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Revireifillgterev Education Research
.

Recent research on the.labor market effects 4ff.higher education

shows that this issue is also vatied 4nd complex. This research.may be

viewed as comprising three distinct scenarios about the labor market

vAlue of.higher education.

Alp to the.late 1960's and early 1970's, economists and others wete

presenting calculations of the rate of return to investment in college

and revealing that the payoff was comparable to inVestment in physical

capital. iThen, in the early to mid-1970's, a number ofriters began

to warn that, as a nation, we may be ovetinvesting in college; that-is,

ihvesting more than the market warrants. But recently', a third per-

spect.h:/e has beeniemerging that views investment in college within the

contel of 'changes in the demographic composition of the hierican work-

force; 'this third picture is not yet complete.

/Th viOw that the market value of college has fallen has been

promulgited in recent-years.4 One pair of authors wrote that the

I"goldeniage of higher education 'came to an abrupt end at the outset of

the 1974's, .when the 25-year boom in the college job market withered

into a.major bust."'" This dramatic, if not sensational, chAge of view

as compared to what had been written in earlier years has drawn a good,

deal of attention and reanalysi.s. In retrospect it nokappears to corr.:

Or
prise only a limited part of a much larger pictgre.

One limitation of the research claiming we Wave overeducated our

workforce is its failure to consider the wide range of effects that

higher education may produce. Higher education may be conceived as

having social, political', and psychological benefits for a diverse,

alert and enlightened population.Whith repeatedly proves to be the
. 1
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'nation's greatest resource. Recent research has begun to fully doCument

this wide array of effectsvin terms of know)edge and behavior,.anj have

concluded that education is more important than sex
4,

religion, occupation,

father's occupltion, and urban or rural orilp.

1

A second limitation of the research is comprised of itS own tech-

nical, conceptual And Methodological assumptions and (in some cases)

errors. Especially because of its spectacular nature:this body qf work

has drawn other researchers to study it, and reviewers have now.raised

a great many questions about the'scientific adequacy of the "oerinvest-

ment" research.
7

Writers have shown that other assumptions, data, and

methods of analysis lead to entirely different conclusions 'about the

net labor market effects of hfgher education.8

The view now emerging is distinguished by careful attention to

social and demographic changes in the flow of new workers to the labor

market, which is transforming the age structure of the American work-

,

force.
9,

In one study I attempted to tra.ck the flow. of males belonging

to the post-war baby boom as they entered the lAbor force. The first

wave of this extraordinarily large cohort of youth bogan -to reaCh eigh-
t

teen years of.age beginning in about 1965.

However, with draft calls for.the'conflic6n Southeast Asia at a

rate of over a million men' per yAlr, at well alikollege entry rates con-
.

tinuing to rise in line with the long term secular trend in education,

the labor market wa's not called on to accomodate this new group until

about fiveyears pter. It was not until about 1970, 'when over

llon men per year were,being discharged. from the armed forces,.and the

draft was ended, that tbe labor market was affected at all. Then,

11
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beginning in 1970 the flow of new male workers into the labor force more

than doubled,
10

Significantly,4this doollhI-Of the flow octuriTed not onbrfor-ntw-

collIge graduates, but also for those with less schvling. If there were

an oversupply oecollege graduates' in the labor market, rela" to de-

mand, then the same was true of high school graduates. If the oversupply

flooded the c011ege graduates' own market, the tame Was true of the mar-

ket for those with other levels of education and training.

The effects of all this may now be considered to have been predic-

table. As Freeman has noted,- starting salaries of college graduates did

not keep pace with hiaorical standards; but.the same seems to be true

fOr high school graduates.11 The sheer size of the baby boom cohort

relative to labor market opportunities has pushed young workers into
k

entry level positions that differ from histor'ical standards. At the flow

Ai

of those with yarious levels of education have all been expanding, the

pesition of new college graduates.relative to new high school graduates

may continue to be comparable to historical ratios.
12

The popular press has begun to describe young workers facing a pro-

motion squeeze, and subsequent cohorts will likely be affected by the

bulge of workers preceeding them. .As young workers flooding their own

markets place downwird pressure on wages, young wives are increasing their

labor force.activity, at least in part to supplement family incomes. In

fact, jt as thi4,cohort faces intense competition for jobs, the same

is probably true in housing and other consumer markets for goods and

services that are especially finportant for young families.

All of this may be discouraging some new high school gradUates from

12
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htering college, but college-going is also increasing among the popula-

tion over 25 yeArsioot age. American workers are responding not by aban-
_

doning education, but by continuing to develop their skills and competen-

cies to compete at extraordinarily high levels.

In.my opinion it would be a mistake for Conores-s to overreact to the

evidence. Even if the personal payoffs of education have not repched

historical levels for demographic reasons, the benefits are still avail-

able to society at large. Cutbacks in support for higher education would

not be any more appropriate then,esay, trying to alleviate the current

gasoline crunch by prohibiting the issuance of new driver's licenses for

an indefinite period.

Now that the impact.of the baby boom has crested and the labor mar-'

ket is continuing to adjust, analysts are increasingly able to fully

document what has occurred. 13 The events have left in their wake a large

col.lort tested in competition throughout elementary, secondary and higher

Nedu4c ion, and also in the laber m'arket. Thus Jar they have been the

beneficiaries of American policy designed to offer great freedom of op-

portunity to large numbers. With the help of appropriate leadership at

the national level they can be ready to respond to current and future

cmilmon problems in unemployment, inflation and energy.

On the other hand, policies that would intensify competition for

scarce jobs, goods and services within higher education or within the

population.at larAe may be counterproductive. Rather than' directing

their energies toward the solution of national problems, the hnerican

population including the post-war cohort wduld be guided by restrictive
SO 4

policies to even more intensified interpersonal competition, with family

vying against family, and group.against group, with uncertain but

probably unpleasant results.

13
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Notes

I. See Grasso and Shea (1979). .

2. Grasso and Myers (1977), Grasso (1977).

3. The four primary sets of national data are: Project Talent

(see Wise, 1977), Youth in Transition (O'Malley et al., 1977),
the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience
(Center for Human Resource Research, 1977)% arethe Longitudinal
Study of Educational Effects (Creech et al., 77; Nolfi et al.,

1977; Peng et al., 1977). The latter project is also sometimes
called the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Cltiss
of 1972. flp

4.. See for iAstance ttle.,titations of Feeeman and O'Toole in the

reference list.

5. Freemah and Holloman (1975, p. 24).

6. E.g., Astin (1977), Feldman and Newcomb (1969), Hyman and
others (1975).

7. See Goldstein (1977), Grasso (1977), Jaffee and Froomkin (1978),

, Levin (1978), Smith and Welch (1978), and Witmer (1978).

8. For instance,. Grasso (1977), Rumberger (forthcoming),
Welch (1979), and Witmer (1978).

9. Easterlin (1978), Easterlin and others (1978), and Johnston (1976).

10. GrasSo (1977).

11. Grasso.(1977),. Rumberger (forthcoming).

12. !did.

1. Welch (1979).
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank yoU very much, Dr. Grasso. I know that
Senator Randolph wanted to remain here for your entire testimo-
ny, but we are all subject to conflicts at all times. As chairman of
one of the other cornmittOes, he was occupied, as so many of the
others are at thiii very busy tithe in the Senate..

Senator Javits left for SALT. Senator Schweiker and I are rank-
ing members. If there are any conflicts, this is our one priority.

I want you to know that even though we do not have many
members here due to todays schedule of Senate activities, this
subjec is of the highest importance to all our inbmbers.

Evejything that has been added.to our background of knowledge
is going to be very useful and the hearing record credted today will
form the basis for our consideration of youth issues.

It. is hard right now to organize to the maximum benefit and still
be efficient here with time. I thought of two questions that might
draw forth what .would be particularly helpful to the if I put a
broad inquiry this way.

Just Assuming for a moment existing funding levels, I wonder
what each of you would designate as the most important single
prioritywchanges that yoti would recommend in terms of our cur-
rent legislation, that has been aesigned or developed for the area of
youth transition in employment. Second if we had considerably
more money that could be made available, what would you design
tbr us?

Could you take a shot at that, Ms. Wiskowski?
Ms: WISKOWSKI. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say, Mr. Qhairman, in response to the first part of

your questiOn that if the flinding remains status quo, that remedi-
ation seems to me a very costly process. I suppose I would say that
there isn't much else that we can do at this point for the young
people who are in the pipeline and who require remediation to be
competitive in the tinsubsidized labor market; but it is- a very costly
process, and I would look back instead to the institutions that
currently are responsible for providing employability development
skills,,and that is in the broadest perspective.

I look at the whole range of human resource development in that
broad way and see it as having substantial impact on futu're em-
ployment development. \

Let me be very brief about that.
Human resource development can be likened to economic' devel-

opment. The kind of infrastructure we develop in our human caei-
tal, whether, we talk about prenatal care, proper nutrition, proper
medical services, they all play an important part in employment
outcome for that person. Trying to remediate in 18 months what
the support system has not been able to do for many years is very
costly and Often very unsuccesiiful.

The other part of that answer would be that we do have a
capacity to likk ,in beside collaborative efforts into the economic
development programs that the Congress has passed. I think more
and more we-have got to look for ways to target in employment
9pportunities for the most structurally unemplbyed With the eco-
nomic initiatives that have been encouraged by the Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

olo
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Mr. TIMPANE. My answer to both questions would be the same. I
would concentrate on the development, either on .a training basis
or on a programmatic basis, depending upon the amount of fund-
ing. Programs in the secondary school years of the type suggested
by Mr. Hornbeck and by my own testimony, would be compensa-
tory in nature, but focused on the indiviaual's need4 as the individ-
ual approaches adultimod.

I spoke frequently in my testimony about the concept of literacy
because I think that encompasses the basic educational need and
what the educational system can give each individual as he or she
approaches adulthood. It is in the secondary school years that the
individual begins to make those choices for himself and herself
whether or not to learn 'and I think if the secondary schools could
pick up on that dynamic and provide skills that it can, that would
Ve the most important thing . .

The CHAIRMAN. We have legislated the individualized plan when
we 'passed the legislation for all the handicapped. I get a mixed
'report from those who do administer the program back home. It
mikes a great deal of sense in its beginting period. It is a very
pliinful process for those who have the responsibility of developing
and communicating a plan.

Mr. TIMPANE. Its applicati4i to the secondary school years would
Ain general be a great educational advance. The whole concept of

individualization has been wore difficult to apply at the secondary
,

, I would.also report, secondhandedly, that in the second and third
years the localities appear to be handling the IEP seMewhat better
than in the initial Years. There was an over-response' to the re-
quirements. A person from the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped .reported that at least the average plans are getting much,
much shortbr, which indicates the systems are adjusting.

The CHAIRMAN. It would'sem to me if the resources are there in
this connection, an individualized plan would have multiple bene-
fits, including not only the development of skills. ba also the
development of personal esteem that would come about' from con-
centration on the individual. I am not a psychOlogist, but it would 4
just seem that way to me. '

Mr. TIMPANE. Yes, -
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Swanson?
Dr. SWANSON. Mr. Chairman, I usually have three ways to

4nsWer a question.
'The first way is to act as if I know the ansAr. The second way is
a straightforward, hard-hitting evasion, I learned that from my
professor friends. The third way is to speak so long that the ques-
tion is forgotten. I learned that from a personal friend and a
Senator from Minnesota who is no longer with us. .

In response to your question, I would like to say that I hope that
in 10 ,years someone will look back on this Congress and this
CoMmittee and say that "this committee tried to look carefully at
human resource policy and tried to connect policy at local, State,
arid Federal levels. They did what no one else had ever done, to
realize that the solugons to the problems might need to be as
complex as the.problem itself."

,
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Secondj I would hope that legislation would look at the needed
Istructurgj changes to effect collaboration among the various kinds
of fiscal figents at every level of government, evgry level of respon-
sibility, every kind or responsibility at the loc6'J level, so there is

-full-scale collaboration and not merely ways of passing casualties
off to someone else.

Third, I would like to see some focus on qualitative improvments.
I mentioned some of these earlier, but I think instructor training
and some focus on inquiry is most important. I would favor these
with the same level of funding, or even with more,

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Swanson.
Mr. Hornbeck?
Mr. HORNBECK. In the context of status cluo funding, there is

, nothing, in my view, that would be more important than your
mandating what I call employability development plans on an mdi-
vidual basis, requiring in each instance, the collaborative signoff of
both the school system apparatus and the prime sponsor apparatus.

You are quite right in noting a similarity to IEP. That was quite
conscious. Local school systems cannot get .at the Congress all the
time or even at the Office of Education. Thus, there is no one in
the country who has heard the grief of local school sYstems more
than we State superintendents of schools as it pertains to the
burdens imposed by IEP's.

I appreciate the difficulties that the IEP's imPosed particUlarly
in the early days. But the stan'dard against which we ought to
measure our evaluation qf the IEP is whether or not. they have
worked.

In the last 8 years, beginning with the Parc suit in Pennsylvania,
this ,Nation has made a kind of commitment as it relates to handi-
capped children. That is most unusual in the annals of history. A
central piece of making that .happen in an effective manner, has
been the individualized education plan. It ig not without its prob-
lems. We are not without our continuing challenges in the world of
special education; but it is my view that the kinds of contributions -
that individualized planning has made could be made as well using
that mechanism In the youth employment setting.

Should you, in your wisdom, decide to give more funds to this
effort, I would move from the individualized plan and recommend,
as Mr. Timpane has suggested, a focus.not unlike the title I pro-
gram, but, at the secondary level, focusing particularly on basic-
skill development to issues of attitude and motivations.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Thank you.
Dr. Grasso?
Dr. GRASSO. Personally, I have sonie trouble responding to ques,

tions about the status quo.
As 1 think back to the situation in my home State of West

Virginia, the status quo includes some training programs (some of
which have been developed with Federal sosistance) that appear to
be very good, high-quality programs for Providing training in the
coal industry in health and safety and skill development. These ,

programs could assist workers to mine Mil productively and safely
but, at the present tiime, these programs seem. to be "on hold.

.,Workers in that industry are being laid .off while the Nation tries
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,to figure out what it is going to do, what role it wants the coal
industry to play in our national life.

At the same time, the status quo includes a slowdown,of the
economy. The economic, social, and demographic forces that I de-
scribed- earlier have-muddied the-waters and make it difficult-for
researchers to tell you which programs seem to be effective and
which ones do not. The status quo is not as solid a foundation today
as maybe it was 10 years ago. Thinga seem to be uncertain.

As for targeting of additional ftinds, I think that the evidence
presented today and yesterday indicated very, clearly that we need
to keep oUr stable institutions in place and that we need to pay a
grefft deal of attention to the problems of minorities and particu-
larly disadvantaged youth. For those in school *here schools can
play a role, we need redoubled emphasis on basic skills and abili-
ties, and on loroviding career information about career opportuni-
ties and sources of career training and education, to help young
people get access to careers. For both in-school and out-of-school
young people, we need this continuing supply of career training
and education opportunities, whether they are plait of the formal
educational system or not.

Finally, for out-of-school youth, and particularly minority and
disadvantaged Youth, we need programs that will provide these
youths with ways of access to jobs. Advantaged youth seem, from
our, research evidence, to have .ways to find out about gocKI job
opportunities. These ways include their families, their friends,
their neighbors, their teachers, their cotinselors, and se on. They
find out about job opportunities But perhaps..for some mi,nority and
disadvantaged '),outh, as they have been perhaps not well served by
the regular school program, they also find themselves on the
margin when it comes to getting information about good jobs or
finding out how to get access to these jobs, how to conduct them-
selves effectively in the labor market. This is a very important
part, I think, of the unemployment problem and something that
the bommittee should address itself to.

The CHAIRMAN. Excellent.
Thank you very much.
Senator Schweiker?
Senator StHWEIKER, Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Timpane, I would like to pursue a few points that you made

in your testimony.
You well defined the educational problem in the transition which

*as the focus, and you referred to Mr. Wirtz's definition of the
problem as well. Your analysis of literacy, transferrable skills, and
work-study experiences were good.

I would like to explore just two of those for a minute.
On page 11, ypu do define what you are doing on education-work

councils, and you say there are, I believe, 33 sites in the country
now under NIE auspices.

My question to you is, When do you expect to get some input
back from these programs; and what is the magnitude of ttlis
program?

Mr. T1MPANE. I would be pleased to provide the exact data for
you later. We do have an evaluation of those programs cArrently
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underway. It will be almost a year before the final results are in,
but I will check on that and provide you with that information.
,Senator SCHWEIEER. I would hope maybe you could give us an
abbreviated report, because/I think that will have a great deal of
bearing.onathe rewriting of our-legislation. Thal will be done before
the year is up. So if you could get some kind of shortcut 'procedure
to us on a highlight or summary basis, very early, I think it would
be very helpful.

Mr. TIMPANE. I will be glad to do that, Senator Schweiker:
Senator SCHWEIKER. I am glad to see you involved in it. It is a

helpful evaluation. It would be helpful to have somekind of Short
knalysis before the year expires, because it will .have some bearing
on what we say in this legislation.

You do not know whether it is beyond 33 sites, or is that fixed at
this point?

Mr. TIMPANE. As far as I know, it is fixed, Those sites have been
in operation for a year.

Senator SCHWEIKItE. Because this probably ,represents the most
Significant new development in the youth employment picture and
your evaluation and analysis would be very meaningful to use with
respect to whatever we decide to do.

Mr. TIMPANE. I will be pleased to fiupply that.
Sqnator SCHWEIKER. The second point; I would like to elaborate

on a minute. is on page 13, your reference to the career internship
program of the OIC. You are doing an evalUation now or not? Or is
this the kind of program you are citing that has to be pursued?

Mr. TIMPANE. NIE has completed a comprehensive evaluation of
the career internship program in Philadelphia. I would be pleased
to provide you with a summary of that.

ator SCHWEIKER. I think we may have that.
TIMPANE. An evaluation of the four additional sites has just

begun.
Unfortunately, the results will probably not be available during

the time that you have available for consideration of this issue.
Senator SCHWEIKER, Are you saying they are going to evaluate

' four more sites? ,

Mr. TIMPANE., Yes.
Senator SCH*EIKER. You are saying that would nol, be- done in

that time?
Mr. TIMPANE. Yes. The Philadelphia site has been fully,evaluat-

Vd, and the results are now available. At the request of the Depart-
Inent of Labor, we replicated the Philadelphia experience in four
additional communities and have just begun that evaluation.

Senator SCHWEIKER. DO you have any other evaluations of some
of the other projects you listed? You have Control Data Corp.'s
program and Rockwell's program,and Jobs for Youth and. the Open
rtoild program.

Are these something you have yet evaluated or are you just
citing them? , .

4 Mr. TIMPANE. I am just citing them. They are,lor the most part,
to be conducted under the Youth Employment Detnonstration
Projects Aqt. The Department f Labor has evaluted some of them,
and I don't know how ektensive their evaluation has been.

Senator SCHWEIKER. I am pleased to see all these references,
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As you know, we have a tremendous battle to get you funded in
my Appropriations Committee. There is always a big argument
about what you are doing: is it constructive and realistic? I think it
is very realistic and very appropriate. I hope you, continue to give it
a high priority in- terme,of evaluating reaeardh or whatever, on
what I call a transitional problem.

You have obviouy 4aIt with it extensively. It is a good point to
make in my Approp?Ititions Committee. It is a good point to talk
abotit specific research and related wo7Ii that has a payback to_us
as policymakers. Using this information, I think, will allay some of
the criticism that comes up'from time to time in our committee. So
I think keeping that kind of Priority and interest woulkl be very
heliSful, not only froin the standpoint of this committee, but also I
think in terms of the need, because I think that the transition and
the whole youth employment problem has pt to be one of our
highest priorities in the evaluation of the e eotiveness of educa-
tion.

Mr. TIMPANE.. I wiW be pleased to" assist you in that attempt in
any way. We intend to keep this a priority issue.

Senator SCHWEIKER. rwould like to aslc Dr. Swam4on soite ques-
tions about his vocational education testimony.

Oil page 12well, on several pages, actually, you referred to the
shift in emphasis from ends to means and the conflict you see
unfolding between the two.

I wonder if you would elaborate a little bit about what that
conflict is and how it presents a problem, as you see it?

Dr. SWANSON. The means which I mentioned were means related
to educational methodology, the legislating of educational method-

' ology and enforcing compliance. I believe that it is the wrong
direction to go because it makes the carrying out of instruction an
administrative pioblem rather than a learning problem.

Another is the strict formula-oriented .funding which essentiallY
prevents planning. It allows only planning to fit a formula Orienta-
tion for a fund flow so that planning is an accommodation to a
budget rather than a budget that is an accommodation of planning.
That is.what I had in mind in talking about a tneans-oriented kind
of Federpl role. It is more desirable far the Federal level to deal

, with policy rather than with-implementation.
Senator SCHWEIKER. You say on page 3,that a lot of States don't

have State boards of vocational education.
How many have them? -
Dr. SWANSON. All have boards of vocational eduCation, but they

do not exist, except for 'convenience, as .boards of vocational educe-
tipn..They convene and say, "We will convene and designate our-
selvesothe board of vocational education.'' Only about three States
in this country have separate boards of Nr 4. tional education. Most9

are boards which exist for elementary an.' zecondary education and
Occasionally address the problems of vocatibnal education because
the law requires that they be so designated.

Senator SCHWEIKER. You see a big advantage in having a sepa-
rate vocational education board? (Did I utulerstand that correctly?

Dr. SWANSON. There may not be an advantage in a -separate
board of vocational education, but there would be a great advan-
tage in a State legislature addressing itself tO the problems and

'3

.
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questions of vocational education and training. Today the authOri-
zation for most State Programs is a Federal authorization. There is
an insufficient focus on the problems. The Federal law which gov
erns, Senator, states that purposes should be in iccordance with

--State taw arid -it pee- further to -describe the- State functionaries
who should deal with it, such functionaries as the State board or
the State agency. This gets into the question of how States should
organize to deal with the responsibility. It doesn't deal with legisla-
tive action at the State level for accepting the responsibility or how
the State interacts with the Federal level in implementing it.

Senator SCHWKIKER. I would like to go to Mr. Flornbeck.
You state on page 3 that you support the employability develop-, ment plan but not quite the way it has been implemented, em-

ployed, or installed.
What is your essential concern that we ought to keep in mind as

you see it on this approachf
Mr. HORNBECK. One is to add the school system as a full partner

in the development of those plans. At the.moment, that is a volun-
tary thing where it happens at all. It happensiess often than, in
fact, it takes place. Absent that role, a major ingredient is missing.

The second point is the manner in which the plan is done. In
most instances that I have experienced, it is a very cursory over-
view kind of inechanism.-It is not routed as the IEP with handi-
capped kids in an identification of the young person, a full
assessment of the young person's weaknesses, and ,a prescription,
then, a specific set of actions required in order to remedy those
wetiknesss.

At the moment, in most,places, the employability .development
plan tends to fall into that Category of something that people
sometimes do in order to comply with something that found its way
into Federal law, rather than being used as -the IEP is in an
effective planning manner.

Senator SCHWEIKER. OK.
Thank you very muCh.
The CHAIRMAN. Again, we are most grateful for all that you

contributed to us, and Ave hope that we can look forward to future
communications with you.

Thank you.
lk Today's, final panel_ of experts will discuss what 'current labor

market policies are trying to accomplish; goals for the 1980's, with
regard to youth employment, and a general look at policy options
available to the committee.

Members of the panel are Dr. Isabell Sawhilj, director, National
Commission for Eniployment Policy; Mr. Ray Oswald, director,
Department Of Research, AFL-CIO; Mr. Frank Schiff, vice presi-
dent, Committee ifor Economic Development, and Dr. Arnold
Packer, Assistant Secretary for Policy Evaluation and 'Research,.
U.S. Department of Labor. ,

Dr. Sawhill, we are very pleased to start witN your statement.

fin
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STATEMENT OF; DR. ISABELL V. SAWHILL, 'DIRECTOR, NATION-
AL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY; RUDY OSWAL
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH, AFL-CIQ; F'
SCHIFF, VICE PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DE-
VELOPMENT; AND_ DR. ARNOLD PACKER. ASSISTANT_SECRE-
TARY FOR POLICY EVALUATION AND RESEARCH, DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, A PANEL ,

Dr. SAWHILL. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be
here today, particularly since our Commission has been examining
this issue of youth employpent for over a year now. We are cur-
rently finalizing our recanmendations and will be meeting with
the President next week to biief him on our findings and recom-
mendations. At the-same time, we hope to submit those recommen-
dations to you and we would like an opportunity to meet with you
and your staff at ihat time if that would be helpful.

The Chairman. The timing again?
Dr. SAWHILL. We will be officially submitting Our recommenda-

tions to the President on November I.
The Chairman. We. will look forward to that and also the discus-

sions that will follow.
Dr. SAWHILL: What I will do today is report essentially on what

our staff has found. I cannot tell you what the final conclusions of
the Commission will be because there is still some drafting of their
position going on.

I have chosen in my testimony to focus on six very broad issues.
The first is what should the ObjectiVes of youth employment and
education policies be The second is ,what target groups arc we
trying to reach? The third is what kind of general program ap-
proaches or services are we trying to deliver to youth?

The next is what do we know about the effectiveness of current
ticational efforts, and what new initiatives might make sense in

th t area? ....

The fifth is what do we know about employment
es

a d training
programs and-new approach that might make sense t re? Then,
finally, I would like to discuas a few questions of impleme tation at
the local level.

Most of these questions that were raised at the field hearings
which the Commission sponsored this year. We took testimony
from over a hundred people in four cities around the country, and
we heard a great deal from local program operators and citizens
about what they believe the problems today to be.

On the first question, that is, the question of objeCtives, I think
the fundamental issue is the extent to which policy should focus on
providing immediate income and jobs for youth, versus the extent
to which it should focus on improving long-terff employability.
Those two goals are not always-consistent. Sometimes by providing
immediate income and jobs, you are improving a young persons
long-term employability and earning ability, but not always.
. To the extent that they are not always consistent goals, I think
we should think more clearly about what it is we are trying to
accomplish. ,

Employment and training programs have focused somewhat
more heavily on immediate income and employment, While educa-
tion programs have had somewhat greater impact on long-term

V
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employability. In the past, I believe, there has been too much
attention given to the unemployment statistics, too much focus on
the high unemployment rates of youth which are indeed scandal-
ous; but I think this has led us to believe, that what we needed to
do was to put them into jobs. We assumed if we could bring the
unemployment rate down, the problem 'would- be solved. I think
this is a diSservice, particularly to disadvantaged youth who may
not necessarily -enter the mainstream of our economy and society
as adults just because we provided them with a job while they were
going through this transition period. This does not mean that we
don't need to provide some immediate employment opportunities,
but we should not assume that work experience programs by them-
selves are going to have many longterm benefits.

Many observers have commented that a number of our current
programs have essentially provided mostly income transfers to the
participants. If that is the case, then they are more of a paliative
than 41 long-terni solution to the problem.

Let me turn now to the second issue, and that is, Who is it that
we wjsh to target scarce Federal resources on? In times of budge-
tary restraints, this becomes a particularly critical question. All of
our analyses seem to suggest that youth unemployment is not a
generalized problem. It is a severe problem for a relatively small
group of young people along some continuum of need. Those that
have the greatest problem making the transition from sch601 int%
the labor market are youth from low-income families and AnoritT
youth. The research is very clear on the tremendously dispropor-
tkonate impact of this problem on minority youth.

In looking at what the universe of need might be for any new set
of programs, our staff said, "Let's look ,at all of the youth in low-.
income families." We found that there are about 800,000 young
people who turn 16 each year and whose parents have low incomes
at the time that they enter their adolescent years

If we were to take those 800,000 youth who were disadvantaged
and who turned 16 each year and provided each one of them with
$10,000 worth of some package of services over say a 5-year
periodyou could give it to them in short duration, very intensive
programs, or longer duration, lea intensive programswhat we
would be talking about is a program which would cost $8 billion.
That is quite expensive; but probably an overestimate of the cost of
serving this particular universe.

The reason I say that-is because you wouldn't have to assume
,that every youth from a low-income family was going to need.
special services. In fact, some of them would not wish to .partici-
pate, for various reasons. If we look at the Aidence froin the youth
entitlement program under YEDPA, we find only 60 percent of
those-in-school entitled to a guaranteed job are participating.

If I take that evidence and add it to my earlier calculations, we
come up with a cost of serving this population of abott $4 billion,
which is really roughly -what we are currently spending.,,I have
taken the time to go through this little analysisto which I should
attach loth of caveatsbecause I think it says the problem is not
necessarily that we are spending insufficient dollars on youth un-
employment; it may simply be that we are not spending them as
effectively as we might.
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The next question I would like to address is what mix of services
should be provided to youth? Clearly, different youth need different
kinds of assistance, and we cannot generalize about the problem. I
tliink this leads to a recommenation to permit some flexibility at
the local level for serving youth. But. I do think that, based upon
all of our researa, there are some generalizations that, can be
made about what should be the nukjor strategies for respondipg to
the problem. .

First of all, youth unemployment, and especially minority youth
unemploym'ent, is very sensitive to the state of the economy. Even
in periods of full employment, however, youth unemployment re-
mains very high. I think thiv leads me to suggest that full employ-
ment is a necessary, but not a. sufficient prerequisite to lowering
youth unemployment. . .

The second thiing we have learned is that some youth unemploy-
ment, but not very much of it, is due to the fact that the cost of
hiring an inexperienced person may exceed their productivity ini-
tially. This would suggest that programs like the targeted jobs tax
credit or other kinds of subsidized employment programs could
help increase employment opportunities for disadvantaged youth.

The third thing that we have learned is that discrimination still
seems to impair the labor market opportunities of minority youth
and young women of 'both races. While equal employment opportu-
nity programs are important to counter this problem, I think we
must go beyond them to qnd other mechanisms Which will over-
come cultural stereotypes in the labor Inarket. I believe that great-
er exposure of minority outh and employers to one another would
help, whether through i ternship programs, subsidized work expe-
rience, or what have you.

The fourth thing thSt I think we have learned is that education-
al handicaps are a mtkjor cause of the employMent problems of
disadvantaged youth. Our secondary schools. are turning out a
large proportion of graduates who don't have the basic skills. I
know you have heard a great deal about:this issue from the previ-
ous panel, so I will not elaborate exCept to sar that I found myself
very much in agreement with most of the former witnesses.

Not only is there a lack of basic skills among high school gradu-
lite's, but as you heard this morning, dropout rates in some of our
city gchool systems are very high. I think everybody has been
quoting the recent New York Times article that iadicated that in
New York City about half of those entering high school are not
graduating.

The fifth thing we have learned is that even when youth are
prepared for work those who come from minority groups or disad-
vantaged familia simply do not have the informal networks
through which most of our children find jobs.

I noticed that Dr: Grasso mentioned this point as well, and I
want to support his statements on this point. These youths need
some kind of special help in learning how to search for lobs, and
they need some kind of surrogate mentor to help them with access
to the labor market. .

Let me turn now to our two current programs w.hich are directed
toward improving the employment and ,employability of youth':
education and employinent and training programs.
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Our review of past eXperiency with education programs suggests
that vocational education has had a limited impact on youth em-
ployability. However, I do think that it has some potential to
motivate youth to acquire the basic skills.

I think you heard from soMe of the previous witnesses that when
youth are not ready to learn, when they are not motivated to.
unprbve their own basic competencies, no progeam offering them
remediation will be particularly effective.

Perhaps vocational education courses are one way to buy some
motivation, but we are more sanguine about what could be accom-
plished through an expansion of compensatory education programs
in the secondary schools.

I think that we also need to think about delivering remedial
education through institutions other than the public schools,
whether it be CETA or various kinds of community-based organiza-
tiogs. Some competition between service deliverers at the local
level might not be a bad idea, and it certainly increases the
number of options for the youth themselves.

Turning to what we feel we have learned from our reView of
employment and training programs, it is that they have provided
jobs and more,incOme than would have otherwise been availAbre to
youth; but, with some notable exceptions, I don't believe that most
of them have had a. infkjor impact on the long-term employability of
youth.

One of the mAjor exceptions, by the wa , is 1i Job Corps. The
recent evaluations of that program, wh h I m. sure Assistant
Secretary Packer can elaborate on, are Ty positive. One of the
reasons is that the Job Corps involves 'to I emediation. It is an
expensive ,program. We don't attemnt to overcome years and years
of accumulated deficits by 9 week's of an inexpensive work experi-
ence program.

Let me turn to some implementation issues. Our hearings over
the last 6 months identified five key factors which seem to be a
prerequisite to successful programs at the local level.

One is a stable programAid fundihg environment.
A second is consistency of goals, some understanding o[ what it is

j, that we at the Federal level are trying to accomplish.
The third is trained and exwinced staff,No program, no matter

how well designed at the Federal level, is hping to be effeetive if it
is not:delivered by dedicated and competent people.

The fourth is sufficient flexibility to accommodate widely varying
local and individual needs.

The fifth is improved coordination between CETA, the education
system, and the private sector. In my written testimony I suggest
some ways in which these problems might be handled, but I think
in the interests of time 'I would liketto conclude now and hope that
we can have some discussion of all these issues later on.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Sawhill. Your contri-

butions are greatly appreciated.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Sawhill follows]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

raw,

1 KM pleasod,to have tim opportdnity to appway

here today to discuss the issue of youth imployment

policies for the coming decade. The National Coymission

A
for Employment Policy has been examining this issue for

NI,
over a year. .To sApport the Commission's effort, our staff

has sponsored a number of activities including an

evaluation of curient and past programs, a review of the

research on the causes and consequences of youth unemployment,

and a number Of meetings and seminars with experts and

pract tioners in the fields of both education and employment.

In add tion, the Commission beld eight days of hearings in

four cities: Detroit, Memphis, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia,

at which we took testimony fromover.100 witnesses. A draft

report suMftrizing what we have learned is nOw available

and i2 being reviewed by various experts. TAis report

discusses the issue* I will address today.in much greater

detail.

I want to emphasize that my testimony represents
(IP

an intarim staff report and does not represent the final,
A

conclusions of the Commission. At its last meeting on

bctober 12, the Commiission bagan the process of formulating

.*
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rcommendations and these will be-forwarded to you before

the nd of the year. I'm ur I speak for the Chairman of

Commislion, Dr. Eli-ainibefii, And all Of its meMbere In

expressing my hope that this interim review and our final

recommendations will be helpful to the Committee and that

you will feel free to call on us for further assistanCi.

In My testimony, today, I will briefly discuss the

4 'following six issues:

- -Objectives: What do. we hope to accomplish through

any set of youth mployment policies?

- -Target Groups: Who do we wish to reach With these

policies and who should'be ligible for various

kinds of assistanc?

- -Program Mix: What mix'of programs inmost likely

to be effective(in meeting our objective, for

youth? For xample, how much mphasis should

-be given to education relative to employment?

4Educational Programs: What particular strategies are

most likely to be ffective in improving the

educational competencies of youth?

--Employment and Training Programs: What changes,

if any, ar needed in youth employment and

/ training programs?

- -Implementation: What can federal policy do to

insure that services are more ffectively

delivered at *he local level?

A brief discussion of ach of these issa anima /bllows:

2

°A.

S.
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OBJECTIVES

The fundaMental question here is the xtent to which,

policjes should focus on providing tmmediate income and employ-

ment opportunities or on improving long-term mployability.

Policies which provide immediate income and mployment are

'not necessarily the same as those which improve an individual's

lifetime earnings potential. In-school work xperience

programs, for xample, ar tilted toward meeting the former

objectives, while educational programs focus more heavily

on the latter.

No one would argue against the worthiness of providing

mployment to youth who sek work or of improving their

employability. But neither can be achieved for free and

the pursuit of one goal could ven be at the xpense ofothe'

other. This tradeoff could exist'for three rasons. First,

-given scarce resourcs, the more money spent on puri job %

creation, the less can be spent for development outlide of

the work nvironment or nrichment of the work xperience

itself. Second, the time spent by the youth themselves in

employment reduces the amount of time available'for other

activities, including education and training. Third, pursuit

of the mployment goal by the federal government may prbvide

an incentive to some youth to drop out of school in Order to

take the jobs that become available.

56-881 0 - 80 - '
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In the past, the major mphasis of federal employmtint

.and training programs for youth has been on eqployment.

--Educators, on the -other hand, have tended to-emphasize

employability and have showm less concern for the immediate

employment problems of the young people they serve.

What is.the appropriate balance between the two goals?

The answer depends partly on the age and situatidt of the

individual tering served. It is tempting to dismiss the

high unemployment rates of youth as nothing more than the..

normal symptoms of transition to.adulthood. Many peoplet

need time to settle down. Indeed, there is serious

question about the accuracy and relevance of the

comventiopal unemployment statistics when applied to a group

withparginal attaChment to the labor force. 4he real question/

may nOt be whither they are employed or unemployed, but whether

the activities An which the youth participate have long-

terM payoffs, for themselves and for society. For some

youth at some times in their lives the most important activity

in which they can engage is education. The eMployment goal

should be secondary and employment should be considered as,a

means of preparing the individual for subsequent roles,

not as an end in itself.

,
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Beyond some point, which isdifficult to fix and

which pe)ople.reach at different ages, mployment merges as

the more important goal:- The rain-imunt-er-iterion-s- -for Astermining-

that that time has come is that the individual is capable of

performing a productive role in the labor market if given the

chance.. Nmployability development should still be important1

but it becomes econdary. 'One problem with the existing

systems of education and employment is that each system

tends to specialize, making it difficult for youth to make

a gradual transition from the pursuit of employability develop-

ment to the pursuit of employment.

As stated by the President of the Interstate Confrence

of Employment Security Agencies, Glenn.W. Nichols, at the

Commission's, field hearing in Los Angeles in June:

Educators,have,long recognized that, in terms of

leerning.academic subjects, there is a continuum

of steps in a very long and complicated process

called educational development...learning how to

arn money requires a developmental process.

The employability development process is similar to

the edudational process in that certain fupdamental

\ steps are first necessary befoOtthet, more

complicated steps are'undertak4n. One has to learn,' ,

for example, what is involved ln a job assignment before

one dan supervis1 others in that job...employment and

;training policy must recogpize that at any one point

in.time a person can ecure mployment but.th !

employability pkocess continues.

5
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Finally, I want to note that one can productively occupy

teenager's time without paying him or he4 a regular wage

Cas-when-he-or she-is-In-sohoo41,-.Convers44yr- one-can-pay-him._

or her a yage without productively occupying the , time (as in

some "make-woi-k projects"). I believe we need to be clearer

about when our objective is to provide learnin4 experiences to

yputh, when it is to pkIvide them with income maintenance, and

when it is to provi4 valuable output for the community. Educa-

tion and training programs fall clearly in the first category,

income transfer programs in the second ? anp voluntary service

programs.in the third. Employmedt programs are very much,a

hybrid which can be tilted in any one of these three directions.
.

In principle, if properly designed and funded, youth employment

programs can meet all three objectives simultaneously. In

prvtice, they have tended to provide moistly income,maintenance

for the participants.

TARGET GROUPS

While.it might be desirable to serve everyone, liMited

resourcestmake it necessary to carefully target any new assistance.

-

Our staff's analy(sis suggests that along some continuum of need,

the laPor market probkaMs of low-income and minority youth are

particularly severii. Black and Hispanic youth still have

6
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unemployment rates much higher than those of white,

youth and a far smaller proportion of each of those

employedt-indeed7-elong-beth.dImensions-the

n of black youth has been deteriorating. .This is

to deny the progress that has occurred: the.blick

youth who do have jobs are earning wages which are

much closer to those of white youth than was true even a

decade ago.

Taking family income as a reasonable proxy for those who

are most likely to be disadvantaged in the labor market, our
f

staff has estimated the universe of need for a youth program.

/We calculate that there are about 80000 youth in fow-income.

families (70 percent of the BLS lowet-living standard) who turn

16,each year. (By measuring family ihcome at age 16,.)ft avoid
E

the problem of pickingAlp emancipat d minors from relatively

.affluent families.) If we were to provide each such youth

with $10,000 worth of services; o average, over, say, a
,

five-year period until they were age 21,.the prograM w a
ilk

7



cost $8 billion. It if, unlikely,.tiowever, that every low-

ILincome youth would want to participate. Only about onto-half

--67--tre-61/0biw-students- --in---the--Entitlement program under-the__ .

Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act are actually

participating in this guaranteed jobb program. Thus, the

true coat might be closer 6-$4 billion. This is approximately

.what we are spending cuvently for employment and training

assistance to youtii. 4

Thete are a likumbe'r of ther targeting issues which I
t

yould like tO highlight. rirst, the larger the target group,

the less intensive the assistance which can be given (assuming'
..,

a limited budget). 'Second, care should be taken not to

establish eligibility rules which lead to perverse behavior

10
(e.g., youth may become unemployed Or leave school if these are

eligibility conditions for a stipebded program). Third,

eligibility can be made conditional upon meeting certain

performance standards in each phase of a sequenced program.

There appears to be a growing consensus that such performance

standards are desirable. They would not only cut the size

of the eligible pool for the more expensive program components

but more importantly increase the velue of program oompletion

in the eyes of patticipants and employers and weed out.youth

who-are not motivated to.imprj06 their own employability.

I*



PROGRAM MIX
-

A decision about what kinds of programs to put in place

depend* in large measure on one's diagnosis of the prbblem.

Thus, in our study of you'th unemployment, w4 have attempted

to sort out the reasotis for their difficulties. These reasons-

can be put into three categories: those associated with a
-

lack of jobs;those that relate to the characteristics of youth

themselves; and those that involve the mechanisms through
0

which young.job-seekers are matched *iith job vacancies. These

causes interact, but it is useful, epecially4n deeloping

policy, to attempt to distinguish aMong them.

Y9uth employment, especially minority youth employment,

is particularly sensitive to the state of the economyl in

a recession, their employment losses tend to be relatively

greater than those incurred by older workers. But even in

a period of strong demand, employers tend to place youth toward

the back of the hiring queue. Legal and social floors on wage

rates,.as well as yolith's own preferences, limit the degree

to which youth can move ahead in the queue In offering $to work

f9r lower wages. An additional reason for their unfavorable

positiOn in the hiting queue i* discrimination which is
.

especially aoute among minority youth. Another factor that

contributes to youth unemploYment is a growing imbalance between

the types of jobs that employers need to fill and the qualifica-

9
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tions of youth. Finally, the huge growth in .the size of 61e

youth labor force in recent years, and, to a lesser extent, the

A
. growth in the number of wOmen and undocumented workers,,has

4
also increased the competition for jobs.

Not all of the problem can be blamed on a lack of jobs..

Whetever the number of available opportunities, youth would be

in a better position to compete-for theM-Ir they were better

prepared for work. Their chances of success are reduced by a

lack of basth r'eading, writing, and mathematical skills;
-

poor credentials (e.g., lack ,pf a high school diploma);

unwillingness to accept the kinds of jobis for whioh they

qualkfy; hnd poor work.habits or attitudes. Employers look

to educational attainment and previfts work experience as

indicators.of whether a job candidate will succeed. Minority

yputh, despite considerable progress, in recent years still

are behind other youth in educational attainment, basic skills,

and experience. Also, some are reluctant to take certain kinds

of entry-level jobs for fear that they will never break out of

that market; the experience of their parents provides a basis
OP

for these fears.

Finally, lack of knowledge of the world of work, how

to look for work, and how to conduct oneself in a job inter,-

view are serious impediments for some yotith. For youth whose
#

families and.friends do not particiliate in good job networks,
-\

finding work can be particularly difficult.

10
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Following. this dO.agnosis, there art a number of policy

options which might be used to achieve the mployment and

employability development goals mentioned earlier. The options

for increasing job opportunities include: macro-economic
1

stimulation, targeted job creation, minimum wage reduction,

antidiscrimination activities, and reducing the.number f

V41t undocumented workers. While it is clear that macroeconomic

stimulation increases job opportunities for youth, and that

without it all other policies simply reshuffle opportunities,

by itself it will certalnly not eliminate the relat,Avely

highrates of youth unemployment or the differentially poor

prospects of minorities. Subsidized job creation and changes

in the minimum wage are two additional ways of stimulating

demand. Both involve reducing the costs of employing youth,

with the former being more costly to the federal government,

but probably more effectiAre and acceptable. Vigorous enforcement

of laws prohibiting discrcation against minorities and VOmen

continue to be needed, but it would be 'impractical and

possOly coUnter-productive to extend coverage to all youth.

Finally, although undocumented workers are probably in

competition with some youth, it would be difficult to reduce

their numbers without curbing civil libereies ehd jeopardizing

our relationships with other countries.

11
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The options fbr increasing the qualifications of

yonth and imRroving their ability to find eMPloyment als6 follow

-dlreotly-from-the witha± discussion of some of the causes of

outh labor market probitems. Improvement of basic eduCational

competencies for those W419 have mit mastered the three Rs

is critical, and will become All the more important as our

economy becomes more technologically sophistivated and paper

oriented. Specific skill training is lestilmportant since many

skills Can be learned on the job but early exposure to vocational

/training should be considered as a means of motivating the

participants to stay in school and to acquire the more basic

skills. Improvement in basic'socialization and'motivation
A

for both education and work is probably important for some

youth. However, it is not clear what could be done by the

fede'ral government that would have a major impact.

The options for improving labor market transLons include:

increasing young people's genefal knowledge pf the world of

work and of different career options; providing them with more

specific information about job vacancies in their.own labor

markets; and teaching them how to search for and obtain employ-

ment. These activities are especially important for youth

who have not been exposed tio successful adult work patterns-

and who do'not have access to good informal ^jab 'networks.

.5
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Aieuming that better preparation for work is part of the

solution and that the educational system is to play a role in

improving the employability of youth, 6nr 45 the further '

question of what this role should be., The possibilities include

an expansion or improvement of vocational education, compensatory

education, and cooperative or career education.

The potential role of vocational education iw to provide

skills which will give the participants access to particular
s

jabs and/or to motivate youth to stay in school and acquire

basic-skills, work habits, and a diploma. The state of the

art in program evaluation precludes definitive assesaments

about this or any of thelother programs reviewed. But 4
4'

appears that, on average, vocational, education improves the

immediate employment prospects of its graduates by only a small.

amount. For young men, there is no lasting impact on their

wmployment stability or earnings. For young women, there

do appear to be long-term positive impacts, related particularly

to the acquisition of clerical skills.

Cereer education is a mudh smaller and newer program. It .
-

encompasses a variety of activities to expose studhnts to the

world of work and work values and to make their education
do-

more relevant to thetr.caroer. ciavelopment. Thus far, clreer

educeltimrlhaa mainly benefited middle class youth. Its

potential for helping disadvintaged youth appaars limited.

13
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Major federal involvemept in compennatory education began

with Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

pf,1965". s1nCe thb ytty -who Partickpate th theie progytiffist-

are mOstly very young, we cannot observe a direct link

between'coMpensatory education and uccess in the labor market,

but we can ask if cognit:ive skills are being increased as a

result of the programs. The answer appears to be yes. Recent

evaluations of Title I indicate that educationally disadvantaged

youth are, on average, gaining in reading skills as a result

of the programs being sponsored With.these funds. An important

issue, whAch is now being studied by the Office of Education,

is whether these positpe,impacts.are sustained beyond the

studtnts' participation in the compensatory program.

'While any new set of legislative initiatives nerds to focus

on the current educational handicaps of disadvantaged youth, it

is not clear how federal funds can Ce used to leverage the

educatkonal system on behalf of.such youth--given the strong

tradition of local funding and tocal control of the educational
,

establishment and its mainstream orientation. Some argue that

little progress will be made unless the xisting-school.system

can be made more effective. Others contend that alternative

educatiOnal institdtions, inOluding programs developed by.

commundty colleges or by the CETA system, will have-to play a

larqr role in providing second chance'oppor'tunities for those

who have been failiid by the itblic schools.

.14
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Employment and training programs encompass a Wilde

range of activities, from short-term work experience programs&

to intensive training and other services in residealtial

t
centers (the Job Corps). In addition, the enaotment of the

-" Youth ETployment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) in 1977

introduced several new program initiatives, which are currently

being operated and assessed.

Evaluations of job creation programs for youthtOe

largest program being the one for em41oying youth during

the summerindicate that they haye been successful in.increasing

the employment levels of youth beyond what they otherwise

would have been. 'Their primary goal has'not been to develop'

the participants' employability, And the assessments indicate

that little,,ic any, employability 'development has occurred.

One premise of earlier work experience programs funded as

vparb of the Neighborhood Yoilth Corps Was thekt the prOvision*

of jobs would enable more disadvantaged youth to sWly in school/

. -

this appears not to have occurred. The new Ydhth Incentive

Entitlement Pilot Projects, authoriied Ader YEDPA, have the

k
same objective. ,In fact, this program explicitly links job

,If

entitlement to school attendance and performance, but it is

too earbr to tell whether this stra1t y is subceeding.
4t.-0.s.
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Training activities include inst'itutional skills trSining,

on-the-job training, and the Job Corps. - These programs

-Wee 41 intended ti6 -imprevethe emplayeht1ity and earning,
k
Of Articipants, most of whom are ecdnomically.disidvitntaged.

.Although the methodological problems in measurinl the long-.
.

term impacts of such programs are severe, it Appears that, in

general, the programs have succeeded, ItA.holigh success varieS

with' the quality df the training, equipment, suppocive services,

and job placements assistance provided.

The Job Cor s, which tends to enroll the most seriously '

disadvanta f any of the major employment and training

programs, appears to produce significant earnings gtins, mire

emplayment, and less crime among those paticipants who stay

in the program for a ufficient period of time: for early

dropouts, the program does not provide any measurable benefits.

This link between'program duration and benefits ip also found

in other training programs.

From our review of employMent and training programs, it

appears that it is relatively easy to provide 'employment for

yduth, but much more difficult and expensive to improve their

employability. The activities that succeed teld to be costly.

It`as simply not reasonable to expect that problems which may,

have been%acoumulating over many years can be eliminated

16
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IMPLEMENTATION

Even if theYe wre a consnsus on what group of youth

are most in need of services and what services they need

-there relibins the challeng e of how tO deliver these

.4 services.

The challenge would be great even if we were dealing with

one federal department, one piece of legislation, and one

program activity. Instead, we have two separate departments:

the Department of Labor and the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, which not,only share responsibility for

the activities necessary to make youth employable, but which

also contain numerous separate divisions to oversee programs.

We have fii,e major pieces of legislation which prOvide federal

money for these activities: the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, the Vocational Education Act, the Career

Education Incentive Act, the Wagner-Peyser Act and the

Comehenitive Employment and Training Act. Through this

legislation we must involve and mobilize the education system,..

which is controlled at the state and local level and to which

federal dollars contribute only about 8 percent of total expen-

w 'ditures. We must involve the emploment and training system,

which although it is 100 percent federally-funded, is operated

entirely by states and localities. And we must involve the

major source of jobs--the private sector.

What then can be done?

17
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One radical idea might be to start over. This idea

might,be worth thinking about over the next five years:

Congress might creategsn education, training, and employment

act 'for youth 14 thrOugh 19 which would combine portions

of ESEA,,CETA and the Vocational Education Act.
-

But there are a number of less dramatic changes which

can be considered in the interim. Our-hearings and

researqh findings consistently identified five key factors

which are crucial to the effective implementation of youth

emproyment programs:

--a stable program and funding environment

--consistency of goals'

--trained and experienced staff

--sufficient Ilexibility to Accomodate widely

varying local and individual needs

--improved coordination between CETA, educators,

..and the private sector
/

In many Ways these factors aie intertwined. For

example, if you have a stable fUnding envi-ronment, you have

more time to plan and implement programs and a betteechance
/

of attracting and retaining experienced staff. Witnesdeaf

at the Commission's field hearings stressed the difficulty

of undertaking programs and engaging in long-term planning

11.
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with a systtm which operates on almost a year tb peak basis.

, They noted that funding uncertainty, combined with changing

was.and ptiOntlew cOntyibuttit to litaff-tAF.fnover, and -to the

abandonment of approaches after start-up coati: have been

incurred but before real returns are reaped.

Somoi consideration Sight-be given to.the following as

ways to improve program implementation:

(1) The youth portion of CETA col& be authorized

for five years and the provision.for forward funaIng

activated. The Elementary and Secondary.Education

Act and the Vocat ional Education Act have five-

year authorizations and are forward funded.

Ideall* the entire CETA legislation might be

handled,in this manner. This would indicate

Congnessional commitment to buil,ding an effective

rogram infraetructure at the local level.

-r2) Program goals and thus measurements of performance40s4

could be more clearly defined. The objectives of

meeting short-term income needs; providing

valuable output for the community and increasing

long-term employability are not necessarily mutually

xclusive, but our hearing witnesses definiXely

ndicated that there was some confusion in their

inds about federal Objectives. Many felt that the

rimary goal for youth should bt long-term

e ployability development.

4.
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(3) Almost allgobservers agree that the quality of
local staff is a critical factOr in the success pf

,any program. CETA has not put suffidient emphasis

on stacf Motivation ond development in the past.
While the Major ducation laws provide for

personnel training, it might.be useful to examine
these to Aetewine what they are actually accomplishing.

(4) :It mas the consensus of those parti6ipating in the

Commission's hearings that yopth programs ihou/d
be consolidated into one authority. It was agreed
that simplifying the delivery system by such
consolidation would improve program efficiency and
reduce applicant confusion.

(5) Coordination is a relatively easy obj4Vtive to
mandate, bUt a difficult one to achieve. A

major innovation in the Youth Employment and

Training Program was the 22% set aside for in-school
youih programe tp be carried out through agreements

betvieen prime sponsors and local education agew es.
Both our field hearings and preliminary evaluatia

of the set-aside indicate 'that At has led to

increased collaboration and to increased awareness

among educators of the importance of employability

development and the role of the schoobrin developing
it. On the basis of this pr'eliminary evidence it

would seem wise to continue the set-aside under

CETA and to consider a similar set=aside in both

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the

Vocatianiff Education Act to coordinate with'CETA.

Another possibility would be to rely more heavily

.:on discretionary as owosed to formula-funded

20
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grants witb built-in incentives for coordinatiOn.

Such discretionary funds might be jointly administered

by several fAderal departments.

Finally, the Private Industry Councils, by

virtue of their indeiAmdenct and the community

standing of their members, 'have a great potential

to promote coori,ination between educetion, CETA,

and the private sector. This could aid.in

developing a comprehensive planning and service

d'elivery system at the local level.

While these fssues are complex and we do not have all of

the &nswers,-the'Commiasion and its staff hope to be of

help to you in developing effective solutions.

The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Dr. Rudolph Oswald,
director of research, AFL-CIO.

Dr. Rudolph-08%4a ld.
Dr. OSWALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to present some of our concerns. I

will ask that my full statenent be made a part of the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will' be made a part of the record at the

conclusion of your teatimony..
Dr. OSWALD I would like. to use this opportunity to emPhasize

three factors which I think ark predominant in the impact of
policies arid programs as they affect youth employment.

The first problem and issue is clearly full employment. Unless
the policies and programs of the Nation lead to full eniployment,
then those policies will not allow the country to deal with the issue

, of youth unemployment.
A.s Dr. Sawhill indicated, there is a clear coordination between

full employment and youth employment. By providing the overall
framework for increasing emPloyment, we proxide the basic undr-
pinning for movement toward full employment.

The second basic issue deale, I believe, with discrimination. As
Dr. Sawhill indicated, there blearly is a problem of higher youth
unemployment, pacticularly in terms orthat experienced by minor-
ities. Until we address the problem of discrimination as it applies
not only to youth but to adults, throughout society, we will not. be
able to deal with the specific problems Of youth unemploytent,
and itA particularly high incidence among minority groups. r

The third aspeet that I would like-to talk abOut is basically the
issue of how people find jobs. It wee referred to earlier in terms of
an informal network of jobs.

In our society, currently, there is no central clearinghouse for
jobs, and the availability of job's basically goo tO those people who
lmow somebody, and those people who know somebody in A.merica
are those people who already have jobs of those people whe have
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better jobs. We have suggested for a long time that there be a
requirement that employers list all jobs with the employment serv-
ice so that there would be equal access fo job opportunities for all
people.

That. applies akain to-adults as well as youths and WI, believe
that one of the most important elements for allowing equal 'access
will be obviously breaking the monopoly of the current informal
network which gives precedence, in essence, to those who have
status in our society.

The fourth element, of course, deals with what you have been
talking about for most of the hearing, and that is, adequate basic
education and specific joa training.

We believe that this is an eletnent that applies clearly to youth
in terms of providing youth with the resources to take advantage of
OW first job opportunity, and providing adults with the continuing
ability to change jobs.

Basic education is a prerequisite for having the ability to apply
for adult remedial education and continuing education. Adults are
often involved in job-cwiented training, and in some cases, retrain-
ing. If we don't have those job opportunities, unemployed workers
should get guidance, counseling and other items.

There are a couple of areas in which I would like to take excep-
tion to what was spoken 'of earlier. One of those items was the
emphasis on tax credit approaches as being an effective means of
job creation. We believe that the tax-credit approach, in essence,
pays employers for what tley were doing anyhow in terms of
employing people. It does not target the money to those people who
need it the most. Contrary to the argument that was made earlier
that it is effective in terms of providing a sort of payment to
employers to make up for the inexperienced workers' lack of pro-
ductivity, we find that the jobs that pay so little are the jobs'
learned in a day or two of work on the job. And yet the tax credit
is given for 2 years. While the productivity of the Person is essen-

\ tially obtained on the job in a coupkit- of days of experience.
The other element we would emphasize is that enough attention

be given to the instructors, in the program, so where instruction is
job-related, the instructors are appropriately skilled in terMs of the
particular.elements of the particular job.

I would emphasize our continued, strong support for 'vocational
education as an essential element for providing-sbihe sort of con-
nection between work and school for those peOPle who are_ not
interested or concerned with higher education college training that
goes with certain occupations.

In this respect, I would like to emphasize the continued work of a
number of unions im terms of apprenticeship programs, to well as a
means of providing a continuous training prograni for the skilled
trade.

Of course, you are familiarwith other union outreach programs,
and programs in by our Human Resources Development Institute -
and other union training activities. 4

But I think the one element that faces the country most glaring-
ly as we prepare for the eighties is whether we prepare for full
employment policies that will allow the rest of the programs to
work, or whether we let full employinent somehow be sacrificed in

)
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the name of inflation-fighting or something else that .does ndt
become correlated with full employment or unemployment, and
whether we really achieve full employment, so youth employment
policies tan work.

The CHAIRMAN. virewitt- be back for discussion. I hope -there-will
be time for all of us. -

That was a most valuable statement, Mr. Oswald. We appreciate
it.

We will now hear from Mr': Frank Schiff, vice presidentCommit-
. tee for Economic Development.

Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you, Mr. Qhairman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to appear here today- in a personal capacity to discuss youth
nd employment policies for the next decade.
Youth training and employment policies for the next decade

must be directed at two major..goalm- ne is to equip our youth
- generally with the education, skills, and adaptability that will pro-

' duce a highly produetive labor force in the 1980's, and will avoid
the emergence of inflationary skill bottlenecks; the other is to
eliminate the chronic unemployment and inability to cope with the
world'of work that now affects such a disturbingly, high percentage
of youth.

These goals must be pursued simultaneously; taneglect one at
6. the expense of the other would be self-defeating. 'IF

In commenting on how such goals can best be achieved, I will
draw particularly on CED's 1978Ppo1icy statement !"Jobs for the
hard-to:-employ: New directions for a public-private partnership,"
for which I served as project director. That statement held that
much of what needs to be done does not have to involve brand new
approaches but can build on successful cases of public-privat part-
nerships that already exist, though often only on Et relatively rnall
scale.

It also held, Alowever, that greatly enlarged reliance on these
approaches wilifEquire much wider dissemination of information
about successful programs; stronger institutional mechanisms: to
mobilize concerted support by business and other elements of the
private sector; greater use of intermediary organizations; and im-, proved financial incentives.

We have been very pleased to see that since publication of the
CED statement, business support-for a strengthened public:private
partnership in the Araining and employment areas has markedly
increased. Moreover, the new private sector initiative program

1
upder title VII of CETA and the targeted employment tax credit
offer a major opportunity for implementing the kind of approach
we advocated. Incidentally, I should note that I would have some
differences with Mr. 'Oswald on the targeted tax credit.

I believe that much of the solution to dea4ing with the youth
employment problem in the 1980's similarly lies in making much
wider and improved use of approaches with which we already have
considerdile experience. In particular, action is needed along the
following lines:

First, in most school systems, there is.need for greatly. expanded
efforts to make exposure to the world of work an integral part of
school experienceby relating vocational and career education
more iealistically :to the requirements of the job market, by giving

3.5-
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students greater exposure to actual work experience through work-
shops and cooperative education programs, and by greatly im-
proved career counseling and occupational information.

Such programs will not only be of major aid in the transition of
--students-to- regular-private employment but can in- many eases also
be, a key factor in preventing them from dropping out of school.

Making such programs effective, however, calls for much greater
eboperation between schools, business, labor unions, and other com-
mUnity elements than has typically been the case to date. Business
and labor must be willing to help schools in modernizing 6urricti-
lums for skill training, in furnishing needed tools for classroom
use, in giving special training to vocational education teachers, in
providing its own employees as volunteer instructors, and also in

iving students o rtunities for part-time work experience.
hools, for the ust be willing to accept such help, to allow

greater flexibility in, cl oom schedutes that will allow youths to
take advantage o ork o portunities, to upgrade the quality of
vocational trainin centers, uid so on.

A particular n4d exists for devoting greater effort and re-
sourcesincluding, e ppropriate, larger Federal resources
to the development f pr rams targeted at disadvantaged students
who encounter speci l difficulties in school, lack motivation for
overcoming these prob Etr118, and seem destined to become dropputs.

A promOng emir ch for dealing with such youngsters is to
place them for at I ast half of each schoolday in workshops that
train them in specific skills and to make remedial education in
basic school subjects directly relevant to the tasks performed in the
workshop.

Here, too, a cooperative effort by the private sector and the
school system can be especially fruitful. This has, for example,
been demonstrated by the successful "academy" or "school-within-
a-school" program in Philadelphia high' schools under which disad-
vantaged innercity youths who cannot meet entry requirements for
regular vocational schools are able to participate in special 3-year
programs that can lead to careers in the electrical and electronics
field; in automotive repair, and in business administration.

The academy program places-students who otherwise would have
almost no chance to rembin in school into realistic workshops
designed with industry help, and then relates special remedial
class work very closely .to the workshop experience. For example,
when these students need to do arithmetic, or to acquire various
kiids of readin ls; these needs are very directly related to the

d of things t ey are doing in the workshops.
think the r ults of these programs look quite promising.

In many ce munities, elements of these various approaches al-
ready exiWhat is usually still needed, however, is to enlarge the
scope of ese efforts significantly and to bring them into a coordi-
nated ystema mechanism for assuring continuing commitment
that a1 the parties concerned will actually work together and that
the ned& f t -youth involved will actually be met.
,,-Future go ernmental policies should place especially strong em-
phasis on supporting effective mechanisms for such collaboration.

Second, there is need for much closer and more effective coopera-
tion between schools, business, labor, and governmental agencies in

A
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identifying job opportunities an4 skill needs and in matching
youths with appropriate jobs or training programs. The new pri-
vate industry councils should be particularly helpful in initiating
and coordinating such efforts.

Third, to deal with the .critical problems of out-of-school youths
with severe disadvantages in the labor market, ways must be found
through which the types of specialized services that already, work
'effectively for some of these youths under some programs can be
extended to all those in need and allow them to move into useful
and continuing employment.

Of course, the problems faced by thet4e youths are by no means
all identical. Most serious, clearly, are the problems of the many
disadvantaged youths who have dropped out of school, have no
motivation to work, and lack the most elementary capacities to
cope with the world of work. Others have the capacity to operate in
a work environment but lack the skills and other requirements for
securing decent jobs. Still others may be barred from jobs by dis-
crimination or transportation difficulties.

Remedial programs must be carefully tailored to the particular
needs of the youths involved. It seems to me, however, that the
most successful of these programs have tended to have a number of
common featuies. They are focused on individuals. They stick with
the youths on a continuing basis and make sure that he or she does

y not simply get lost in a maze of uncoordinated programs and
bureaucracies. They ask for certain standar& of performance by
the youths and, in return, hold out the prospector in some cases,
even a guaranteeof a job at the end of the process. And they
provide for followup counseling on the job and hold out the possi-
bility of a second or third chance for those who do not make it in
the world of work on the first try.

On page 6 of my testimony I give some examples. I won't read
these. They include the very successful entry level training depart-
ment of the Chrysler Institute, the OIC's which essentially do have
a guarantee of a job at the end of the line, and various private
industry councils. I cite particularly the one in New York that-has
already had considerable success.

There is the vocational foundation in New York and jobs-for-
youth in Boston, New York, and Chicago, which train some of the
very hardest to employ youngsters, and helps them to be placed in
nonsubsidized employment.

There is also the experimental Manpower Demonstration Re-
search Corp.

These and similar programs are still subject to various kinds of
evaluation, btit enough information about their effectiveness al-
ready exists to fitiggest that decisions should soon be made about
the kind of programs that should be significantly enlarged, and
about the common features of such programs that could be much
more widely applied.

Fourth, a hairder look is needed to determine whether eligbility
requirements libr programs targeted at disadvantaged youths may
not in fackexclude an important number of youths who face severe
hapdicaps in entering the labor market. This is of concern to many
people who run these kinds of protrams.
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A widespread current coMplaint arn5mg businessmen and pro-
gram operators is that this it4 precisely what is happening in con-
nection with on-the-job training and other skill training programs
under the new CETA private sector initiative program. '

Thus, an unemployed 19-year-old innercity youth ih a family of
fyur in Chicago does not qualify for on-the-job.training if his total
family income exceeds $6,4289, thai is the maximum amount that a
family con receive in that city to count as economically disadvan-
taged and be eligible for CETA programs.

Yet this 19-year-old may have ho marketable skills and face a'
strong prgspecf of chronic unemployment unless he is given some,
chance 4m:quire such skills. Moreover, if one 4 the other mem-
bers of the family hpd slightly lower earnings ar if he lived by
himself, he might be eligible for such CETA programs.

I have not yet had an optiortunity to explore these arguments in
full detail, but they strike me as significant enough4o deserve very
careful further ipvestigation. Perhaps the problem could be reme-
died by allowing iliodifications or exceptions from the strict faniily
income ruleat least for a specified percentage of youths partici-
pating in particular-programsif it can be certified that their lack
of skills and other factors give them a serious .handicap in the
labor mailtet.

It would also be highly desirable to develop better statistieal
measures of the relation between a person's employment status
arid his or her individual as well as family income, as has recently
been recommended by the National Commission on:Employment
and Unemployment Statistics.

Fifth, there will be a continuing need to build institUtional Mech-
anisnis that will facilitate strong and sustained involvement of the

- business leadership in efforts tc deal with youth employment. I
hope that the new private indusfry councils will play a mejor role
in this area and that they will h ve strong s sport by the Con-
gress. To be effective, 'however, such councils ust be given real
responsibility by prime sponsors for carrying o t meaningful tasks;
otherwise, business people will simply not be derested in active
participation.

Sixth, there should be continuing experime tation with provid-
ing incentives and removing disincentives fo youth employment
both as theses relate to employers and to job kers. By no means
all the needed incentives are financial. Willin ness of employers to
participate in Government-sponsored trainin programs may often
depend less on specific anancial incentives t an on assurance that
private industry councils or other interm lary organizations will
minimize the redtape under Govprnment ontracts and deal with
special counseling needs of the trainees.

However, for small firms, in particul r, financial assistance can
be of key importance, and more may ave to be done to tailor the
amount of such assistance to the tr3le costs of training or employ)
ing disadvantaged youth in pittick1ir circurnstances.

For yoliths, the most powerf incentive clearly is the guarantee
of a job. I personally believrthat wider experimentation with such
guaranteesparticulivIr here they can be obtained from private
employersis clearly desirabl*, provided they are given as a quid

f
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pro quo for stated performance of the youths in a training pro-
gram.

Finally, there is need to make better advance preparation for the
impact of recessions sronomic slowdowns on yowls people who
have already secured useful jobs. Even mild recessions can have
serious effects on the employment of such youths: Having been
among the last to, be hired, they are also likely to be among the
first to be fired. This is not merely an issue for the next decade,
but could also be of moce immediate concern of the economy
should, as is widely predicted, experience a significant slowdown
over the coming year.

One possible solution to this problem is to encourage wider use of
work-sharing as an alternative to outright layoffs. This could be
done by changing imemployment insurance provisions to permit
payment of insurance for single days when firms go oh a 4-day
week. I believe that wider use of such a provision deserves very
careful consideration. It has already been adopted by California,
could be facilitated by a change in Federal standards and would
not have to entail an added drain on the budget. 'Another possibil-
ity would be to provide enlarged government subsidies for firms
which provide skill upgrading programs and other training oppor-
tunities as alternatives to layoffs and recessions.

In conclusion, let me say that the strategy really has to be a
twofold one. One certainly is to build up good programs and make
the moit of those, as I have said here. But I think it is not enough
simply to have a lot of small, well designed programs that work
beautifully, but that rtmain small and experimental.

The other needed elemdnt of the total strategy is to look at the
overall problem to see how much of the total population that
should be served is being served, and to see how one cah go from
those programs that work well to that totaellopulation. That is the
real, challenge. That is why there is a n for mobilizing much
wifler resources from the private sector, and for developing more of
a systeni to bring all of these resources into the total.

4,./ Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
f . The CHAIRMAN. Excellent. Thank you very much.

1The prepared statement of Dr. Oswald follows:1

I.
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STATEMENT ISX.Di. INOMMJ4LOMALD, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABIA AND CONGRESS OK INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

THR SENATE COMMITTER ON LABOR AND HUNAN RESOURCES

ap TUE WUREPLAOSI PEROPEMVISILROR THE COMM MADE

July 12, 1979

1 appreciatt this opportunity to present some of the concerns of the

'AFL-CIO about the, education, training, and employment needs of Ailti;ica's

young people in the decade of th1:1980's and about the transition from school

to work. 1 want to present some of the youth employment goals,and policy
4

A
options ns seen from the perspective of organised labor.

One key point is an essential preface to all our discussions of the
4

transition from school to work and our discussions of education, training,

and employment for youth.

Full employment I. the basic prereqUisite for an effective and comprehen-

,.

eive%rray of programs, to achieve uccessful youth transition from school to

work. Educntion, training and employment programs for young peoPle can he

effective only withirn the context of a healthy, expanding, full employment
/

economy. Economic growth and full employment are essential if this nation is

going to deel properly with the employment needs of young people an well as of

adult workers.

Unfortunately, the American economy fallsfer short of full loyment.

With persistent high unemployment affecting all workers, it'e no it-prising

that young people and teenagers are particularly hard hit. f

The Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and Balanced (lrowtl of 1978

represents a small step folivard in the national commitment to achieve full

employment. The AFL-C1O supported the original full employment commitment of

this legislation and earlier we supported passage by Congress of the Youth

4

Employment and hemonatktion Projects Act of 1977.
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1111
We tecognia. the critical problem of yOutb unemployment and particularly

the pyblem of toehage unemployment -- with about one out of five teenagers

and one out of three black teenagers counted among Uhe

The low labor force participation for black teenagers uggests. that

oven these herrdhdous unemployment figures understate black teenage unemployment

because of widespread "hidden unemployment" and "discouraged workr" unemployment

of those who give up looking for non-exiatent jobs.

Slow conomic growth nd recessions leave the American economy without

enough jobs for ourgrowing labor force. BducatiLe and training are fine -- but

if there'. no lob at the end of tho education and training, there's just more

frusuation for the people withopet jobs, no matter how good their education and

training.

To nome degree, demography is going to alleviate the youth unemployment

problem in the 1980s. The drop in Itjhe birthrate during the 1960's indicates

/- in actuel decline iR the number of young vorllers in the 1980'4.

But thefe are other problems. Residence in depressed inner cities adds to

youth unemployment problems. So do race and ago discrimination. Changing tech-

nology,rhangine industry structure and location, changing occupational net+

alsoftliminish job opportunitiee for less experienced and lens skilled workers,

particularly young workers.

So it is cle-ar to us that the employment problems of young workers are

essentially uo different from th'r employment problems of other less xperienced

!ind less skilled adult workers. They all need a good basic education and re-

medial education and continuing education. They all need good job-oriented

training or retraining. They ill need good job-oriented guidance and counseling

and orientatiol and *saint/ince to adjust to the realities of their own labor market.

They all need training and jobs that offer hope for upward mobility.

2.
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And, of courseothey all will find their mployment and income needs much

asier to solve by themselves in a climate of healthy conomic growth with eat-

pending job opportunities. Whether it's a youth trginsition from school to work

or an adult transition from np job to a decent-paying full-time job,' finding a

job is going to l5o asier when there aro jot?. available for 3ob-seekera.

So Ile rs dialing, let's get economic policies that really stimulate the

conomy, economic policies that really help create more jobs in the private

A
sector ss well 'as the public sector. We havi to create n economic climate

in Whichtfirograma can do the job they are supposed to do that is, create the

conditions for success of_jipAeeking young people as well as adults -- create

opportunities for tranwitio1 from school and training program. to private sector

jobs, as well a public sector jobs -- create the conditions for success of the

various youth training, youth work experience, youth incentive prlograms and other

experimental youth programs.

It was obvious that COngress in passing t4LYEDPA youth bill did,not kn

-exactly what will work best to helplyoung people an. teenagera move successfull

,into the labor force and into jobs. The YEDPA you& 1 is clearly an effort

eo explore and to experiment and to find out what will wor
4.

The AFL-CIO supported the YEDPA bill -- just as we have supported for

many years itementary end secpndary and vocational and higher education programs.

We have been working with the U.S. Labor Department and our AFL-C10 Rumen.

Resources Development Institute is working across the country to make these

,st

youth programs work successfully.

Union-initiated and union rupported training and apprenticeship programs'in

existing and new occtipational fields can help young people gain marketable skill.

in line with future job openings. Many AFL-CIO unions are already engaged 'in such

training programa directly or in cooperation with the'AFL-C10 Ruman.Resources

Development Institute -- RRDI. We think much programs should be expanded and

3.
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W upport tra)ning and employment opportunities for young people. W.

also insist that training and jobs for young people muernot result in loss of

jobs and diminished work opportunitiee for adult worker*. Programa that transfer

job opportunities from adults to beenagers are not a olution to the unemployment

problem* of either youths or adults. We believe tho various youth programs should

address the structural problem* Of training and employability -- and not simply

re-shuffl(, unemployment.

Specifically, we oppose tax credits and wige subsidies and vouchers for

employers who hire young people. The effect of these devices im to fatten the

profits of low-wage emproyers, .to displace adult workers, and to encourage high

turnover of workers when the particular subsidy comes to an end.

The tax credit approach now enshrined in the Targeted Job Tax Credit

TJTC in a wrong approach to youth employment needs. It does not provide for

any training for the young people involved. It wastes money by rewarding

buminese for doing what it would.do without the subsidy. It diverts public

revenue and public attention away from effective action on youth employment

needs. It undercuts wages and leach to a revolving-door pattern of hiring

and layoffs because employers lay off ubsidized woriers as soon am the

subsidy ende,am they displace currently employed workers with newly ubnidised

workerm.

An you CAU nee, we are concerned about protecting the jobs and wages of

regular adult workern. The youth programs must not replace or ubstitutil

regular workers.

4.
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Also, the youth employment and training programs must not unde'rminr and

undercut the wages and working conditions that exist in our ociety. That is

we insist very tronfly on the strict enforcement of fair labor standards

and minimum wage requirements.
A

There's entirely too much nonsense spread around about how minimum wage

requirements cause teenage unemployment. It's simply not true. There have

been tudiei galore om the impact of minimum wages ever since 1938 and there

has never been a single study that comes up with any clear, unitabiguous results

on the employment-unemployment effects of minimum wage laws.

*
Unfortunately, as we look ahead at the occupational mix of the American

economy in the 1980's, the main job increases will be in the low-wage, low-skill

jobs in the service areas -- wholesale and retail trade (the Burger Kings and

MacDonalda), personal and business ervices, and the public sector. We are losing

the higher-paying jobs in manufacturing, transportation, utilities, And construc-

tion at an alarming rate.

At the current rate of decline in the better paying and bette/ skilled jobs,

the young people of today who have little or no education will find it extremely

difficult .to get a decent job ata decent rate of pay.

That is why we insist that youth job programs must not encourage young

peopte to drop out of school. That is why we want youth training programs to use

appropriate and Adequately trained supervisory personnel, ,.,

5.
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Vocational education and vocational training suet be updated and improved

in quality and availability to help young peopled:lake the transition from

school to work. But vocational education and.training must also be available

'on a continuing basiito ali workers, /oung and old, throughout their working

The trend to continuing education and training for all workers is important

not only for its beneficial effects in making good citizens but also for helping

all workers adjust to continuing changes in the workplace. Good vocational

ucation and vocational training will continue to be of the utTost importance

as machines replace human ditchdiggers, as factory workers lose out to automated,

cybehated production linei, as office workers lose out to multi-function informa-

tion processing machines, and as the entire workforce goes through continuous

upheavais from changes in technology and changes in the world economy.

The APL-CIO has long been concerned about the need to improve the traneition

from school to work.' lie comtinue to encourage our local labor council., to

participate in local community education activities which help students get

more and better awareness of the nature and variety of the world of work.

Even as wet continue to seek better education and training and'work

experience and regular jobs for young people as well as adult woriers, we

will continue to press for national economic poliCies geared to job-creating

economic growth and full employment.

The nation's economic poslicies must, of course, be conCerned with short-

term need-s-Z-170ell as the longet-term issues. As we come to the end of the

4

1970's with a serious recession in prospect, the rate of unemployment is a
0

full percentage point higher than it was just before the 1973-75 recession.

6,
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Unfortunetely, the prospect of sharply rising unemployment finds the

nat.ion without necessary utomatic Job-creatink programs. Ryan the supposedly

antt-cyclicat CET* Ti-tle V-1 Job-crestion program requires perral budget and

appropriations action. by Congress:

We believe the nation needs an array of stand-byoutota Job-creation

programs to deal with high unemployment -- tore public servl ce Jobe,

accelerated public works, and other program., many of whi4 can be geared

3

to help solve the nation's energy problem.. Such programe will serve short-

term employment need, and long-term energy needs and other social and economic

needs.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Now we will hear from Dr. Arnold Packer.
Dr. PACKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate being here, and I would appreciate it if my full 45-

page statement could be submitted for the record. I would like to
summarize it very briefly,

The CHAIRMAN. Would you recommend it for weekend reading or
week-night reading'?

Dr. PACKER. I think the first 15 or 16 pages are the most impor-
tant. I would recommend very strongly that you read that, and the
rest perhaps cquld be used as an appendix containing the data that
support the arguments made in the early part.

I would like, if I could, to just leave you with our picture of the
youth labor market, and what we would like the programs to be
able to do to change that picture.

The picture that we have in our minds is of a line of people
looking for jobs. That is not a first come, first serve kind of line.
There are jobseekers who always go to the froin of it, the frictional-
ly unemployed, who very often, can change jobs without becoming
unemployed.

If they are young people who have the right set of credentials
that is, if they have an academic diploma from a school with
standards and everybody knows they can read and write; they have
filled out the application neatly and well; they knew the job exist-
ed; they have a good reference; and frequently, they have had a
good summer job or part-time job while in schoolthey will move
to the front of that line.

At the back of that line are a number of people who may never
work in the entire year. Especially if they are minority youth, they
may never have worked at all.

The length of that line is not static. It depends very trongly on
the state of the economy. In fact, for black youth, the lasticity is
over 11/2 percent. That is, for every decrease of 1 perc nt in the
unemployment rate of prime age white males, the incrfase in the
probability of black youths finding jobs goes up by over 11/2 Kr-
cent. I think if you take a, look at the employment populatilon
ratios, which is a better measure than the unemployment rate, you
see that very graphically.

3
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iou can also see the effect of a slowing economy in the deteriora-
tion of the black teenage employment problem in the last 6
months. Minority youth employment hit a peak in the first quarter
of this- year after a_period of rapid expansion of job opportunities,
and in the last two quarters, it has fallen off nearly 3 pereent.

The number of private Wctor jobs is determined by the state of
the macro economy. If the economy falter% the queue of people
looking for jobs is longer and longer, and the people at the back of
it have a harder and harder time getting jobs.

People in the back of the queue have had an especially tough
time lately, because there have been a lot of competitors for those
jobs.

We are in a situation where many women have entered the labor
force, and illegal aliens have entered the labor force. There compe-
tition makes it difficult for those at the back of thre line.

The demographic problem of the teenage cohort will diminish
because the birthrate fell many years ago. Fewer younger people
will be seeking jobs, but competitors will still be coming into the
labor force.

Tomorrow's teenagers will not be able to take advantage of that
demographic break if we still have undocumented workers coming
in to compete for low-wage jobs. More importantly, we won't reduce
teenage unemployment if the overall unemployment rate stays
high.

I would agree with Dr. Oswald that full employment is the key to
the problem. But in addition, the structdral problem itself has been
getting worse. If you look at the number of youngsters, especially
disadvantaged youngsters, who do not work at all, you will see
where the key part of the problem is.

To take Et look at the problem in another way, in 196.7, half the
of nonwhite men, ages 16 to 19, accounted for 80 percent of the
weeks worked in a year. By 1977, only a third of that group
accounted for 80 percent of the work. We are getting a dichotomy
within the minority population.

Those who are successful are competing more successfully, and
are closing the wage gap. Working minorities are coming very close
to the working wages of white youth, but the proportion of non-
working minority youth is growing, and their situation is getting
worse and worse.

In 1977 3 out of 4 white males, ages 16 to 19, worked some time
in the year. But only 2 out of black males in that age group
worked even 1 week. The back of the line is growing. I think the
objective of the youth program should be to deal with those struc;
turally unemployed persons, the graving number in the back of
the line.

It is important that employment programs improve the chances
for those in the back of the line by giving them the credentials,
recommendations, and qualifications, that those in the front of the
line tend to have automatically, and,get without very much help.

Those credentials ought to be in thiee areas. One is educational.
They ought to have a shot at a GED or some other way to get their
educational credentials.

They ought to get a skill credential that the private sector has
been involved in specifying. That is, rather than having an educe-
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tional organization determine the neeessary job skills, we believe
the private sector has to be a part of that determination.

Most importantly, we need a situation in which wei can verify
that enrollees have met performance standards, are responsible,
will Nine tO Wotk, *ill be ptinctUal and Will be tellable etripleYees:

We think this has to be a set of performance standards that are
applied not only to We enrollees, but to the institutions that pro-
vide the service. The CETA experience must become an advantage
in finding a job, rather than Something which may or may not be
an advantage to mention to a potential employer.

Thack you, Mr. Chairman
[The prepared statement of Dr. Packer follows:]

I
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Mr. Chairman and Member# ofIthe ittee: .
. .

a4 happy tO be here today to discugs the.p obleMs,

of youth unemploymeni.

ft theoutse't, it may be useful toptate our wider-

standing of tile pr011iem: .View the pool of job.ieekers

as a queue made-,Up of people with varying skills 4nd

experience.. Those who begin to look-for jobs.do not

alfways. get toihe. end of,:,..the 'line. Those with'the
6

,

right.credentials - a.good degree; ,goodreferencei,

the rigilticind of connections Or eiperience - can,get

near the-tont of the line. These persons get a ^jObs

'quickly ind ate frictionelly_unemployed if they, are

:unemployed At-all. .:Further back are the StructUrally

.unemproyed who aFe out of work for, a cons'iderablivt4.
1

of the.year And,who actOunt for as much as Oise-440*es,

o,t the weeks Of unemployment.iii typicial-yeat

r

A
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Youth gentkrarly bring up the sear of thq unemploy-

ment line Tat Varibus Ywitcns. Some of these reasons

relate to real deficiencies in skills,- education and

wOrk experience when compared to others in the pool.

But youth--particularly minority youthr-are also struc-il
!

turally unemployed becauae of the wpy they are perceived

by eMployers as unreliable, untested' and generally

undesirable in terms of available alternatives.

1i is conventional to define the structurally

unemployed as those 'who remain unemployed even at "full-

employmenlik The remaining unemployed are then either
, ..

friction lly or cyclically unemPloyed. This is an

illq
4

oversimPl c n that may be misleading. In addition
. .

to.the truly cyclically unemployed, frigtion gets 'worse

: UnO41oypent InSreases and even those ai' the front
, .

'
of.thejfine take a longer'timeAinding a jCbA But

, ..

)
the!,)Mpact is born* disptoportionately by those'With

structural-employment problems, There is a gray area.

The back of the line grows and diminishes as unen;iploy-

ment rises-and falls. Tight labor markets improv4,

'the aituatioh for those in the frcint of the queueoi.

"structurally" unemployed. The reverse-is also true.r,

4.
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As the unemployment rate rises, the last hired are

the first fired. Youth employment levels thus reflect

the state of the national economy. The teenage unemploy-

ment rate is more cyclically sensitive than the overall

rate. A conservative estimate (by George Iden) shows

that for every 1 percent increase in the unemployment

rate of prime age male', thq unemployment rate for

black teenagers (16-19) increases by 1.6 percent.

The youth unemployment problem is both structural

.and cyclical. High youth.unemployMent has persisted

in the American economy Tor nearly three decades. '-

Since 1954, unemployment rates of,teenagers have not

fallen below 11 percent. In spite of an array of Vrivate

and iovernment efforts, youth unemployment problems

A have become worse during the 1970's. Unemploymentp

rates of teenagers averaged 16.9 percent between 1970-
4

and 1978, as compared with 14.3 percent in the 1960's

and 11%4 percent in the 1950's. The ratio of youth-

to.adult unempldyment rose from 2.5"in 1954 to.3.3

in 1978.' The most serious problem hasdOeen.the dramatic
4

worsening in the employment share of.young blackis.

- 3 -
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Part of:the worsening may te the result of higher average

unemployment in the 1970's that Increased the problems

of those in the back of the line who 'are dispropor-

tionately black. .

Ahother reason for'the worsening relative position

01 black youth in fhe labor Market is that the back

of thefrline has grown rapidly as the baby boom children

grew up aneas more adult women and illegal aliens

began to seek secondary labor market jobs. Ai; more

iof the.typestof jobs that were traditionally reserved

for youth,wertt to these new job seekers, the relative

positidn of black youth worsened.

It is important.to make distinctions among black

youth. Tbe major burden of the worsening unemployment

situation seems to te borne by a subset of that popu-

lation. Our analysis shows that between 1967 and 1977

the percent of nonwhite.young men'who could not find
01

even 20. week of work in a year increased substantially.

Other data confirm the view that sEructural unem-

ployment has- become relatVVely.more Important between

1967 and 1977. .For example, the proportion of nonwhite.

it

- 4 -
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youth who accounted for most of the weeks of employment

has shrunk dramatically. In 1967, half (49 percent)

ot nonwhite men 16-19, accounted for 80 percent of

the weeks worked by this population group; by 1977,

80 percent of weeks worked were concentrated on only

one-third (34 percent) of the population. The other

two thirds had to divide up the remaining 20 preent

of the employment opportunities. A similar trend was

evident among black women. By contrast, no such trend

occurred among white youth.

A'substantial part 'of the declining employment-

population ratio can be atcoun'ted for by the increasing

proportion of nonwhite youth, particularly males, who

had no work experience at all over the course of the

year. While 3 out of 4 white males aged 16-19 worked

in 1977, only 2 Cut of 4 black males in tit age group

wor.ked even one week.' On the other hand, for those

black youth who did work, the situation seems to have '

k improved. The earnings of black youth who worked at

all during the period are nearly equal to the earnings

of white youth.

. --5
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The Carter Administration has consistently kttached

tvigh priority Vo youth mploymentproblems., We,have ,

takeil a series of action which have relieved, hut unfor-

tunately not eliminated, the problem. ,'First and most.

important, Administration policies promoted-the general

economic expansion of the last tWo and one-half years.

(A sound economy is a,necessarl preconditionfto,the

success of ,speckfic yo0th initiatives. 'Second, in

response.to the President'S proposa,11-t the Cpngpess

passed the Youth EnOloyment and Demonstration Projects

- Act (YEDP1),.in.1477 to provide additional iouth job
..

and training slots and to genenate new kriowledge aboO.

the most effic'tive progrAmi. YEDPA programs (ott'fer

than the Summer 6rogram) are expected'to generate about

200000 years of service in FY 190). "Third, the Job

Corps has been expanded from 41,000 youth served "in'

Fr 1977 to 65,000 youth served in.FY 1979. This Program

is a partitularly important tool for helping ehe most

disadvantaged Srouth. Fourth-, the Presidene_proposed
f`

and the Congress enacted the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit-

to stimulate' new jobs' in the.priyate pector, primarily,

er-
)

. .
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for disadvantaged youth. Certifications under that
Mb&

program for FY 1979 are estimated at 35,400 and during

FY 1980 100,000 are anticipated, two-th4ds of them

for youth,

The largest impact as a result of these actigns

has been a reversal of trends in black youth employment.

Between 1972 and 1977, employment of young black males

remained level while total youth employment rose by

16 percent. During the same period, employment of

black females 16-21, rose by 14.5 percent while white ,

female emploympnt increased by 18.9 percent, Between

April 1977 and September 1979, the employment gains

for black male teenagers were significantly higher

than those of white male teenagers resulting in an

intrease in their employment-population ratio from

24.5 to 29.1. During this same period average monthly

employment among black female teenagers grew by 10.8

percent compared to a 5.8 percent increase among white

female teenagers. Department of Labor programs probably,

accounted for over half of the employment gains of

black youth.

7
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Further efforts are vital to help youth integrate

into the labor market. Temove the process forward

and 'to coordinate several Federal youth policIes, the

Pcesident has created a Task Force on Youth Employment

headed by Vice President Mondale. Secretary Marshall

and the D6mestic Policy Staff are working with the .

Task Force to reexamine the nature of the.youth problem

and to *propose methods of dealing with the problem

that take account of the latest research findings.

The Task Force effort is not another academic exercise.

Its work is necessary in light of the expiring autho-

rizations for YEDPA and vocational education funding.

The recommendations of the Task Force will form the

basis of legfslative proposals for youth employment,-

vocational education, and other Federal programs.

Today I would like to direct my testiMony'to our

current thinking on the causes of trends and differences

in youth employment patterns. Several major points

are clear as a result of studies of youth employment.

8 -
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1. Interpreting youth employment data is

difficult because of the simultaneous

nature of school, work, and family for-

matiOn decisions. For this reason the

employment-population ratio is a better

indicator ofehort-run changes in the

youth labor market than is the unem-

ployment rate.

2. Youth employment, unemployment, and

sc4bol enrollment levels depend on the

state of the national and local economy.
0

Many youth who appear to have.individual

problems of emploiabilitysfind jobs

in a strong labor market.
sb.

3. Most weeks of youth unemployment are

borne by a small share of youth who

suffer substantial unemployment over

the year. The incidence of substantial

employment problems is highest for minority

and low income youth. High turnover

characterizes the youtO labor market,

but cannot explain most youth unemplOyment.

1
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4. Several important trends have affected.

the compopition of the youth labor force..

The lengthening'school enrollment period,

the movement from rural farm to urban

areas, the rise in the share of young

women heading families with children,

and the decline in the share of young

men with family dependents all hSve

worked in the direction of lowering

the share of youth who-ate employed.

Nonetheless, white youth were able to ,

raise their emplOyment-population ratios.

HoWever, for black youth, employment-

poklation ratios have declined signifi-
.

cantly; one of the reasons for this

may be different demographic shifts

between blacks an wytes.

5. The level Of youth employment in a locality

depends partly on its share of youth
,

pecific industries.. Armed forces levels

have an especially positive effect on

black youth employment levels when those

in the armed forces are counted as employed.
\

- 10 -
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6. Minority and.low-income youth face espe-

cially severe problems in the labor

market. Within each group only about

half are highly successful' 4n finding

employment. The remainder have chronic

problems.

7. Policy initiatives should continue to *

recognize that youth employment problems
1

are severe for a small share of young

workers, that the incidence of employ-
/

ment problems is particularly severe

for minority and low income youth, and

that schooling and employment levels

1.

are interdependent.

The worsening structural unemployment

must be reversed if we are to approach

the goals of the 1978 Full-Employment

Act.(the Humphrey-Hawkgins bill) as reed-
,

firmed in the recent accord between

the Administration and labor.

r---
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Policy Initiatives to Combat Youth Employment Problems

From these points we can make certain judgments,

as to which policy options can best combat youth employ-

ment problems. 1

The first point woKth emphasizing is the strong

evidence that a shortage of jobs is a primary barrier

to the full employment of youth...Although youth differ

substantially in terms of employability, many youth

who appear unemployable in high unemployment years

and in high unemployment areas find jobs when the economy

improves. One option then is to channeljobs to youth,

either private sector jobs or public service employment.

Targeting jobs for youth, however, while changing their

relative place in the queue does not shorten the queue

because it does not expand the private sector. Only'

macro policies can achieve that. A selective demand

policy that opens jobs for youth can-however, in certain

circumstapces, increase employment at least cost in

added inflation. 'This is an important justification

,for the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and our public service
,

,- 12 -
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emp1oyme4 programs for young workers. At least one

study has found that most young workers produce enough

useful output to offset their wage cost.

The second important conclusion is that youth

unemployment represents a serious problem for a rela-

tively small share of the youth population. Little

of the hi.gh youth unemployment rates appear to,Ut ex-

plained by the high turnover of youth in the labor

market, although th'is high turnover ii an important

characferistic of the youth labor market% This con-

clgsion suggests that we target resources on the youth

with the most serious problems..

In addition to the actions the Administratidn

haa taken to tighten the targeting of existing CETA

resources, I feel that it is vital bp-develop a system

which will provide youth with an opportunity to expand

skills and 'demonstrate capacities while enrolled in

the CETA program, and to develop a track record which

will serve as a legitimate basis for employers to sort-

- 13 -
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out the youth who are motivated and reliable or who

have acquired the rudiments of a skill.

Picture a young person being. interviewed by an

employer for a serious job. Ills or her past employment'

shows reliable performanoe in a sequence of jobs after

high school graduation. The first job was arranged

by family or friends and the latt job, acquired inde-

pendently, was a so-called "bridge job." The capacity

to read and write is easily demonstrated 'as well as

some special skills such as ability to type, take odic--

tation, repair an automobile, or weld. The job appli-

cation indicatcs graduation from a post-high school

technical or business institution and a clean bill

of health in relation to medical,problemS and the criminal

justice system. In addqtion, We interviewee shows

by dress, demeanor and general attitude an understanding

of the world of work. In a healthy economy these young-
, A

sters do not need any-additional belp.

Now consider the situation of other young job

seekers. Some would not know about, the job opening.

- 14 -
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Some would not have the courage to apply for the job.

&ome would demoastrate by appearance or attitude that

they were not ready for the world of work. Some could

not fill out the application:form. Some would not

know how to describe their pAst employment experience

or to convince the interviewer that it was relevant

to.the job opening. Some would have arrest records.

This latter group of young people need a way to

-improve and document their abilities. Much of the

unemploymept among out-of-gchool youth results from

the inability of these youth to document that they

have assets in demand by employers, accompanied.by

a tendency on the part of employers to ascribe the

undesirable characteristics of some youth to all members

of this group. 1 believe we could provide the chance

(and incentives) through the CETA Asystem for youth

to acquire such assets and to build a documented iecord

of achievement And experience. To be successful, however,

thera would also need to be performance standards for

the service providers. ;4t would be unfair to demand

).)b.t1H!,,- RO -.'5
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accountability from the participants, but not from

the training institutions.

Each eligible youth would receive a number of

months or years in programs that provide various phases

of job preparation. It is aSsumed that some youth

would progress through the entire seqUence but that

others would only-need miniffium time in the program..

Benchmarks would be established locally feA each phase

and certification provided, when standards were met.:

Of cours, wheneVer possible, placement into a regulhr

labor Tarket )ob would take place at any point in the

sequence.

The goal of thig design would be to providv,par-

ticipants who complete the sequence with a good/chance

of netting the job at their next, interview. They could

show that they were reliable, punctual employees.

They could document work skills that employers have

specified ap important. They woqld possess academic

certification of language and arithmetic skit10. The

objective wOuld be to improve the relative,ipoSition

of these youth in the labor force queue.

- 16
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There are stip,a number of.decisions to-be made

, in the ongoini -review of-yduth programa before we will

be ready to recommend specific policy options to the

President-. Some of these are: whether to target our

resources to in-school youth to prevent labor market

problems or to weigh the programs toward older out-.

of-school youth with identifletne problems; how to

deNklop the beat linkages bibtween the schOWO
and employment and trainAng programs. It has become

evident to me that there is broad consensus among progfAhM

"1

operators and school administrators that there iv a;

need to establish standards and benchmarks for youth

who must rely on this system to proviAe them with an

entry into the labor'market.

I look forward to working with.Ae Congress to

hel'p.plan ahd to pass next year's youth employMent

legislation.

**
-I woula now like to turn t.(5 /f more deniled

disdussion,pf some of the results we have, found.

Interpreting Youth Employment Statistics

Young people natdrally have ctifferent'labor mariVet

experiences from those of adults. Yet, the statistics

-(17 -
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usd to describe youth experiences are based on con-

cepts most relevantito idult workers. So, we must

be careful to interi,ret the data on youth in a way

that reflects thei,t reality.

Unlike adv4 workers, many youth have only a casua1

attachment to the labor fo;ce. Young students in the

labor force tend to work only part-time during most

of the year,and full-time during the summer. Since

most oung people are dependent on incomes of their

parent , earnings from a job are less necessary than

And, because wages of

youth are low, the financial loss from unemployment

is much levs than for adults. School provides a pro-

ductive alterntive to work for many young people.

So, if wagits,or job prospects are low, youth can move

from the labor force to school. No similar alternative

exAsts for 'most adult workers. Finally, many youth

they nee- for adult workers.

are uncertain about their careers. Some will enter

the armed forces before embarking on a civilian career.

Others will test a variety Of.jobs before settling

18
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into A long-term job with a particular firm. Most

adult workers have..already built up experience in an

occupation and seniority within a firm.

These differences have to be kept in mind when

" interpreti.ng employment statistics. The unemployment

rate, the key indicator ot general labor market con',

iditions, has important limitations as an indicator

ot youth employment opportunities partly because of

the frequent moves in and out of the labor force by

young workers. Rather, the share of the youth popu-

lation that is employed--th, employment-population

ratio--is often better at reflecting short-run changes

in the youth labor market.

The recent improvement in the situation bor black

youth provides a good illustration of this point.

While the unemployment rate .of black youth, aged 16-

21, decl;ned lepercent from the first quarter of 1977

to the first quarter of 1979, the employment-population

ratio increased by 24 percent over, the last two years.

As employment roset more youth were reported in the

19 -
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labor force, thus s1owinj the gain as measured by the,

unemployment rate. But the reality was that a substan-

tial increase in jobs available and desired'by -the

black youth population tiok place in the 1977-79 period.

A second problem lith relyinvolely on the unem-

ployment rate is that it gives all unemployed workers

the,same weight. But, in tact, unemp1oye9 workers

,difter subtantially in the hours of lost work effort,

in the extent to which,unemployment represents a neces-

sary minimum joh search, and in the need for income

by the worker's family unit. This is especially true

for youth.

We can illustrate these differences by comparing

the unemployment of male 16-17 year-olds to.the unemploy-

ment of male 25-34 year-olds. Although 16-17 year-

'old males "have a higher unemployment rate (13.8 percent

to 4.2 percent in August 1979), nearly all the unem-

ployed 16-17 year-olds are'in-School looking for part-

time work while very few of the unemployed 25-34 year-

olds ar in that categor'y. Most 16-i7 year-olds who

- 20 -
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unemployed are living with their parents; over BO percent

ot unemploye4 25-34 year-olds have to dupport themselves.

Finally,'in August 1979, 4 percent ot 16-17 year olds

had ) been unemployed for more than 15 weeks as comphred
...

to 19 percent of 25-34 year olds. k

In.addition to the problem of deciding on the

appropriate measures, we face special difficulties

in isolating the causes of changes in youth employMent.

l'he difficulties arise because of the simultaneous

decisions youth make regarding work, school, marriage,

child bearing, and the armedAforces. If more young

men are going to school,and more young women are becoming

mothers ot young children, we-might conclude that the

' desline in youth employment was the natural outco 11( e

ot a voluntary decision concerning school and child. .

bearing. But, the causation can run in the reverse

direction. Wi

P

th jobs unavailable, young men a d women

may slow their entry into the full-time labo lemarket

and may become discouraged about,..zyeers.
4 ,A
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Still another problem of interpretation arises

as a result of the conflictilig estimates of youth employ-

ment derived from alternative sourcs. The primary

source of data is the Current Populeaion Survey (CPS),

f

a monthly Bilreau of Census survey of 56,000 households.

The monthly CUS provides timely information on t.he

employment status of youth; every October the CPS inclOdes

a si3ecial supplement on school enrollment of youth,

from which we can derive estimates of employment of

students, non-students, recent high school graduates,

attd.recent dropouts. In addition, every March the

CPS adds a survey of the work experience of individuals

over the prior year. These data are generally highly'

reliable. However, inJhe cast of .youth, the CPS data

differ substantially rrom data coming out of tvio special

surveys of youth and with another survey. While it

ie not possible to go into all the differences between

the various data sources, these other surveys (the

DOL National Longitudinal Survey, the HEW National

Longitudinal Survey of 1972'High School Seniors, .and
e

- the National Crime Survey) all show higher levels of

- 22 -
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yolith employment than does the CPS. Unemployment rite

diffeeences are also substantial, although the pattern

ot differences is not entirely consistent. We are

now undertaking an aggressive effort to find out the

rea-sons tor the differences in data sources and which

sources give the most accurate picture of youth in

the labor market.

The Nature of Youth Employment prdblems

In spite of the difficulties of_ interpretatiOn,

we have learned much about youth employment patterns

in recent years. This new knowledge helps us tO under-

stand the generagry high unemployment among youth-aid

provides explanations for.the rise in unemployment

rates of important segments of the youth population.

Instad of trying to summarize the vast amount of new

and existing resea'rch on youth employment and unemploy-

ment, I will selerfindings relevant to three critical

factors: the state of the economy, the quantity and

,quality of the youtii labor supply, and tIle'demand for

young workers.

23 -
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Employment opportunit es fbr young workers are

highly senaltive to the state o'f the labor market.

Young people4have low job tenure, low seniority, little

work experience, and often oray a casual attachment

to the labor market. As a result, changes in aggregate

deman'd induce especially large changes in youth employ-

ment. For example, employment of young workers, age

16-i1, inyreased by 10 percent during the 1976-1979

extiansion while pmployment of adult males, age 25+,

rose by only 2 percent.

In tracing through theXeffect of aggregate demand

on youth, it es impyrtant to focus on several indices,
1/

n6t simply on the youth unemployment rate. One study

recently estimated ihe impact oftaggregate demand for ,

workerp on the share oryouth who were employed, unem-

ployed, in-school full-time, and neither in the labor

4 fOrce nor in school. The findings showed that recessions

tend to move youth from jobs to unemployment, to full-

time sdhooling, and td out of the labor force. Black

1/ Waohter, Michael and Choongsoo Kim, "Time Series
Ehanges In Youth Joblessness", a-paper presented at
the National Bureau of EcOnomic Research Conference
on Youth Unemployment,.Airlie House, May 1979.
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youth employment is especially sensitive to labor market

conditions. The estimates indicate that a de6rease

from 3.6 tp 3.0 percent in the unemployment rate of

prime male workers woulCi raise the employed share of

black youth by about 4 percentage points and raise

the employed share of while youth by about 2 percentage
4

points.

Youth employment is alSo highly Sensitive to dif-

ferences in general employment condition across geo-
2/

graphic areas. A study examined how variations across

115 metropolitan areas in 1970 affected youth employment.

It found that general labor market conditions, as measured

by the prime age male '(25-54) unemployment rate, had

a highly significant effect on the share of young people

employed, .a 'fimaller effect on the youth unemployment

rate,-a moderate effect on youth participation in the

labor force, and a moderate effecl on the share of

youth enrolled in school. Job conditions in the local

labor markets were especially important for young workers

ou o Vdschoo 1 .

2/ Freeman, Richard, 'Economic Determinants of Geo-
graphic and Individual Variation.in the Labor Market
Position of Young Persons*, a paper presentediat the
National Bureau of Bconomic Research Conference on
Youth Unemploymeht, Airlie House, May 1979.
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These results show that the niusber of youth with

labor market difficulties depends on the state of the

tabor market as well as on the Characteristics of the

young people. To illustrate this point for the case

'Of problem youth, compare the 1967 with the 1977 exper-

iences of young men in the labor market.iCIn 1967,

when, the prime acje male unemployment rate was 1.7 percent,

only 4.5 p4rcent of 16-24 year-olds experienced more

than 15 weeks of unemployment. By 1977, when the prime

age male unemployment rate was 3.5 percent, the youth.

experiencing substantial-unemployment rose to .alMost

11, percept. Among young nonwhite males, the share

of workers with substantial udemployment.jumped from

10 percent in 1967 to 21 percent in 1977.

Enormous jumps in the youth poplition led to

an unprecedented rise in bhe youth labor force over

the last three decades. The youth population, aged

16-24, increased by 8 percent in the 1950's, by 49

percent in the 1960's, and by 15 percent in the fi.rst

8 years of the.1970's. It is expectrd to decline by

- 26 -
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7.17 percen't by 1.985 It Is natural to blame the bulge
#

in the youth population foi, the worsening posit,ion

ot youth in the latfor market, since such an increase would

probably cause labor maTket adjust,ment problems. In

theory, the additions to the youth labor force could

have a variety of consequences. Actual effects of
'

the population shifts depend on employers' ability

to utilize young workers in tasks normally performed

by adult worker8, on the fleiibility of wages of youth ,

relative to adult workers, and on the movements of

youth between school and work.

If employers cannot ea'sily substitute youth for

adults, a rise in the percentage of youth in the labor

force would lead to a decline in the wages of youth

relative to the wages of adults. The fall in relative

wages would be necessary to increase the absolute number

of young people Working. But, the percentage of youth

in jobs might fall for one of two reasons. First,

the low wages might make jobs unattractive relative

to school and other activities. This is especially

true if the reduction in wages occurs alongside a rise

in family incomes. A second possibility is that wet?,

rigidities.would prevent an increase in jobs.

27 -
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It is important to determine the istual effects

so as to miike sensible predictions of the labor market

impact of the Vorthcoming decline in the youth popu-
, 3/

lation in the 1980's. A recent study attempted

to isolate the effects of population shifts between

1963 and 1978 on the percentage of youO1 employed,

unemployed, and attending school full-time. In' general,'

the study, found that increases in the youth share of

total population Dowered the percentage of youth who

were employed and raised the pbrcentage who were unem-

ployed, who were attencking school while outside the

labor force, and who were neither in school nor'in

the labor lorce. The results varied to some extent

by subgroup. For example, for young blacks, the popu-

lation increase meant a drop in employment, but alsi)

a drop in unemployment. The declining job opportunities

apparently caused many young blacks to leave the labor

force entirely, only.sometimes for full-time schooling.

3/ Wachter Kim
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Although the time series results ate plausible,

they are not conclusive because of the short time period

in\folved and the ditticulty in isolating the.population

trend trom other trends. What adds credibi.lity to

he tindings are similar results obtained trom an analysi,

ot differences in youth employment patterns in 1970
4/

across metropolitan areas. One study tound that -

ateas with'high percentages of young people in the

labor torce tended to have lower than expected employment

population ratios for young people. The weakness in

employment opportupity sometimes translated into declines

in labor force participation, so that unemployment

rates did not always rise. As might be expected, job

chances of 16-19 year-olds were more sensitive to the

16-19 share of total population than were the job chance*

of 20-24 year olds sensitive to that group's share

of the population. .The study's results were also con-

sistent with the finding that a youth population increase

shifts youth from.work.to schooling.

These results indicate that increases in the,youth

population and labor fonce reduce job opportunities

for the average young worker. ....yen these findings,

4/ Freeman II
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we would expect that the labor force bulge that occtkrst

very summer induces similar effe&s. Mut, 'in factA

job opportunities for youth actU-ally improve during

the summer. A vast flow of young workers .enters the

labor force every summer. In 1976, for example, the

full-time labor force of 16-19 year-olds juMped from

3.8 million in March to 7..0 million in June,,8.3 million

in July, 7.5 million in August before falling back

to about 4 million for the rest Of the year. Nearly

90 percent of the increase in the youth labor force

was matched with an increase in employment. the result

wag a decline in the unemployment rate between the

spring and summer.

The ability of the economy to absorb large numbers

of young people during the summer indicates the flex-

ibility of employers to anticipated seasonal 61anges

in the labor force. However, the bulge in the youth

population may have worsened full-time, year-,ropnd

opportunities fori,youpg people, while part-tinind

summer jobs continued to be available. One reason

May be that students coming into the summer market

are more employable and have lower expectations than

youth in the full-year market.

30 --
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14uch of the success of young people in finding

cwt.'s during the summer also can be attributed to the

large scare of the Federal job creation prograMs.
5/

It was estimated that the ave4ge number of summer

jobs provided between -1968 and 1976 wee about 600,000.
4

Since about 1 million teenageYs lett school and entered

the labol torce for the sorlimer, the Federal effort

employed as many as 20 percent ot. all summer entrants.

The share"ol employment'that occurred because of summer

programs probably exceeded 20 peecent. It is difficult

to estimate pr,isely the Federal iinpact because of

the'difficulty in determining how many youth would

have obtained jobs in the absenpe of the Federal program.

Another aspect of youth labor supply said to affect

yhuth employment andlunemployment is high.o?urnover

Because young people enter 4nd leave the labor force

and move between jobs fregiftntly, we would expect youth

unemployment rates to exceed adult unemployment rates.

5 Clark, Kim and Lawrence SuMmers, "The Dynamics
of Youth Unemployment," a paper presented At the National
Bureau of Economic Research Confnrence on Youth Unemploy-
mept, Air.Iie House, MaY 1979.
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4

Evety move would appear to require spending some time

searuhing tor a new )ob. The basic evidence fox turn-
-,

over as an important explanat.ion of high youth Unemploy-

t
ment is data o the kind.appeating in Table I.

In Augus 1979, most unemPloyed teenagers W'ere entrants,

or reentrants\to the labor force while most unemployed

adult males were- job losers. The data on duration

of unemployment show 26 percent of unemployed adult

mfles with more than 15 weeks of unemployment while

only 6 percent of unemployed teenagers were in this

long-term category.

While these data look persuasive, they provide,
A

Only a snapshot picture of patterns of iouth employ-

%
ment and unemployment. When we look from a full year

1

perspective, the importance of turnover to youth unem-

ployment appears to decline significantly, It turns
"_.

out that over a full year, most young workers do not

suffer even one week of unemployment. This is true

for nOnwhite as well as white youth. In 1977, about

70-75 percent of young white.workers and abeltit 55-60

32
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percent of young nonwhite workers became employed without

experiencing one week of unemployment. These workers

accounted,for 75 to, 80 percent of weeks ot employment

tor their reapeétive groups.

Mosr"youth unemployment was borne by workers with

many weeks of unemployment. In the case of young non-

white males, workers with more than 15 weeks of unemploy-

Nment during the entire-year accounted for about 80

percent of all weeks of unemployment experienced during

that year. The situation was timilar for young white

males and adult males, where the long-term unemployed,

accounted for 70 percent of all unemployment. Such-

a coientration of unemployment could not have occurred

if youth unemployment.were-largely due to turnover.

Further evidence for the chronic rather than tem-

porary nature of youth dinemployment is that the exper-

ience of youth during 1977 carried over into March

1978. Of those male youth who had excellent employment

recordli\ in 1977, 70 to 87 percent had jobs in March&

/1978. In contrast, only 27 to 60 percent of those

with poor records in 1977 were working in March 1978.

- 33 -
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The composition 6t the youth population chivied

signiticaptly over the past few decalies. Table

plays some of the important shifts that have occurred

in s4itiool enrollment, family composition, and geographic

area.ot residence.

The increpsing school enrollment has raised the

share of youth who cannot work full-time and has raised

the age and educational level's of young entcants to

, the labor force. One would expect that thp'effects

on employment would be negative in the youth's early

years, but positive in the later years. In fact, the'

expectation is not guite,accurate for whitp or nonwhites.

In spite.of the fising share.of white youtti who are

s.tudents, employment-population ratios of white youth

rose over the last bhfee decades becautie of the big

jump in the share'of.students who work. The experience

of nonwhite youth worsened more than would be expected
,

on the basis of school enrollment changes. Not only

did their overall employment-population ratios drop,

but employment-population ratios of nonwhit'e students

and nongtudents each fell significantly.

34,-
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The rise in the schooling of nonwhite youth does

seem to have herped in the early adult years. The

,ratio of nonwhite to white iinemployment rates among

\young men, age 25-14, declined from 2.8 in the 1957-

1 period tk>2.0 in pie 1974-77 peeiod: The evidence

also indicates a decline in the earnings gap between

young white and young nonwhite men.

Geographic area factors also ,appear to play a

role in the declining employment of nonwhite you,th

and in the rise in earnings of nonwhite young adult's.

Nonwhite males, ages 18-19, shifted from rural farm

to large urban areas. In 1950, 32 percent lived in

rural farm areas, where they experienced unemployment

rates under 3 percent. By 1977, virtually none lived

in rurhl farm areas. ,Since youth unemploymelit rates

1were high in large urban areas even in 1950, the shift

in supply apparently coritributed to worsening employment-

poulation ratios. At the same time, the move from

rural farm areas no doubt ret'isd the earnings of those

youth who did work and t4lped improve earn4ngs oppor-
k,

tunities tn their early adult yearft.
F.

se.
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Changes in family status might also have influenced

youth employment trends. Young en in their early

, 20's were much less likely to h e family dependents

in 1918 than in 1968. For example, the share of 20-1

24 year-olds heading families with childten dropped

from 24 to 16 percent.among whites. The stiare of young

men married with no children declined from 18 to 16.5

percent among whitei and frotn 9.6 to 6.6 among nonwhites.

- *This decline in the number of family dependents of

young-men would tend to lesUen their need for earned

income and weaken their attachment to the labor force.

,Flowever,.since the redudtOop in family obligations

was similar for whites and nonwhites, we would expec.t

to observe similar employ ent effects. In fact, as
,

--'noted above, the employment-pOpulation ratiou of white \

Men, 20-24, fell only slightly while the employment-
.

population ratios of nonwhite Men, 20-24, declined

significantly.

In the case of /dung women, the fall in the per-
.

centage of the population'With young\childre4xccounted

for some of the rise in employment-population.ratios.

;
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Family/status 41.ends showed difteremces by race. The
4

peecentage ot nonwhite women, aged 20-24, heading families

with children rose from 10 to 20 percent between 1968

to 1978; the comparable rise for young white women

wan only trom 2.6 to 4.1 percent. The percentage who-%

were wives with children declined about 12 percentage

points tor white and nonwhite women. These two changes
7

meant that the percentage of nonwhite women.(20-24)

with children was nearly constant (39 percent in 1968

and 37 percent in 1978) -while the percentage of white

women 20-24) with children dropped significantly (from

40 to 30 percent). In this case, the shift in the

composition of the youth population could have accounted

for racial differences in employment trends. Even.

'in this case, how4ver, the case is unclear because

of the simultaneous.nature of work and family formation

decisions.. If declining employment olvortunities caused

more nonwhite women than white women to-ave children,
4

then the family status shifts would be properly inter-

preted as an effect instead of a cause of the relatively

poorer job prospects faced by young nonwhite nmen.

1 - 37 -
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1

Now that we have looked at the 04tes ot the economy

and of the youth themselves, we can turn tq the role

of employers. Although our knowledge of-the precise

recruitment behavior of firms is limited, it is clear

that some employers hire few if any youth while other

employers hire mostly youth. No doubt, these hiring

preferences by employers are derived from several con-

siderations, ,including skill and experience l4kvels

of workers relative to the wages offered.

To see whether preferences of specific employers

significantly influence the overall level of youth
6/

employment, one study estimated the impact of dif-

ferences across urban areas in the industrial mix of

empl9yment. The idea was to observe whether areas

with high percentages pf youth specific ilndustries

provided more favorable youth employment.opportunities

than areas with low percentages of ybuth specific Indus-
4

tries. Industry miximight mot prove significant inde-

pendent of other factors if preferences for young

6/ Freeman

38 7
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workers were relatively ev.enly spread across a wide

spectrum ot industries. The study shows that the Indus

trial mix ot an area did affect therarea's youth employ-

ment level. This result implies that many youth cannot

find jobs for reasons having little to do with their

personal characteristics or with the state 40- the 7conomy

To assess how youth-specific demands affect trends

in youth employment, we can examine the impact of changes

in the size of the largest youth employer, the Military.
7/

One study estimated the effect of the percentage

ot the youth population utilized in the aTmedrforces

-on youth'employment and unemployment ratios over the

l964-497irperiod. It found that the demand for youth

labor by the military had significant positiveseffects

on overall youth employment opportunities when those

in the armed forces are counted as employed,. The armed

forces effect was especially significant for yOung

nonwhite males.

4 We should be.careful in interpreing the positive

effect on employment opeortunities from a rise in the
A .population share in the armld forces. On the one hand,

7/ Wachter & Kim

v
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the voluntary nature ot today's armed torces means

, that the military is simply another employer of youth.

According to this interpretation, changes in armed

forces levelg represent chancies' fn yo0th specific demands

by employers. It follows that youth in the military

should be counted as employed instead of outside the

labor\ force. Another interpretation would view the

eptry by low income white and black youth to the armed

forces as an indication of the paucity of job options

in t,he civilian market. This interpretation would

stress the last resort or residual pharacter of the

armed services. According to this viewpoint, young

entrants to the armed forces should not be counted

as employed.

Whatever interpretation one chooses, it is worth

looking at youth empl yment trends counting and not

counting the armed for es as employed. ,We expeQt to

find variations in racial differences over time, given

the rising share of black youth and the falling share

of white youth in the military. In fact, foi 18-1.9

year-old out-of-school young men, the differences in

- 40 -
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the trends are striking. According to the conventional

method of excluding the armed forces, the gap between

white and nowhite employment ratios widened sharply,

rising from a 8 point difference in 1964 to a 19 point,

difference in 1978. If we were to count the armed

forces as employed in both years, the increase in the

gap would be much smaller, going from a 10 point dif-

ference n 1964' to a 13 point difference in. 1978.

The Severe Employment Problemp of Minority and.bow,

Income Youth

The. employment situation of young minority and

low,income workers remains serious, despite recent

improvements in the employment-population rates. In

March 1978, unemployment rat** reached about 25 percent

for low income nonwhite youth, about '25 percent for

all nonwhite youth, and about 20 percent for all Hispanic.

youth. Less than half of low incOme nonwhite men,

20-24, were working, as compared to 70 to '5'percent

,of moderate and high income white and nonwhite young

men. Most disturbing is the fact that the lack of

jobs is only one element of a living pattern filled

with4gocial pnd economic problems.

41
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No one cause can exprain the severe nature of

the probtems. Clearly, the demand conditions facing

minority and low income youth hurt their chances to

find jobs. Nearly 41 percent of nonwhite youth, as

opposed to only 6 percent of white youth, live in povelty

districts of metropolitan areas. In these areas demand

conditions are poor, as refliected in the high adult

unemployment rate of 10.2 percent in these poverty

ar...eas, as compared to a 4.5 percent rate in all non-

poverty areas. The weakness in demand for adults no

doubt carries over into the youth market.

The high adialt unemployment rates in poverty areas

may also be interpreted as a supply side explanation.

With so many unemployed adults,available, firms in

poverty areas may not have to hire youth to fill even

.low level jobs. A representative of a large fast food

operator with outlets in poor central city areas as

Alet

well as in the suburbs has found that adults compete

for vacancies in the poor inner-city areas, but not

in the subukban areas.

42 -
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Partly because dt the huge gap between jobs and

workers, poor youth are increasingly relying on jobs

in the public sector. According to a survey of poor

youth in the seven sites which are operating a job

entitlement program for in-school youth, the share

of youth employment.accounrted for by public sector

jobs rose from 18 percent in the spring of 1977 to

35 percent in the spring of 1978. Private sector employ-

ment of poor youth varied substantially by site, from

38 percent of youth in Phoenix to 9 percent of youth

in Baltimore.

The employment problems of minority and low income

youth are not confined to poverty areas of large central

cities. In.nonpoverty areas in nonmetropolitan areas,

nonwhite teenagers experienced a 32.6 percent unemploy-

ment rate in 1978. As of March 1976, only 36 percent

of unemployed, out-of-school, black male teenagers

lived in central cities of SMSA's. The wide gfographical

spread of the problem indicates that the characteristicsa

of youth may contribute'to the difficurties.

43 -
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Characteristics can affect employment because

of discrimination practiced bp employers against black,

Hispanic, and low income youth, and because of real

diffet,ences in the work experience and education.

Although some of both no doubt exists, it is difficult

to deetAilne how much of the problem is due to discrim-

ination and how much is due to real differences.

What is becoming clear is that the strict dichotoMy

between those 4ith serious employment problems and

those with no employment problems extends to minority

'and low income youth. In 1977, about half of nonwhite

men, 20-24, worked without suffering even one week

of unemployment, while almost 40 r4rcent did not work

at all-oi sufferd substantial unemployment.- In terms

of finding jobs in March 1978, the successful gtoup

of nonwhite men did as well al; the successful group

./-Of white men; 86 percent of bothogroups were employed.

A good part of the distinction between minority

youth who do well and minority youth who do poorly

could be due to education.-7According to the HEW National

44 -
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LongitudiAl Survey ot 1972 High School Graduates,

by 197b, nonwhitv graduates had wage rates And weeks

worked that were about 9') percent ot the levels attained

by white graduates. However, data trom the Current

Population Surveys indicate the problem is not contined

to nonwhite youth who drop out ot high school. CPS

data Indicatethat in 1977, about one-third of nonwhite

male graduates, age 20-24, were unemployed in excess

ot 20 percent of their time in the labor force. We

are now attempting to resolve the differences between

these two surveys. In addition, we are looking care-

tully at which differences between successful and unsuc-

cessful youth ',ire most significant.

We look forward to working closely with this Com-

mittee on solutions for the youth.unemployment problem.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

45 -
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Table 1

Unemp.loyed Person by Reason
tor Unemployment, Duration and Age

August 1979

Percentage
of

Unemployed

.. Percentage
: of

Labor Force

:

s Peccentageflof
: Unemployed Not
: Working For

Weeks
15-26 27/

Youth, ages 16-19

Job Losers 22.1 3.1 3.5 4.6
Job Leavers 15.0 2.2 1.9 3.1
New Entrants 38.4 5.5 2.1 4.2
Re-entrants 24.4 3.5 4.0 1.5

Malfer MY Years

Job Losers '.- 62.8 2.4 OA 14.6
Job Leavers 16.0 - .6 8.7 10.7
New Entrants 3.2 .1 * *

.. Re-entrahts 17.9 .7 8.9 13.6

Females, my years

Job Losers 14.9 2.2 12.5 9.0 .

Job Leavers 17.1 -1,1 10.0 8.1
New Entrants 7.0 .4 4.8 9.6
Re-entrants 41.0 2.6 5.5 4.4

'

* Sample size was too small to obtain reliable estimates.

4

p.

4 I

Source: Employment and Earnings
September.1979
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The CHAIRMAN ThIIIIk you very mucb, Dr Packer I know that
you have been encoin-aged to address comments to each other, and
agree and disagree in free and open discussion, which would bevery beneficial

I t is rather late, so I do not know how much time we have to
contume what could be 21. very, very helpful and constructive dis-
(11581011

I would like to start out, however, with a question addressed toeach of you, a practical question forced upon us.
And this is it Given a period of budgetary restraint which, of

course, !Hints the availability of Federal funds, and economic de-cline which results in increased youth uuemployment, what would
bw the best strategy to pursue in allocating Federal funds?

You can takii the same order, if you would, and help us.We are in a period of budgetary constraint. As I read. our eco-nomic picture. it is not very promising in terms of employment.
SAW1111.1. I was hoping I would not have to go first in answer-ing such a very tough question, but it is a very goewl question.

I think I have already implied what my answer would be, but let
me try to state it a little more explicitly.

I believe we probably ought to serve fewer people than we docurrently, but make sure we servo the most disadvantaged, and
that we serve them more intensively than we currently do so we
can get more long-term employability development.

I am not sure who should get the resources to achieve that. I
would like. as I sugOsted, to see some multiple institutions out
there delivering whatever the needed services are, because I do not
think that, any one set of institutions can do the job. Also, I think
different institutions are needed to serve different groups of youth.

I think that some of the proposals that Secretary Packer has put
forward that have to do with performance standards in programs-2-A
making sure that someone comes out of a program with a creden-
tial that means something will help.

However, I do think that you have the same problem that youmentioned earlier with respect to the handicapped legislation, and
that is:. Flow do you prevent this from becoming a paper exercise?'
llow do you decide what it is you are going to certify? VVho is going
to do the certification? What rewards and penalties are you going
to impose on individual participants, the-local service deliverers or
anyone else, if they don t live up to these performance standards?However, these are specific reservations because, in general, Ithink this is a valuable new concept for training programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr rIcHIFF. Mr. Chairmank I find myself in agreement with my

colleagues on almost all points. The poini I would like to emph0-
size, and this, relates to your question on budgetary stringeny, is
that the kind'of efforts which are the most promising are the ones
that really draw in much more than Federal resources, that in-
volve much more active participation by various elements of the
private sector. including business, including labor unions, including
community groups'and so on.

I think efforts to build institutions that.help to foster such coop-
erative approaches, including efforts to relate work and education
more effectively, are the ones that deserve particular support.

Ti
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The private industry Cot.111Cds are one example I think that type
of vf fort con serve 115 ii (1111ilyst for 1111111v other kinds of things.

The iipputtach which Secretary Packer suggested, and which...I
hnd att ractive. means establishing a system which would draw in
all kinds of resources front the private stctor That, I think, could
be very important

The other aspect of bringing things into some kind of a system is
to develop ways III which t he individuals who are out there and
need help and who may feel lost will have some notion of where he
or she can go to find help and will know that if he or she performs
accottinig to certain standards, there will also be a chance to get
training on it Job

'Me private industry councils are not the only device for institu-
t ma I it ing publ ic private cooperat ion Roston has a 'frilastsral
Cialncil to deal with school-to-work transition There are nunwrous
other arrangements of this kind that can he very helpful.

Particularly within't he school systems, much more attention and
resources ought to be devoted to lielping with the problems of the
very disadvantaged who often tend to get lost in these systems.

The relative apportionment of fupds ought to take account of the
ct t hid the dropout problem is very serious. The problem starts

when the people are still to school.
'l'hank you, Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much.
iThe prepared statement of Mr. Schiff followsl
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Mr . Chairman and Pistinguished Members of the Committee!

My name t4 Frank W. Schiff. I am Vice President And chief

Ft;onomist of the Committers for Economic Development (CED). I appreciate

the opportunity to appear herejoday in A personal capacity to discuss

desirable policy diiections for dealing with youth employment and an

I mpr oved transit ion from school to work in the figilOs.

Youth raining and employment imilicies for the next decade

4

muirt be directed at two MA)01- goals. _One is to equip our young people

generally with the education, skills and adaptability that will produce

a highly productive balxir fotce in the l980ri arld that will avoid tho

emor,n.nce of inflationary skiAl bottlenecks. The other le to eliminate

thu ,hionic unemployment and inability to cope with the vairld of work

that HOW attocts much a distuibingly high percentage of our youth..

Theme goalm must he putmued simultaneously; to neglect one At the

vxpvw,o of tho other would he self-defeating.

In kommenting on how much goals can,liest be achieved, I

will draw particulatly on cFD's 197fl policy statement, "Jobs for the

liars] -to -Fmploy : NOW Di r ect ions for a Public-Private Partnership,"

for*which I setved as prolectkdirector. That statement held that

much of what needs to he done does not have to involve brand new
-

apploaehes but can build on successful cases of .public-private

partnerships that already exist, though often only on a relatively

small scale'.

4.

rt also held, however, that greatly enlarged reliance.

on these approaches will require much wider dissemination of informa-

tion about successful programs, strongev institutional mechanisms

5.
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to mobilize concerted support by business and other elements of the

private 'doctor; greater use of inteimmdiary organizations; and

improved financial incentives.

We have been very pleased to see that since publication

of the CED statement, business support for a strengthened public-

privetto pnttnership in the training and employment areas has markedly

increased. Moreovev, the new Private Sectot Initiative Program under

Title V1.1 of (*ETA and the Targeted Employment Tax Credit offer a

major opportunity for implementing the kind of approach we advocated.

I believe that much of the solution to dealing with the

youth employment problem in the 1980s similarly lies in making much

wider and improved use of approaches with which we already have

consiieiable experience. In particular, action is needed along the

following lines:

First, in most scliool systems, 'there is need for greatly

expanded ettorts to m.ike exposure to the world of work an integral

yart of school experience -- by relating vocational and career

education m)re realistically to the requirements of the job market,

by giving students greater exposure to actual work experience

through workqhops and cooperative education programs, and by greatly

improved career counselling dnd 0(cupational information. Such

programs will not 6nly be of major aid in the transition of

students to regular private employment hut can .4n many cases alWo

be a key factor in preventing them from dropping out4 of school.

Making such programs effective, howevei, calls for much

greater cooperation between schools, business, labor unions and

2
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ot her cormsurilty element H t1H t ypica ly been t he cane- t o dist e

B un Omens taunt be wi I 1 stq o help sicteiole in model ni zing cur r I cute

for tik 111 t ra In hut , irs fur ni,shing [leaded tools for c 1 as inoorn ULM,

.s1ill giving special t ra I ning to vocal local educat on 1 eacket it, in

ov i cii sty itn own employees elsi Vol un t tier Inst r uc tor a, and giving

t Ipebth t s oppor t tint t les fo par t t ime wot k expel i ence . Schools, for

t heir part must be wi 11 ing to accept such help, to create t

4chetilsitIni t hat wi 11 a 1 low yout ho o t ako advant age ot work

oppot tuni t les , to upgr ado t he quality of vocat iona l training centers,

and ?to on.
am/

A par t I cu la r- need ()xi sts for devot ing gr eat er et for t and

resour ces ( includ ng, wher4. appr opr i at e, larger federal enour cots)

to the development .pf pt cap arils t.or get ed at disadvant aged st odent

who encount er special di I I icul t les in school , lack mot ivat ion for

Over coming t hese pr ob (snit and seem dest i nod t o become dropouts. A

"pr ()mining approach tor dea ii lig with such youngst us s is to place t hem

ftir at I eaSt half of each school day in wor kshops t hat t rain t horn

in tpec I I Ic k Mit and t o make i emed i al educat ion in basic academic

slub lect u dir ect ly re leVant to the tasks per formed in the wor kshop.

lies e too, A coolly! at Ivo et fort by the pr iva.t e 51(1(' t or asol t he school

system can be -especial ly f ruit ful
. 'Phis has, for example, been

dem(nett rat od by t he successful "academy" or "rwhool -wit hi n-a-school"

program in Phi lade 1 phi a high schools under which disadvantaged

inner-city youths who cannot meet entry requirements for regular

vocal Tonal sthools are able to part icipate sirecia 1 three-year

3 -
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ptoqtAMO l4,1al can lead to il POI P in the electrical and electronics

fields, in automotive repair, And in business administration.

In many_01.onumnorties, olemrrite of thus. vallOnn approaches

already oximt: W11/0 is usually still needed, however, is to enlarge

the scop of these efforts significantly and to bring them into A

coordinateSA system A mechaniqm for assuring continuing commitment

that All the patties ,oncerned will actually work together and that

thu needs of the youth involved will actually be met. Future govern-

mental policien should place especially strong emphasis on supporting

effective meyhanisms for such col InIxtration.

t:ocond, there is nerd for much clonal and moLe effective

cooperation between nchoOl$, business, labor, and 9"eunmental

agencies in identifying lob opportunities and skill needn And in

matching youtlot with appropriate tobn or training tut-sleeting. The

new Pr ivAte Industry Councils should be part icular ly helpful in

Initiating and coordinating uch efforts. Whore the nurveys point

to gaps in the Availability of needed skill training programs,

steps should he taken to initiate appronticemhip and similar

programs that can fill these gaps. At the name time, there is need

to render the Employment Service more effective in its job placement

functions hy relieving it of numerous extraneous duties, requiring

close cooperation with CETA and strengthening its,tterVices to

mplOyere.

Third, to deal with the critical problems of out-ot-sohool

youths with severe disadvantes in the labor market, ways must be

found throuqh which the types of specialized services thht already.

4
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work eftectrv(py tor Moms of these youths under some programs can be

extended to all those Ili need And allow them to move into useful and

cunt I flU i lig emp loyment.

The problems faced by these youths are by no means all

identical. Most serious, clearly, are the problems of the many

divadyantaged youths who heiqe dropped out of school, have no

motivation to work And lack the most elementary capacities to cope

with the world of work. Others have the capacity to *ate in

a work environment but lac,lt the skills and other requirements for

securing decent jobs. Still others may be barred from jobs by

discrimination or transportation difficulties.

Remedial programs moist be carefully tailored to the

particular needs of the youths involved. Itiseems to Me, however,

that,the most successful of these programs have tended to have a

number of common features. They typically concern themselves

with partic'ular individuals on a &mitinuing basis, making sure

that he or she does not simply get lost in h maze of uncoordinated

prograMs and bureaucracies. They ask for certain standards of

performance by their clients and, in return, hold out the prospect

or in some cases, even A guarantee -- of a job at .the end of the

process. And thdy provide for follow-up counselling on the job

and hold out the possibility of a second or third chance for those

who do not make it In the world of work on the first try.

- 5 --
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To provide just a few examples:

The very successful rntry Level Training Department
of the Chrysler Institute provides for an initial
assessment of the problems and potentials of its
disadvantaged clients, furnishes motivational
instruction, And offers training in basic and more
specialized skills, job counselling and placement,
and follow-up activities after the individual is
placed on the job

The Opportunit is Industrialization Centers (OiCs)
put particularly heavy stress on initial motiva-
tional training and offer guarantees by employers
of specific jobs for those who fulfill the training
requirements,

The recently forntri,Private Industry Council in
New York City has worked intensively with private
firms in developing federally-subsidized skill
improvement classroom programs to train disadvan-
taged youths and other hard-to-employ persons for
much jobs as airline reservation clerks, automobile
and airline mechanics, bank clerks,-computer
programmerm, and medical technicians and has
obtained npecific commitments from private omployers
that successful graduates of these programs will be
placed in suitable jobs

The Vocational Foundation in Now York and Jobs-for-
Youth in Boston, New York and Chicago -- two non-
profit organizations that help to place some of
the hardest-to-employ youngsters in non-subsidized
employment -- provide special counselling and
other services for its clients both before and
after they are placed on a job

The experimented Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation autbmaticabay insures continuing
concern with the individual problems of its
severely Aiaadvantaged-clients by making them
"employees" of the corporation and moving them
into training and employment situations only
under condition of graduated stress related to
each persoWs capabilities

These and similar programs are still subject to various kinds

of evaluation. But nough information'about their effectiveness already

6 -
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ex int it t tt ittitNent t hat ttCt I s ions. tthoithl nt,on he made ;t1,4,tit t lie k Ind ot

Ittoqiamn thAt qhould he ttionittcantly eniaiood and nixnd the,(1nmnon

feattnon of %loch ptontamn thAt cou)d he much mote widely applied,

rout th, hat a look' is needed to dot et mine whet hot el I tj I.

hi i 1 ty t equ ement q fin pi ou r Orlin t a r qet tel at dinadvnnt aged yout hn may

ti,d in I .n t ext little An impor t ant numhet itt yout hs who f ace tnvni e

hand tpi ent to itiq t he r (Aqui ar 1;thor mat t A widenpr ead curl vet

l't,M11 I ti i ill LII1 htil I IIVi.ir114,11 Anti Itt ttq, .t opt!! 401 !I in t hat t hit; is
pterinely whAt ts tmpponlng in connection with on the-loh ttAining
And ot ht k ill t 1.11 :It rig pi aMs lIntItII t he new t'1717i Pt ivat e Sec t or

tj t t Ivo Pt (no - 'Chun , an unemployed 19-yeat old innet city youth
Iii Pr t iini ly ot I our in ChIcago doon not qua! it y oi on-t he- }ob t raining.

41/4.

it hi n tami I y t ticolne ext-edn $11, , I . v. t he Ina x Imum arrulunt that

t tint I y ott r tr%lyv tit t hat c, lit y t v coturt "economi (-ally di t,ativan-

t Aged" .111,1 he el 1,1 t hie t:u t'TA pioqi ants . Yet t ht n PI -year old

may hAve so mot t tb le sk 111 n and face I St 1011(.1 p I OripeC I Ot CIS OS tU

7
unemployment unie,in he is given some chancy to acquire such )sk i I la.

Moreover , It one ot t he ot her member s of t he fami ly had sl ight ly

lower eat el min or if he 1 i v ed by hi msel f , he might be eligible for
.ttitti 1 IA pi ogi alns.

I have not yet had an oor t unity to explore those an guments

4 ii fit 11 det it i 1 but they st r ike rue As si qit It i cant enough to deserve very

ciireful further invest iyat ion. Perhaps the problems could be remedied

by allowing modifications or exceptions from the strict family income

rule -- at least for a specified pdrcentage of youths participating

in particular programs if it can be certified that their lack of

7
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sk 11 1 arid ot her f a til * place t hem at a set 1 relit d ritrlyallr elle in t he

laNn MAI ket . It would at Mt, he highly desirable to develop but let

st at i st Ica 1 swarmi en of t tie t lat ion bet wenn a pet 9010 email oyment .

status and 11 t x or her individual as well as familY income,s has

r ecent ly been reconmended by t he Nat Iona I Commission on Emp 1 oyment
k

and Meant. 1 oyment St at i st

Fifth, f het e W1 1 1 NO 4 00111 111111 tic) lived to Intl Id 1 mit I t

t Iona 1 mechant slim that will fac i Ii t at e rit tom; and !rust a i litid involve-

ment of the bunt ;tens 1 cadet ship in et for t 8 to deal wi th youth

esvloyment. I hope that the new Private Industry ('ouncils will play

a ma)ur rule in this Area and that they will have strong support

by t he Cowl! ens . 'Po be et fect ive, however , such Comic 1 18 8111241 be

given I 0311 I espons lb 1 1 Ity by r itne sponsot s for cat t y in() out

-meant:1(1Ni t asks; ot herwi se, business people wi 1 1 siirtply not be

int et est ed fn act lye part c I pat ton,

xt h , t het e stlou d be continuing exper uncut at ion with

providing t I %leer and r omov Inc; di 8 1 !Weld I vf'±r for youth employment

101' has t hese t e 1 at o to employet s and to ob seeker s. By 110 1±3ee118

t he neded i ncent Ives are f inanci a I . Wi 1 1 ingness of empioyers

to pat t I ci pat e lii gover nment -Nponsot ed trainfis; programs may often

depend I. 88 on spec if ic t I natty i al incent Ives t han on assurance t hat

Private Idustry Councils or other intermediary organizations

will minimize the red tape under (Joverrmemit contracts and deal with

special counselling needs of the trainees. However, Gor small firms,

in particular, financial asnistanee can be of key importance, and

more may have,to be dune to tailor tho amount of much assistance to

or
ice

4 r)
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t he t r iv (,$it to of 1 res ining or employ irrg di sadvant arreel youth in
,

par t ictr 1 al t i c-rimpir anCym. For yout hit. t ht ? most power I ul 110 tint ivy

r loaf ly Ic t he guar ant ea of it lob. I phi Nonni ly heel iove t hat wider ig
expel intent at ton wit h such qua r ant ees (par t ion-leer ly where t hey can

he obt a ined f rom pi Ivato em,ploytere) ix clear ly desirable!, providod

t hey at 0 .au a 11.1 VI 0 pio tor MI At Oci 1.0 f ormance of t he }emit her

in a t raining pr q u attl

Final ly t het e ifr .e4.1 to make bet t o vanc* . p repot at ion

for tile impact of I Oce ss ions or economic nlowdown$ On young peoide

who have al r early :recur ed 11/10 NO }ohs. Ev9it mi id recessions can

have 'ter iochri et t ect 4 on t he employment of such your lin: having been

among t he 1 ant t o hi u ed , !hey at t. it I MO I ikely t o be, among t ho

t :Mt tsr) bo I i reel. Th in is not merely an issue for t he 'next

,t,r,,t,te, brit could also be cif mot e immedi at e concern if t he economy

nhould, att iq wi de ly odttt expo! ience 1 MtcpIi f i cant n lowdown

over t he coot re; year .

one possible so lut ion to t his problem is to encourage

whit- t Icae of work 'that Hut as an nit f.t nat lye tO out ight

Thls cr ru Id he dorm by changi unemployment` instil ance...{fr ov n ions to

perm It payment of nuin..ance for single days when f i ms go on a four

day week I bel Imre t hat wider tine of such m provis ion deserves

vet y ar e ftt I core.; Icier at ion. I t han alt early been adopt ed by Cal i fern ia ,

cut; Id be fact 1 i tat ori by a change in federal nit andards and wtoild not

have to ent a i 1 an added dr a i n On the budget . AnOt her possibi l it y would

tw, to pricy id.r tmlargeti clover nment subsidies for f I IMP!, which provide

dC - 9
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skill npgiadina programs and otlwr training opportunities an alterna-

tives to layoffs tn ie,ensions. The net ,ost to the goveyenent of

support Intl ine li t ti it I Inq and s.iiinNiSt tnn Iereee)z italti hi I ince int WOil III

be relatively low be(ause beneficiaries of these)aograms wvuld

vH elni,1111. it)yment I win; lice (IT ityine ype of pellei nillennt

support in any event.

To ,onchi,h.: a nue., e,sful afrtack on the youth unemployment

problem calls ha a VaiiViy of approaches tailored to the special needs

of,the different segments of the youth population as well an to the

Chanel I nil requirements of employers. The challen4 for national polikTy

lies not only inwptImulating further development of nucoessful approaches

of thin kind but in making 4nre that the overall effort involved will

he e't 4 character and magnitude that has A really. significant impact

in rodn'e' I nel total yesit h unemployment . Cooscent rat ion on the development

eel .nlcU;pittil model program5-i, while essential, will not be enough by

itself. This in why I believe that we need n coordinated overall

ntrategy which placen knaiot iamehanis on institutional arran(7ements

and incentives. that will mobilize the combinva resource.s. and talents'

of tlw private sector, of educationprinntitut ions, and of tPhe ()ovum-.

merit to secure adisruatv trafning and omployawnt oppo),tunities for the 2

nation's

4
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The CHAIRMAN Ih' (*Wald
OSINAID I would approach the situationdifferently in terms

of the current situation, because I think you phrased the question
the way Mr Ilnoyer would have phrased t `question in 1929, andthat is, how do y,a, cui back oti Government services when a
recession is getting Won 4e

And I think at this particular point, we really have to do the
opposite, and face the question, how do we use Government funds
more efficiently. to bring about full employment? Because if we do
nothing, it costs the Government as well

Yon know the figures as well as I do that each 1 lwrcent
increase in unemploynwnt costs some $1S billion in lost taxes and
increased welfare, and unemploynwnt. No the question is, !low is
Government spending targeted to bring about full employment?That includes programs in youth employment You have to say:
What is the (.1in-era cost for the current investinent of that penionhaving tlw ability to get a job and not being dependent on society
for Ow next 50 years becbmse he doesn't have the education and
doesn't have the skill and training. it inless we start looking at
vmaith employment and. training programs in terms of that invest-
nwnt for the future, we will be cutting money currently that will
add costs to society for the next 50 years in terms of that unem-
ployed person not having skills.

And if we cut treining and employment programs currently with
a growing recession, we will only malty that recession worse and
make the budget deficit that much woriw.

The CHAIRMAN I might agree with you on all of that, but I was
taking the dark side of the scene. I believe, however, it is realistic
to recognize the mood for budgetary restraint. The question though
was on resource allocation My kwn position on the Federal budget.
has been that greater priority should be given to domestiC social
programs, particularly educat Am, training and employment pro-
grams_

Dr oswAl.D. I am afraid that all too often the keneral approach
has been to put it in that dark-side Context, and that is what Mr.
Iloover did as well.

The CHAIRMAN. there was, one thing that Hoover did not havethat we have the inflation factor. President Roosevelt brought adifferent philosophy inve.stment----and it, of course; set us on a
4 course that we have been on more or less until this unusual phe-

nomenon that we have now, incredible,inflation.
Now, Dr. Packer, help us.
Dr. PACKER. I. think we ought to consider investment in humancapital as seriously as we consider the investment in physical

capital, because it is the human capital that makes the difference
with respect to the country's productivitY.

The choice that faces us is between prevention and cure. Initially
prevention sounds like the right approach. The problem is that you
don't know who to prevent the disease in, so prevention can neverbe as well targeted as the cure.

We think, given our inability to detect problems early, we should
be targeting on those who already have a problem that is very well
dennInstrated by dropping out or high school, or if' graduated, they
have demonstrated labor market problems.



The youth Mali by closer to 21 than 16 We seem to find it is.only
w}ie I ii youngster reacties the state of maturity in which he or she
is serious alkait changing his ta her educational level or job level
that t1 e. treatnwnt takes

If you try to.move in when they are too young, (hey are not in a
position to take advantage of the programs that are available to
them So I would say two things: Move to the older group who have
an already demonstrated problem, and again emphasizi. on the
perfornmnce of all those involved, including the private sector

When businessmen involve themselves, they should have a com-
mitment that they are going to do something about the problenr-*
and pire the youngsters and not restrict their effOrts to advising
them'

The CHAIRMAN What are the ages* .What is the average age in
t he Job 'orps"

Dr PACKER. It is running around 17, 1 believe. We find there, too,
that the older kids are the ones who stick It out and are successfOl.

t h in k the ,lob Corps has been very successful:The recent evalu-
ations indicate less crime, less drug addiction, and positive effects
on earnings. There is a commitnwnt there.

If the youngster has to leave where he lives, we have a set oll\
commitments to the program. You will find a v'ery great distinction
among those who stay the full course against those who drop out.

The solution is not to relax the standards so everybody stays, but
to see if we can wovk on motivation and screening to make sure we

4` have motivated youngsters coming in.
Dr. SAWIIII.I.. I hiebe the figures. A quarter of them are 16 or

under; a quarter of them are 17; and 50 percent are IS to 21.
Those are the percentages in the Job Corps.
Mr_ ScHirr. Would Secretary Packer make an exception to his

statement that governmental support should be concentrated on
older youths? That is, for those who are in school and can be pretty

'well identified as very likely dropouts, isn't there a need for sub-
Nta n t ia I ly stepped-up programs?

These are not the same types of programs Secretary Packer was
talking about. His concern was with people out ot school where the
emphasis ought to be on the higher age ranges. Tut I also think
there is a .very major problem in catching people at an early age
through devices that might be successful.

Dr. PACKER. I do not want to make it a nothing-or-all_ situation.
There need to be programs for both. Our current program empha-
sizes the inschool youngster too much, because he ikeasier to get
to.

For the out-of-school kids, you have to have outreach. You have
to search them out. It 0 easier to find the people in school.st

The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me that the resources will be
there for dealing both with the earlier years ttnd later years.

When you get to the older group who are not in school aHymore,
radical approaches can bp effective, and I would describe the Job
Corps as a radical approach. The youth environment is changed in
many cases, the participant will be drawn from the community to-Job Corps site. And it seems to..work.
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11111 you know, it is infinitesimal in terms of participants when
you look at the numbers involved Dr Sawhill told us that disad-
vantaged young people number Uft),()O() each year

There are right now. as I recall the figure, 44 ,000 slots in the Job
Corps It is effective, Ina 5111211!

I wonder if we can get mum, generalization from you on the
met taxis that are used in the Job Corps? It is my understanding
that private industry is often used as the training contractor. Is
that right"

DI PACKER That is right
+he CHAIRMAN IS that the major method?
Dr PACKER There are a substantial number of private, for-profit

contractors involved, in the operation of Job Corps centers. Prior to
the expansion of the Job Corps, the proportion was nearly fio
percent, and since the expansion, at-the start of 1979, the percent-
age had increased to 7tYpercent

I am imt sure that their coniwctioci to the private sector activi-
ties, except for the operation of Job Corps centers, is very strong.

The CHAIRMAN It is not related to their primary activity as a
manufacturing concern, as an exiemple?

.Dr PACKER That is right.
The CitAIRMAN Last week at a Job Corps celebration sponsored

by (1111 Home Builders figure.that out., it is good to figure it out
because it is unique Home Builders teamed up with the labor
unions and construction workers. The Home Builders evidently
have the contract for the Job Corps in some phices, and they use
their instructors, building trades union people, to create skills in
an industry which is pretty much nonunion, residential homebiiild-
ing.

Very interesting.
Dr OswA1.0. Some of the unions also have contracts as well for

some of the Job Corps jobs.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not really know what the motivation of two

of the major contractors in tho Job Corps are, RCA /mil Singer
Manufacturing Co.

Again, these are separate activities from their nonufacturing.
Whatever their motivation is, it evidently is working.

From industry, you certainly have the basic elements of knowl-
edge -of attitudes and motivation' to be successful in work. Maybe
some of that is part of their training activity.

It seemed to me that if we are using tax incentives for employing
disadvantaged youth, Mr. Schiff put a word in as to tax incentives,
that you did not, Dr. Oswald. He said, "targeted." You did not.

It is a targeted approach to youth employment. Would there be
any way to get something more than what you described as a job
pertbrmed that would have been done anyway.by somebody else? Is
there an opportunity to have some kind of additional responsibility
uther than the furnishing of a job?

In other words, is there some kind of attitudinal activity training
with that tax incentive? What do you think, Mr. Schiff?

Mr. ScHIFF. Well, I think the credit that has been put on the
books coLkld have that effect in many cases, in any case. As Dr.
Packer said, the problem for many of the youths ig a great difficul-
ty in relating to the world of work, to be able to get a job, to work

4
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on a regular basis, to have a regular interchange with other em
plover's, and 40 on

I have heard of various CJItit'S where firms that provide or use
this tax t' red kt p rt (bablv helped these emphwees not by giving them
vet y detailed training, but by giving them Ow kind of acquaintance
with regular work that they otherwse would not .have happened_

Dr Oswald said they could have learned the job m 2 days_ Vut
for many people in that category, even if they learned the job verv
quickly, the reality is that they did not stick with it for very much
more titan 2 days or a Very short t !Me .

So t he ilhIllt V to remain on the job might be quite important.
Also, on the more general question of business involvement, I

really think there has been quite a major shift in business atti-
t tides toward trying to be part of a real public-private partnership
in this ar ea .

You asked about motivation of business. That is very hard to
(Mine precisely. but there is now really a very strong interest on
the pill of major firms to try to work on this in a constructive
way The reasons for this are spelled out in detail in t'ED's policy
statement on "Jobs for the Ilard-to-Employ."

.

Some years ago many firms were entirely disillusioned with pri-
vate sector involvement in manpower proi.erams, for reasons that
Ivere very easy to understand I think they felt at the time that it
was too difficult to relate tol hese programS unless it was done in a
different way They felt these programs ()Belli just didn't work.

There are many firms that cannot directly thkal with the severely
disadvantage( The cost of training and dealing with Government.
programs was ) much .

That is why I emphasize creating intermediary organizations to
help businessnwn deal with that. The tax elenwnt is only a part of
it. Business now knows that these approAches can work.

If you create public-private partnership programs using such
features in combination, yoU can get a much better result in the
end_ .

Dr Oswn 1 .n If I may, our experience has shown that some of our
programs.have been effective where there is money spent setting
up.

Mr_ Schiff spoke about the Chrysler program where there was
money set aside for developing a buddy program, where new work,
ers became assigned to tm experienced worker who helped them
overcome the initial transition to sticking with thf job.

That sort of motivation from somebody else was shown to be an
eiTective tool of sticking with it. We think that using that same
money for that type Of program is much more effective than just
throwing it out in some sort_of tax credit for which' there is no
accminting, for which there is no direct responsibility.

Dr. SAINIIII.L. If I may say something a,t}out. ways of motivating
young people to take advantage of- whatever 'services we can pro--
vide, including 4uhsidized jobs, it seems to me that this notion Of
performance statulards can be very important.

One thing tliat we know is that a high school diploma does not
mean very much anymore. You cannot tell, just because someone
has a high school diplomn,'whether they have basic competencies

,or so employers tell us.
....-
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Similarly With graduation fromiTitain CETA prognuns, there isa kind of social promotion
If we adopted something along the Imes of Secretary Plicker's

performance standards, both in stimols and in CKTA, then the
ymith would know that if they amide the eflOrt, whether it Wati in aJob or training program or in scl(x)I that there would be somereward at the end of the Inw for them.

If we could get these credentbils tied to performance, and if atthe Maine, time. employers in the regular economy came to acceptand respect those credentials as documenting performance, itwould be very helpful
Our programs have been heavily focused on those in need, andthat is appropriate However, within the category of those in need,we have to start making distinctions between those who are moti-vated to improve their lot and those who are not, and this kind ofmechanism would help to do that.
The CHAIRMAN Did you hear the other panel on the individual-ized plan that has been mentioned here? This is a counterpart atan early stage of development, isn't it, when a person is in educa-tion and a program relates to wor.k?
I think that personalized planning is somewhat imilar in itsreach as the performance standard would be at a later stage ofsupportive etiort.
Dr PAcioat.,1 think that is exactly right.,The problem is, how to.do it without dreating an excessive paperwork burden. .The new technology may permit us to do so. Unfortunately,when a youngster drops out of school, he drops out of the paper-work system, too Ele is lost sight. of. We need a system associated

not so much with an institution but with a youngster himself. Ifthev get training outside the school, that also goes on the record,and he has a record which is meaningful to a potential employer,whether that meaningful experience or education was achieved inthe school system or the CETA system or in a vocational operationof some other sort.
Yes, there is a very direct connection between the two concepts.The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Sawhill, your report will be forthcoming. I

am wondering if you could give us -a little advance?
On page 11, you talk about the options of increasing job opportu-nities. Included are macroeconomic stimulation, targeted job cre-ation -certainly that has been a part of our program, and antidis-

crimination activitieswe have had great experience with that.There are two others which you have listed, one of which isreducing the number of undocumented workers. I am not sure Iunderstand exactly what that means. I gather it means legalizing?
Dr. SAWHILL. No; it means trying to prevent the flow that iscoming over the border..
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
The one that has a big red flashing light here, I did not hear

mentioned until now, and that is, minimum wage reduction. .This comes on as a popular answer by about-40 peicent of thisorganization, the Senate. I want.to keep it no higher than that,because it impresses me that this is a real snare and delusion, touse a minimum wage, a subminimum wage for Ahe young commu-nity.
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With a subminimum wage you will get what we simplistically
call deadend jobs, jobs that will last as long as the subminimum
wages permitted under law, with the employee ring out the back
door, and a new employee eligible for the subminimum coming in
the front (Sion That is how it looks to me.

There is also the problem of displacement of adult workers. The
subminimum wage is fraught with .pitoblems. It also might be
fraught with some that I have not mentioned yet--youth attitudes,
and wh'ether they have that feeling here that: We are again
second-class citizens.

Dr. PACKER. I just mentioned--
Dr. SAWHILL. May I answer that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; addressed to Dr. Sawhill.
Dr. SAWHILI.. I would tend to agree with most of the points you

made, and would want to underscore several of them. Our research
suggests that although the cost of employing youths does make a
difference, and although employers are sensitive to costs, we do not
think that tampering with the minimum wage would have any
makjor impact. -

It would carry other costs which may nOt be very acceptable, and
for that reason, I do not think it is a very good idea. It is difficult
to target it, and as you mentioned, the tax credit can be targeted
on certain groups of youth. As you also implied, youth might not
take the jobs at a lower wage. So although we felt that we had to
address it as a policy option, because as you suggest it is very much
discussed, I think for lots of reasons, we have come to the conclu-
sion at the staff level anyway, that it does not make a great deal of
sense to modify the minimum wage.

The CHAIRMAN. This has been very, very stimulating for me, and
.it will be for the members who follow this discussion in our hear-
ing record It will be very useful when we get around the table here
and start talking abotit the legislation.

Maybe written questions will follow. Will that be all right?
Dr. SAWHILL. Ye&
Dr. OSWALD. Yes.
Mr. SCHIFF. Yes.
Dr. PACKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will be in recess.
[The following was received for the record:1

e.

4 ()1,)
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they could through World War I find employment in unskilled jobs, farming,
, or'donestic work, which did not require acquisition ol secondary school

competencies.
A

la addition, tite tchsologiial revolution which altto develoOed within
the past quarter of a century has increased the need for all secondary Studentsto acquire life role4competendes,..

Me fact is tpcie are some new and whine changes around us and among us
that just did not e*Ist before 1950 and are unparalleled in our history as. a
mit ion:

1., There is television to influence our minds.
2. Mere zere jet airplanes to quickly transport us.
3. There are computers that monitor and mesmerize us.
4. There are transistors to anise us
S. There _Are freeway maws to zip us to the suburbs.
0. There are shopping malls of plenty and convenienee.
7. more are visitations to the moon and expkwation of space..

. There are di scotheques influenc ing behavior.
9, Mere are Holiday Inns and many motor inns to accomodate

t rave ers .
0. Mere are credit cards to purchase our pleasures,

1 I There are. 4,:rozen foods and hounti fill supermarkets' that
have changed our family habits.

I.:. And 1,,:Donahl's and the. fast food craze that have changed.
the 4,,ftl we vat

Over ha I t of' al I Americans take these events for granted, as if they
alhars existed anct the other half fail to appreciate their full implications
upon the gehool iog\process. 'These markeilplace convenknces did not exist
tor white's or Haas, rich or poen-, north or louth, prior to the Second half' of the 20th cvntIOT.

.

These market place conilenienCeS have brought into the homes of the massesa percept ion of the good i ma.instreet II. S . A . , mid have raised the level
of a;q.)i rat ion of thoe prev ious 15, screened out of the schools. That, in
e,,sence wha t t hose remarks a re a 11 about .

Thert - is an urgent need to fonnulate.a national policy frameWork on
min) and .young adult oinploment which can be uSed to evaluate specifie
firoy ram; and proposals.

khe f i rt pr Inc iple of stic ci f rimiework i4+ whether there should be a
di roc- t hiQh sclu)cil St lidt:nt. acqui r enigaariTh_tv

And a '1O), outirtimitv..r-r-haD'e've'r.hi7Fo srailinTIT: Nee Ajwnttx A)

,41,ch framoh,ork was fOnaulated in 1935 as public policy when the nation,'
decided ther should he d direct rept kinship between employment mid an
ont i t lenient io a de.c.ent vet rement level by .enacting. into law the Social
L;ectiri tv Sys toni.

016
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- Since edncat Ion, emri o NMI t -and lint t lenient have emerged, in my opinion;
as the ehren. irst -crit i`car %legiiiints or fe and corrospoml voy
closely: to present I fo qoles , it seem4 [nevi tablelhat these three !tegmtmts
now he direct ly linked. rvo.if today forty- four years later two of the

ernent---n
uni versa I coverage and equity for women. It may take another SU years to

c ...interface educat ion and employment even I f we .1.1eg in 110A..

Since Ilrown vs . the Ward Of' Fallicat Ion of Torka i 95.4, the role of
the school has beep di:aidaiicarly ciruijeJ Alth.04,11- educi t Ion cont tondo to
be vd hied and a hiPi premiinn in the 'nat ituC, the inst itut )1t that delivers
a large proport ion et" that education, the pH ic school is not as highly
valued.

. .
sttine print. ipte reason far this current di lemma is that the puhl lc schbol

has a I wfv, s lwen 1"ii. "the ya-.1" 11-tith-V- 11-A-1-0-1i1;+- ""FiVarTc-,"c revile f"
tican f ht," nat I on "Freift- "Ili is- Fit:II:X-11re. has 1;een

.we 11 :=.e"rYekl hv. 1-11"o puhl . "":"

._;lhare i , however, All naQd to I ink Oducat I On and employment . Such
a linkage current I v cx ists het r yen our ,,chool systems and t he higher educat ion
inst trio ions in terms of federal assistance ond state pr6grams.

In this revect the dec I ming hut h rate. may /*ad to a change in the
supp y/demand picture for youth and voting adul t s further aggravat ing' the
si tuat inn. *

I1'kt bout .111 0-t tAlit tolled I inkage now t hose in the I oWer ha 11 of the normal
rtirve; 1he-dinorit I os ni d tlproportillkate numbli:.; may find theinse Ives further
di,advant:wed, and the ri) le of tile 'pub! ie,s.choo furl hOr wvakened,

"MIN" two Years ne hearings, meet logs and reptrrts, the Youth Task Torre.
t t he Nat loier I comilj.cs ion on I pp ovifxsot poi icy made' seven recomMendat ions

in regard to what should take p lacv terms -of a federal, init mat lye.

A 1 t houg h. t may t:ike inany va ii ,i t fashion a comp rehen s. i ye ii ukago
between edio.":It ioo and the ire . for a MI t iona I youth employment .

pa icy raincs,ork is rim.,

. Further:tore, I be! i eve throe insNdionss t award such a f-romei,ork could
he *s 1.ah11:heA hy federal ((Tim tat, ion that would requi re:

I.
2.

An agreement an and ine:1,11t;lh I c C.Inp59y.ah itv Ajj 1,4
rach 'OM 4Chlit, I l'et.'d clog Irder-ar to
p ropa re. .111 irith v uItitI crup-Iurtlu r each
student .

NtOklenti at gradualin nho were cart ill ed. extern
a 1.; that t hey ool,...e.;SeztTEH,10,thilito.coropetencles would
be voranteed lobs thv stcteg. Thi Could bq tunple
mented }iv "Tede'ral liIttt ion pr6viding,..inatehinge,funds
tu ,;tate'. that hccariv thv emplmvr of la,,t resort for
all IS throuvh 2I vrir olj. rhe

A
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of the state would be to assist thoseinc apply to
. locate jobil tn the privets sector. (nly after that
effort failed would the state be required to,contract
in the public seCtor or senores Jobs.

The eatab3.islant ot enplOyebility. skills as the first of the three
compcments is.not as difficult as some )ilmild lead us to bakeye.
igen we,have,identified one dozen qpployability skills essential for
success in the world of workl

l. Functional reading skills
2. EffeCtive writing skills
1. Uffective.verbal skills
4. Practical comottational skills
5. Ability to follow throctions
6 Abi 1 ity to, project mental alertness anephysical

soundness
7. Punctual ity
8: Report to assignments consistently
9. Enthusiasm for one's assignment.

10. Sense of suitable and appi miate attire
11, Applying and teide rst and ipr requirements ,of the job12. Ability to get along w,h others.

The first six of these cr,loya&j lity skills Can be measured -throughutilization of our 10th grade state ssessment of student needs test, andour 12th grade employability :Ind occ4iat i onal skills test wi 11 measurethrough on the job training and ohserv ivn the reinaining six employabilityski 11 .

Many states are noW movihg toward the improwment of -seclary educationthrough additional funding and specif icity of a different curri forall students.
t..'

As we in Michigan begin to look at the issues facing the senior high ,schools in our state, we see the steps that have to be undertaken to improvethe abi I ity of tbe schools to respond to all their students:

First, thereAust be an assessment.of the students' basicskills as they come into the 10th grade,
15' e:

Second, theremust be several diffevent 'options for students
the overall goals of the school anct comunity.

Third, There must be life role competencies, e.g., thoseiamis in occupational and Tployabilitv endeavors, aesthetic
and !''X *Cie-1ial-6n5 , d ac- i respoiincrines ,

rs.ohAliuld familymanagemeht.twal-WThe schmis thatp repa regbileaTroTTidi available toall. the schoolsin the state, and there must be a mens of asses!;ing students'
performance in these conipetenc ies ,

S0411 0 - 10 - 20 4 1
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--- Fourth, there austle incentive *Venable to the senior
FaiFiChoods to encqurage them to implehent the life tole
competencies into their school program.

Ere-schools in an effort to have thee prom die 4. variety
of educational and,employaent cpportunitis that haw an
economy of scale that Is beneficial to students.

4"

And sixth, there ant be a viral link bagmen the Schools,
Job iiiiortonities And job,placerent. low

A
We are a nation of 17,000 autkmorious ithool disteicts With SO states

and six .territories that supervise public instruction. Tie:re currently exists
no pubiic linkage in this decentralized methanism, even thoegh as 4 nation
our enelloyment problems, our energy- problem, and our technological .advances..
tend to force the entire nation toward a single direction.

&Joh a plan would have long term economic development implicationa and to
plocrastinate way shift the emphasis in such a way that the development processis lost. The current youth teneeployment nobler% is mort than juse a supply
and demand issue, and should be addressed in its fullest sense.

I am very pleesed that the National Commission on Elmployment Policy
'realized a need to get involved in the area and created a Youth Task Force
to study possib.le approaches. Chairman Liii Ginzberg arid the Commission'
Iiirector Isabel Sawhin are to he comended.

In its examination. of youth employment problems, the Youth Task Force
,concluded that the problorm. of youth unemployment, especially minority yOuth
unerrployment, can be traced to the failure of many youth io acquire basic
skills or to develop employability skills. These failurea can be attributed
to several causes. The Xask Force concluded that not all of the causes.can
be attacked on all fronts. and that efforts must be concentyated on progrmns and
institutions'that are amendnble to federal policy initiatives.

The Task Force's seven interrelated recomnendations are designed to lead
to imProved °ducat tonal attainment and enhaeced.employability development for
future generations of young peopte who, in the absence of such prograns, are
likely to experience the same errployment problems as their predecessors.

The recOrmandations of the Task Force.are recapitulated as follows:

. The Youth 'Risk Force's firit recommendation is that a new
ariitTnirrrientRi The career education act be enacted In a Moral

granls to state educatTon lieencies. to
too arsTfRis to impTement such programs.a

The Youth Tas orsy's secood rec datigiel h
detailed ifu ea of th interrelg ism) esonok

ty..mpt Wywant

*"Such programa" refers to expanded" care& awareness, vocational
exploration and experienced based education programs.

-5-
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he unAtirtaken by the federal uppti hie loth nit the na t lonal
PTky Wyffi-the Triteiff o arsavo'F

datITYTMal mean's of proviTtt 4oF
wliy;r

.
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The Task 1:twee's third recarnentheilon is that workstudy anclother writ eneil eocc prNyains -liwo 'v Ilia jlie wars("V 'aTrowniceoi, rr TOtfefaT T,be Iriohod hy rtit'itaciFEc
and' hwome to ITi-C-canoilically (11 311a-VillitallE &MIA_ (Tolim-
a:1+11'y are
WEOss-e d-o-O__oblie,xk...11Ttn... ffiCi-6i7Jf.T1-0-11P.

The Task l:aree's fourth- reecinniendat ion is that the federal
iiii,i6iv*.t7rhaila--i.:-dailinTh-iiiieriirTire741-ifFTViliti-a
,.e urvrct.C1Ciivi Iiiiivi- or VeWitTri-!-C--Iii-it -thil ii-iiiivanz-Greill
lkeliay,,--461111MTe7,kijitgii;ilikteiinliiiitse_piglliii

-.. Which .Wkirk"'&4(11-1 -terms o-f p: c lis youth in-fh-e pfiviife
secToi; aill IF leiiir iir ihi)- iiTeaTon -o-r staliyoulli on -Fobs
En"the: "Trl"Iiiite- !--,-6-eiiiT. --K-

'rite 'I'ask Force's fifth recammehttat ion is to consolidate
fhe vairaus yotilb -pi%rams, w'illi nit exceeforiortro--
eiitTflemeiff ilemonsIrallon, Tar)one yolifh OM wilt-a,
isliiilcs elyb-ITITZT:filFE-on, jiiiilri proyillei-iietiTe-i-Thrtlia pragTun en tin aiiia-rinfiEirrbasis. -. u-ra-ii7finnice
riiiiiht iaToThe pr ree sponsors iiio-noztfiltty the need
to -proviZte compreTiensive serirei7;; taTiora to h-e nom 3 ortlie I r youth mil ation and al; reAoutteA avilla ent-Tora117..

The TatiQlorce's' ti-ixth reconnendation Lii the estaeishmentor irktTeral mluirsmentliEhrtli-iftus tirifor a tchln&
irant.srokass.'beccine emplOysrs OT the-Trrst resort Tri Those
etises where7 y mast opTe have complit-0-Te uTaTikaT%i
or lurve L.:-.---Retet a_program tualF. an emplsymenf an tralnhis,aaTiiii.-. have Vad Ir elivilii abill y. cortffieTV CFO
filTiei;' iiiir a-liable iVIVT-eitiTar iiii-iiihn irrietripltrent .

iific. . tates TATioyment Serileu. am with Slate assis-

IV Task Po rce's sei4eattk,and final hoortmeadat ion ts that aux*WET riiFirinkjuiMny ra-i. tralninLErokrams certATIA
ia-Viince IliatiFey :wee vilfh flie es-WA rsrledoiiiiiTrirds
al-Measurable Trogram '6W:el velt-o-ss in terms --61-has-R.-WITT-Ind
614iTobillly,stiTI arthl nmeii-1 . rel. eiTrEat 1 tS-C-6' "'''T1 h_ at t a_in:rittift 13 -to hi, trotermineir11 an..1.--ok oxf-e,fliiiTTiit
ii:iFfill-eiiraiiirliiiiiie-7.1i-oftiiin7- .,

..
It may take the federal Rove nlwit several years to (Mctiss appropriate .

strategies for implementing these reeommendations,but in the statenAMichigan.'as I noted earlier, efforts have been moving steadily toward attal t of thepr ine i p le of an Went i fi able set of emloyaht 1 i tv 0 1.1 l s and individual emplov-.ah i li til LI an far CaZin-Fiiro-FillifFiChaiif stutial:',--iii7 'MC stateHailayitheaFtwer or the last resort._
.

- tt%
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'. Legislation hes been drafted for introduction In the 19001egis1ative
melon to Ipplement both concepts: The employability skills in 1980, the,
Individual Wmployability Ptan (tEP) in the fall of 081, and the 11We as
employer of last resort in 1983. Copies of the proposed legislation areaVeilable upcm request.

,

Whether states utilize tho idea of education-work coUncil
by.Willard Wirtz inLterms of job identification and the empl
job placeemnt areOptional.

s proposed
nt service (or

^ '
The primary principle being pursued by these pro posals iOnot complicated

or difficult to comprehend: 1 1?

FIRST: Public high schools must be given more
supd

port if,they
are to bettor respond to the heterogeneity tbat nOw,
exists amoog their clients.

SECCiNA: Youth and young adults must be made awnre.of the specific
criteria,that is expected of them as they wiper senior
high schools in thiS era of competency training,

illIRD: States that require yotmgsters tOstay ta schqpl from
6 to 16, must assume a new role of being retpilled to
asNist those youth 16 to 18 who acquire employability
skills to get jbbs if that is an option which.they
purstle.

There ls nothing "welfarist" about this proposal. It is eMbedded
.11 in the'14st traditions of education eccountability.and the principles'of
our capitalistic enterprise.

.t

I.
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A ISTEP TOWARD MEETING THE
FULL EMPLOYMENT NEEDS OF YOUTH

-TPliarCAN THE COUNOL OF CHIEF,STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS DO TO POSITIVELY

IMPACT THCITLOYMENT PREPARAWN Of MUTH AND YOUNn ADULTS?'

ow%
SINCE THE PAiSAGE OF n4E VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENEMENTS.OF 1116,

THERE HAVE BEEN SIGNIFICANT 1111rA0EMENTS'IN THE VCCATION6L EDUCATiON

PROGRAMSAROSS THE NATION. -LIKEWISE, "THE CAREER EDUCATION MOVEMENT Cf

THE 197n HA4'SHIFTED.1HE EDAUCTION EMPHASIS TO PROVIDEI MORE PRACTICAL

CAREER. PERSPECTIVE FOR ALL YOUTH. HEAVY RELIANCE ON ADVISORY COMMITTEES

COMPOSED OF INDIVIDUALS FROM THE COMMUNITY, BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY IS

ALtO ANOTHER INDICATOR OF A POSITIVE STEPIN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. WHILE4

MASSIVE CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS CAN BE HIGHLIGHTED, THE FACTS INDICATE

iHAT THERE PS MUCH TO BE ACCOMPLISHED IF AS A PATION WE ARE TO REALLY

PROVIDE THE NECESSARY LINKAGE BETWEEN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT. THE

FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE SOME.INDICATORS OF THE NEED FORUMPROVED LINKAGE;

1, GENERAL UNEMPLOYMENT REMAINS AT 3.2 PERCENT IN MICHIGAN, HOWEVER,

YOLTH EXPERIENCE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF 21.5 PERCENT, THE UNEMPLOY.-

MENT RATE OF NON.WHITE Yount, AGE 16-19, ISMA PERCENT. THESE

MICHIGAN STATISTICS ARE NCT UNLIKE THOSE FOUND IN OTHER STATES,

A

2. WE ARE INDEED IN AN "EMPLOYMENT CRUNCH"IsIT IS AN EMPLOYERS MARKET-

__...WHiRE-TWE-GOMPETITIONO-iXiSTING POSITIONS IS KEEN, WHICH MEANS

THAT NEW STRA4EGIES MUST BE EMPLOYED.

3, EVEN WITH CHANGING LIFESTYLES, ,NWORK REMAINS.ATOAE CENTER° POR THE

1.4AST MAJORITY.Cf TODAY'S ADULT AMERICANS. YOUTH (14-4)' AND YOUNG

ADULT (18-21) ARE SEEKING ENTRANCE INTO THE LABOR.FOROE IN INCREASING

NLPBERS.
k

4 4 ('t)
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4. THE COU4SELIN6 FLNCTION AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL CONTINUES TO BE

. BAISED TINARD CONTINUED EDUCATION AND AWAY FROM DIRfCT EMPLOYMNT.

5, MOST MINORITY YOUTH ARE EkTREKLY DISADVANTAGED IN COVETING FOR

JOBS THROUGH THE NORMAL CHANNELS,

6. IN RECENT YEARS, STATES AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAVE FOCUSED

INCREASED ATTENTION ON 1HE NEED TO BETTER LINK EDUCATION AND

EMPLOYMENT.

7, TWUCHOUT THE COUNTRY THERE HAS BEEN MUCH TO DO ABOUT THE EMPLOY-.

OENT OF YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS, AS ONE RESpONSE TO THE PRCELEM,

THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT WAS PASSED IN 1974.

THIS ACT PUT GREATER.EMPHASIS ON VOCATIONAL-EDUCATION AND ON-TIE-

JOB TRAINING, TRADITIONALLY, VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND NOW CETA

PROGRAMS HAVE FOCUSED LOON THE ACOUISITUROF (ra/PADAMALSJULJ.51.

AND, TO THE DISMAY OF MARY WHEN THE SPECIFIC OCCUPATION-HAS TEI

HATED; THE INDIVIDUAL IS NOT PREPARED TO COMPETE FOR ANOTHER Jqa,

IN THE MARKETPLACE.

. BECAUSE OF THESE SEVEN CONDITIONS, EXISTING EFFORTS MUST BE ENHANCED

-1f-WE ARETO-CCNTINUETO MAKE,INROADSANTO THE EDUCATIONAL/ENLOYNENT PROBLEMS'

FACED HY `MTH. NEW LEADERSHIP AND MOTIVATION TS REOUIRED. NO LONGER CAN__

WE CONTINUE TO RELY ON THE TRADITIONAL APPROACHES. WHILE THE EXISTING
_

EMPHASIS ON VOCATIONAL AND &CUPATIONAL EDUCATION MUST RECEIYE CONTINUED'

- SUPPCRT,, THOSE SKILLS.IHAT TRANSFER. FRCM JOB TO JOB NEED ENPANDED RECOG-

NITION AND SUPPORT.

-2-
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?HIS IS %HERE THE COUNCIL CAN HAVE APPbSITIVE IMPACT ON LINKING THE

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND THE EMPLOYMENT WORLD, IT CAN:

Anace_teLLEADERSHIP-2-11.14TAEcconzEs_Aka_PRaiaTESIK_PREPARATION.

OF YOUTH WITH THESE JOB TRANSFERABLE SKILLS,

2. ,PROVIDE MOTIVATION TO VARIOLM AGENCIES TO PLACE EMPHASIS ON YOUTH

ATTAINMENT OF THESESKILLS,
,

3, STIMULATE.LEADERS IN EDUCATION, BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY TO DEVELOP

PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIONALTROGRAMS. ,/

4, ENHANCE THE hGRKING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIOUS AGENCIES IN 1HE

COMMUNITY,

TO PROVIDE A BETTER fiNDERSTANDING OF WHAT IS NEEDED, LET ME HICOJCHT

A CRITICAL AREA IN WHICH THE COUNCIL yAN MAKE A SUBSTANTIAL_ CONTRIBUTION,

"THESE TRANSFERABLE SKILLS, SKILLS.WHICH.A PERSON TRANSFERSTROMAE J.00 VD

THE NEXT, ARE REFERRED-TO 114 MICHIfAN AS Etruman...m...smu. FOCUSING

eATTENTION ON SPECIFIC EMPLOYABILITY SKILLi WHICH ARE TRANSFERABLE IN THE

MARKETPLACE IN TERMS OF BOTH IN-SCHOOL PREPARATION AND OW7HE-JOB.TRAINING

PROGRAMS COULD 60 A LONG WAY IN BETTER LINKING EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT.

THE nUESTION NCW BECOMES "WHAT REALLY ARE THESE.EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS?*

OCCIPATIONAL SKILLS AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS ARE OFTEN THOUGHT Cc AS BEING:

SYNONOMOOS, WHEN ACTUALLY THERE IS A VERY DISTINCT. DIOERENCE BETWEEN THE

:BOO,

OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS ARE USUALLY VERY.TECHNICALLY ORIENTED AND JOB-TASK

RELATED, AND.TEND TO BE WHAT IS PROVIDED IN VOCATIONAL EDOCATION.' EMPLOYABILITY

SKILLS APE DEFINED BY THE MIGHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EbLCATION AS *THOSE SKILLS,

f.
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KNOWLEDGE, BEHAVIONt, AND JUDGMENTS NEEDED TO SECUREJICATAIK AWA10E0

AND TERM/AM JOB (OTHER THAN OCCUPATIONAL OR TECHNICAL SKILLS),"
.

!. armme 4 Mr lei us 14 BIN 11' a A

LONGLIMAN.ACDUIRINCu ANDAIRIDALLY ItFOSSIBLE '11LCONIRAS.L.'

QCDUPATIONALSKIILIIIAYE-BEEFLEAS:LID CF-FRILA.SHORT.I.WEIN_ACCUIRIAGA.

EASY ID ttA1iLRE BULJELNaLRANSEERALL IT HAS; THEREFORE, BEEN

lOtSIER TO MADE TRAINING IN TECHNICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS FOI1, THOSE

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDOTION PROGRAM. WHAT IsE ARE PROPOSING

ARE A SET,OF EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS POR ALL STUDENTS,

THERE SEEMS TO BE, rRCM THE GROWING EVIDENCE OF JOS SEETERS,A NEM'

TO PINPOINT SOME OF THE C(NVON EMPLOYABLE SKILLS THAT EVERY WORKER NEEDS

11) POSSESS, A REVIEW OF TtE, LITERATURE SUGGESTS THAT IN ADDITION TO

OCCUPATIONAL SI9LLS, THE FOLLUdINK; ONE DOZEN EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS ARE

ESSENTIAL FOR SUCCESS IN THE WORLD OF WORK:

14 PUNCTUALITY

2. .REPORT TO ASSIGNMENTS CONSISTENTLY

3, ENTHUSIASM FOR ONE'S ASSIGNITNT

4. SENSE OF SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE ATTIRE

5, FINCTIONAL READINC SKILLS'

6, EFFECTIVE WR)TING SKILLS

7, EFWTIVE, VERBAL SKILLS

PRACTjCAL COMPUTATIONAL-SKILLS

9, APPLYING AND. INDERSTANDM REOUIREMENTSOF THE JOB

10. ABILITY TO GET ALONG NTH OTHERS

11, ABILITY TO FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

12. ABILITY TO PROJECT hENTAL ALERTNESS AND PHYSICAL SOLNDNESS

-

4 19
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'

WHILE SKiLLS tO FIND AND GET (.106 SEEKING) A JOBARE ONLY ONE FART

OF THE EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS, IT MAY WAyeEribRTHAMILE TO EXAMINE WHAT.THE

'-----447RA1IREP.SAYS-A8015T-

NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF THE WORK EXPERIENCES OF MALE YOUTH PROM

10,69, SAUNDERS ATEMPTED TO DETERMINE WHETHER PARTICULAR JOB'FINDING
.

TECHNIOOES COULD BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS Of THE

YOUTH OR WITH THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB ITSELF -.1
SANDERS FOUND

TIE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS Of AGE AND EDUCATION TO Ef OF MDST IMPORTANCE
. -

WITH YOLNGER.AND LESS-EDUCATED YOUTH RELY* MORE ON INFORMAL CHANNELS,
7

I.E., FRIENDS ANORELATIVES AND DIRECT APPLICATION FOR JOB INFORMATION.

OEDUCATIONAL LEVEL INCREASER, THERE WAS AN INCREASE IN.THE USE'OF MOREL.

..

'FCRMAL TECHNIOUES, ESPECIALLY SCHCCL PiACEMENT SERVICES.

THE Jes -FINDING CHANNELS USED DID MAKE,A,DIFFERENCE IN. THE KINII0Of JOB

AND THE FAY'RECEMD.1.4..GEliERAL iSHITECOLLAR-...CaS-WERE FOUND IIY-1140SE-

hMO RfLIED ON FORMAL ME4HOOS, THOSE WHO UTILIZED LESS FORMAL METHODS USUALLY

LOCATED BLUE-COLLAR JOBS. WITH THUXCEPTION Of THE USE Of SCHOOL EMPLOYMENT'

SERVICES, FORMAL OHANNELS.C6NSISTENTLY PRODUCED HIGHER PAYING JOBS. THERE

IS ALSO A HIGH CORRELATION BETNEEN THESE FACTORS AND RACE OR ETHNIC ORIGIN,

DISAINANTAGED YOUTH CONTINUE TO HAVE THE MOST DIFFICULTY IN THE JCS`

SEEKING PoocEss. Tills IS PERHAPS DUE TO HAVING THEIR ACHIEVEMENTVALUES

NEGATIVELY AFFECTED BY A SERIES Cr FRUSTRATIONS AND DEFEATS. 'THE ASSUMPTION

THATERIENDS AWRELATIVES ARE UNABLE TO DIRECT THEM TOWAP GOOD JOBS ECfS

NOT DESCRIBE WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS. THE LEVEL Of INFORMATION'KNOWN A.T.Dau THE

LABOR MARKET, AL6NO WITH THE ABILITY TO EXERCISE A VARIETY OF JOB LOCATION

.

1SAUNDERS, DAVID N. "THE,COMANY YOUTH KEEP: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSI;..91F JOB
FINDING AMONG YOUNG MEN.' PH.D. DISSERTATION.BRYN, MAWR COLLECE, 4/5'PAGES.

,

4 5: )
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METHODS/ SEEPS TO BE PORE .pRITICAL, THE EFFORTS SHOULD g0T,BE P3 DI4-

COURAGE THE USE' OFAKFORMAL CHANNfLS NOR PD ENCOLRAGE THE USE OF FORMAL

CHANNELS. BUT .RATHER 1e-fireouRAfe- I. 'WA' 2111

4

-WAY AND TO MAKE MORE INFORMED AND CO4CIOUST:HOICES AMONWVARIOUS JOB

sylpcm 117HO1)S.
11,

UTILIZING CAREELEDUCATION. AS THE DELIVERY SYSTEM AND ADDING AN

DIDIKIDUALELT LQXABIUIfL.AN ALONGWITH GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT/ 4/5 OF

WHICH WOULD BE IN THE PRIVAli SECTOR,COULD ADDRESS MANYOF THE SCHOOL

ALATED PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POOR AND MINORITIES.

IN A WORT OF RESEARCH STUDIES PREPARED BY CARKHUFF ASSOCIATES, INC.

ur WAS CONCLUDED THAT A PERSON NEEtS No THINGS'IN ORDER TO OBTAIN JOB

PLACEMENT, (1) IlifflitiATIOft ABOUT POSSIOLE OPPORTUNITIES, AND (2) mous
TO BE ABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WHATEVER OPPORTUNITIES EXIST.24 .I.10ST FRE-

OtENTLY, THEItTERATLRE CITES THE POLLOWING RIFTEEN INFOR44TION-100AS:

1. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.

2. OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

3. JOB PATTERNS .

.4, CURRENT OPENINGS

JOB REOUMMENTS

6. TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

7. WORK EXPERIENCES.

8. POTENTIAL, WORK PROBLEMS

9. APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

,

1U. U.S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

11. PERSONAL -ASSETS AND CIABILITIES

tAKR ttnoNs

tAcit tAws

2
CARINUFF, R.R.; PIERCE, R.M.; FRIEL/ LW.; AND WILLIS,. D.G. EFAAJOBA MEM,
'MASSACHUSETTS: HUMAN.RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PRESS; Ig(5..-6-

,



14, 'MAK OERMTS, AND

15. I DISCRIMINAT/OttOWS

SIMILARLY, A VARIETY OF SKILLS IS NEEDED IN ORDER TO FACILITATE me

PLACEMENT PROCESS. MDSTOFIEN'CITED ARE!

CRAL AND WRI TIEN COMUNiCATI ON

2. READII+6

3, COPFUTATP)4

4. SELF7ASSESSMENT

5. IDENTIFYING EMPLCHMENT OPPORTUNITIES

6. :JOB AssEsstirrr

7, WRITING APPLICATION LETTERS

81 FILLING 04T APPLICATIONS

zewtems mates -
10, TEST TAKING

11. PLNCTUALITY

J2. INTERVIEWING

13, SELF-MARKETING

14. FOLLOWING UP INTERYIEWS,,

15, PRESENTING A POSITIVE ATTITUDE

GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

17. DEPENDABILITY

18, INTERNSHIP SKILLS

19, JoB MAINTENANCE

20, JOB PROMOION

21. TERMINATING A JOB

4 2
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NODOUITCPLTERS AND THE JOBS'FOR WHICH-THEY MUST FIND EMPLOYEES.

ARE Ai DIFFERENT AS ONE CAN Opssliiy IMAGINE. HCWEVER, THERE ARE SOME

----AGREEMENTS-AS-T

ADE INCLUDE SUCH THINGS AS THE FOLLOOING lEN:

Os

. .

: ."

1, ,UNSUITABLE APPENARACE

2. REQUEST OF UNREALISTIC WAGES

4. 3, UNRUSINESSLIKE.ATTITUDE ORNAVIOR

4. QUESTIONS ASKED GIVE 4HE IASSION'OF NOT WANTING TO. W2RK

5.; EXTREM4ERV0USNESS
,c

6.. UNFRIENDLY MANNER

7. FAILURE TO BE ON TIME FCR THE INTERVIEW

8. BRNGIAG MOTHER PERSCN ALONG WHEN APPLYING FOR THE JOB

'9. GIVING ItiP111;s,g0N OF IT ALL"

), 111.. uNFAMILIAR LANGUAGE PHASES

WHILE IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO DISCUSS. ALL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS HERE,

TH3SE DEALING WITH KEEPING A JCS CANNOT BE BY-PASSED. DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS,

NEEDED TO REMAIN EMPLOYED ARE AS CRITICAL AS THCSE NEEDED FOR JDB SEEKING!

erthelLSIRVEYIREAALINA/JAEFITLITCELTEMNATIONs ARP.'DIE TO pFHAVJORS

MEP 11 iRLIKISWECILx4LATELLMIEMIcAL.20 OccUPATIONALSKILLS, FOR

EXA-PPLE/ BOBB IT REPCRTED THE ikatING AS BEHAVIORS MOST OFTEN RESULTING0

IN JOB TERMINATICN:

ABSENTEE1sM

2: ',I-TARDINESS

3,e,i'LACK OF mOTIyATION

3
.,.

. .

.BOBBITT, FRANKROBINSON, BOYD F.; AND'SEROWIK, FAITH.
ILIF.SaleS,LMNALF,CfLINSMiTINCLADULLIJAIRLILLSEEP

.

MANPOWER,OD 14ELIC AFFAIRS, MICHIGAN STATE LNIVERSITY,
MARCH, IWO, PAGE% ,' 1,

;!
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.1. 4, IRRESPONSIBILITY

5, LACK OF CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

-

6, INASILITY TO FC1.1004HSTROCT4ele---

7. INABILITY TO WORK INDEPENDEMLY

iL INABILITY TO PEET DEADLINES

9, UNABLE TO ACCEPT .CRITICISM, AND

10. FAILURE TO GET ALONG VIITH Co-HCOKERS

, THE ANSWER To THE QUESTICN RAISED EARLIER ABOUT hHAT REALLY ARE

epLOYABILITY SKILLS' SHouLD BE .CLEARLY uNFOLDING. THE AMERICAN gbOISTr

AND-THE EDUCAMNAL SYS1EM HAVE A VERY DIFFICULT.TASK. AHEAD CIF THEM IF

THEY APE- TO.PREPARE YOulH AND YUNG ADULTS"WITH E4PLOYABILITY SKILLS.

CLEARLY, IT Is POCH EASIER TO TEN3-04 PERSON TO CLEAN A CARBLRETCO THAN

-MBE PLNCTUAL OR DEPENDABLE; OR TO TAKE.INVENTURY THAN TO BE RESPONSIBLE

AND SHOw INITIATIVE; OR TO OPERATE A WARIER TERMINAL THAN TO GET ALO1 6*.a-
iliTH CO-HoRKERS OR'TO AOEEPT CRITICASM. :

/.
IN AN ;IallEmPrib sar AT A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS AND APPROACH ra SUCH.

:SKILLB,.THE VO&TIoNAL-TECHNICAL EDUcATION SERVICE Of THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT

Cf,EDUcATION ISSUED A. REOLEST FOR-PROPOSAL ON CCTOBER L 1976, TO FOCUS ON'

IHE.FCILOWINC:

1. IDENTIFICATION AND vALIDATION OF.A COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF EMPLOYMENT

SKILLS.

r 2, DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL CURRICULUA i6 ASSIST'STUDENTS AN ACPUIRINC;

SUCH SKILLS.

5, IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATICN OF CCMPEiENCIES ANSTRUOTORS NEED TO4.

%LIVER SU:H A CURRICULUM. .

,

I.

11
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4, DESIGN AND MOT TESTING OF PROGRAM TO DELIVER &COMPETENCY-BASED

TRAINING PROGRAM WHICH TEACHES EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS.

5. TRAININC,Cf WORKSHOP FACILITATORS IN THE AREA,

6. AssEsseENT pE atm_ DISTRICTS TO DETERMINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS AND

EDUCATOR RESPONS IBILITI ES

.0 . 7. FIELD TESTING AND TRAINING PROGRAM ON THE EDUCATORS UTILIZING TIE

FACILITATORS.

1

THE END REsuLT.or nits EFTNT HAS BEEN A CURRICULUM OF SPECIFIC EMPLOY-

ABILITY SKILL COMPETENCIES FOCUSED AROLIND THE THEME "DEVELOPMENT 'OF EMPLOY-

ABILITY SKILLS INCREASES THE ODOS, OR CHANCtS OF FINDING, GETTING, AND KEEPING

A JOB." THAT IS REALLY WHAT 11 IS'ALL ABOUT EQUIPPING YOUTH AND YOUIG

ADULTS WITH SKILLS DD MCRE EQUALLY COMPETE IN THE MARKETPLACE.

, IF THE CONCEPT OF PULL-EPPLOYMENE IS EVER TO.APPROACH REALITY, THEN

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOUTH AND YOUNG.ADULTS HAVE THE NECESSARY EMPLOYABILITY

SKILLS TO ACQUIRE AND MAINTAIN A COMPETITIVE JOB IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR OR TO.

MOVE FROM GOVERNMENT SUBSMIZED EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING TO A JOB IN THE ,

"REGULAR" LABOR MARKET.
a

THE COUNCILOF CHIEF STATE SCilOOL OFFICERS CAN BP INSTRLFENTAL IN SEEING

THAT AMERICAN YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS HAVE ACCESS TO PROGRAMS THAT PROVIDE IN-''i

STRUCTIONyOR THE DEVELOFtENT Of EMPLOYABILIT:( SKILLS; THE COLNCIL,NEEDS TO

VERIFY DIE MOST CRITICAL EfrPLOYABILITY.SKILLS AND TAKE AGGRESSIVE STEPS ,TO
.

HAVE O,E,T.A. TRAINING AND-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS PCORPOPATi SPECIFIC

II.INSTRLCTIONAL PROGRAMS AND VERIFICATION THAT ENROLLEES HAVE DEMONSTRATED
_

ATTAINMENT OF -ftIESE SKILLS. 'AGGRESSIVE STEPS SHOULD ALSO BE TAKEN TQ GET

4 55
4
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3.

SCHOOLS AND C,E.T,A. PROGRAMS V3 REDEFINE THE ROLE ANn I1ESPONSIBILI1Y or

COLNSELORS TOkk,INCLUDE THAT Cf ASSISTiNc YOUNG PEOPLE TO DEVELOP EMDLOY-

ABILI,TY SKILL COMPETENCE, SLCH STEPS COULD GO A LOW WAY IN FOCUSING. NATIONAL

ATTENTION ON THE LACK OF AN INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM FOR MOVING STUDENTS, PARTICU-
Z>
TO WORKROCI1S,LAMY INNER CITY mmoRtre mini, FROM CLAS

., 4

IN.ADDITION TO THOSE ALREADY CITED ADV ,ES OF PROVIDINT; LEADERSHIP

AND SLPPORT FOR MIS NEW THRUST, THE AIX)PTJ.I OF SUCH A PROGRAM BY THE COUNCIL

411

Cf CHTEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS COULD HAVE SEVERAL SICNIFICANT IMPACTS UPON

YOUTH pucATIoN AND EMPLOYMENT:

1. IT WOULD BE THE FIRST TIVE.A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION IDENTIFIED A

ISPECIFIC SET OF MEASURABLE EXPECTATIONS FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS,

2, IT WOULD GIN,,E STUDENTS SOME SPECIFIC CRIIERIA OF WHAT WAS TO BE

EXPECTED IN SEEKING AND MAINTAINING A JOB IN THE MARKETPLACE,

3. IT WOULD PLACE A UNIFORM CHALLENGE ON C,E,T,A PROGRAMS AND SCHOOLS

TO PREPARE CLIENTS NOT CNLY WITH OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS BUT, MORE

IMPCRTANTLY, WITH EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS,

EVEN MORE HOPEFUL, 1NROUW THE LEADERSHIP OF THE COUNCIL, SIGNIFICANT

MODIFICATIONS COULD BE 4DE TO OLR PRESENT SYSTEM BY INTEGRATINO OCCUPATIONAL

AKILLS,WITH EMPLOYABILITY SKIILLS,i THUS, PROVIDING A MAJCR STEP TOWARD FULL

EMPLOWINT OPPORTUNITIES FOR-YOUTH. auctiAsuasouulButpixttralay_Ella

SEEKIALDEBALUVENLif HEALIILIDUCALLONALVELEARE.,51ELVELF.0 .111F-IDEAL_Ift

cusartot-e. DE.YaftelLSI taateimmuzy .11111141Y Of FEWEIA__ANILIEEti

SEEKthraiLtiktEiglattia_PRZRAMIUtt JIY_SELECIEDAT' AILITEMPLIBAINIVE

PARISIf...irizTHF-Aumuuttalm.

Srfil PROGRAIMai THE OUTCCME OF THESE EFFORTS COULD BE STATE CERTIFICATICN OF

0

475
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EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS HHICHWCULD ADD AN ADDITIONAL PRESSURE ONLINE MARKET-

PLACE sYSIEM TOTRovICE JoB OPpoR1UNITIE4FOR YOUTH IN PARTIeULNR UROAN
1

INORI vouns.

AGAIN, MWEvER, siGHT CANNOT BE LOST OF THE IMPACT THE COUNCIL COULD

HAvE.IN THIS PRoCEss AND THE MAJWCONTRIBUTION THAT COULD BE MADE 1!3

.ADCRSS EXISTING EDocATIoNALJEMPLoyMENT PROBLEMS BY PROVIDING THE LEADERSHIP

FCR A IfilifaNT IWO BETwEEN EDucATION AND ALL PHASES Of EMPLOYMENT. THE (,

MUDGE IS CURS:

. .64-11111 0 7 to . 21

%A
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6

SENATOR WILLIAMS AND MEMBERS OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LAOIS

AND YUMAN RESOURCES, I AM JOSEPH P. HAtMON, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT

OPPORTUNITY TO OPFER TESTIMONY AT TN/S COMMITTEE NEARING CONCERNING

ATI UNEMpLOYMENT, EXPECIALLY WINORITY YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT.

THE FOLLOWING PERSPiCTIVE RELATES'TO THE DIMENSIONS, CAUSES

ASP INPLICATIONS OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN Tag CITY OF CHICAGO.
.

%

TUE DIMENSIONS Of YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT CAN BE EXPRESSED IN TWO -

TERMS. FIRST, THE OFFICIAL UNEMPLOYMENT RATE WitCH GIVES THE

PERCENTAGE OF tit CuRRENT YOUTH LABOR FORCE WITHOUT JOBS. THESE

4
ARE TEE YOUTH WHO ACTIVELY SERE JOBS 6 ARE A PART OF THE OFFICIAL'

UNEMPLOYMENT RECORD AND STATISTICS. A-SECOND METHOD OF REPORTING

UNEMPLOYED YOUTH IS TO ESTIMATE THE.PERCENTAGE OF THE POTENTIAL

LASOR FORCE WITNOUT JOBS. THE DIPPERINCE BE:WEEN THE NUMBER OF

YORTN'AVAILABLE FOR JOBS AND TIM MIMICS ACTUALLY WORKING IS THE

EATS OF JOBLESSNESS. THIS IS THE SIGNIFICANT AND CRUCIAL FIGURE

IN DEALING4WITH YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT.
c

IN THE INNER CITY OP CHICAGO, THERE ARE MANY ADULTS AND EVEN

MORE YOUTH WHO NAVE HAD A SERIES OF UNFAVORABLE EXPERIENCES IN THS

LABOR MARKET OVER AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME. THESE UNFAVORABLE.

EXPERIENCES INCLUDE (I) FILING MANY APPLICATIONS AND NOT BEING

CALLED POR AN INTEAVIEW; (2) FAILING EMPLOYMENT PAPER AND PENCIL

TESTS; (3) RAVING MEEJI PROMISED JOBS THAI' NEVER MATERIALIZE; (4)
.

lb.

rEEING PLACED iN A JOS AND LAID OFF AFTER A RELATIVELY SHORT TIME1,

(5) BRING REJECTED FOR LACK OP ADEQUATE TRAINING AND EDUCATION; AND L.

(6) BEING REJECTED FOR A JOB EICAUSE OF PERCEIVED RACIAL BIAS.
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MANY NOW-WHITE YOUTH BECOME FRUSTRATED, CYNICAIPA ALIENATED

AFTER MANY 01, TN! ASOVE EXPERIENCES. THEY MOHR A PARTY OF THE

EiDDEN UNEMPLOYED, AVAILASLE FOR WORK BUT NOT SEEKING IT THROUGH

CNANNELS LINKED TO STATISTICAL RECORDS. ORGANIZATIONS LIKE TN!

011CAGO URBAN LEAGUE, AND SOME LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS,,NAVE ASSESSED

THE RATE Or JOBLESSNESS II THE INNER CITY AMONG NON-WHITE YOUTH,

AND ISTIM TR TT,TO BE 45 TO 60 PERCENT IN SEVEOAL INNER CITY AREAS.%_

ALLOWING FO A REASIINABLI MARGIN OF ROR, THE tOINT IS WHILE THE
% A

DIMENSIONS OF OUTH UNEMPLOYMENT CAN . ERALLY OK CONSIDERED AS A

MAJOR ICOWQHIC,hDSOCIAL PROBLEM, SPECIFICALLY,NON-WHITE T0UT1114.

UNEMPLOYAENT IS A S 1&REI EXPLOSIVE AND OUTRAGEOUS PABLEM. TiNg

PARTICIPATION IN THE J B MARKET OF NON-WHITE YOUTH LIVING IN THE

INNER CITY IS CRITICALLY LOW, INADEQUATE, AND HO,BREN WORSENING

FOR A DECADE. WHILE /HE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES'
I
ANONG WHITE YOUTH

HAvy SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER PARTICIPATION IN TWIABOR,MARKET THAN

DROPOUTS, THE SAME IS NO* TRUE FAA NON-WHITES. 1 \

ONE EXPLANATION 1FOR THIS PHENOMENON. COULD POSSiBLY BE tHE FACT

THAT DROPOUTS DO NOT CONTINUE TO ACTIVELY SEEK EMPLOYMENT AFTER

B EING OUT OF THE JOB MARKET FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OATIME, AND THEY

B ECOME A PART OF. THE JOBLESSNESS RATHER THAN THE OFFIGIAL STATISTICS.

DISTINCTIONS MUST BE MADE BETWSEN THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR WHITE

AND NON-WHITE YOUTH, SINCE /HERE IS A wIps DIFFNRENTIAL. THE UNEMPLOY-,

MINT RATE FOR WHITE YOUTH IS APPROXIMATELY tHr SAME AS rIE JOBLESSNESS

/HE FOUR MAJOR CORRELATES WITH THE EXCESSIVELY HIGH.,NATE OF

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG NON-WHITE INNER CITY YOUTH ARE: (1) THE DWINDLING,

FOR NON-WHITR ADULTS.

- 2 -
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MOVING OUT ANDy/ACK OF UNSKILLED, SEMI-SKILLED AND FACTORy-TYPE'

JOBS FROM THE INNER CITY; (2) SOME RACIAL DISCRIMINNTION EXISTENCE.;

(3) In""TIGNAL 7It L MS DElLfINC FICOMTill HOME, THE WOOL AND
V

TOE COMMUNITY; (4) EWE CHANGING AND CHANGED ATTITUDE& OF INNER CITY

YOUTH TOWARD THE JOS MARKET, ARISING OUT OF auslmq EXPECTATIONS;

AND (5) DISCOURAGEMENT, DESPA/R AND ALIENATION AESULTING FROM A

LACK OF PROGRESS IN 'ALLEVIATING THE PROBLEM 0 ON-WHITE YOUTH

UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE INNER CITY.

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF JOBLESSNESS ON MANY OF OUR YOUTH IS

DIFFpcnr TO ASSESS. WE DO KNOW, HOWEVER, THAT THE LIFESTYLE WHICH

RESULTS FROM PROLONGED UNEMPLOYMENT AND WELFARE LEVELS OF INCON1/4

IS DEVASTATING TO THE.HUMAN SPIRIT, GENERATES DESPAIR, HOPELESSNESS,

AND PLAYS HAVOC WITH THE VALUES WHICH ARE PART OF THR AMERICAN DREAM.

AN.UNDERCLASS OF THR P0011,.ALIENATED FROM THE DREAM AND HOPES OF OUR

SOCIETY, HAVING A SENSE'OF NOT DELON ING TO THE MAINSTREAM, AND
6

FEELING LIKE OUTCASTS IN THEIR OWN L ND, IS BEING EXPERIENCED /N

THE INNER-CITIES'OF THIS'NATION BY JdBLESSNESS.

THE PROBLEM HAS BEEN DEFINED AS NATIONAL CRISIS IN SCOPE,

AND THREATENING TO THE STABILITY OF CHICAGO AND OTHER CITIES. THR

CONSEQUENCES OF JOBLESSNESS FAR OUTWEIGHS Iys COST. ALLEVIATING

UNEMPLOYMENT IS THE SOUNDEST INVESTMENT THE CITY OF CHICAGO AND

AMERICA CAN MAKE. THR DIVIDENDS IN TERMS OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND

MORAL UPLIFT Alt OF GREAT.MAGNITUDE.

RECOMMENDATIONS THAT CAN BE OFFERED:

. THE.FIRST RECONMENDA.TION INOULD BE, AND IS, TO IMPROVE

NATIONAL ECOKOMY. NONETHELESS, AN IMPROVED ECONOMY IN

THE IAST DECADES HAS NOT CONTHI1UTED SUBSTANTIALLY TO
4

413
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WON-WHITE YOUTH UNIMPLOYMENTI, NOR NAS.IT REDUCED THE

DISPARITY -BETWEEN TUE RATH OP NON-WHITE YOUTN.AND

NON-WHITE ADULT UMPLOYMENT.

OUR SOCIAL'ORDER *ET MAII A COMMITMENT IN JOBS, EITHER

FRIVATE OR PUBLIC SERVICE, TO TNE ALLEVIATION OF THE

PROSLEM OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN GENERAL, AND NON-WRITE

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN PARTICULAR. IF THIS COMMITMENT IS

MADE AND CARRIED OUT, THE NEEDED MOTIVATION, UPSURGE IN

SPIRIT AND SELF-IMPORT WILL_BE GENERATED TO ACCOMPLISH

SUBSTANTIAL:ALLEVIATION OF THE PROBLEM.

MORE WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED IN OUR SCHOOLS,

IN COMBINATION 'WITH THE BASIC AND REMEDIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS.

JOBS MUST RI AVAILABLE AFTER THE COMPLETION OF EDUCATIONAL

AND JOB-TRAINING PROGRAMS. WITHOUT JOBS, FRUSTRATIOR,

CYNICISM AND ALIENATION WILL CERTAINLY SET

BECAUSE MANY EMPLOYERS DO NOT'HAVE ABILITY TO TRAIN IN-

SERVICE, PUBLIC SERVICE JOBS WOULD SERVE TO COMPLETE THE

ORIENTATION TRAINING, AND READINESS OF MANY YOUTH.FOR THE .

WORK WORLD. PUBLIC SERVICE J016 ARE NEEDED AS AN ENTRY

LEVEL PLACEMENT TECHNIQUE.
4.

. THE PLACEMENT OF YOUTH IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR AT PUBLIC

EXPENSE IS A SUCCESSFUL AND PROVEN STRATEGY FOR QIVING THEM

AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROVE THEIR CAPACITY AND WORTH AS PERMANENT

EMPLOYEES, ANb POR BEING TRASSITIONED INTO UNSUBSIDUID JOBS.'

PROGRAMS SHOULD DEVELOP NOT ONLY THE WORK ETHIC, BUT A MORAL

SENSE OF CONTRIBUTING TO SOCIETY, WORK SKILLS AND ECONOW/C

.7 4

4.4(
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INDEPENDENCE, BUT SOCIAL UTILITY WITH LEARNING AND INCOME.

EXPERIMENTATION IN DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES Or LEARNING,

1W1tv%TION roR WORK AND SOCIAL USEFULNESS SHOULD BE UNDERTAKING

BO AS TO PRODUCE MODELS FOR RIPLICATION.

PARENTS SHOULD SE INVOLVED IN ALL PROGRAMS, SO THAT VALUE

CHANGES WILL OCCUR, AND REINFORCEMENTS WILL BE MADE.

THIS IS ESSENTIAL!

ABLESSNISS AMONG INNER CITY YOUTH IS A MAJOR CRISIS IN
0

CHICAGO, AS IN SONE.GTHER GREAT AND OLDER CITIES. THE

PROBLEM,HAS SEEN WORSBNING AND HAS NOT BEEN ALLEVIATED

SUFFICIINTLY DURING THE UPTURNS IN OUR NATIONAL ECONOMY.

TO SAVE A gENERATION or POORLY EDUCATED, ALIENATED AND -

CYNICAL YoUTH PROM A LIFE OP WELFARE, CRIMUAND DEPRIVATION,'WE

SHOULD ESTABLISH ON-GOING PAOGRNMS TO SALVAGE THEM. THESE

WOULD INCLUDE EDIA.ATIONAL REMEDIATION, WORK-STUDY, APPREN-.,
.

TICESHIP TRAINING AND TRAINING. FoR SOCIAL UTILITY.AND CIVIC

RESPONSIBILITY. THESE PROGRAMS SHOULD i ESTABLISHED IN
1

CONJUNCTION AND CoLl.ABORATION WITH BUSIN SS, INDUSTRY, LABOR,

THE MEDIA AND THE TOTAL COMMUNITY.

IT HAS BEEN VALIDATED SY THE SENATE SELECf ITTEE IN THEIR

1972 STUDY ON "THE COST OF DROPPING OUT" THAT THIS IIYPE OF SALVAGE.

PROGRAM pAYS A NATIONAL DIVIDEND OF FIVE TO SIX DOLLARS FOR ONE--

TO sAY NOTHING OF THE OTHER SOCIAL, MORAL AND CIVIC DIVIDENDS.
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Youth and the Work Place: Perspectives
for the Coming Decade

Straitement--hy- Done-14--3-;- Eberly-

The 18 24 year old population will decline in the decade of the 80's
from 30 million to 25 million. This fairly rapid fall in the youthful pop-

.

ulation has led to speculation on its possible effects. Some predict a
withering away of such problem areas as the high rates of youth crime and
youth unemployment. Others contend there are structural problems in our
society and that they will not evaporate with changing population

Whatever the answer the 80's brings to these problems, it is clear
to this observer that there will be no decline in the energy of youth,
the idealism of youth, nor in youthful desires for risk and adventure.
These are predictable characteristics of young people who have passed
through a hildhood both physically and mentally well-nourished.

Equally predictable is the growing need for,olervices. Many of these
services can be performed competently by young people. lliey can take care e

of children at day-care centers. They can help old folks with their shop-
ping and minor repairs and keep them out of nursing homes. They can de-
tect the presence or absence of insects in fields and orchards and there-
by reduce both costs and pesticide pollution. They can build windmills
and wratherize homes to save energy.

The energies of young-people could be joined- with the needs of society
in a program of national service. In addition, such an effort would con-
tribute substantially to the goals of work experience and employability.
In the following description of national service published in Voluntary
Action Leadership (Summer 1979), a program design is outlined that would
eosin,* all young Americans of at last one year of work experience in the
human, social or environmental services.
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Callan involvement

A Call for
National
Service

By Donaid J. !body
MVO is a growmg mfolfpft .1 vort,,1 seivety

tor this count! / 4 (allup poll condi., fed n.irin, pus )0.11
loveated a 00.sitive tettpirvita ( 11 Om aim viudi.7 pro
PI* ri Me 18 to 24 year 010 yr woo') le a v.funi II
volunlaiy nrional service Met o *meld ott41 nivIn an op

Oen Ebrly is a tomoi policy analyst in ACTION Ottic
0/ Polk y and Planning H also is a [tombs, 01 tn." Com
nutter for IN Study of Nation*/ Sorvice ond executive
deOctOr of tho Mehemet Sorkin'. Scretorrit This article
rePreiOnts Pui porsonar viewpoints on notional sorvic
VOLUXIARY .01M4Att. m weeI

portinuty to 501ve at the military Of do nonmilitary work tot
Ono yoar

in ktbruary Hap Paul 14.4cCroster ji (RCatit.) and '4
011:11f fe,,fosemtalwes inftoduota a National Youth ServiCft
hal .12061 the pl000sed legistation offels tour on
Irons to all 18 yearolds, including militaryset ft*, OW411

yfuff or a combination of fly two then on May30, Roo
ASuCloskey announced he willed inteXtirce an amend
mcnt to rh Detons. Department ProCuroment
4040). which would *pave the way !through a study) tor a
National tbuth Service! afternaffv0 Marled of resumption
of the stiaight molt-

May 30 also marked tho convening of a two.doy
iionat ServiCe Conference held in a suburb if Washing
fon. DC the meeting was sponsored' by fht COMndar
hn the Study of Notional Service. which recently COM-
oared a 20 month study Of nano/tat service The 250 con
totenca par fictpants agreed that national yOuth MVO. it
.0001triy kg "a thorough national debate with str.-ng partici-
Piaion by Vueng eeetee" While there was' no consensus
on what form notional service should lake. Many in-
dividuals offered their own ideas and models

One parociparit Donald Eberly has Peon an adv0Oot.
oi a national youth mime foi years He Piosents note Ins
bei Sonal views on national soiviCo. suggesting a model
basnd on this country s past experience with the concopf.

!Ira UNiff 0 StATES NEUSS FULI SCALE .PRO
giant id national sulalce the need cart ba found
among de 2 112 million 18 tO 24-yosi (MS whO are

unemployed arkf looking tor work Many cannot get 106
simply herniae they navel hP1V* held al00 The government
I an break this cycle by becoming the mployer of tint
.11no.s1 otteung out young people a full year of wOtk tpati
erica)

he need can he found in such yeti at actuottron, heaRt-,
iinservalioill and housing. whom neliMOn5 ot yOung'011013te

can be engaged effectively to lack!. related proteems
the need can be found by examlning the bond of trust

mat moth' between young people and thou government in a
heetthy %Melly In the pitl 15 yews. that bond has become
set toasty cotioded A mostly conceived. well-run program

wahonfil setytce wottld. help festme this bond
many 111v need can In round in the idealism Of yOung

uonoth Many believe of went lo believe that what (nods to
ho done can be dont A system which denies nulliOns Of
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tml can be found
anHnig our 21,2 milhou unemployed

16- to 24-year:ol(1;.
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#41110011 tI414,0 flilItsulni 11,11 It llfll II,' .1,11,114.(.1 11,11141,

toll ft WIIII r...11) do, 15IIII ItIo 1,111111.,

too hovitiviio And Wit,. ill IlfillIl lal .i, 1 .1 11111

militaty oxlatiiisimnint 11111 AIL V.0,01I0..,
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A thud I Ilt11101 *011111 Ili. .1 1111011 III I/10 111,111 II ?it"? 1,,

pen% IIIP I.4110(1/II 510,1 if 41111111,0YR Vi111,11/ rhSi .410 11,0

filed lot young utiniglii lo tIoln I IVIII,lrl and
capacities inyitu thorn It) volIpllool lot I p

below they tun 25 yoiti old and 1051111 I lbw di ill io Molt,
valt, noll not W/11111ittellId Iiu 1fly Amy, No

MAO wijiciti be (114140 nvi nor tin mallaly stwitt it
Sums national v dl/V111.1111% Aotattl;

Aug Rievelotld Thoodoili Ind? imIt) Ill
0104J111111 kul ut1101,telly kIthfr:110 11,0

111111111(1 tn.! (Pall. 51111 fl ci would t)inoolitte Ii quid .d
emon0 young unticUt! Ihal Will lii iecull in i lutliciont num
bar or voltinlonlit Ion militaty Amyl, Ii

A National Servic Proposal
Iduilly, it OlOgillini na11141.11 %el virki tlh,rt lii !IP tlf,I11,1,11

horn !hi 11101041 IinlILllJilPfltlliIlV 11,11 holvortial
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National strict, Is not 8 INW
campy..

Wittlow ifoiss laid the theoretical loundotion (or national
service in I 909 in an essay entitled -The Masi (quo/glint of r1/4,'

Wal .11 young run wire conscripted to do m-uch.ol lit. toughest
nonmthlery work that hod to bi done. James argued, they would..
develop sell conhclnce end -would be better lathery eh/
ieocheis of the following genttellan

Taw CMS* Comervatioo Cups (CCC) and tee Natlosof
Yoe* Adetaistrotton (MYA) were orgenued In the '301 as two
ol President Rouevell's respours to the depressirm Morn than
2 112 million young men moiled in, the CCC, which- was pati
wad to bo the most succossful of Roosevelt', New Oeal pip
gloms Ils pitons was two fold 'to hanger money to the *It
(through allotments sent ductly to the families 'of .CCC molten)
and to perform needed conservation wwk

The NYA was Niger than the CCC but recolvid lees acclaim
-Also, the NYA was loss distinctive in several respects It pulite.
15 to 24 yew olds of both and had programs for students
and nonstudents MYR participants worked In their home tam.
Over Ito Ille of tho N. from 1935 to 1943.,There were 4.8 mi1 .
lion particIponts, gout tipsily divided between msle end lomely.

The II Welts middy acknowledged es one al Ihe but Invest-
ments %VII made by the U S government By returning to the tea
coffers sem& times at much money as the SI5 bielon sput in
Odusnon and tinning odor the GI Bill.hom 1945 54, II was
sound economic investment By producing what was generally
conceded to Is the best group of studsnts ever found on Mirka
computes, it wee on invonmstil in the gustily of ducation. ay
coolly broadening the sous econonitt profile of persons going on
to hither education, the GI 8111 woo en Matsuura in *Wily.

initially, thorn wets predictions that the rolwning 04 mold rn .

quire a great deal ef counseling and would not occul the authori-
ty of thy educolors instead, the Ole demonstratektlio vita. of en
experience. ludell mleilude to Isimel education

Aloe, the rhuallude'ol nePonse was vutty wideloeflanalet
Allhoap% moils predicted the? lees Mon Onetanth of the
veterans weetd leen the GI Bill, Me total maims*, came to 7
Milan pornone, or 50 oercont of 1WO ellOble

TM Pose Cors, created 41.1981. Wowed the politest
of those Wflie cseed it a "kiddie woe,' u eorstOrt1 it with IS
Children's Crook of the Middle Agee. Whore 8w assignmenta

4111 tiff ?MIA ff.1014 !IAD! 11%111. SI. 1%11
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The need can tfe found
in such areas as

educatioil, health, consenUtioh and hoysing.
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, ,wele monopoles, es weli teaching alt4 aricuttire, the weak al
-the vehilltIlIFI penorally raattit Item good to oulsteediee. Mtn-
..poniky. whits the Uttpmealt tented tote nape end **ac-
tives inntahltic. the reeerd Yeas kls IONfeclory .

While Mooted Ms NIES Ceelli did riot pile Itve op le the
hopes of its early Advocates. It cachalot to Mend as a small-scale
modal of -a payee etre pnroment espouse Ito hog le
?oung fleafte.vervei young PeCills Isepond positively to this tout,
where they do good work under dilbcell ctreuenstoncti: sal
where,they edern with a quality of phretanding and wedges
that 'could U. achieved in so other way

jtaceeldoellel commission. in VW, eoarnined poen& set.
4Ki Viii isufkle lel be on the verge of recommndme tt whit-
While House officials told the commotion theirwould ke no
money for such a prompt Consequently, the cbmmission simply
recoMmendedexPriniontal programs lo list Ihe idea

At thei hme, the notional service issue wee perceived nerreallit
's q . "Will i notional tervict stIsmaiwe maks the drift men
equitable?"

1',.A Nevertliteltsa the neilonal service cann inel wet examed man
c Only lb t had been fp many years Apart horn the draft

, Islinit pone ratlonefe etherged
1144 a agg nestle tor novice in the US
YounglOppir can meet many of then needt
Many voting people want to meet then needs
In meeting teen needs young people rney develop tall con&

dente end civic pride, pin work eipenence, explore CMS(
postIllnllewS. Ingest in the world Donde the cleetroom end MIN
torn TV, disconl the rewords of serving others
i Since the riettonol nitres! is Served by promolino the. general

collate as well se loststmg constoolive growth opponoriltles fee
(-; young citizens. the governMent should gurontee opportunittet fee

eil young people to contlibuto toter Di tWO 011515151V:I *elf
Nilo* man 7 .

Theo were, of course. variations of this rkenefe Seem
beloved the case for national youth YeiVice wee so slim il
should be required of all ye, people &VP began the argument
with ihr Ileitis el youteirple Ica service expenence. tither
way. It was Melt to Cal ly those persistent one.deeenelonal
questioners. who asked OPhei are you really tryIng lo do, hell
luds grow up OT fern Al I of the community?"

letvlee-Mont Immolation of a service experience..
With educationel th het been evolving greduelly Ter sevetal
decides. It Is a peciatilearn ol experiential iterning,derived ,

duectly from the philosophot of Whim James and John Devon e
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The need can be found
in the idealism

of our young' people.
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Before the sepoce looming expenence. student is asked te
consider its learning potential and to leveret a set et Huila'
learning OeiCeMs 641141 the experience the student meiMoIns a
deity Iog. itconis peek experiences. consults nnth factrhy'sal.
visors. and Wends occasional seminars. At the or:Malabo, tha

p student submits to the teacher a portfolio af hisMer learning as.
pommel 1b. teacher Me learning sprinted by the stIkeitt
dint and mewls academic sacorition as appropriate ,

The 1080 Atlanta Service Learning conference tvu
milestone in stimulating nationwide wrest in sank. teeming
Participants to notional service waufel be encouraged. but not re
roiled. to lira service learning contrActs

hereas for loesi teretea (ILS). With only 1 200 partici
pants over a two year period. Is the smallest toveinmentspen
ritad yOulh IonerCe program in this review It may yet prove to be

the mint significent Ii was launched in 1973 as A fast of Me na
tionel youth setwee idea by two strong advocates. 3,810
Blmchloid, then head of ACTION. and Oentel 3 bons, then over-.
nor of WM1)1111000 IWO -

The PlOgreel fon Local Service**as open to everyone aged 18
to 25 Ilsiing in a metaled mem and neat Seattle II ollemil tell
time. one year cOmmunity service positions for a stipend IRON 10

parcen1 of the minimum wage There wet nu particulin enact
te sell P1.5 It Ives simply presented at an opportunity to serve 101

yell
A sulyey revealed that 20 pment ol the eligible population

mM mate ol the ploglim fen peffild submitted elnillcollonet
one of tour entered the program Timorohle of P.I.S panicipents Is
ilsenttelly the same as the profile ot applicants, thus inticallii.g
.no dintriamnalliOn in the placement process h sladwa an Wm
averab p.oportion of women.. mmoribes and persons from 10*Ipo

come laMilles Surprisingly. the education level of patticipenta
. was 11%110 than averne The most common denominelor way

participants was then' employment status 70 Omens mate
unemployed ant looking for work

Unlike most other prognosis tfy this review. PLS was riot fin
perticular class of people. sunny veterens, cotlege stutdents so
the poor it yens open to everybody in the age tinge Pailitipents

-included mentally, talented persons. en sonviste. a Yeseron
classilwd as 100 percent chsabled. and several Arsons with
masterAg degrees tt

The Ivelyetion found the wolth of Service pefformed by the
amine particIgent to be S.7.000, almost double the unit coil te
ACTION of funding, the program It also loAind the untriployrnent
rate to have fallen trom TO percent et entry to 18 percent sic
months after companion of service -0Pi Ow*

an 5N 111r 4(.:1,014 Ii AUlfiStlir 11.,nmel IVO
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The CHAIRMAN. The hearing 1111 now actiourned.
[Whefeupon. at 2 p.m.. the committee adjourned, stibject to thecall of the Chair.]
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